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Martin Marty contends the optimal ecclesial response to the American culture is 

that of the public church. This dissertation is a response to Marty's challenge to "discover 

not invent the public church" within the Roman Catholic church in the United States. 

Relying on the work of Robert Bellah, chapter one examines Amerka's individualkm as 

the primary cultural factor that relegates the role of religion to the private sphere. In the 

second chapter. the characteristics and manifestations of the nascent public church are 

examined in light of four twentieth century Amencan Cathoiics who are antecedents of 

the public church in the twentieth century. Chapter three examines the shifi in 

ecclesiolog} that allows the theological and conciliar foundations for the self- 

understanding of the Roman Catholic church as a public church. Part one of chapter three 

outlines the growing centralization of the Roman Catholic church in the late nineteenth 

century and its impact on the church in the United States. Part two shifts focus to the 

implicit characteristics of the public church contained in two specific conciliar 

documents. In Gaudium et spes and Dignitatis humanae there exists a theological 

foundation for the Roman Catholic church as a public church. These implicit 

characteristics - a cntical anthropology, a critical and dialogicai mode of ecclesial 

presence in the world. and the social implications of theology - allow a conciliar 

foundation for the Roman Catholic church as a public church. 

The fourth and fmal chapter demonstrates how Bernard Lonergan is a resource for 



the public church. Not attempting an exhaustive explanation of Lonergan's contribution. 

this chapter focuses on four of his categories for consideration - his anthropology; 

communities of meaning and value: history as the story of the sirnultaneous principles of 

progress, decline, and redemption; and the redemptive role of the church in the world - 

which provide a larger frame of reference for a fuller understanding of the public church. 

The task that remains is for the understanding of the public church to be et'fectively 

appropriated in the Roman Catholic church in the United States. This dissertation takes a 

step towards this appropriation. 
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Introduction 

The relationship between the Church and culture has been a perennial issue in the 

history of Christianity. Whether this issue has been the subject of explicit theological analysis 

and reflection, it is always an implicit dynamic in ecclesial life. The recent interest in issues 

of inculturation', however, reflects the timeliness for an explicit theological consideration of 

the church/cultw relationship. There is renewed attention within the Roman Catholic church 

to examine its relationship with the larger culture. The impetus for this curent concem is 

generated by the Second Vatican Council's affirmation of human culture and the council's 

reminder to the church in Gaudium er spes of its duty of "scrutinizing the signs of the times 

and interpreting them in light of the gospel." This renewed attention is not to be an absuact 

consideration of the church and culture relationship. Rather, in lighr of the council's 

recognition of cultural diversity, coupled with its emphasis on the local church, local 

churches are challenged to scrutinize their specific "host" cultures in light of the gospel. The 

post-Vatican II church understands itself as both a critic of its host culture and as an agent of 

cultural transformation. This critical and transfomative role demands a place for cultural 

analysis utilizing contributions h m  sociology, econornics. and other disciplines. 

The focus of this dissertation is the relationship of the Roman Catholic church in the 

' Several of the many sources on inculnvation include: Marcello Azevedo, S.1.. "What is Inculturation?" CRC 
Dossiers (Ottawa: Canadian Religious Conference March 25, 1985), document nos. 40 1-60; David J .  Bosch. 
Trumforming hfission: Paraùigm Shfls in Theology of Mission (Mary  knoll, N.Y .: Orbis. 1 99 1 ); Mic hael Paul 
Gallagher. S.J., Clarhing Symbols: An introduction to Fairh & Culture (Mahwah, N.J.: PauIist Press, 1998); 
Louis Lezebetak, The Church and Cultures (MqknoIl, N.Y.: Orbis, 1988); Aylwatd Shoner, Toward o 
Theology of lnculturation (Maryiusoll, N.Y.: Orbis, 1988); Robert J. Schreiter, Constructing Local Theologies 
(MaryknoIl, N.Y.: Orbis, 1985). 



United States to the Amencan culture.' An analysis of this relationship requires both a 

consideration of the church's critical engagement with the Amencan ethos and attention to 

issues of the church's self-understanding. This critical engagement. in the words of Catholic 

sociologist John Coleman, must be "strategic." It must, "emphasize the questions of a 

particular time and place.. . and seek to counteract what is believed to be the errors that are 

most tempting at the time."3 What does this mean for the Roman Catholic church in the 

United States? 

In the Arnencan context the church must critically engage a culture dominated and 

defined by a pervasive individualism. In the work. Habits of the Heurt: Individualism and 

Cornmitment in American Life, Robert Bellah and his associates contend individualisrn is the 

dominant cultural "language" in the United States context. The language of individuaiism 

overshadows the alternative communal languages of the American tradition leaving 

Americans unable to draw upon richer and more cornmunitarian understandings of Iife. 

Bellah distinguishes two forms of individualism: utilitarian and expressive individualism. 

Our private lives are ruled by expressive individualism with its emphasis on self- 

improvement and persona1 meaning. Our public lives are driven and defined by utilitarian 

individualism that advocates a rugged ambition. a "geaing ahead" at any cost, toward the 

goal of material success. This pervasive individualism. in both forms. defines freedom as 

'non-interference" in the individual's pursuit of his or her autonomy. The understanding of 

fieedorn as "freedom from" foaen  the belief that individuals are pitted against institutions, 

the latter aiways irnpinging upon the person's autonomy. The pervasive individualism of the 

' Throughout this dissertation the tenn "American" refen to the United States. Likewise, the term "Amencan 
church" unless otherwise specified refers to the Roman Catholic church in the United States. 
' John Coleman, bbArnerican Catholicism and Strategic Social Theology," in Irene Woodward, S.N.J.M. ed., The 
Catholic Church: The Unired S~ates Eiperience,. (New York: Pauiist Press, 1979), 43. 



American context has rneasured freedom and success by the individual's ability to promote 

his or her emotional, intellectual. and ofien material success with linle or no concern for the 

larger social fabnc. This individudism has led to the belief that certain areas of life. as well 

as certain subsystems within society, are exempt from critique or scrutiny. This explains to 

some extent that despite the large percentage of Americans who believe in "a god", the 

dominant individualism privatizes religion by keeping it at arm's length From too great an 

impact on the polity or econorny. Churches and religious institutions proposing an alternative 

vision to the rampant individualism are often perceived as intmsive and acting 

inappropriately. Religion's role is deerned appropnate as a personal choice in one's pnvate 

life limited to personal meaning and devoid of societal implications. It is often excluded or at 

least held in suspicion. however. when it anempts to be part of the public discourse. 

The dominance of the language of individualism makes it difficult for he r i cans  to 

think about what a more cooperative, just and equal social order might look like because the 

very conten within which we discuss the ideals of fieedom. justice and success is skewed by 

this individualism. The themes of freedom. justice, and success. as understood through the 

Lens of individualism, are transrnitted through various institutional realities such as 

technology, the free market myth and a Iegal system based on adversarial notions in a pattern 

of law that extols individual rights.' These dominant themes shape the Amencan ethos and 

present the contexhiai challenge for the church's mission of promoting the gospel. 

Ecclesiolo@cal issues surface because these dominant themes shape not only the host culture, 

but aiso define the boundaries within society which religion and the churches have been 

expected to adhere. A pervasive individualism and the constitutional restrictions on the 

4 John Coleman, "A CuItural Overview," in T. Howland Sanks and John CoIernan, eds., Reading the Signs of 
the Tintes (Mahwah, N.J.: Paulist Press, 1993), 14. 



establishment of religion are unique factors in the Amencan culture that have fostered the 

belief that religion should be marginaiized to the private sphere. 

At the same time however. even the casuai observer cannot fail to notice the growing 

role religion plays in both domestic and international affairs in the world today. Jose 

Casanova in a recent work, Public Religions in the Modern Wodd, 'descnbes the growing 

role of religion as the deprivatization of religion. Cassonova cites empirical evidence that 

religion in the 1980s went public.. . . It entered the public sphere and gained. thereby, 
ubpublicity". The unexpected public interest [in religion] det-ived h m  the fact that 
religion, leaving its assigned place in the private sphere. had thmst itself into the 
public arena of moral and political c~ntestation.~ 

The international movement of religion fiom the private to the public sphere. or in 

Cassonova's terminology, "deprivatization", reflects 

the revitaiization and the assumption of public roles by precisely those religious 
traditions which both theories of secularization and cyclical theones of religious 
revival had assumed were becoming ever more marginal and irrelevant in the modem 
world.'" 

in light of the growing role religion plays in the world. this dissertation focuses on a 

particular contextuaiization of this universal phenornenon: the Roman Catholic church in the 

American context. 

In what manner does the Roman Catholic church in the United States engage in and 

appropriate its public role? The Roman Catholic church in the United States has been 

described in the last decade as a "public church.'" The public church is a descriptive term 

coined by Martin Marty in his work, The Public Church: ibfainline-Evangelicai-Catholic. 

' Jose Casanova, Public Religions in the Modern World (Chicago: Univenify of Chicago Press. 1 994). 
6 Ibid., 3. 
7 Ibid., 5 .  
8 J. Bryan Hehir, "Church-State and Church-World: The EccIesiological h p f  ications," Carholic Theologicol 
Society of Americo Praceedings 4 1 ( 1986): 55-74. 
9 Martin Marty, The Public Church: Mainfine-Evangelicaf-Cathofic (New York: Crossroads, 198 1 ). 



Martin Marty defines the public church as: 

a family of apostolic churches with Jesus Christ at the center, churches which are 
especially sensitive to the res publicn, the public order that surrounds and includes 
people of faith. (It). . . is a communion of communions, each of which [ives its life 
partly in response to its separate tradition and partly to the calls for a common 
Christian vocation. l0 

Marty posits the public church as the optimal ecclesiology for the Amencan ethos because of 

the pervasive individualism that shapes American culture. The public church is an ecclesial 

manifestation of the classic issue of faith and culture: to understand the public role of the 

Roman Catholic church in the United States requires an analysis of the American culture and 

a consideration of the manner of the church's cntical engagement with the American ethos. 

In the Arnerican context the church must engage a culture dominated and defined by a 

pervasive individudism. Marty's consideration of the public church relies on the sociological 

categones of totalist. tribaiist, and pnvatist describing how religions are organized. The 

totaiist mode promotes the elimination of the tension between faith and culture, and espouses 

the political establishment of one religion as the defining agent for the entire culture. The 

totalist mode uses the political system as an appendage of religion blumng the distinction of 

religion, society. and state. The tribalists. on the other hand. accept these distinctions but 

meet the world outside the "tnbe" with defensiveness and suspicion. The tribalists' 

defensiveness and suspicion generates a dangerous intolerance of plunlism. Finally, the 

privatist mode of organizing religion not only contradicts the intrinsic communal nature of 

Chnstianity but it compartmentaiizes and marginaiizes the faith to the private sphere. The 

privatist mode of organizing religion renders the faith and the church ineffectua1 in the social 

arena. Marty rnahtains the ecclesial approaches of the totalist, tribalist, and pnvatist are 



inadequate to respond to the crisis of morale and mission facing the churches in the United 

States. Marty offers the public church as the most effective ecclesial option for the American 

context. 

The public church rejects the belligerence and exclusivity of the tribalists, refuses the 

solution of the totalist state religions. and rejects vehemently the privatists' positing the faith 

in the realm of the private. The public church is a "witness to the communal character of the 

faith.. . [it] possesses resources for promoting the social dimension of Christian response."' ' 
This dissertation accepts the public church as the best description for the Roman Catholic 

church in the United States at this time. Totalist or tribalist modes of ecclesial self- 

understanding are incompatible with Arnerica's political structure and its pluralistic society. 

The privatist mode of self-understanding stands in stark contrat to the communal nature of 

Christianity itself. and fails to take seriously the international phenomenon of the 

deprivatization of religion. Consequently. the public church provides the most effective 

description for the Roman Catholic church's self-understanding in the United States. 

This dissertation is a contribution towards the irnderstanding of the Roman Catholic 

church in the United States as a public church. To accept the public church as the most 

effective ecclesial response in the American ethos requires addressing the challenge of 

Martin Marty "to make its [the public church's] form, and undentanding and work . . . 

explicit."" Marty's challenge sets the parameters, airns, and structure of this dissertation. 

This project neither is a historicai analysis of the Roman Catholic church in the United 

States, nor is it rny intention to exhaust the expansive topic of religion and society. The 

current universal phenomenon of the deprivatization of religion presents a challenge to the 

I I  Ibid., 8. 
l2 Ibid., 22- 



Roman Catholic church to consider its own self-understanding as a public church. and to 

corne to grips with the manner in which the church will h c t i o n  in the larger social order. 

The aim of this work is to provide an understanding of the public church as the prerequisite 

for the task of appropriating the public role of Roman Catholic church in the United States. 

This work is not an attempt to establish that the Roman Catholic church is now a public 

church as if it has never been so before. Rather, I agree with the noted scholar of American 

Catholicism, David O'Brien, who maintains that, "at each histoncal moment the Catholic 

Church presents a public face-or  better, public faces-to other cornrnunities and to society 

at large."" O'Brien reminds us that the Roman Catholic church presents different public 

faces in different histoncal situations. This dissertation contends that at this moment the most 

effective public role for the Roman Catholic church in the United States is Martin Marty's 

concept of the public church. This work deepens the understanding of Martin Marty's public 

church. a church that promotes social transformation through discourse and cooperation with 

other institutions within the social order. as the optimal public face for the Roman Catholic 

church in the United States at this historical moment. 

The four chapters of this dissertation provide the necessary structure to allow the 

reader to deepen his or her understanding of the public church. Each chapter focuses on a 

specific theme but the overall intent is to consider these themes in such a way that the 

material facilitates and enhances the understanding of the public church. In chapter one. 

Robert Bellah's contribution to understanding the role and legacy of individualisrn in the 

American culture situates the need for the Roman Catholic church to be a pubIic church. This 

chapter both uncoves the cultural factors that offer resistance to a public role for religion and 

" David I. O'Brien, "What Happened to the Catholic Left?" in Mary JO Weaver, ed., Whar 's Le??: Liberai 
American Catholics, (Bloomington: University of Indiana Press, 1999), 256. 



ecclesial communities. and it eliminates the totalist and tribalist modes as effective ecclesial 

options for the Amencan ethos. Chapter two enhances the understanding of the public church 

through the identification of several antecedents of the public church in the experience of 

twentieth c e n w  Amencan Catholicism. This chapter not only discovers several 

manifestations of a nascent public church in the United States in the twentieth century, it also 

illustrates characteristics of an effective contemporary public church. The third chapter 

examines the implicit characteristics of the public church in selected documents of the 

Second Vatican Council. In part one of chapter three, severai factors contributing to the 

centralization of the nineteenth century Roman Catholic church are considered. Part one of 

the third chapter is not meant to be an exhaustive account of nineteenth century Roman 

Catholic ecclesiology: instead. it allows a point of reference in order to accentuate the shifi in 

the understanding of the church-world relationship of the Second Vatican Council. in part 

two of this chapter. the church-world relationship articulated at Vatican II is exarnined and 

established as an implicit conciliar foundation for the public church. 

The final chapter further illuminates the understanding of the public church by 

appropriating several categones of Bernard Lonergan as a resource for the discussion of the 

public church. Lonergan's anthropology, his understanding of communities of meaning and 

value, his understanding of human history as the story. the manifestation of the simultaneous 

principles of progress, decline and redemption, and his concept of the redernptive role of the 

church. provide further illumination and illustration for deepening the understanding of the 

public church. Lonergan. whose corpus does not focus extensively on eccles iolo~,  is an 

optimal resource precisely because he conmibutes a greater depth to understanding the 

general themes of anthropology, the human world, and the church-world relationship. These 



themes underpin the entire dissertation and Lonergan's contribution to their understanding 

provides a contribution to a deeper understanding of the public church. 

This dissertation does not attempt to exhaust the implications of the Roman Catholic 

church as a public church, nor does it entertain specific social issues and the Roman Catholic 

church's position on such issues, which are beyond the scope and aim of the present work. A 

well-articulated understanding of the public church must both precede the Roman Catholic 

church's appropriation of the characteristics of the public church and influence the manner in 

which the church formulates its stand on social issues. This dissertation is successfiil if it 

contributes to a deeper understanding of the public church and in doing so. allows others to 

continue to articulate the implications of this understanding. 



Chapter One 

American Culture and the Public Church 

Introduction 

Chapter one examines the unique context fiom which the Amencan Catholic church 

emerges as a public church, and presents several mitigating factors working against the 

public dimension of the faith. These factors. the very factors that are likely to be "the erron 

that are most tempting at the time,"' become the special concern for evangelization and the 

- mission of the Roman Catholic church in the United States. The pervasive individualism in 

Amencan culture has O ften placed religion in the "privaie sphere," presenting a challenge for 

the mission of the church and tension, conflict and arnbiguity for church members. On the 

one hand. statistics confirm a large nurnber of Americans profess a belief in God and value 

church attendance; on the other hand, there is a widespread perception that religious 

discourse and ecclesial involvement in some aspects of Amencan life are irrelevant or 

invasive. Arnericans believe that various segments or subsystems within the larger culture are 

"neutral" or "off limits" to religion. What is the origin of this perception and what sustains it 

within the American context? Underlying this perception is an understanding of the '-publicF 

and "pnvate" realms as disco~ected.  In the Amencan ethos, we cornpartmentalize and 

marginalize religion to the pnvate realm, relinquishing its contribution to public discourse 

and action. 

Considerable scholarly attention has been directed toward tracing the evolution of the 

i John Coleman, "American Catholicism and Strategic Social Theology," in The Catholic Church: The United 
States Experhce, ed. Irene Woodward, S.N.J.M. Wew Yotk: Paulist Press, 1979), 43. 



"public" and the "private" spheres in modern societies. Chapter one aaempts neither an 

exhaustive examination nor an evaluation of this contemporary conversation, a task well 

beyond the limits of this dissertation. Rather the first chapter presents a discussion of the 

pervasive individualism of the Amencan culture, its impact on the shape of the public and 

private spheres, and the resulting implications for the role of the church within this 

configuration. 

Individualism and individualistic interpretations of the First Amendment foster and 

encourage the marginalization and compartmentalization of religion to the private sphere. 

Robert Bellah and his associates are an excellent source of information on this topic because 

their work' not only provides the consideration of the public and private spheres, but also. 

most importantly, contextualizes the public/pnvate discussion within the United States 

context. Bellah's work is also an important precursor for considenng the "public church" 

within Martin Marty's ecclesial typology. 

Bellah centers his analysis of the Arnerican culture on language. asking what 

"language" is available for Americans to describe their esperience and to define themselves. 

Bellah contends the "language" of individualism has overshadowed the langtiages of the 

biblical and republican traditions that at one time were more influential in American culture. 

The dominance of individualism and the waning of the other two languages have affected the 

configuration of the private and public spheres, often leading to the marginalization of 

religion to the private sphere. Religion undemood as an amibute of the private sphere is a 

Specific attention is given to the following two works of Robert Bellah and his associates: Robert N. Bellah. et 
al. Habits of the Heort: IndividuaIism and Commitmenf in Americm Life (Berkeley: University of California 
Press, 1985); Robert N. Bellah, et ai., The Good Sociey (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 199 1 ). 

Bellah does not use the rem "language" to mean primarily what the lînguists study. He uses it to refer to 
modes of moral discourse that include distinct vocabularies and characteristic patterns of moral reasoning. He 
uses "ftrst language" to refer to the dominant individualistic mode, and "second languages" to refer to the 
biblical and republican modes of discourse. See Habits, 334. 



legacy of individualisrn, yet the presence of the other two languages protects against a 

complete loss of religion in the public sphere. The presence of al1 three languages within the 

American context underscores an important reality: the role of religion in America is 

ambiguous. 

The ambiguous role of religion in America is evident as the role of religion grows in 

both international and domestic affairs. Jose Casanova in his recent work Pub& Rrligioits iiz 

the Modern World, cites the empiricai evidence that 

religion in the 1980s went public.. . . It entered the public sphere and gained. thereby, 
"publicity." The unexpected public interest [in religion] denved from the fact that 
religion, leaving its assigned place in the private sphere. had t h t  itself into the 
public arena of morai and political c~ntestation.~ 

This international movement fiom the pnvate to the public sphere, or bideprivatization,"' is 

reflected. for exarnple. in the growing presence of the Christian Coalition in the American 

political scene in the early 1 B O S ,  and in the United States Bishops' Pastoral Letters on 

Economics and Peace. Acknowledging and accepting the ambiguity of religion's role in 

Arnerica allows the discussion of the Roman Catholic church as a public church to be 

conducted within the framework of emphasis, not presence or absence. In other words, this 

work does not propose or assume that the Roman Catholic church was once "private" and 

now has become "public." Nor does this work contend that al1 religion and expressions of 

4 Jose Casanova Public Religions in the Modern World (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1994), 3. 
Casanova posits a dual purpose for deprivatization. It is meant to cal1 into question those theories of 

secularization which have tended not oniy to assume but also to prescribe the privatization of religion in the 
modern world. It is also meant to signify the emergence of new historicai developments which, at Ieast 
qualitatively, amount to a certain reversal of what appeared to be secuiar trends. Religions are not simply 
entering the public sphere to protect their rurfbut to redefine modem boundaries. "One of the resulrs of this 
ongoing contestation is a dual, interrelated process of repolitization of the private re!igious and moral spheres 
and renonnativimtion of the public economic and political spheres. This is what 1 c d ,  for lack of a better term, 
the 'deprivatization' of religion." Public Religions 6. 



religion in the United States context have been relegated to the pnvate sphere! This work 

contends that the church's public role has grown or waned in the Amencan context, not that 

it was simply present or absent. As religions leave their previously "assigned places in the 

pnvate sphere and enter the public arena, how the churches act in the public arena creates its 

own set of challenges. How religions and ecclesial communions interact and intersect in the 

public sphere, especiaily in a contexr where che dominant cultural forces tend to prisatize 

them. is a question of extreme reievance. This work clarifies some current ambiguity around 

this question by exarnining how the Amencan culture tends to privatize religion. and offers 

Martin Marty's "public church" as the optimal ecclesial response for the self-understanding 

of the Roman Catholic church in the United States. 

The public and pnvate spheres are historical consmicts, in other words, "in different 

histonca! eras human beings have filled in these spaces in quite distinctive w a ~ s . " ~  

Chapter one illuminates the configuration of the public and private spheres in the Amencan 

context. Bellah's work on individualism makes a solid contribution to understanding the 

publiclprivate spheres in the United States. Once the public and pnvate spheres have been 

distinguished the ecclesial implications will be discussed using Martin Marty's ecclesid 

typolog. Underlying chapter one's discussion are such important themes as "the role of 

religion in Amenca," 'the distinction between the private and public spheres" and, "church- 

state relations," but these themes are not the primary intent of the first chapter. The overail 

concem of chapter one is to describe the context in which the Roman Catholic church 

6 The Abolitionist, Prohibitionist, Social Gospel, and Civil Rights movements are exarnples of the "publicness" 
of religion in America What is posited here is that the dominant culttual factors in America have a proclivity to 
keep religion within the pnvate sphere. 
' Linell Elizabeîh Cady, Religion. Theoiogy, and Americun Public Life (Albany: State University of New York 
Press, 1993), 6- 



emerges. both in practice and in its self-understanding, as a "public church." 

Public and Pnvate Spheres: Historieal Constmcts 

Linell Cady, in Religion, Theology. and American Public Life. posits that the public 

and private spheres are historically shaped and ~ o ~ g u r e d :  "in different historical eras human 

beings have filled in these spaces in quite distinctive ways.'" n i e  private and public realms 

are not static entities but fluid, shaped and fashioned by the values and ideals of a particular 

culture at a particular time in history. Cady's examination of the ancient Greeks' 

configuration of the public and private spheres stands as testimony to the historicity of these 

spheres. In the Greek world the public realm was literally reserved for "fiee men"; it was the 

dornain of those who were tmly fiee. The public redm was the arena for the Free citizen to 

participate in an ongoing conversation in the polis conceming the appropriate ends of 

common life. The private sphere, on the other hand, was for those deprived of  sornething, 

literally the area of "privation." The private realm included those without fuIl  citizenship and 

the financial well being necessary to contribute to the public conversation toward the 

stnicturing of cornmon life. Women, slaves. and children, al1 deprived of full citizenship, 

were banned to the private sphere. 

Greek society held the public sphere in high esteem as the dornain of fieedom. 

Freedom was synonymous with the ability and capacity to participate in the larger dialogue 

and cornmon conversation of the polis. Through participation in the public conversation 

citizens enjoyed the fulfillment of life not possible for those relegated to the pnvate sphere. 

Participation in public discourse, however, was contingent upon a certain degree of material 

8 Line il Elizabeth Cady, Religion, Theology, und timerican Public Life (Albany: State University of New York 
Press, : S 3 ) ,  6. 



wealth. Financial success and fieedom were means for public involvement in the Greek 

society. For members of Greek society financial success and the exercise of freedom were 

necessary for the active participation in the larger social context. 

The configuration of the public and private spheres in Greek society reflects their 

unique understanding of values. The Greek understanding of freedom, financial success, the 

role of men, women and ciiiidren are rhe underpinnings of the publiî and p i ~ a t e  

configuration. The Greek understanding of freedom as participation stands in stark contrast 

to contemporary understandings of fieedom as "fkee From intervention." The classical 

understanding of human fulfillment as dependent upon participation in public discourse 

contrasts sharpiy with contemporary notions of hlfillment as a "private" and "personai'. 

enterprise. In contemporary American society. financial success is often perceived as an end 

in itself. Economic success is often for personal gain and a means of persona1 fulfillment. 

rather than an opportunity for engagement in the polis. The public and private configuration. 

whether in classical Greece or contemporary America, is a manifestation of a society's 

underlying values. Consequently, the contemporary understanding of Freedom and success 

and the different conceptions of gender roles shape the contemporary configuration of public 

and private spheres. Cady's view of the Enlightenment's legacy on the modem configuration 

of the public and private spheres is helpful at this point. The intent is not to scrutinize the 

divergence between the classical and modem public and private spheres, but to accentuate 

the historical nature of the configuration of the public and pnvate spheres. 

Linell Cady posits that the Eniightenment influence upon the meaning of public and 

pnvate is rooted in its, "intellectual and practicai solution to a very real and prolonged crisis 

in society. It was not some timeless option dreamed up by theorists but the forging of a 



political and philosophical resolution to paciQ a conflict-ridden society."' The genesis of 

society's conflict was the ever-present issues of authority in the Reformation and in its 

aftermath. The religious wars and the civil discord that occurred in wake of the Reformation 

and Counter-Reformation demanded a comrnon vocabulary that could coexist with the 

religious divenity present in post Reformation society. A secular language and vocabulary 

devoid of religious cornmitment were necessary and the creation of an arena, a "spacc," waj 

required where it wouid be possible to transcend the ever-present sectarian strife. As Cady 

States, "to establish peace religion was relegated to the sphere of the private: and secular 

discourse was developed to articulate the nature of political and social life."1° But the secular 

discourse that generated from this need for a common Ianguage was far h m  "neutral." in 

fact the language used to discuss the polirical and social realms had implicit understandings 

of the human person. the relationship of the hurnan person and society, and the role of the 

civil polity. 

The Enlightenment sought to emancipate the autonomous human person Frorn the 

constraints of political and ecclesiastical authority and in the process these "Enlightenrnent 

thinkers developed a notion of reason that sought to fiee human thought and practices fiom 

control of heteronymous authorities . . . to fiee hurnan thought h m  the chahs of tradition."" 

Public discourse and the public sphere were charactenzed by what was believed to be the 

universal human characteristic: reason. With the advent of the scientific method. true reason 

was equated with the scientific method, and knowledge with the "facts" denved f'ioom this 

"objective" method. Human reason eventually subordinated and allocated religious belief and 

9 Ibid., 9. 
la Ibid. 
" ibid., I I .  



imagination to the purely subjective. Tossing the c h a h  of religious tradition aside meant the 

relegating of any religious discourse or concepts to another sphere: the private sphere. 

Absolute reason, the universal human characteristic par excellence. defines legitimate 

discourse in the public sphere. The characteristics that define personal uniqueness, of which 

religion is one, are allocated to the arena for personal identity and hlfillment. the private 

sp here. 

The private and public spheres become more pronounced as modem societies develop 

economically and society's roles differentiate and specialize. The spheres of public and 

pnvate, previously less distinct. now in the modem era become more pronounced and. at 

times. polemic. Ofien, the private sphere, the sphere of personal identity and preferences, is 

perceived as a refuge from the cornpetitive nature of the economic and political systems of 

the public sector. In the modem era. religion is marginalized to the pnvate sphere where it 

resides with other personal choices perceived as having little role or impact in the public 

realm. Religion. perceived as any other persona1 choice, is something to be tolerated but 

rarely an influence or aspect of the public disc~urse. '~ 

The impact of the Enlightenment on the typology of the public and private spheres is 

more extensive than the brief aforementioned consideration. What is noteworthy is that the 

configuration of the public and private spheres varies over time. The meaning and values of 

these spheres is the result of human beings' decisions and actions in a particular place and 

tirne. The public and private spheres are formulated and configured within a given culture at 

'' This was the conclusion reached by Thomas Luchan in his classic work The Invitibie Religion (?k- York: 
MacMiIian, 1968). Theories of secularization and modemization and their impact upon religion have been 
crïticized by some as too Euro-centered and inadequate in light of the growing public role of religion. See 
especially: Robert Wuthnow, Rediscavering the Sacred: Perspectives on Religion in Conremporary Society 
(Grand Rapids, Mich.: Eerdmans PubIishing Co., 1992); and Casanova, Public Religions. 



a given time. Underpiming the ciassical configuration of public and private realms is the 

value system of a specific classical culture. The Greek's understanding of freedom, success. 

citizenship and gender affected the public and private configuration. The rise of absolute 

reason and the belief that it offered a divided pluralist society a cornmon ground. without a 

religious world-view, is but one factor in the modem configuration of the public and private 

spheres. 

The public and private spheres, as historical consmicts. are not static entities and their 

histoncal character leaves the configuration of these spheres open to scnitiny. What values 

underpin the private and public spheres in a given culture at a given time in its history? What 

events have shaped and perhaps changed these configurations during a society's history? The 

historicity of these spheres allows both a critical evaluation of the present meanings of 

private and public and the possibility and potential to redefine these meanings. The ability to 

analyze the factors shaping a culture's configuration of the public and private spheres 

naturally leads to a consideration of the public and private spheres in the United States. 

The American Context 

The purpose of examining the American configuration of the public and private 

spheres, ". . . is to help us undentand and interpret our contemporary experience, [and] the 

context of our rnini~tries."'~ Every culture is unique and analyzllig a culture is a complex 

task. John Coleman, a leading Catholic sociologist. accepts the complexity of the American 

culture but does not accept the opinion of some that its complexity disdlows or prevents 

analysis. Mindful of those who reject the notion of "one Amencan culture" due to its multi- 

T. Howland Sanks, "Reading the Signs of the Times." in Reading rhe Signs oj-the Times: Rerources for 
Social and Culturulrlna~vsis, ed. T. Howiand Sanks and John A. Coleman (New York: Paulist Press, 1993), 7. 



culnval composition, Coleman uses a ' ~ a l u e  hierarchy" approach to culturd analysis. This 

allows him to acknowledge the cornplexity of the PLmerican culture and leads him to identiQ 

dominant characteristics or traits that exist to such an extent that we would not adequately 

define American culture without these characteristics. Coleman maintains that four salient 

themes - equality. freedom, materialism and individualism - are constitutive of Amencan 

culture. Individualism is so pervasive in the Amencan ethos, Coleman contenàs. Lhat il is die 

lens through which the themes of fieedom. justice and equality, and success are in fact 

understood. These values are transmitted through various institutional realities such as 

technology, the fiee market myth, and a legal systern that extols individual rights.'' These 

themes. however, exist within a value hierarchy that acknowledges other values as coexisting 

subordinately in the culture. In other words. there are competing values within society; for 

exampie. those who reject individualism through communal living and solidarity with others. 

and those who espouse a simplicity of life in the face of consumensm and indiscriminate 

technologicd advancement. Coleman contends we often maintain and support the dominant 

values to benefit a particular privileged class in society. These dominant values become the 

"norms" for .4merican society. and individualism. as the lens for interpreting the dominant 

values of equality, Freedom. materialism, shapes and defines the "taken for granted reality" of 

what it is to be an American. 

Robert Beffuh ami Individuaiism 

In their work Habits of the Heart: individualism and Comrnitrnenf in ..lrnerican Life. 

Robert Bellah and his associates seek, "to know what individualism in Arnenca Iooks and 

14 John A. Coleman, "A Cuftural Overview," in Reuding the Signr ofthe Times, ed. T. HowIand Sanks and John 
A.Coleman Wew York: Paulist Press, 1993), 14. 



feels like, and how the world appears in its light."" The title "Habirs of the Heart" refers to 

the "mores" spoken of by Alexis de Tocqueville, the eighteenth cenniry French observer of 

American culture. and the originator of the term "individualism." In his classic work, 

Democracy in America. ' 6  Tocqueville observed the Amencan experiment of democracy fifty 

years afier its conception. TocqueviIle praised the associational life of the Arnerican people 

but warned that its weakening would prornote the unique self-sufficiency and spirit of 

"individualism" already evident in the American ethos. 

Tocqueville coined the term "individualism" to describe that "calm and considered 
feeling which disposes each citizen to isolate himself [sic] fiom the mass of his 
fellows and withdraw into the circle of family and friends. with this little society 
formed to his [sic] taste, he [sic] gladly leaves the greater society to look afier 
itseif."" 

As early as 1 830. individudism was evident but not dominant in the Amencan ethos. It 

existed within a context still shaped by the biblical and republican traditions. At this time 

there existed a strong sense of the local cornmunity and the larger agmian milieu of the 

American ethos fostered a broader context, a moral frarnework, for the expression of this 

nascent individualism. Tocqueville maintained that if individualism would dominate the 

American ethos. it could contribute to an undermining and a lessening of the democratic 

experiment. Citing the republican spirit of public engagement and the framework of dus 

the wider cornmunity that kept in check this self-determination and self-suf'ficiency, 

Tocqueville contended that the mores, which he defined as "habits of the hem, [as] notions, 

opinions. and ideas that shape mental habits, and the sum of moral and intellectual 

'' BelIah. Habits. xlii. 
" Alexis de Tocqueville, Democruqv NI America, tra.ns. George Lawrence, ed. J.P. Meyer (New York: 
Doubleday, Anchor Books, 1969). 
17 Bellah, Habits, 37. 



dispositions of men [sic] in society,"'* prevented individualism fiom dominating the 

Amencan ethos. Included in these mores are "habitua1 practices with respect to such things 

as religion, political participation. and econornic ~i fe ." '~  To the extent that these mores are 

preserved and supported. so too the new democratic cxperiment would be kept from falling 

into a new form of despotism. In other words. if these "habits of the heart" were to diminish, 

the rise of individualism would have a drarnatic and detrimental effect on the new country. 

As Tocqueville predicted, individualism has in fact lost its larger moral framework. and the 

results have been detrimental to .4merican culture. 

Robert Bellah defines culture as "dramatic convenations about things that matter to 

their participants."20 These conversations about. "what matters and what is meaningful," are 

dramatic because conflict or disagreement stimulates and motivates cultural conversations. 

Bellah contends that a vital cultural tradition of a people. irs symbols. ideals and ways of 

feeling, is always an argument about the rneaning of the destiny its members share. 

Amerîcans conduct the cultural conversation in the United States using three languages: the 

biblical. republican and the language of individualism. Bellah and his associates conduct 

their analysis of contemporary Amencan life through a senes of personal interviews that 

reveals many h e r i c a n s  cannor adequately articulate the wealth of their experience in the 

dominant language of individualism." His research shows Americans struggle with 

explainhg their cornmitments, public interests, values. and dreams, in essence "who they 

are". when limited to the dominant laquage of individualisrn. Without neglecting 

Ibid. 
'9 Ibid. " Ibid., 27. 
" Bellah acknowledges the pool of those surveyed for his midy was prùnarily middletlass and that cemin 
cultures which are more cornmunitarian in nature. Asian and Hispanic for example, were less representative 
among those interviewed, 



individualism's positive charactenstics, such as the dignity of the human penon and the 

premise that the individual has a Say in choices about one's life, Bellah contends that the 

present cultural crisis results From individualism's domination of the other "second 

languages." 

Bellah's work encompasses a tremendous amount of information; therefore several 

focus questions are advantageous in gleaning the pertinent information most useful for this 

work. Once a description of the ongin and the genenl charactenstics of the three languages 

are presented, the following questions ensure a framework for exarnining Brllah's work 

while maintaining the focus of the dissertation. First. how did the language of individualism 

separate fiom the moral context provided by the biblical and republican traditions and what 

are the implications for Amencan life? Secondly. how does tiis shifi affect the configuration 

of the pnvate and public spheres? Finally, how does this contemporary configuration of 

public and private perceive the role of religion overall. and specifically, whar are the 

implications for the role of the church? 

America 's Three Languages 

ïhr  biblical tradition in the United States originales From the colonial Puritan 

cornrnunities who understood and interpreted their arriva1 in North America in the biblical 

language of the covenant. In John Winthrop's A Modele ofChristiun Char@, written aboard 

the Arbella in 1630, Winthrop describes the founding expedition as an act of providence. 

God provided this "new land" and expects a fitting response if the newcomers hope to 

prosper. The covenant relationship between God and the founding ancestors must be 

manifested in a covenant community. In the words of Winthrop, "wee are a Company 

professing our selves fellow members of Christ, . . . wee ought to account ourselves knit 



together by this bond of love and live in the exercise of it. if wee would have cornforte of 

being in ~hnst.'" The Puritans understood themselves as part of a community, members of 

the body of Christ. Faithfulness and integrity to their membership in the body of Christ 

demanded a community of "mutual consent through a speciall ovemleing providence. and a 

more than an ordinary approbation of the Churches of Christ to seeke out a place of 

Cohabitation and Consorteshipp under a due forme of Government both civil1 and 

ecclesiasticall."" Participation in civil polity was inherent to their understanding of the 

demands of the covenantai relationship. The early founden recognized the need for both civil 

and ecclesial govemance and understood these structures as helping them to live as God 

intended them to live. The covenant shaped the understanding both of their present 

expenence and of their destiny. Divine providence gave them this land and they in r e t m  are 

called to a specific way of life. FaithfÙIness to the covenant and to preserve themselves and 

their descendants fiom evil required the early settlers to stnicture their lives in an appropriate 

way. The Modelle of Christian Charip reveals the use of biblical images. language. ideas 

and symbols to speak about the reality of the lives of Amencans and their life as a nation. 

The Puritans understood the values of fieedom and success in light of the biblical 

tradition. Participation in community, both ecclesial and civil. was intrinsic to the identity of 

the Puritan colonists. They connected Freedom to participation. Freedom was not munially 

exclusive of cornmunity. Freedom was not a freedom fiom the constraints of authority or 

community expectations; rather. me freedom was a moral freedom exercised in a moral 

cornrnunity. Heeding the counsel of the prophet Micah. *?O do justice, to love tenderly, and to 

" John W induop, "A Mode11 of Christian Charity," in Individuolism und Cornmirment in American Life: 
Readings on the Themes ofHabits of the Heart. ed. Robert N. Beliah, et al. (New York: Harper & Row, 1988), 
24. 

Ibid., 25. 



walk humbly with ~od,"" l e y  exercised fieedom within, and for, the ethical and moral 

good of the community. It is the mord community that in fact protects and safeguards m e  

kedom. They defined success, too, in light of the covenant cornrnunity relationship. 

Although these early Puritans saw matend prosperity as a blessing and approval from God, 

rnaterial çuccess was not the singular criterion for success. Success was the creation and the 

amibute of a comrnunity in which a genuine ethical and spintual life could be lived. The 

institutional order of the society as a whole, and its justice and faimess, was of primary 

concem to the early colonists. They understood success as intrinsically tied to the moral and 

ethical fabric of the larger community and they did not perceive it as a purely individual 

enterprise, or at the expense of the larger community. In the biblical tradition, the larger 

community is the cornmunitarian expression of each individual's cal1 to a life of justice and 

love. The actions and choices of the individuals within the community have an impact on the 

larger community. Likewise, the community's faithfulness in their common quest for justice 

and love hinders or enhances the moral environment of ail the individuals. The biblical 

tradition envisions a moral community as the integrating factor for ail aspects of life. The 

individual finds his or her identity in a mutual relationship to the larger cornrnunity, a moral 

and ethical community, and the cornmunity's moral and ethicai integrity relies on the moral 

and ethical choices of individuals. 

The republican tradition onginated in the classical cities of Greek and Rome and is an 

Unportant factor in the formation of modem Western democracies such as the United States. 

Two presuppositions are foundational to the republican tradition. First, citizens of a republic 

are motivated by civic virtue as well as self-interest. Secondly, public participation is a form 



of moml education with the goal of attaining justice and public good. This tradition cherishes 

the belief that continual public discourse to discem the common good provides an avenue for 

the continual moral formation of the participants. In the United States, Thomas Jefferson. the 

political activist and the author of the Declaration of Independence, best exemplifies the 

modem continuation of the republican tradition. Well remembered for his belief that "dl men 

are created equal," he understood equality as a politicai equality most effective in a republic 

where citizens participate. "The ideal of a self-goveming society of relative equals in which 

dl participate is what guided Jefferson al1 of his ~ife."~' A strong proponent of individuai 

fieedom, religious freedom was central to Jefferson because it safeguarded any legal powers 

from forcing their views upon others. The m e  intention of fieedom of religion was to allow 

even the most diverse citizenship to participate in the quest for the common good. It did not 

intend to silence the voice of religion in public discoune, but on the conuary to ensure the 

critical voice of religion in the public conversation which is made possible only when 

religion is fiee from state establishment. The republican tradition stresses the participatory 

role of the citizen that the biblicai tradition encourages. The republican tradition understands 

freedom in relation to participation in the larger society. It is not a persona1 attribute freeing 

the penon from societal or community constraints; rather, "fieedom only took on its real 

meaning in a certain kind of society with a certain form of Iife. Without that. Jefferson saw 

freedorn as quickly destroying itself and eventuating in t y r a ~ ~ . ' ' ' ~  

Thomas Jefferson envisioned a society without an aristocracy and without the 

divisiori. of economically produced class structures. It was this type of society that would 

promote the civic mindedness and tnie fieedom he chenshed. A class society with a ruling 



aristocracy, and its underiying preoccupation for economic self-interest, would be the end of 

the citizens' concem for the cornmon good. The exercise of the citizen's fieedom was within 

the social context of an ethical community seeking justice and the public good. Like the 

biblical tradition, the repubiican tradition does not view the individual as at odds with the 

larger society, but holds the individual in a mutual relationship with society. The 

community's integrity is the result of the quality of the lives of irs ciuzens. Tne cornmunity 

safeguards and preserves the citizen's dignity whm the community holds fast to its quest for 

justice and the public good. 

h e r i c a n s  continue to use the bibiicai and republican traditions to describe their lives 

and their lives together; yet. individualism has eclipsed these second languages. In the 

contemporan, American culture the biblical and republican traditions vie for a place in the 

shadow of individualism. The "belief that the individual has a pnmary redity whereas 

society is a second-order, derived or artificial cons t r~c t , "~~  is a legacy of this individualism. 

How has individualism in the United States undermined the mutuality of  the individual and 

society relationship? How is individualism coritextualized within the American ethos? The 

individualism that characterizes contemporary Amencan society is a combination of two 

"mains" of individualism: utilitarian and expressive. These two types of individualism are so 

pervasive in the American ethos that they strongiy influence the configuration of the public 

and private spheres in Arnerican contemporary culture. 

While Thomas Jefferson exemplifies the republican tradition, ii is Benjamin Franklin 

who exemplifies utilitarian individudism. A man fiom modes beginnings, Benjamin 

Franklin was a self-educated and self-made man. In his autobiography and in Poor Richard S 



Almanac, his collection of mauims, Franklin attributes his success to hard work and carefûl 

calculation. Through the dissemination of both the Autobiography and Poor Richard's 

Almanac, Franklin became an archetypal figure of the "poor boy makes good," literally, "a 

rags to riches" story. We still repeat many of the maxims found in Poor Richard's Almanac 

in our day: "Early to bed. early to rise, makes a man healthy. wealthy and wise." and, "God 

helps those who heip tbemsrives." Franklin's lifc became a living ex~niple of hxd lvork md 

self-improvement as the way for each person to get ahead and tnily succeed. True success 

included economic gain. The quest for self-improvement and persona1 economic gain was a 

seed that would soon blossom into defining success as an "individual anribute" available for 

al1 people. 

Although remembered more as the archetypal "poor boy makes good" and exemplar 

of the rewards of self-improvement, Franklin held strong beliefs about the type of society and 

community that must endure. He. like Jefferson, was a defender of society protecting the 

rights of the ordinary citizen and guaranteeing equal treatment before the law. Although 

Franklin rooted his understanding of success in his own success story of self-improvement 

and hard work, Franklin was not without a sense of the larger society. Those whom he 

influenced, however. often did not have this social sensitivity. In fact, "for many of those 

influenced by Franklin, the focus was so exclusiveIy on individual self-improvement that the 

larger society hardly came into ~ iew."~*  Benjamin Franklin gave classic expression to what 

many felt in the eighteenth centuy and many have felt ever since as the most important thing 

about Arnenca: the chance for the individuai to get ahead on his [sic] own initiati~e.'~ 

Utilitarian individualism became more prevdent in the United States and met 

'' Ibid., 33. 
29 Ibid. 



resistance fiom a movement highly critical of its preoccupation with financial success and 

the acquisition of goods. The "Arnerican Renaissance." was a literaq movement composed 

of such writers as, Herman Melville. Henry David Thoreau, Ralph Wddo Emerson. and Walt 

Whitman. Expressive individualism, the second strain of Amencan individualism, has its 

genesis within this literary movernent. This rnovement promoted a retum of the individual to 

nature, and encouraged sélf-<xpression against dl corstmints .I?d conventions. .4 principal 

tenet of expressive individualism is the belief that each person has "a unique core of feeling 

and intuition that should unfold or be expressed if individuality is to be reali~ed."~' The 

individual's connection with the larger cosmos. with nature or with other pesons is primarily 

on the sensory level. Success. unlike the material and economic gain of utilitarian 

individualism, is dependent upon sensory expenence, tme and authentic expression of the 

self, and a myriad of experiences. Society and the larger cosmos were in place, but the 

central figure. the pivotal point. the place h m  which al1 else takes its place. is the individual. 

The separate and autonomous person is the tme "modem penon." The expressionist 

movement perceived life in the sensory images of passion and power. This world-view is 

very different fkom the legacy attributed to Franklin. a world where the individual's cunning 

and careful calculations are the keys to successN living manifested in economic well-being. 

Undoubtedly. this literary movement challenged the utilitarian themes of self-improvement 

and economic success. At the same time, the glorification of the autonomous individual. fiee 

fiom the constraints of societal and community demands and expectations to achieve 

authentic self-expression, would have lasting effects on the American scene. 

The legacy of both strains of individualism is manifested in the current context 

30 Ibid., 334. 



shaped by the eclipse of the biblical and republican traditions. The current context is the 

result of several strearns of America's experience coming together to create an extreme 

individualism. The belief in the inherent dignity and sacredness of the human person is a pan 

of al1 the American traditions: the biblical, republican and both the utilitarian and expressive 

strains of individualism. The belief that the individual has a primary reality and that the 

iarger saciety is rio more th= the qgreegîte of individuals' preferences and ends. however, is 

indicative of the domination of expressive and utilitarian individualism. The authentic value 

of respect for the dignity of each person has become separated fiom a parallel value of social 

responsibiiity. Individualism has eclipsed the traditions more commined to the common good 

and become the dominant tradition in Arnencan c u l m .  Individualism is so pewasive that, 

'-the split between public and private life correlates with a split between utilitmian 

individualism. appropriate in the economic and occupational spheres. and expressive 

individualism, appropriate in the private li fe.'"" How did the Ianguage of individualism 

overshadow the other two languages? How has individualism affected the configuration of 

the public and private spheres? Using "representative characters." Robert Bellah both traces 

individualism's rise to dominance and describes the contemporary configuration of the public 

and private spheres in conternporary herica .  

Representative Clruracters 

Bellah provides an account for the social and cultural sh ih  that gave individualism 

dominance over the biblical and republican traditions and describes the present situation in a 

progression of representative characters. Representative charactes "bnng together in one 

constructed image the way people in a given social environment organize and give meanhg 



and direction to their li~es."~' These characters include a society's vision of life, illustrate 

society's values and aspirations, and define what is legitimate and thus what is worthy of the 

efforts of members of society. Representative types demarcate the values and virtues in a 

historical era and expose die tensions of particular times and places. Bellah describes the 

foundation of contemporary culture by tracing the succession of the representative types of 

the "independent citizen." "the entrepreneur." 'rhe therapist," and "the manager." 

The Independent Citizen 

The hmonious blend of Calvinist covenant theology and the republican 

Enlightenment principles of Jefferson characterized the early republic. This context provided 

a harmonious coexistence among the three languages. As early as Alexis de Tocqueville's 

visir to Arnerica. however, he observed a potential conflict between the democratic citizen's 

concem for indisidual advancement and security on the one hand, and religious and local 

political participation on the other; this was the era of the "independent citizen." 

Individualism's values of self-improvement and the quest for self-advancement were 

becoming more prominent yet the values of participation in civil, church and other 

community structures still dominated. The values of political and comrnunity involvement 

nurtured citizenship, while the oppomuiities for westward expansion proved a catalyst for the 

values of self-initiative and individual gain. Individualism's values of self-initiative and self- 

Unprovernent existed within a social context that balanced these values with the value of the 

comrnon good. America's largely rural character continued to support associationai life 

through the local comrnunity, 'the basic unit of association, and the practical foundation of 

I' Ibid., 39. 



both individual dignity and participation."33 This practical foundation allowed the values of 

concem for others, the quality of life together, and the values of religion to continue to 

provide a moral environment for utilitarian individualism's propensity for economic and 

material success. The "Independent Citizen" represents the tension between the unique spirit 

of individualism on the one hand, and the cal1 to civic mindedness and associational life, on 

the other. 

The Entrepreneur 

The eventual evolution and transformation of the agrarian and local economic system 

to a national market in the er3 known as the "Gilded Age". in the late nineteenth cent.. is 

the catalyst for tremendous changes within Amerka. This transition produces a new 

representative type in Amencan society. "the entrepreneur" and this era spawned many 

challenges that remain with us today. Contemporary American insritutions have given great 

emphasis to individual initiative. These contemporary institutions and their operating 

ideologies are a result of the legacy of the one hundred years fiom the end of the Civil War in 

1865. until the "watershed" year of 1968. This period ofien referred to as the %nerican 

Century." includes the economic boom of the Gilded Age. the "Great Depression" wedged 

between Amerka's involvement in two world wars, and the post World War II establishment 

of middle-class American society. By the end of the Second World War. Amerka's 

institutions shaped. fashioned and fostered a strong individudistic perception of life, which 

"perceived and evaluated life in terms of economic advance and a sense of personal well- 

" Ibid, 38. 



being.'"" The result was the polemic nature of the configuration of the public and private 

spheres and the disengagement of the individual fiorn the larger public sphere. 

The United States changed from a society that held in balance the values of self- 

initiative. self-improvement, religion. and citizenship. to a society represented by "the 

entrepreneur." whom Bellah descnbes as "self-suficient, competitive. tough, and freed by 

1 a d t h  Va from e x t e r d  ccnstmi~~ts. v 3 5  nie  catalyst for this transfomative expenence was the 

growth of the industnal national market and the widespread ramifications it created for social 

and political life. In the post-Civil War era. developments in technology. transportation. and 

communication fostered the growth of a national market for the manufacturing, production 

and distribution of goods. The national market evennially dominated or replaced local centers 

of commerce creating a new social fom: the business corporation. The business 

corporations. mainly the creation of private individuals, generated unprecedented private 

wealth and control. The business corporation. with the legal rights of an i nd iv id~a l ,~~  

eventually replaced the local cornmunity as the new social f o m  with drarnatic consequences 

for the Amerkm ethos. 

The domination of the business corporation as the new social form meant the loss of 

the local community's effectiveness to provide the moral framework for econornic success 

and the incentive for civic involvement. The concem for a business-friendly environment that 

would generate economic gain eventually overshadowed the values of civic participation and 

concem for the local comrnunity. Utilitarîan individualism, once contained within a moral 

34 Bellah, et al.. Good Sociery, 58. 
35 Bellah, Habits, 44. 
36 In response to the growing nets of corporations was the labor and other reform movements that generated 
the "rights of individuals." Rights language has always found a place in the American experience and in the 
Iegal tradition has prornoted the interdependence of the individual and society when the rights people are 
understood to enjoy are protected against arbitrary violation. 



ecology of Local comrnunity. now was set free to influence every aspect of American life. In 

addition. the dismantling of local centers of commerce in the wake of a growng national 

market demanded a shift in focus from local to more complex national concems. Where the 

local comrnunity once gave citizens oppominities and incentives for civic participation. the 

thmst to national concerns and politics created a "larger than life" perception of the political 

srücnires. This new ficus on national concems soon revealed the inadequacy of the social. 

economic. and local a d  regional political structures to contend adequately with the new 

situation. Forced to contend with the "national" problems that were often of an economic 

nature, the constituencies of the growing national market system. pnvate investors and labor 

interests. to narne a few. lobbied for their own interests. Soon these special interest groups, 

intent on economic benefits. f o n d  a prominent place in the political process. These interests 

groups sought privilege and profit and inevitably. special interest politics pitted civil 

responsibility and the public good in a losing battle with the corporate understanding of 

economic success. The national political arena similar to the national market was becoming a 

world unto itself overshadowing both local politics and commerce. The homogeneity of the 

local associational life and community soon became a separate sphere. the private sphere. 

where the average citizen sought respite fiom the growing complexities of economic and 

political life. 

The age of "the entrepreneur" included the era of the "Gilded Age," an age in 

contradistinction to the "old order" of town and civic responsibility. Unbridled capitalism 

and economic growth at any expense, including human. became the operating principle of the 

Urnes. "By releasing the untrammeled pumi t  of wealth without regard to the demands of 

social justice, indusnial capitalism was destroying the fabric of democratic society, 



threatening social chaos by pitting class against class.'"' and this reality was no more evident 

than in the urbanization of ~ rner ica .~*  America bore the effects of industrialization in the 

waning of the moral ecology of the local town and community and the subsequent 

urbanization and fragmenting of Amencan society. 

Industrialization in the United States was the stimulus for the "division of life into a 

number of separate functiond secton: home and work place. work and leisure, public and 

private.''39 The new social form of the business corporation also became the dominant mode 

of organization for society. As the corporation was divided into departments each with its 

own function. so too, society was departmentalized into secton each with a distinct function. 

Life. like the world of business, became organized and delineated by fùnctiond parts that 
b 

make up "the whole." The organization endemic in working life drew definitive lines 

between occupational life and the rest of life. This pronounced distinction was in contrast to 

traditional society of farnily famis or srnaIl t o m  commerce where fewer distinctions were 

evident. Toward the 1890s and early 1900s, the fabric of American life became 

compartrnentalized into various spheres of life. quite different from the permeable boundaries 

of life in the earlier nineteenth century. This compartmentalization caused the configuration 

of more distinct public and private realms, both realms rooted in the dominant language of 

individualism. and each compnsing various components of life. 

What caused the rise of individualism over the other two languages and eventually 

'' Bellah, Habits, 13. 
38 As centers of manufacturing and industry, the cities mirrored the social consequences of an age preoccupied 
with economic gain. The teerning slwns of irnmi-mts seeking the American dream of economic prosperity 
resided in the cities. It was the urban experience that overshadowed the egalitarian and homogenous life of the 
town and provided the context for the rise of a distinct class structure based on economic well being or political 
influence. A lasting legacy of the Gilded Age is the common notion that success is intimately tied to econoniic 
fain and well being. 

Bellah, Habits, 43. 



led to its pervasive influence in both the public and private spheres? The moral r c o l o ~  of 

the previous years was dismantled due to industrialization and the nse of the national market. 

This in  ni unmoored individuaiism from the larger moral and social context present in the 

nation's earlier years. Utiiitarian individuaiism's self-interest and self-improvement. equated 

with economic and matenal gain, soon overshadowed the concem for the larger cornrnunity 

and the wcil k i n g  of othes. The political procesr, cmcemed initially with the public good. 

soon found special interest politics lirniting the notion of the "good" to what enhanced a 

"business-friendly" environment. The unfettered values of ~ t i l i t ~ a n  individualism infused 

the public sphere of economics and politics. 

At the sarne time. expressive individualism shapes and defines freedom as liberation 

from extemal constraints possibly hindering economic advancement. The notion of the 

"unencumbered self' defines and expresses oneself as opposed to, or separate from. the 

larger public sphere. which overshadows the notion of the fiee citizen who values civic 

participation. The successful peson is the one who is cunning and enterprising enough to 

"work" the system for his or her persona1 benefit. Arnerican life continues a process of 

fkynentation and consequently, the public and private realms become more pronounced in 

the twentieth century. In fact. the public and private spheres are so distincr in contemporary 

American culture that two representative types are necessary to define contemporary culture: 

the "manager" characterizes the public sphere and the 'Therapist" represents the private 

sphere. Individualism, without the moral context of an earlier era, shapes both spheres. What 

do the public and private spheres in contemporary American culture look and feel like. and 

how does the world appear in the light of this pervasive individualism? 



The Manager and The Therapist 

Why is the public sphere best represented by '*the manager?'4o The manager, through 

the organization of human and nonhuman resources. ensures that the corporation realizes its 

primary goal of economic success. The public sphere in America is organized in the same 

manner. The media and advenisement industry promotes and inundates the American public 

with the clear message that success and matenal well being are the same diing. hrr ica 's  

consumerisrn is a testimony to the success of the media and advenisement industry in 

"selling" this ideology to the American public. Economic success is the underpinning of 

many institutions in the public sphere. The value of economic gain defines and oqanizes 

much of the behavior in the public sphere. and transmitting values that chdenge the 

ideology of economic success is met uith much resistance. 

Business corporations' rmployees often uncritically accept the corporate ideology in 

order to assimilate the attitudes and quaiities that will enable him or her to be a "needed 

employee." The precarious free market systern indirectly promotes economic security as a 

prîmary value for most Arnericans. Likewise. the individual in the larger culture accepts 

uncntically the perception concerning the economic and political institutions in the public 

sphere. The perception of institutions as "objective mechanisms that are essentially separate 

fiom the lives of the individuais who inhabit them,'J' reveals a chasm between the public and 

private sphere and reflects Arnerican society as a *managed society." More often than not, 

JO The manager reflects developments in the role of the business corporation fiom the earlier en of the 
entrepreneur. The post-WWTI era business corporation differed from earlier nineteenth-century corporations in 
two ways. First. the modem business corporation had the status of a private economic actor. Secondly, the 
modern corporations, unIike earlier nineteenth-centun, corporations, were not held to any obligation to provide 
for pubIic and sociaI needs in exchange for concessions granted to hem by civil and tegislative entities. This 
allowed the corporations to compete fieeIy as individuais in the fiee market without concem for the public 
good. ~conomic efficiency was the operating criteria of for decision-making. 
4 1 Bellah, Good Sociery, 1 1. 



Amencans do not see the institutions of the economy or political order as open to 

transformation and change. At best, many Americans view these institutions as neutral 

mechanisms for individuals to use to attain their separate ends. In this view. the public sphere 

is an established interrelated network of institutions with preset rules and regulations. The 

consequences of this perception are ~ o f o l d :  first, there is minimal, if any. acknowledgement 

thar individuais are engaged in creating and rccreaüng h c  institutions t h ~ t  constitute the 

larger social order. Secondly, the tendency to see these institutions as "givens" allows 

Americans to accept a position of "being managed." Uncritically accepting the "niles" and 

"regulations" of public institutions as 'Yhat's how things are.'' the individual allows him or 

henelf to be "managed" by the experts who keep these institutions operating. 

Institutions. however. are products of human agency and. consequentiy. espouse and 

promote a specific concept of the "good." The notion of institutions as "neutral" is a 

crippling misconception placing people in a self-imposed position of powerlessness. 

he r i cans  rely on the experts who have the technological, scientific or political espertise to 

keep these institutions in place, that is to manage them, and by that abdicate their 

responsibility for the public realm. Statements such as. "our problems are so cornplex and 

difficult. what can a person do?" or. "things never change. a11 you c m  do is try to look out for 

F u r  fmily," reflect a powerlessness that entices people to seek refuge in the private sphere. 

In other words. there is a tendency to "let the experts m the government. or the economy." 

in a "managed" society Arnericans understand institutions as beyond effective critique or 

transformation and existing primarily as a means toward our private ends. This 

misconception of the public sphere severely hinden the desire, concem, or ability for public 

discoune. Consequently this harnpers the effective moral critique of institutions and creates a 



void in Arnerican society. Beiiefs that technology, a dynamic fiee market system, persona1 

initiatives, hard work, and economic progress are the real solutions ofien fil1 the void left by 

the absence of effective public discourse. in a managed society Amencans both allow the 

experts to oversee the public sphere, and view the public sphere through the lens of utilitarian 

individudism. as rnerely a means to their personal ends. The utilitarian individualism of the 

kee market rçonomy as exrtrçiscd in Ainerisa has '?uicd bman beings intc rckntlcss 

market rna~imizers'~'" defining Work [as] . . . an economic activity punued by self-reliant 

individuals in the hterests of thernselves and their fami~ies . '~~ Americans view the public 

world of employment, government and even education as an avenue for economic success. 

This economic success allows the individuai to attain the üuly important things in life that 

they relegate to the private sphere. 

What does the world outside this cornpetitive and economically driven public sphere 

look like? The private sphere stands in contrast to the manipulative. achievement-orientated 

practices of the workplace. The individual actualizes another kind of penonality in the 

private sphere. often within a social pattern that shows remarkable continuity with earlier 

American forms of family and cornrn~ni t .~ .~  Amerka's pervasive individualism configures 

the private and public spheres, however, the values of each sphere stand in stark conuast to 

each other. The values of expressive individualism define the pnvate sphere: persona1 

fùlfillment, persona1 fieedom. and a high regard for personal preferences al1 of which has 

been forfeited in a managed public sphere. In starlc contrast to the "personal anonymity" of 

the public sphere the cornponents of one's personal uniqueness, one's family, local 

'' Ibid., 92. 
43 Ibid, 

Bellah, Habi~s, 45. 



communitv. religious affiliation and associations, have their place in the private sphere. Life 

for many Americans testifies to the discontinuity and the polarity of these two sphered5 and 

as a result the private sphere has becorne radically discontinuous in the kinds of traits 

emphasized and the understandings that guide individuals within them. This discontinuity 

fragments the person and defines these two redms as almost mutually exclusive of each other 

fostenng the beliefthat &e in~ividud's pnvak and public iife are neîsssarily iii conflic:. 

It is not surprising that the conflicting values of the two realms and the pronounced 

fragmentation generated by the relationship of public and private are the genesis for the 

representative character known as the "therapist." As a representarive of the private sphere. 

the therapist reflects the individual's nerd to negotiate and resolve one's problematic and 

conflictual relationship with the public sphere. In a managed public sphere. the individual is 

powerless in the face of institutional life as a "&en" and must develop an attitude that 

allows a successful maneuverability between one's private and public worlds. The person 

seeks a means of attaining the security and skills necessary to maneuver successfully in the 

larger public sphere, not to change or challenge it. but to ensure one's persona1 ends. 

The operating cntenon for action in the private sphere is a deep belief in personal 

preferences and "what works." One's well being takes precedent over mord imperatives. 

Penonal fulfillrnent and the bolstering of the person's homogeneous pnvate world 

overshadow the consideration of the public good and the moral implications for public 

as The discontinuity of these two spheres is fiequently refiected in the common experience of the daiIy 
cornmute. Many Ieave the suburbs, the re-creation of the small t o m  and community Iifestyle, which still resides 
in the Arnerican imagination, and venture into the workplace. The city, where the socioeconornic fallout of the 
utilitarian fiee market society is easily seen, is often the destination for the commuter. The urban experience and 
the cornute are the means necessq for the commuter to have the financial ability to be able to provide for 
one's farnily the Iife that the suburbs offer detached housing, a sense of a srnaIl community. a berter tax base 
allowing for bener schoois, and ben of d l ,  "none of the pmblems of the city." In other words. a -private" 
world. 



action. "The goal of living is to achieve some combination of occupation and lifestyle that is 

econornically possible and psychologically tolerable. [something] that w o r k ~ . ' ~ ~  What is 

missing is a consideration of higher tniths and a sense of the public good. The private sphere 

is where "people can be who they are," it is the domain of personal identity, the redm where 

the individual can choose the "roles he [sic] will play, and the commitments he [sic] will 

make, not on the bais  of higher truths, but according to the stra~egies of s r l~ fu l f i~ ln i en t . ' ~~  

Americans configure the private sphere around the values of expressive individualism that 

stresses self-expression and self-fulfillment. The autonomous individual maneuvers in the 

fiagmented world of the public and private spheres based on personal life eficiency. 

Personal Mfillment is the lens through which the peson views personal commitments. life 

roles and choices. Whatever Americans deem necessary to keep the private world of farnily, 

local community, (often understood as like-minded fnends in a similar socioeconomic 

category), religious affiliation and other persona1 preferences intact and able to provide a 

haven Frorn the complexities and demands of the managed public sphere is permissible. 

The ~herapist" as a representative type illustrates an understanding of the 

relationship be~ween the individual and society. Persona1 fûlfillment and personal satisfaction 

in expressive individualism are the avenues to the "tnie self." The individual must relinquish 

the restraints of societal and organizationd expectations to arrive at tnie personai identity, 

one's true self- This fosters the perception of the tme or authentic self as an "unencumbered 

self." [n this perception of the human person, one must choose those roles, commitments, 

46 Bellah, Habits, 47. 
" Ibid.. 48. 



associations and communitieç that promote and foster this authentic self? In this framework, 

the individual is essentially ptior to the group. He or she joins and commits to the group so 

long as belonging 'works," it is "fulfilling" and includes other like-minded people who are a 

support for the person. The unencumbered and unrestrained "self' of the expressive 

individualism tradition is revealed par excellence in the private sphere. 

The present cultural cnsis is a resuit of the pervasivr h e r i ç a n  individualism's effcc: 

on shaping the public and private spheres. "The culture of manager and therapist mitigates 

against individuai energies toward relating the self to its larger context, and urges a strenuous 

effort to rnake 6f our particular segment of a life a small ~ o r l d . ' ~ ~  The lack of a moral 

ecology to contextualize individualism in the American ethos hinders an understanding of the 

moral intenelatedness of the private and public spheres. In other words. the myth of the 

neutral public sphere fashions a chasm between these two realms limiting moral discourse to 

the pnvate sphere. On the part of many Americans. the common belief that institutions 

operating in the pubiic realm, such as the economic system and political prccess. are 

unchangeable "givens" creates a malaise. The growing mistrust of big business and large 

institutions includes a disillusionment with organized religions as ~ e l l . ~ '  Bellah and his 

associates maintain that communities of memory retain America's needed mord and social 

standards and these communities are potential agents for cultural transformation. If religious 

communities are one of such communities of memory. how has the conternporary 

" Bellah describes this as a "thenpeutic contractualisrn." The individual "picks up values" from parenu, 
authority figures, and others in religion and schools, and incorporates these values into one's behavior and the 
expectations one holds for one's self. ï he  turning point, however, cornes when abiding by these values does not 
tesuit in a personal satisfaction equated with 'feelings of weIl-being." 'lhe penon's point of reference then 
shifts from what is 'ii&t" and 'Wong" to the question characteristic of therapeutic paradigm: "1s this going to 
work for me now?" The result of this shift in thinking is an inadequacy for moral discourse in the public reah 
as well as the perception of moral views as rooted only in subjective choices- See Habits, 128-29. 
49 Ibid., 50. 
sa Bellah, Good Sociery, 50. 



configuration of the private and public affected the perception of religion? Can ecclesial 

cornmunities be effective catalysts for cultural transformation? 

Religion's Place in the Individualistic Public and Private Renlms 

The role of religion in American society is multifarious, ofien ambiguous, and 

cwently in transition. In both of his major works. Habits of the Heurt and The Good Sociefy, 

Bellah examines religion not as an isolated phenornenon but as part of the texture of private 

and public life. His concem is how religion as an institution influences Amerîcan society. 

Individualism fosters the propensity in American culture to rnarginalize and 

cornpartmentalize religion to the pnvate sphere. Relegating religion to the private sphere has 

many consequences for the understanding and the expression of religion in Amencan life. 

Among these consequences three are notewonhy. Limiting religion to the private sphere 

impedes effective public discourse. hindenng the churches' role in social and cultural 

transformation. Second. it creates the impression that subsystems or institutions in the public 

sphere. for example the economy and politics. are exempt fiom moral critique. Third, when 

religion is relegated to the private sphere, the realm of persona1 preferences. it becomes one 

of many personal preferences. 

When religion becomes an attribute of the private realm it fosters the perception of 

religious discourse as legitimate only within this private sphere. Many Arnericans perceive 

religious discoune in the public sphere as intrusive. irrelevant, and at times, because of some 

constitutional interpretations. illegd. They perceive specific institutions. economic and 

political life for example, as "out of bounds" for religious discome. The configuration of the 

public and private in America today places 



religion together with the farnily in a compartmentalized sphere that provided loving 
support but could no longer challenge the dominance of utilitarian values in the 
society at large . . . religion [is] in danger of becoming like the family. a haven in a 
heartless world. but one that did more to reinforce that world. by caring for its 
casualties than to challenge its a s~um~t ions .~ '  

Religion's role as social critic and agent of transformation is domesticated within the private 

sphere. At best. religion and the ecclesial communities could be the locus of individual 

morality but are hmdered tiom providing strong cuiturai assistance as a conirnunicator ~f a 

social mordity. In this paradigm, Christian faith and theory influences the individual. who as 

an individual in society rnay influence his or her workplace and iarger comrnunity. The result 

is an understanding and expression of religion as very individudistic. The individual, not the 

church or religion as a social entitv, should relate faith issues to sociai concerns. The inability 

to be abIe to connect faith with social issues eliminates a social or ecclesial interaction with 

society and is a major consequence of the privatization of religion. 

Religion margindized to the private sphere where Arnencans fieely punue personal 

preferences and personai identity becomes one of many personal preferences. Religion 

placed in the private realm takes upon itself the therapeutic character of this sphere. fostenng 

religion as an avenue for self-expression and self-actuaiization, and for some, a haven against 

the social problems of the day. Many Americans often experience and define local ecclesial 

communities as "support" communities for persona1 and spiritual growth resembling other 

associations that individuals join to advance their own self-defined ends? Individualism in 

America supports the belief that the individual precedes dl communities, including the 

'' BeIIah. Habits, 224. 
'' Bellah writes. There are thousands of local churches in the United States, representing an enormous range of 
variation in doctrine and worship. Yet most defme themselves as communities of personal support." Roman 
Cathotic and Protestant congregations both have a tendency to support the notion of local congregations as 
"communities of personal support." A national survey of Roman Catholics asked about the future direction for 
the Roman CathoIic churcb, found a majority asked for "personal and accessible pries& and warrner more 
persona1 parishes." Ibid., 232. 



community of faith. n i e  person cornes to tnie and "authentic" identity unencumbered by 

communities of fmily, church, or civil structures. The peaon, having attained ' m e  

authentic identity," joins those existing cornmunities that loster this self-identity. Religion as 

a "personal preference" is a consequence of an underlying individualisrn that glorifies the 

"unencumbered self." Religion is perceived as one of the many supports and avenues for 

personal fulfillment. 

Religion as an anribute of the private sphere undermines its critical social role in 

Amencan society. creating the belief that certain public institutions. such as economy and 

politics, are exempt from the moral critique of religions and churches. Relegating religion to 

the private realm gives credence to the misconception that religion is one of many personal 

preferences. an avenue to self-hlfillment and self-definition, but lacking in social 

implications. Individudistic interpretations of religion have also influenced court decisions 

surrounding the Fint Amendment of the Constitution. These rulings promote three 

consequences of the privatization of religion. 

Individual Riglzts and the First Amendment 

The legal system of the United States anempü to create an arena where Americans 

can address the public debate of current problems in light of a body of established principles. 

This systern faltes in its attempt to be the forum for a "deliberative and transfomative 

politics that our society desperately need~."'~ because it relies heavily on "rights language", 

the extension and protection of individual rights. The promotion and protection of 

iiividuals' rights in the legal syaems c m  be a motivation for addressing and correcting 

social wrongs. such as the individual victimized by racism. economic deprivation. inadequate 

" Bellah, Good Society. 130. 



health and educational opportunities. Also it cm as easily stymie conversation about and 

cornmitment to the public good. Although rights language is appealing as the language of 

absolutes, as die prirnary language of legal discourse, it is too narrow for the adequate 

discussion of social questions. To guarantee a worker due process before being fired may 

protect his or her job, but does not address the wider issues that may precipitate the loss of 

the job. These issues couid range bom foreign cornpetition to iechnoiogisal innovation. The 

individual's right to due process is respected, but the social complexity of the situation is not 

adequately considered. Rights language can encompass the correction of particular incidents 

of injustice but does not easily foster the consideration of the common good or more general 

t ems  of justice. Amencans undentand the inviolable rights guaranteed to them as "the 

individual's rights," they perceive few as "social goods" and. consequently. rights language 

is very limited. The larger social fabric of .4mencan life is left wanting when rights language 

becomes the exclusive language in public debate. "The most troubling problem with 'rights' 

is that everyone cari be said to have them. and when rights conflict. the rights language itself 

offers no way to evaiuate competing ~lairns."~ The questions of the common good and the 

comrnon future and how they will be actualized and reaiized is not addressed by rights 

language. American individualism has permeated the legal system. absolutizing the rights of 

the individual and hindering the individual's appropriation of his or her responsibility to the 

social realm. It encourages individualism's perception of the social realm as the 

conglomeration of personal preferences and a neutrai sphere to achieve his or ber pnvate 

ends: 

Our individudistic hentage taught us that there is no such thing as the common good 
but oniy the sum of individual goods. But in our cornplex, interdependent world, the 



sum of individual goods. organized only under the tyranny of the market, ofien 
produces a common bad that eventually erodes our personal satisfactions as we11.j5 

The legal system's reliance on nghts language hinders the necessary view of the individual 

and the larger community in a relationship of interdependence and mutuality. Rather, it 

reinf'orces an American individualism that absolutizes the individual at the expense of the 

larger comrnunity with detrimental consequences for the life Amencans live together. 

Individualistic interpretations of the First Amendment have concretized and ofien 

legitimized the marginalization of religion to the private sphere in Arnencan life. The First 

hendmen t  of the United States Constitution. ofien called 'Ihe separation" arnendment. 

(although the word separation does not appear in the amendment), is described best as the 

'.non-establis hment clause." The non-establishment clause of the First h e n d m e n t  "acts as a 

double guarantee of religious libeny, one part barring the making of any law respecting an 

establishment of religion and the other part barring any law prohibiting the free exercise 

thereof."j6 To Say there is widespread controversy over the interpretation and application of 

die amendment's meaning is an undentatement. Stephen Carter. the author of The Culture of 

Disbeliefl Hoiv American Lm) and Politics Trivialize Religioiis Devotion, reminds us. "there 

is a considerable scholarly battle, in which it is healthiest to be a spectator."" uidividualistic 

interpretations of the First Amendment have resulted in the privatization of religion and it is 

necessary to conduct a limited consideration of the Fint hendrnent .  The following 

consideration of the Fim Amendrnent will be limited to illustrating how some interpretations 

of the arnendment foster the perception of religion as a personal preference undermining 

" Ibid., 95. 
56 "W illiamsburg Charter," in Articles of Faith, Articles of Peace: The Religious Liberty Clauses and the 
American Public Philosophy, ed. James Davidson Hunter and Os Guiness (Washington, D.C.: The Brookings 
Institute, 1 %IO), 137. 
57 Stephen L. Carter, ï 3 e  Culture of Disbeliefi How American Law and Politics Triviaike Religion (New York: 
Doubleday Anchor Books, 1993). 1 14. 



religion's social critical role in public discoune; and how this amendment contributes to the 

misconception that institutions in the public realm are "off limits" to religious discoune or 

religiously motivated public action. 

There is widespread agreement among scholars that the Founders' intention of the 

First Amendment was to guarantee religious liberty? In other words, rather than protecting 

the state or the public order fiom the influence or tyranny of religion, the arnendment is a 

safeguard for religions to remain autonornous and free of governmental sponsorship and 

control. The motivation for the autonomy of religion kvas to ensure its critical moral voice in 

the life of the nation. Yet, most Arnericans cal1 this amendment the "separation" arnendment. 

reveaiing a contemporary understanding of the first amendment different fiom the founders' 

intention. The founding intent of the amendment was to safeguard religion's influence within 

the public sphere. What overshadows the founding inrent of the arnendment appears to be a 

legal mechanism intent on separating two opposing entities: religion and the public order. 

Today. Americans ofien undentand the First Amendment as securing a '*wail of separation" 

between religion and the state. safeguarding the state From the influence of religion and 

underminine reiigion's potential as a critical voice in the public order. 

The interpretation of the non-establishment clauses as safeguarding a "wall of 

separation" gained momentum in the 1947 Emerson vs. Board of Education case, in which 

Justice Hugo Black wrote. 'Vie First Amendment has erected a wall between church and 

state. That w d l  must be kept high and impregnable. We could not approve the slightest 

" Robert Bellah's contention that the biblical language ha been eclipsed by the rise and domination of the 
language of individualism is a reflection of the loss of this founding vision. See Habits, especiaIly chapter nine, 
pages 2 19-49. For a bnef but concise treatment of the role of religion in the founding vision of the nation, see 
William Lee Miller. "The Moral Project of the American Founders," in ..irticles of Faith, Articles of Peace: The 
Religiour Libery Clouses and the American Public Philosophy, ed, James Davison Hunter and Os Guinness 
(Washington, D.C.: The Brookings Institute. 1990), 17-39. 



breach." 59 The use of this rnetaphor to define the non-establishment clauses falls short of the 

founders' intention of safeguarding religious liberty and has dire consequences for the role of 

religion in Amencan s o c ~ e t y . ~ ~  The metaphor contributes to and justifies the relegating of 

religion to "behind the wall of the private sphere" separate from the public sphere. 

Consequently, many Amerkans perceive religious discourse and religious motivations for 

public action as intrusive and invasive, or simply irrelevant. 'îhose areas of sociery that 

religion is or is not pemitted to function are designated by the metaphor of the Wall of 

separation." The metaphor contributes to creating the conception that the political and 

economic systems and public discourse and debate are "off limits" to religious discourse. The 

use of this rnetaphor to define the first amenciments non-establishment clauses is so pervasive 

it explains the common reference to the First h e n d m e n t  as "the separation amendment." It 

has dso influenced M e r  court decisions that posit religion as a persona1 preference and by 

that undermining the social nature of religion. 

The 1971 case of Lemon vs. Kurtnian involved monetary reimbursement to pnvate 

and religious schools for the cost of textbooks, materials, and in part salaries used to teach 

nonreligious subjects. The court's decision against this reimbursement, and the non- 

establishment criteria it established in the process, reflects a very individudistic 

interpretation of religion. To pass the Establishment Clause muster, the criteria States, first, 

there must be a secularpurpose to the statute in question: secondly, the principal effect must 

be one that neither advances nor inhibits religion; and finally, the statute must not foster an 

'' As quoted in Cairer. Culture ofDizbelief: 109. 
60 While the metaphor of the ''wawall of separation" has roou in the constitutional tradition, the use of the 
rnetaphor in our contemporary context differs significantiy fiom the tradition oflames Madison, Robert 
Williams, and Thomas Jefferson, ail of whom employed this metaphor within a specific context. See Carter, 
Culture of Disbelief, 1 16- 1 8. 



"excessive" entanglernent with religion. Stephen Carter criticizes the individualism of this 

ruling and its subsequent use in lower court decisions. The first criteria's requirement of a 

'kecuiar purpose'' to the statue would be more faithful to the original intent of the fint 

amendment if the court identified the secular purpose as "any political purpose. that is, any 

god the state legitimately is able to punue.T'6' The court shifts its focus fiom what the 

legislation could do in the public sphere to highiighting riie reiigious srnsibiiiiies, thé 

motives, of the legislators or their constituents. The critenon examines the 'ivhy" rather than 

the "what" of the legislation. The courts hold suspect religious motivations for legislation as 

potential conflicts with the first amendment. To rule that religious motivations. beliefs. and 

judgments are grounds for a statute's unconstitutiondity disregards the legitimate role of 

religion for millions of Amencans. singles out and unfairly rules against religionist positions 

for public action, and indirectly legitimizes nonreligious over religious motivations for public 

action. "That values happen to be religious does not deny them acceptability as paxt of the 

consensus view needed to support public policy.'"2 Carter contends. The critenon's 

perception of religion as solely a matter of individual choice and its disregard for religion as 

a social entity reflects a strong individualism. To focus on the motives generating the 

legislation indirectly establishes that people are free to believe whatever their individual 

conscience proscribes, but religious motivations for public action or legislation are 

discounted. Disregarding the actual role legislation may play in the public sphere and 

focusing on the religious motivations also is an example of the government's stance of 

neutrality toward religion. Religion is a personal preference and like other preferences 

Amencans and the courts must tolerate it. The government cannot restrict what one decides 

6 1 Carter, Culrure of Disbelief; 1 1 1. 
62 Ibid.. 1 12. 



to believe, but the governent cannot promote these beliefs, it m u t  remain neutral when 

these beliefs enter the public sphere. Americans must tolerate the persona1 preference of 

religion as they tolerate other persona1 preferences. Religion when understood as an 

individual choicr or preference and not a social entity is incapable of shaping public 

consensus because it is an attribute of the private sphere, the realm of individual preferences. 

What is lost with individudistic interpretations of the first amendment, however, is the 

amendment's original intent to allow the critical moral voice of religion to be present in al1 

facets of American life. 

Carter challenges .4mericans 

to avoid the ahistoric conclusion that its [the Fint Amendment's] principal purpose is 
to protect the secular from the religious. an approach that. perhaps. inevitably, carries 
us down the road toward a new establishment. the establishment of religion as a 
"hobby," trivial and unimportant for senous people. not to be mentioned in serious 
d i s c o ~ r s e . ~ ~  

Religion's marginalization to the pnvate sphere has dire consequences for the public life of 

the United States and just as importantly. serious implications for the understanding and 

expression of religion in the Amencan context. How has the American culture as the host 

culture of the Roman Catholic church af5ected the church's self-understanding and its 

mission? Can the Roman Catholic church in the United States contribute to correcting the 

erron of our times, specifically, the error of the pnvatization of the faith, and in the process 

contribure to the public good of the nation? Martin Marty's ecclesial typology offers the 

Roman Catholic church in the United States the "public church" as a type. a way of being 

church. that can respond to both these challenges. 

63 Ibid., 1 15. 



The Roman Cathoiic Church in the American Context 

Much of the literarure conceming the contemporary Amencan church envisions the 

Roman Catholic Church in transition or even in crisis. The Catholic sociologist John 

Coleman sees the crisis as precipitated by the attainment of the goals of social acceptance 

and upward mobility by the members of the '%nmigrant ~ h u r c h . " ~  The "Immigrant Church 

was preoccupied with assimilation into the larger Amencan cuiture and nurturing the 

separate world of Catholicism within an often hostile environrnent. One of the legacies of the 

Immigrant Church is the establishment of Roman Catholics into the rniddle class of 

American society and their appropriation of the dominant values of the culture. The 

individualism that shapes American culture and relegates religion to the private sphere 

hampers the mission of the Roman Catholic church in the United States and presents serious 

challenges for the life of the Amerkan church. The task facing the .herican church is no 

longer to seek cultural assimilation but rather to be an active agent of transformation in the 

Amencan culture. The Roman Catholic church must be able to engage critically a culture that 

fosten the cornpartmentalization of religion and promotes the perception of morally neutral 

subsystems within the larger culture. These and other challenges result fiom the pervasive 

individualism of the American ethos and are issues of paramount imponance for the church's 

mission in the United States. The challenges of the Amencan context cal1 for a specific 

4J His work. .4n rimericm Strategic Theoiogy Wew York: Pâulist Press, 1982), strives to construct a critique of 
an American culture that he sees as an "uncritical" influence on American Catholicism. For CoIernan, 
constnicting a political theology for the United States is very important for the integrity of the relationship 
between cuiture and church. The Amen'can Catholic Church historian Jay Dolan also sees the present as a t h e  
of transition and challenge. In his noted work, The American Cathofic Erperience: A Histotyfrom Colonial 
Tintes to The Presenr, (Garden City, New York: Doubieday, 1985), Dolan contends the present is the third of 
three moments in the United States Catholic Church's "encounter with modernity." Citing the first moment as 
the Church under John Carroi1 in the earty years ofthe United States (1776-1 800) and the second as the 
Arnericanist controversy of the 1880-1890'~~ he sees the present, third. moment as the United States Church's 
coming of age. The initiatives of American theoIogians and the consultative process used in the bishops' 
pastorals on economics and peace ail mark the end of the "Immigrant Church." 



response fiom al1 ecclesial communities and specifically h m  the Roman Catholic church. 

The end of the ''Immigrant Church" has led to the notion of the Catholic Communiv 

as a "public church." In Bryan Hehir's article "Church-State and Church-World: The 

Ecclesiological I~n~l ica t ions , "~~  Hehir espouses the idea of the public church to describe the 

ecclesial identity of the Arnencan Catholic Church at this present moment. The concept of a 

public church Hehir rightfully attributes to Martin Marty and his work. The Public Church: 

i ~ a i n ~ i n e - ~ v a n ~ e l i c ~ ~ ~ - ~ ~ ~ t h o ~ i c . ~ ~  From the opening lines of the preface, Marty 

acknowledges the present as a time of crisis for North American churches affecting the 

morale and mission of these churches. Marty offers his work to address this situation of the 

North Amencan churches. Whether the present is described as a "cnsis" or "transition," as 

the "third moment" of the Amencan Church or as the end of the "Immigrant Church". it is 

clear the Roman Catholic community, and al1 North American churches, face a time of 

decision and redefinition within the contemporary culture. 

The Public Church 

In a culture where religion has been relegated to the realm of the private and svuggles 

to make a social impact. Marty offers the public church as the mon effective ecclesial option 

for the Arnerican context. The public church is sensitive to several unique factors of the 

Arnencan context. specifically the political system, constitutional factors' the pluralism in 

Arnencan society and the pervasive individualism shaping Arnerican life and religion's role 

in it. The public church critiques the tendency toward pnvatizing the Christian faith, a bias 

that tmnscends the American context, yet is exacerbated in this culture because of certain 

" J. Bryan Hehir, "Church-Siaie and Church-World: The EcclesiologicaI Implications," Coiholic Theologicol 
Sociey of Amerka Proceedings 4 1 ( 1986): 55-74. 
66 Martin Marty. The Public Chrch: Mainline-Evangelical-CathoIic (New York: Crosssoads, 198 1). 



interpretations of the First Amendment and the strong individualism of the Amencan ethos. 

The public church is a contextual ecclesiology ultimately concemed with a classic 

tension in Chnstianity: the relationship between faith and culture. The tension gives nse to 

the specific question of how the church and its relationship with the world around it remains 

faithful to 'Vie truth it knows?'An uncritical relationship between church and world could 

lead to a loss of the identity of the cornmunity of îàith. On the other hand, the reiusai ro De in 

relationship simply prornotes either the irrelevance of the church in the lives of the members 

or contributes to the compartmentalization of the faith to the realm of "private choice". Once 

faith is designated as a private choice it becomes like most other private choices: something 

to be tolerated. It cannot be challenged nor is it perceived as capable of challenging the social 

order. MW offers the public church as a response to the classic Christian tension of church 

and culture, specificaily within the American culture. 

Marty. quoting the then Karol Cardinal Woyjtyla in an essay written in 1975. 

pinpoints as he describes it. "a terse description of the two sides of the public church's life: 

,767 The church pussesses a special Niferiorip and a specijic openness. The special interiority. 

Marty contends. is each church's particularity in terms of its language of worship and 

witness. It "implies the movement of a gathered church as a body through time and in rnany 

It ailows the cornmunity to be in communion with God and each other. The 

specific openness implies the cornmunity of faith is visibly mediated through a relationship 

with the world. This relationship is selective rather than a simplistic capitulation to the 

society and culture the church exists in; its worldly ties are "rnediated, focused and 

'' Ibid., 4. 
Ibid. 



d i ~ c i ~ l i n e d . " ~ ~  To claim only interiority would lead to introversion; to claim the openness 

without attesting to the "tnith the community knows" leads to dirninishment and 

hgmentation. The delicate balance of both allows the church to engage in the society and 

the culture around it in a thoughtful and selective manner, and to ensure that this engagement 

is reflective of the uniqueness of the cornmunity's interiority: its language. worship, and 

theology. This balance allows the context in which the church is situated in to be a source of 

questions and challenges that shapes the understanding of the church's unique interiority. 

MW defmes the public church as: 

a family of apostolic churches with Jesus Christ at the center. churches which are 
especially sensitive to the res publica. the public order that surrounds and includes 
people of faith. [It] ... is a communion of communions, each of which lives its life 
partly in response to its separate tradition and partly to the calls for a cornmon 
Christian vocation.70 

In his anaiysis of the United States experience. Marty posits Mainline Protestants. 

Evangelicals, and Roman ~atholics" as the three constituencies of the public church. The 

public church is best understood as a '-type", or a way of being church that includes specific 

qualities. No one constituency c m  be equated as the public church; rather, members and 

congregations within each of these constituencies who satisfy the cntena of the public church 

constitute the public church. The public church as a :'type", a 'way of being" church, 

summons an ecumenical convergence arnong Mainline Protestants, Evangelicals and Roman 

Catholics. 

69 bid.. 4. 
ibid.. 3. 

" Marty defines Catholics as the broad meam of faithful Amencan Roman Catholics who are not pan of the 
polarized minorities. The EvangeIicals are those Protestants who stress the persona1 experience of conversion, 
the high authorin; of the BibIe, and the mandate to evangelize others. MainIine Protestants are those whose 
confessions the historic Christian COR Faith as it was re-forrned in the sixteenth century, and who give 
more attention to nurture than to conversion. Their theology incorporates a vision of public order alongside that 
of penonal conversion. See ibid., 12- 13. 



Three Sociological Categories 

Marty's consideration of the public church relies on sociological categones 

descnbing how religions are organized. These three modes - totalist. tribalist and privatist - 

are inadequate to respond to the crisis of morale and mission facing the churches. These 

modes of organization have specific implications for how religions and churches envision 

their role in the larger society, as well as implications for ecurnenical relations. Sociological 

categories do not fully define the reality of religions or churches since they dso propose to be 

bearers of religious truth. Therefore. implicit in these organizational structures exists an 

assumption or an understanding of how the "special interiority" or tmth of the specific 

religion is understood, tnnsmitted and appropriated. 

As the names suggests, the totalist mode of organizing religion promotes the 

elimination of the tension between faith and culture. and espouses the establishment of one 

religion as the defining agent for the entire culture. One manifestation of this would be in 

those Shi'ite Moslem countries where specific moral codes and systems of belief are 

legislated for the entire country. In this instance the political system is envisioned as an agent 

of religion to ensure the establishment of the religion in the nation. Since the establishment of 

one religion is the primary concem. coercion and even belligerence could characterize the 

means for the attalning this end. Religious uniforrnity with no room for alternative voices or 

for collaboration with those of differing beliefs characterizes this model. Resistance to the 

imposition of the religious beliefs ofien is met with intolerance and is perceived as an &ont 

to the very tmth of the religion. The "special interiority" of the totalist is equated with "pure 

truth or, the "only truth" eliminating the need for discourse with those of differing views; 

diversity and contlict are understood as problematic and are resolved by autocratie decree of 



the dominant view. In such a context, it is inconceivable that conflict may be an oppomuie 

moment to deepen the appropriation of the meaning of the community's "special interiont)?". 

or a challenge to rearticulate its meaning in a new context. The pluralism within the 

American context and the protection of this pluralism by constitutional and political law 

makes the totalist approach inadequate for the American context. Since the totalists seek one 

religion, supported and sanctioned by the state and imposed on the larger society, the 

distinction between society, state. and religion is blurred, rendering unnecessary the need for 

public discourse as a transfomative agent in society. Clearly, the constitutional issues in the 

United States and the cultural diversity of its population renders this alternative 

inconceivable. 

While the totalists use the political system as an appendage of religion blumng the 

distinction of religion, society and the state, the tribalists accept these distinctions but meet 

the world outside %e tribe" in a posture of defensiveness and suspicion. This suspicion 

lends little support to the cal1 for mutual ecclesid collaboration. n i e  tribal mode of 

organization provides a sense of comrnunity with a shared symbol system. as well as support 

to live within die larger hgmented society. The hostility and exclusivity of the tribe. 

however, render it ineffective for combating the contemporary crisis of the churches. This 

mode1 holds iittle esteem for those outside of their own boundaries, and fosters isolationist 

attitudes with protectionkt defenses when meeting the "other." The challenge for the 

effectiveness of the mission of the churches carmot be addressed if the churches thernselves 

manifes1 a similar fragmented and hostile collection of communities as is reflected in the 

contemporary culture they seek to transfom. Public discourse and collaboration fdter for the 

sake of defending and protecting the '?ribe" and its tmth. Unable to promote conversation it 



fosters ''taking at, but not with others." 

The tribal mode of oqanizing religion generates a dangerous intolerance. This 

intolerance toward those who do not share the identical "special interiority" prevents a 

common voice and collaborative mission on the part of the churches. The "particular, which 

should be one pole of Christian existence, ought to remain in tension with the univenalizing 

impulse. Instead it takes over. and what was held in common di~inte~rates."?' The pubiic 

church acknowledges that more unites these constituencies than divides them. As a 

"comrnunity of communities" the constituencies of the public church exist in a relationship in 

which the diversity of gifts is perceived as an enrichment to be shared by d l .  What is under 

expressed or latent in one community is ofien the explicit contribution of another community. 

For example, the strong ernphasis on evangelization of the Evangelical component of the 

public church should remind the Roman Catholic community of its own cd! to evangelize. 

The ecumenical diversity of the pubiic church adds to the fullness of the Church rather than 

creating a scenario for cornpetition or negativity. Marty is quick to reject the tribalist 

principal of organizing religion rhat "tao readily pits the dimensions of church Iife against 

each ~ther."'~ creating a climate of competing tribal '*gods." Likewise. the tribalists who are 

unwilling to go beyond their own circle lirnit the divine action in the world. In contrat to the 

mbalist, the public church, contends 'rhe God who is the Lord of history, al1 history, ... is 

wimessed to as being active beyond the circles of those who will corne to explicit faith. To 

say this is not to lape  into cheap uni~ersalisrn.'"~ Truth, the community's "special 

interiority", is for the totalist something possessed for the sake of irnposing upon others; truth 

" Ibid.. 68. 
73 Ibid., 90. 

Ibid. 



for the tribalist must be defended with a vengeance if necessary. It is important to note the 

relationship between the faith and culture and the correlating understanding of tmth. Both of 

these modes of organizing religion reflect the polarity of the faith/culture tension. The totalist 

attempts to eliminate the tension of faith and culture through a collapse of these categories: 

the tribaiist failing victim to abrasive and ineffective tactics, falters as the church attempts to 

engage in dialogue with the culture. leading to either withdrawal ttom or irrelevance for the 

larger society. 

The public church is the only appropriate alternative for the crisis facing the churches 

of America. If the "public" church is the alternative, the crisis can be understood in light of 

the inadequacy of the pnvatist mode of organizing religion. The privatist mode not only 

contradicts the intrinsic communal nature of Chnstianity but it compartmentalizes the faith. 

and renders it ineffectual in the social arena. The legacy of the Enlightenment has relegated 

faith to the realrn of the private dong side of other "private choices." Religion defined as a 

private choice becomes like other "private choices." tolerated but above being challenged or 

questioned. The pnvatist mode not only renders the social implications of the faith 

ineffective, it eliminates an ability to critique religions themselves in their relationship with 

society. This type of toleration is esacerbated in the American context with some 

interpretations of the Firn Amendment. Toleration is not necessarily a non-virtue. but is not 

an adequate vime because of its tendency to foster a private notion of the faith. In the United 

States context where toleration for varieties of religious expression has been a key 

foundational principic of the nation. toleration can simply suggest that 

belief does not matter and that one m u t  hold lightly to faith if one is to make room 
for the belief of others. This would be the most disastrous kind of outlook for people 



of real faith. One cm tum this around and Say what the world needs is more faithfùl 
cornmitment. not  les^.'^ 

Not ody  is mere toleration detrimental to the relationship of religion and society. it 

compromises the ecumenical collaboration among the churches within the American contexr. 

If toleration triumphs among the diverse Christian communities there can be no dialogue 

toward the visible communion to which these communities are called, 

Traits of the Public Church 

In opposition to mere toleration among the churches. Marty proposes an ecumenical 

collaboration that he characterizes as "syrnbiotic." Dependent upon the Dutch Calvinist. 

Johames Althusius who centuries ago detailed the concept of a "community of communities" 

in the polis. Marty transposes Althusius' mode1 to the ecciesia. Retaining the original Greek 

word symbiotes. Althusius speaks of those components "who pledge themselves to the other. 

by explicit or tacit agreement, to mutual communication of whatever is useful and necessq  

for the harmonious exercise of social life. now in this case, Christian life."76 

In the place of mere toleration that leads to a diminishrnent of faith commitrnent. 

Marty proposes what Gabriel Marcel cailed "counter-intolerance." 

This takes the fonn of responsiveness to the convictions of people who believe 
differently than 1, and an ernpathy for what and why they believe. precisely because 1 
believe so deeply that 1 have been tempted to intolerance. 1 guarantee others complete 
freedom to the extent that 1 hold to my opinion. says   arc el.'^ 

Counter-intolerance promotes what M m  sees as essential: discourse. Unlike the neutrality 

of toleration that silences the conversations about faith and its implications, counter- 

intolerance stimulates an active need to be in dialogue and conversation. It requires at least a 

'' Ibid., 134. 
'' ibid., 14. 
TI ibid., 135. 



basic knowledge and understanding of the beliefs of the other and, even if disagreement 

persists, there is respect for the dignity of the faith dimension in human life. This counter- 

intolerance, however, does not simply rest with "intelligent" or "knowledgeable" toleration. 

In other words, it is not simply a matter of understanding others' beliefs. It demands through 

questions and challenges in dialogue and conversation a seeking of a tme understanding of 

the other. Counter-intolerance. unlike mere toleration. does not leave one less cornmitreci to 

one's own faith stance. In fact, it demands that those who speak for the respective faith 

comrnunities can give an account of their tradition. It requires an awareness of the "special 

interiority" that is unique to each constituency. and demands this uniqueness to be 

proclaimed. The manner in which the tmth of one's comrnunity is made known in this 

conversational mode1 diffen. however, from the totaiist or tribalist proclamation of inith. In 

these two models defensivençss or autocratie decrees characterize the communication of üieir 

special interiority. Marty contends that the church espousing the virtue of counter-intolerance 

believes that. "if 1 make moves to convince him [sic] of the truth of my own, they c m  never 

be through force or deception, lest 1 seem a servant of a God of prey whose goal is to annex 

and e n s ~ a v e . " ~ ~  The public church rejects the belligerence and exclusivity of the tribalist, 

refuses the solution of totalist state religions, and rejects vehemently the privatists positing 

faith in the reaim of pnvate choice where it becomes neutralized. The public church calls for 

commitrnent and discourse in the polis, and finds no solution in the simple responses of 

capitulation to. nor simplinic withdrawal fiom. the culture in which the public church finds 

itself. Rather. the constituents of the public church m u t  

help propose an epochal shifi in human sensibilities. In this shift. people would leam 
to combine religious comrnitment with civility, spirituai passion with a public sense. 



To help produce a culture in which such combinations might emerge would by itself 
be a full-time calling for those constituents of the public church who have lost morale 
or a sense of mi~sion. '~ 

The public church acts as an agent of transformation rmphasizing the social 

consequences of each constituency's special interiority. Drawing on the resources of its own 

theology, the public church contributes to this public conversation from its own system of 

s p b o l  and language. Not simply "civil religion" but atternpting ro consmct a pubiic 

theology as a foundation for its contribution to public discourse. the public church, as one of 

many institutions within the larger society, seeks to transform the culture through an active 

role in the public arena. While public theology can learn from the goals of civil religion. 

specifically. combating privatization of religion. opposing secularism and sectarianism. 

public theology is more effective as a critical tool in public discourse. 

Public theology's attempt to critique privatization does not start with the national 

expenence but rather from Christianity's own legacy. Its resource is Christian doctrine. creed 

and ecclesial tracts. Since pluralism of belief is a foundational value in Arnerican experience. 

and civil religion tends to minimize the panicularist tradition of religious beliefs, public 

theology's strength is the retrieval of the social significance of its own particular tradition's 

theology, which ultimately becomes important for public discourse. Civil religion and public 

theology differ in their understanding of the role, value and necessity of the particularist 

tradition in public discourse. 

in the opening chapter of Michael and Kenneth Himes' work, F d n e s s  of Faith: The 

Public Sign[ficance for Theolog)?. the authors promote public theology as one expression of 

the social nature of Christian tradition. "The implications of religious beliefs for social life 

fbid., 8. 



are developed through public t h e o l ~ ~ ~ . " ~ ~  Religious institutions can contribute to societal 

existence through their retrievd and communication of the social implications of their special 

interiority, their particularist tradition. For example, a religious community's understanding 

of a vision for society based on its particular theories of justice and freedom, its 

understanding of the nature of the person or the role of the state can offer rnuch to the life of 

society. The authors maintain that the public church has the obligation 

to provide the public with alternative visions of what is desirable and possible. to 
stimulate deliberation about them. provoke a reexarnination of premises and values. 
and thus broaden the range of potential responses and deepen society's understanding 
of itse~f-" 

The challenge for the Roman Catholic church as a "public church" is to formulate for the 

church itself and for public discourse, "an articulation of the Roman Catholic tradition's 

world-view or background theory which informs a social ethic and consequent public 

c h o i c e ~ . " ~ ~  As the Himes' point out. "it is simplistic politically and fundamentalistic 

theologically to ignore the mediating role of social et hic^.'"^ Social ethics mediates public 

theology into public discourse; public theology is not the language of public discourse. 

The public church, unlike the tribalist. the totalists. and to some degree the privatist. 

understands God to act within the history of those not of the Christian faith. as well as acting 

in the lives and contributions of those without an explicit faith. While the nature of this 

action remains in the realm of mystery. the public church allows the context for God's action 

to be al1 of hurnanity. The church, when cntically engaged with the larger context of the 

world and society, exists in a dialogical relationship with its context. The context raises 

80 Miche 1 f. Himes and Kenneth R. Himes, O.F.M., Fulfness of Faith: The Public Signtflcunce of Theology 
(New York: Paulist Press, 1993), 20. 
8 1 Ibid., 23. 
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questions and challenges for the church, impacting both the mission of the church and its 

unique intenority. 

It is evident the three modes of organizing religions have not only distinct 

implications for the relationship between church and society but also have implicit 

assumptions in regards to the understanding of tmth, that is their "special intenority". For the 

totalist, cnith is a possession of the church or religion and it is to be imposed. even by 

coercion or legislative action. upon the society at large. In other words. tmth is a 

"possession" which the church must ensure that al1 others have in "their possession". In this 

mode. pluralism is contrary to the desired uniformity of belief and praxis expressive of the 

"one tnith". For the tribalist. tmth is a possession as well. and ofien defended with a 

vengeance against those "outside". While the tribe's constituents' cornmitment level may be 

admirable. the intolerance that characterizes their extemal relationships is problematic for 

diverse situations such as the her ican  context. The tribalist relationship with the culture 

around hem is characterized as defensive at best. or total separation in the ememe; tnith for 

either group is understood as their sole commodity. Those outside their boundaries do not 

contribute in any substantial way to the tribalists' nor the totalists' appropriation of üieir 

"special interiority". For the privatist, the charactenstic of the relationship of church and 

society is not necessady defensiveness or even a physicai separation. Rather, the pnvatist 

mode simpty etiminates any significant social implications for their "speciai interiority8. 

While the privatist may share with the totaiists and tribalists an understanding of truth as 

their B * ~ ~ l e  possession," the noteworthy characteristic of tmth for the privatist is its lack of 

social consequences. In contrast, the public church's understanding of tnith is contrary to the 

totaIist9s understanding of a possession to be imposed upon d l ;  it is broader than the narrow 



confines of the tribalists, and is intrinsically social in contrast to the privatists. 

The public church is neither equated with the *-truth" nor is it the depository of tnith 

as if truth were a static possession. Rather the public church is the locus for the proclamation 

of the word, calling al1 to be in the process of appropriating the truth. As the "community of 

those who are hearers of the word of God, custodians of its seriousne~s,"~~ the public church 

admits this word is heard in the midst of a "cornplex world of dificult choices, and the 

listening ears belong to people who hear its meaning for them in diverse ~ a ~ s . " ~ ~  The public 

church. rejecting the notion of a static deposit of tnith. allows for "insight" and the "moving 

toward the tmth." Unlike the uniformity projected by the tribalist and the totalist. the public 

church readily admits the pluralism existing within the churches. The process of moving 

toward the truth, the understanding of the meaning of the Christian message in a given time 

and place. ofien involves "self-correction." In Marty's perspective. "...scholars in their 

expenments must be given the chance to be wrong, just as they need to learn that they may 

be guilty of misleading sometimes. when they are called to ~ e a d . " ~ ~  This wouid imply that 

within the public church the promotion of responsible academic fieedom and the 

encouragement of theological discourse on many issues, including those deemed 

controversial, would be a high priority. This is so because the process toward appropriating 

the tmth necessitates this self-correcting process. The public church accepts the process of 

development and transition within the Christian church, readily admitting that the idea there 

was a time of complete concord or a fully senled penod [of the church] contradicts the 

tensions we know fIom the history of die church. It is o d y  the unlliformed, Marty reminds us 

84 Marty, Public Church, 6 1. 
sS Ibid. 
& Ibid,, 65. 



that -rhink there was no clash of wills or doctrines within the constituent sectors of the 

church throughout h i s t~ r~ . "~ '  The public church acknowledges that the process of disceming 

the meaning of the Christian message in a specific time and place will spawn diversity, 

conflict and ambiguity. It is precisely because of this that discourse is constitutive to the life 

of the public church. Both in matten of church polity and structure as well as in the church's 

role as an agent of transforming society. not mere toleration but truly counter-intoierance 

fostering true understanding is needed. 

The public church espouses a cntical openness to the culture around it with al1 of the 

challenges of modemity. Consequently, its understanding of tntth allows it to reject the 

position of those who %oze their understanding, developed closed and constrictive 

personalities. or thought they could stay above the battle by trying to be apart from it [the 

challenges of rnodernit~]."~~ At the same tirne, a critical openness does not permit a simple 

capitulation to the challenges of modemity. however, it prevents situating the public church 

within its own closed system where the tribe or totalist models flourish. In its critical 

openness the public church allows a response to the challenges of modernity that does not 

necessarily infer a relativism of the "'truth it knows.'? The public church acknowledges, in the 

development of Christian theology and practice that the church has leamed from a variety of 

cultures and contexts. Consequently, the public church understands itself as a leaniing 

church: a church that through the ages has grappled with the meaning of the Christian tmth in 

the face of new contexts and situations. Marty bids d l  Chnstians to discover this public 

church within their own cornmunity of faith and to make its form and understanding and 

work explicit. The public church does not await invention but discovery, Marty contends, and 

87 Ibid., 63. 
*' Ibid., 64. 



he cdls each community to discover within itself this public church. *' 
Membership in the public church demands a great deai fiom the individual. Not 

simply acquiescence to church teaching, or the blind loyalty of the tribal member, the public 

church cdls the individual to undertake a process of understanding the speciai interiority of 

one's own ecclesial community as well as others. Unlike the religions organized around the 

totalist mode1 where al1 steps on the joumey are prescnbed and subversive sods keep their 

distance, or the tribalists who exists within a cocoon where al1 needs are met and variations 

prohibited or the privatists who pick and choose among the selection of religions available to 

them. the public church is the church of the pilgrim. The pilgrirn is the one who can make his 

or her own way. dong with a community. through the ambiguity and choices of modem life. 

The public church invites its members to face the complexities and the questions that 

modernity presents. but to reject one of modemity's negative legacies: the privatization of the 

faith. The public church cdls for the reconnection of the inward joumey with the outer 

course of our lives. It calls al1 to 

a stewardship of the eanh and a search for better social forms. It calls them to move 
from mere personal expenence to become again a thinking cornmunity, one that does 
not evade the issues of emerging science, literature, and social life?' 

The public church is bom in the tension of faith and culture. specifically the 

American culture. As a type of church, a way of being church, it does not sacrifice its special 

interiority at the pnce of engagement in the political and public arena. The public church. "if 

it undertakes considerable self-criticism and self-appraisal, can become an instrument in 

coalition with othen to work for a different concept of the repub~ic."g' Presuming an intimate 

89 Ibid., 18. 
Ibid., 30. 

91 Ibid., 1 4 .  



connection between society and church, this public church sees as imperative its ability and 

responsibility to contribute to the public and social arena. Not the sole institution in this 

process of shaping a public order, it does however, enjoy a special calling to be part of the 

conversation leading toward shaping public life. It is not a surprise that in a pluralistic 

context the requirement for a public discoune is foundational to the mission of the public 

church. In the United States context, the public church as a constituent in the public 

community of communities, 

shares traditions, reason, aspects of Enlightenment. civic purpose. and transecting 
philosophies with many of the constituents and collegia in the larger civic order. It 
also exemplifies and makes roorn for intemal variety, including its distinctive 
Christian theology. But as a whole this churchly cluster brings from its grasp of 
revelation many elements of use in public discourse? 

Conclusion 

It is the "special interiority" of Chnstianity that is the primary source of the public 

church's contribution to public discourse. Respecting the diversity of interpretation among its 

members. and acknowledging that much more is held in comrnon than separates hem, the 

public church attempts to speak with united conviction to the society at large. Constantly 

listening to the word that is proclaimed in its midst, it embarks on the process toward greater 

appropriation of its own legacy of faith. Rejecting coercion and abrasive methods for the 

methods of persuasiveness and credible conversations, the public church attempts through 

counter-intolerance to seek greater understanding of how best to shape the cornrnon life of 

the society in which it lives. This does not imply seeking a "Christian Amenca" or a mandate 

for Christian values within the American context. What is hoped for is a greater 

understanding of the issues under public discussion and the ability for the public church to 

" Ibid., 164. 



voice its conviction about these issues? 

The Roman Catholic communion. as other ecclesial constituencies in the public 

church. is challenged to make "its [the public church' s] form and understanding and work.. . 

exp~icit.'"~ The Roman Catholic church is to be a witness to the communal character of faith 

and to claim its own resourceç for promoting the social dimension of Christian response?' 

This challenge calls each community to claim not only the antecedents within its own 

history. but to recognize the potential of the public church as necessary for a successful 

response to the crisis of the churches in North Amenca. 

93 Some have criticized Martin Marty's approach to the discussion of the public church as too sociological. 
Granted sociological categories of how religions organize themselves are the fiamework for his discussion of 
the public church, but at the same time, it would be shortsighted to dismiss this Framework simply because of its 
sociological narure. It takes linle effort to transpose the three modes of organizing religions into specific 
ecciesiologies. As part one conciudes and this essay continues, welcoming Marty's invitation for each 
constituency within the public church to "discover not invent the public church" within their own community of 
faith, these categories shed light on several manifestations of the Roman CathoIic communion. The totaiist 
mode could have its parallel in the church of Christendom, whiie the tribaIists could descnbe the Roman 
Catholic immigrant church in the United States. Finally, the privatists could be a constant theme thraughout the 
rimes in the history of the church when preoccupation with the "other world" or personal salvation was mssed 
at the expense of responsibility to the social order. While these models may not be inherently the most effective 
ones for an essay on ecclesiology, they do help set the conversation for the Roman Catholic appropriation of the 
concept of the public church. 
45 Marty, Public Church. 22. 
9s ibid., 8. 



Chapter Two 

Antecedents of the Public Church 

Introduction 

Martin Marty cails al1 the churches to discover the antecedents of the public church 

within their own churches. Chapter two is a response to Marty's challenge to examine the 

antecedents for the public church within the Roman Catholic church in the United States. An 

examination of the antecedents of the public c hurch is important for three reasons. First, this 

examination is a reminder that no religious denomination or ecclesial communion is exempt 

frorn the prîvatizing factors of the American culture. or untouched by intemal privatizing 

dynamics. Second. public theology, as the work of the public church, draws on the resources 

of each of the ecclesial comrnunities' own system of symbol and laquage as a contribution 

to the public discourse. Investigating the antecedents of the public church is necessaq to 

claim the weaith and tradition of each ecclesial cornrnunity as a resource for public theolom. 

Third. an investigation of the antecedents of the public church not oniy reveals the prior 

contribution and manifestation of the public church but also surfaces the elements of 

resistance towards the public church that warrant examination and necessitate correction. 

Chapter two examines four individuals fiom twentieth century American Catholic 

history who are antecedents of the public church: John A. Ryan, Virgil Michel, Dorothy Day 

and John C o m e y  Murray. Al1 are examples of people who chdlenged the configuration of 

the public and pnvate spheres that delineated religion to the private reairn. These four are 

illustrations or manifestations of the public church within the cornplex, and often times 

p d i n g ,  era of twentieth cenniry Arnerican Catholic history. 



Chapter two does not attempt an exhaustive treatment of these four Catholics' 

contributions to the Amencan church. but rather intends to explore their contribution solely 

in Iight of the emergence of the pre-conciliar Roman Catholic church in Amerka as a public 

church. This chapter is not primarily a biographical study, nor is it intended to be an 

exhaustive study of the philosophical or theological influences underpinning these four 

Arnencans' contributions. The focus and scope of this work both preclude the possibility of 

treating these four with the depth others have, or the possibility of presenting a thorough 

study of their ecclesial, political or socio-economic contexts. Rather, these four individuals 

will be examined through the specific lens of the legacy of the pervasive individualism in the 

Amencan culture and the characteristics of the public church. First, each will be situated 

bnefly within his or her context and then a succinct consideration of their theological 

position will be presented. Each person's theological contribution will be examined to the 

extent it manifests the nascent public church in pre-conciliar Roman Catholicism in the 

United States. 

Martin Marty rerninds us that if the public church undertakes a "considerable self- 

criticism and self-appraisal [it] can become an instrument in coalition with others to work for 

a different concept of the republic."l The following consideration of John A. Ryan, Virgil 

Michel, Dorothy Day and John Courtney Murray is a limited anempt at such a self-appraisal 

of the Roman Catholic church in the United States as a public church. 

' Martin Marty, The Public C M :  MuinIine-EvangeIicuI-Cathok (New York: Cmssroads, 198 1 ), 144. 



John A. Ryan (18694945) 

in his autobiography. Social Docirine in ~ction.' Monsignor John A. Ryan reflected 

on his seminary education, saying: 

my deepest and most sustained interest, however, was not in questions of dogrna or 
Scripture or church history, but in those treaties of moral theology which dealt with 
the moraiity of economic transactions; namely, those on justice and right and 
contracts. In this field my collateral reading took in not only the standard works of 
moral theology but also a fair amount of books and magazines which tell under the 
head of sociology and economics.' 

It is not surprising that justice and economic issues captivated the young cleric from St. Paul, 

Minnesota. Growing up the son of Irish immigrants. one of his earliest recollections inciuded 

the periodicai The Irish Worid and American lndzistrial Liberator. Ryan contends, "one 

could not read The lrirh W'rld week afier week without acquinng an interest in and love of 

economic justice, as well as politicai justice.'" The penodical focused on the Irish resistance 

to their landlords as well as topics dealing with American concems. With the exception of 

one other weekly. this periodical was the only one in the Ryan household. Of the several 

influences in his Iife Ryan places great importance on his bishop and mentor. John lrelands, 

the kchbishop of St. Paul. Minnesota. In tracing his early social education. Ryan extensively 

quotes Ireland, the late nineteenth cenniry Amencan bishop. On the occasion of the twenty- 

' John A. Ryan, Sociui Doctr~ne in .4crion: A Persona! Hisrory (New York: Harper and Brothers Publishers, 
1% 1). 
Ibid., 59. 
' lbid., 8. 
5 "ln his autobiography M s g  John A. Ryan, the dorninate force for social refonn in Arnerican Catholicism in 
the first half of the 20th cenntry, iauded the social vision and quest for social justice given by Gibbons, Ireland. 
and Spalding," writes Charles Curran in iImerican Catholic Social Ethics: Twentieth-Centuv Approuches 
Ol(otre Dame, Ind.: University of Noue Dame Press, I982), 23. ïhese bishops often involved themselves in 
issues surrounding labor and workers rights. Theù motivation was spawned by the large numbers of Catholics 
in the unions and by the bishops' concems about losing the working class. Ofien, and Ireland and Gibbons are 
examples, they continued to accommodate and tum a blind eye to the systems that created the injustices. In the 
years leading up to the end of the nineteenth century the Catholic Church often courted big business to sponsor 
charitable organizations. These organizations responded to the 'poor" but rarely analyzed the underlying causes 
for poverty. 



fifth jubilee of Cardinal Gibbon's Episcopal ordination Ireland gave a speech entitled. "The 

Church and the Age" which contains an apt description of what would be John A. Ryan's 

contribution to the Amencan Catholic church. Ireland States, 

we have. of late, been so accustomed to lock up our teachings in seminary and 
sanctuary that when they appear in active evolution in the broad area of life they are 
not recognized by Catholics; nay, are even feared and disowned by thern! 

John A. Ryan was a voice against the status quo in the age of rapid industrialization, growing 

laissez-faire capitalism, and the nse of the business corporation. As Amencan life became 

growing perception of morally neutral political and economic institutions. "The moral law 

govems economic transactions. as well as every orher sphere of conduct."' Ryan reminds al1 

Arnericans. He steadfastly rejects any systern of thought that allows economics and political 

life to ciaim exception fiom mord scrutiny. Ryan's life task was ro unlock the teaching and 

implications of the Christian message fiom the cornfort of the seminary and sanctuary and to 

allow them into the broad areas of life. How was Ryan able to transcend the spheres of public 

and pnvate and accentuate the social implications of Christianity in general and Roman 

Catholicism in panicular? 

Ryan follows a traditional nanuzil law approach to rthics. specifically in the 

philosophical tradition of naturai law. His use of philosophical categories and l a n p g e  

dlows Ryan to collaborate more readily with other reformers of his time who may not have 

shared the same faith. Ryan's role as chairman of the Social Action Cornmittee of the 

6 Ryan. Socid Doc~ine, 42. 
f lbid., 59. 



National Catholic War Counci18 between 1920 and 1945 provided him the opportunity for 

the national dissemination and hierarchical sanction of much of his thought. Ln addition, it 

facilitated Ryan's role as a social reformer cooperating with both Catholics and non- 

Catholics in the quest for social refom. 

Th dogica i  Fu un dations 

Charles Curran provides a succinct and useful consideration of John A. Ryan in his 

work drnerican Catholic Social ~ h o u ~ h t . ~  Curran maintains that R p  adopted a "traditional 

Catholic natural 1aw approach to ethics."1° In this approach, the ultimate n o m  of morality is 

the divine reason or essence mediated through hurnan nature and human reason. The hurnan 

person, created by God, can never be used as an instrument or a rneans to any other end, 

other than God. The penon has an inherent dignity and sacredness with a hierarchy of needs 

and faculties. Within the namal law tradition of the papal encyclicals of Leo XII, 

specifically Rerum novamm (1 891), and Pius XI'S Quadragesimo anno (1 93 l), Ryan makes 

a distinctive contribution by his more inductive approach in his application of Catholic social 

thought. Ryan does not simply articulate the a priori ethicai principles of natural law, he 

analyzes the conditions of the times and applies these ethical principles to contemporary 

conditions. "Ryan became the first American Catholic ethicist to apply himself to a scientific 

study of economics in order to create an ethics of the economic order."" Ryan is critical of 

the social ills resulting fiom capitalism in the American ethos but he does not reject the 

8 This cornmittee is the precursor of the current Nationai Catholic Conference of Bishops and the National 
CathoIic Conference. 
9 C m ,  Social Efhics. 
'O Ibid., 30. 
" Pamck Carey, ed.. American Catholic Religious Thought: The Shaping of a Theologicai and Socia! Tradition 
(New York: Paulist Press, 1987), 242. 



rheory of capitalism. His criticisrn is of the expression of capitalisrn in the American context, 

a historical capitalisml' devoid of an econornic democracy. "By economic democracy ... 

[Ryan] rneant the movement toward a more general and more equitable distribution of 

economic power and goods and ~~~or tun i t i e s . " ' ~  Ryan was attuned to the social context as it 

was, and sought reform that often Urnes could be characterized as pragrnatic, often criticized 

for promoting legislation perceived as a short-term response to economic and social 

situations. 

Curran situates Ryan's contribution between two extreme operating positions of the 

understanding of the individual and the larger society. On the one extreme is the perception 

that al1 human rights are derived and conferred by sociery on the individual. This position 

eliminates the concept of the individual's inherent dignity and wonh. Society is not an end in 

itself that allows the subordination of the individual to the society. The opposite extreme 

posits the individual in t ems  of the French philosophy of natural rights of the late eighteenth 

century. Curran describes this position, as one in which the individual stands apart fkom the 

larger society, exalted as a free person. This position refleco the exaggerated daims that the 

individual has the nght to do anything that does not interfere with the equal liberties of other 

individuais. It was this latter position which was shaping more and more the Amerka of 

'' The teminology "historical capitalism" reflects that Ryan does not reject die theory of capitalism but rather 
the individualism that underpins the expression of the capitalism of his day. C u m  cites five elernents of 
historical capitalism that Ryan never accepted: indefinitely high profits and interest, indefinitely low wages, and 
unlimited wealth and economic power. Ryan found these five characteristics coupied, with three fundamental 
principles of historical capitalism, to be erroneous. These principles include: the political principle that espouses 
nonintervention, or a laissez-faire approach to the economic order; the economic principle that maintains that 
unlimited production automatically provides unlimited markets and constant employment; and finally. the 
ethical principie. This latter principle espouses an emme and individudistic concept of n a m l  rights that 
presupposes the natural goodness of people and the substantial equality of alI. His mistrust of sociafism as a 
remedy for social ills and his belief in the right of private property prevented Ryan fiom rejecting capitalisrn 
oumght. At the same t h e ,  Ryan does not unthinkingly accept the American experïence of capitalism; thus, his 
use of the term "historical capitalisrn," C m ,  Social Ethics, 62. 
'' Ibid., 249 



Ryan's tirne. 

Ryan's rejection of Arnerica's pervasive individualism is reflected clearly in his 

defense of the American worker. The worker is not a commodity to be utilized for the 

economic profit of the corporation. The dignity of the individuai in his econornic theory is 

manifested in his concem for the dignity of the worker. It is this dignity that is  the foundation 

for the cal1 for a minimum living wage in order for the worker to maintain a uue dignity of 

life. The individual's dignity is not negotiable. It c m  be annulled by neither the state nor the 

corporation. This position, Curran maintains, leads Ryan to espouse the fundamental belief 

that the human rights of the individual are absolute. This does not mean absolute in the sense 

of without limitations, but in the sense that their validity does not depend upon any other 

person or institution. The dignity of the human person demands and fosters a basic equality 

arnong people necessitating a minimum standard of living. This minimum standard of living 

will safeguard. foster and enhance one's God given dignity. The natural rights of the 

individual are the moral means by which a human person i s  enabled to reach the obligatory 

end: God- 

Ryan's understanding of the role of the state is tied to his concept of the individual. 

Ryan contends that the state is to safeguard al1 natural rights. including life, liberty and 

property. spiritual and moral security and a good narne. The state has a definite role to 

provide the social context which does not impede nor render impossible the individual 

appropriahg his or her txue divine end. The state, when lower foms of organization are 

unable or ineffective. must see to the effective public services of: public works. public 

education, public charity, public health, safetv, mords and religion; and indumiai regdation 

for its people. Ryan's view of state involvement and its moral responsibility occupy a 



'middle position between individualistic theories and totalitarian theories of the state."'" 

individualistic theories rest on an exaggerated individualistic freedom and conceive the role 

of govemment as primarily restrictive and coercive. In this perspective the best govement 

is the least government, the "laissez-faire govement" which is the most desirable for a 

laissez-faire economic system. The misconception of the economic and political institutions 

as morally neutral fostered the position of the "least govemment as the best govemment" 

allowing for no state interference in the quest for profit: Ryan's strategy was to promote 

legislation that wvould effectively correct the state's abdication of its duty to provide a social 

order which prornoted the dignity of the person. 

From the earliest yean as a student at the Catholic University of Amenca Ryanws 

concern for the dignity of the worker shaped his academic work. In October of 1900. the 

subject of his doctoral dissertation. "A Living Wage: Its Ethical and Economic Aspects" was 

approved. The topic Ryan credits to Pope Leo XII's Rertcm iVovancm in which the pope 

States, 

... there is a dictate of nature more imperious and more ancient than any bargain 
between man and man, that the remuneration must be enough to support the wage 
earner in reasonable and h g a l  comfort. If through necessity or fear of worse evil, the 
workman accepts harder conditions because an employer or contractor will give him 
no better, he is the victim of force and injusti~e. '~ 

The contract between employee and employer was no longer sacred in the sense it was 

without scmtiny: however. it was sacred in the sense that it is govemed by ethical principles. 

Ryan argued that a jus wage was the worker's nght denved fiom his dignity as an individual 

and thus requiring a wage safieguarding a minimum standard of living. Ryan reminded a 

growing laissez-faire economic culture that the human penon is not a commodity to be used 

'" Ibid., 35. 
15 Ryan, Social Doctrine, 73. 



and exploited for economic profit. 

Ecclesial Implications 

Jay Dolan. the American Catholic historian, remarks that the outbreak of the First 

World War provided the "Catholic hierarchy an opporhmity to demonstrate its patriotic 

Arnericanisrn. and the bishops did so with vigor."I6 An important part of the hierarchySs 

response to the cnsis of the war was the establishment of the National Catholic War Council 

in 19 17" to coordinate Catholic participation, both domestically and intemationally. in the 

war effort. At the end of the 'var to end al1 wars" the belief that peace could be maintained 

only by establishing justice was the catalyst for over sixty p r o g m s  of social reforrn. John A. 

Ryan. Iooking back some thirty yean after the close of the First World War. rernarks. '-the 

authors of these programs assumed that the war had made the world safe for political 

democracy and people of the world were now ready to establish a regime of economic 

democracy and social justice."ls The bishops of the United States did not exempt themselves 

fiom the cal1 for social reform. Father John O'Grady, secretary of the National Catholic War 

Council. was commissioned to produce the Council's plan for social reconstruction. 

In 1919. in reaction to one of the more popular progarns of social reform promoted 

by the pro-socialist British Labor Party, John Ryan prepared what was originally to be a 

16 Jay P. Dolan, The American Catholic Experience: A Histo-from Colonial Times ro the Present (Notre 
Dame, Ind.: University of Notre Dame Press, 1992), 344. 
17 David O'Brien notes the importance of the estabtishing of the NC WC. After 1900 in the U.S. there was no 
authoritative national organization or symbolic center of Catholicism. The structure of the U.S. church was, in 
his words, "a states' rights church," dorninated by the local bishop who most Iikely was Roman-educated. The 
unquestionhg response to papal authonty and the ultimate authority the bishop had in his diocese solidified an 
hierarehical ecciesioIogy. The American church was characterized by a saong parish focus with energies 
directed at the internal needs of the church. The growing school system and the devotiona1 life of the immigrant 
population, among other internal issues, tended to mitigate against a national view or national response to 
issues. The NCWC was important in its abiIity both to provide a national agenda for the church and to facilitate 
a national response to curent issues. See David O'Brien, Public Catholicism (New York: Macmillan Publishing 
CO, I W ) ,  134-3 1. 
ta RF, Social Doctrine, 143. 



speech to the Cleveland Knights of Columbus. This speech, with some revisions, became a 

plan of social reform eventually adopted by the bishops. Too lengthy to be delivered, the 

speech was not intended to be a cornprehensive plan but rather a pragmatic attempt to focus 

on "hose reforms that seemed to be desirable and also obtainable within a reasonable time"lg 

and to set in place principles that could be utilized as new developments cdled for further 

action. On February 12. 19 19. "Social Reconstruction: A General Review of the Problems 

and S w e y  of Remedies," popularly known as .'The Bishops' Program" was released by the 

National Catholic Welfare ~ o u n c i l . ' ~  This program of reconstruction was 

thoroughly progressive and explicitly Catholic ... [it] sought to adapt the principles of 
charity and justice ... to the social and industrial conditions and needs of the times. ... 
[it] was the most fonvard-looking social document ever to have corne fiom an officia1 
agency in the United  tat tes." 

The contents of this program are obviously important. but it is noteworthy to mention how 

the National Catholic Welfare Conference was the vehicle to disseminate Ryan's 

contribution and also a manifestation of the nascent public church." 

The National Catholic Welfare Conference (NCWC) provided an organized and 

national structure that promoted the Catholic response to the nation's social issues. At the 

same time, the responses of the NCWC were opportunities for Catholics and non-Catholics 

alike to be exposed to, undentand, and hopefully to adopt the Catholic perspective. As chair 

l9 Ibid., 144. 
'O After the end of Worid War 1, the National Catholic War Council continued under the name of National 
Catholic WeIfare Council (the word "Cornmittee" would later replace "Councii," in deference to a request fiom 
the Vatican). 
" Dolan. Catholic kperience. 3U. 
" David O'Brien sumarizes the contents of this program as including the continuation of the wanirne agencies 
for employrnent and adjudication of labor disputes, as wel1 as r e a f f i i n g  the right of labor to organize and the 
right to collective bargaining with the implementation of government insurance against unernployment, ilhess, 
accident, and oid age. Likewise, the program called for the integration of the worker into the organizational 
structure of the business through profit sharing, stock options, and the establishment of cooperative labor- 
management councils to promote and safeguard the dignity of the worken and to prevent the worker fiom being 
perceived as a "mere cornmodity" in the world of work. O'Brien, Public Catholicism, 15 1. 



of one of the four cornmittees of the NCWC, Ryan was not only able to unlock the teaching 

and social implications of the Christian message fiom the comfort of the seminary and 

sanctuq but now a national structure was promoting the Catholic position as the means 

towards social transformation. As early as the first quarter of the nineteenth century in the 

NCWC's Bishops' Program the American Catholic Church manifests qualities of the "public 

church." Ryan's plan for social reconstruction was an attempt to have people. " l e m  to 

combine religious commitment with civility. spiritual passion with a public sense. To help 

produce a culture in which such combination might e~ner~e." '~  The NCWC was a potential 

catalyst for an important shifi in awareness for Arnencan Catholics. The NC WC enabled the 

bishops to extend their vision to the issues that extended beyond the local concems of their 

dioceses.'" Jay Dolan notes: 

the hierarchy's move toward organization and action at a national Ievel also enabled 
the Catholic people to identi. with a church that was now more visibly national and 
thus seemingly more important and powemil. The NCWC ..... also sought to educate 
the people to think in more national, less parochial terms. Such an enlarged vision of 
church life seemed only naturai, given the boosterism and confidence that permeated 
Catholic life the first half of the twentieth cent~ry.?~ 

The Bishop's Plan reflects Ryan's critique of the historical expenence of capitalism 

in the United States and responds to the rampant individualisrn that was characteristic of 

economic practices. Ryan rejects the perception that the political and economic institutions of 

Arnerican culture were exempt from moral critique or scrutiny and rejects the role of religion 

and church as limited to parochial and familial structures that minimizes Christianity's social 

tradition. Ryan promotes a classicai Catholic understanding of the human person and society 

that is in stark contrast to the prevailing individualism that ruptured the mutual bond between 

" Marty, Public Church, 22. 
'' See footnote 17. 
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individual and the larger society. 

C m a n  highlights the ecclesial aspects of this social reformer, saying: 

Ryan steadfastly tries to foster the social mission of the church and to make Catholics 
more aware of it. To convince Catholics he cites Leo XIII. The social question is not 
merely an economic matter but a moral and religious question that cannot be 
practically solved without the church? 

Curran maintains that Ryan's understanding of the legitimate motivation and rationale for the 

church's engagement in the economic and political spheres is grounded in a specific Catholic 

belief system. Curran maintains that the social mission justified by Ryan reflects an 

understanding of the supernaturd and natural relationship which grants the primary object of 

church the mission of saving the individual's soul and to prepare the membership for 

supernatural life with God that begins in earthly existence but is completed only in etemity. 

The imrnortal world is the end for which the human person has been created, and 

consequently al1 temporal goods are utterly insignificant in light of this divine end. In Ryan's 

own words, 

The church is not merely nor mainly a social re fon organization. nor is it her 
primary mission to reoqanize society. or to realize the Kingdom of God upon earth. 
Her primary sphere is the individual soul, her pnmary object is to Save souis, that is to 
fit them for the Kingdom of God in heaven. Man's [sic] true life, the life of the soul. 
consists in supernaturai union with God, ... Cornpared with this irnmortal life. such 
temporary good as wealth. liberty, education, or fame, are utterly insignificant? 

Consequently, al1 temporal entities come under the moral law and it is the church's task, to 

teach, "al1 free human actions, whether in the field of economics or in any other endeavor, 

come under the moral Iaw, and it is the duty of the church to teach the moral law and help 

" Ibid., 65. 
'7 John A. Ryan. "The Church and the Workingman." Carholic World 89 (April-Septernber, 1909): 776-82., 
quoted in Carey, .herican Tttought. 344. 



people Save their souk by right ~onduct."'~ 

Ryan appropriates the generd principles of the natural Iaw methodology reflected in 

the papal encyclicals and appropriates the traditional virtues of charity and justice in his 

critique of the American ethos. Ryan focuses specifically on the injustices of the effects of 

capitdism and finds a solution, often pragmatic and short tem. in the cal1 for legislation to 

ensure social justice. Ryan espouses the traditional teaching role of the church and at the 

same time embraces the role of the church as "doer" in the Amencan context. Pragmatjc and 

often cnticized for overly depending upon state intervention, he was just as critical of the 

"inactivity of the American clergy in the matter of social rsorks." although understanding of 

their situation: 

The moral aspects of modem industry are extremely difficult to evaluate correctly: its 
physical aspects and relations are very complicated ... . Add to these circumstances the 
fact that the American clergy have for the most part been very busy organizing 
parishes. building churches and schools. and providing material equipment of religion 
generally: and you have a tolerably sufficient explanation of their failure to study the 
social problern. and expound the social teaching of the ~ h u r c h . ? ~  

Ryan wams the Amencan church that if the clergy do not embrace the demands of both the 

church's social teaching and the required social action the Catholic population will fa11 into 

the unchristian perversion of the day. This latter remark is an obvious reflection of the 

Catholic Church's oniy response to socialism. a response of no dialogue and reje~tion.'~ 

In the spirit of the public church, he does not espouse an uncntical relationship with 

the hosr culture. Rather, Ryan uses the resources of the Roman Catholic tradition coupled 

with the study of the ancillary disciplines of social psychology and economics to discem and 

critically respond to the conditions of the times. He steadfastly critiques individualism and 

" C m .  Social Erhics, 65. 
" John A. Ryan. "The Church and The Workingmm,'' 248. 
'O Ibid., 249. 



the social problems created by its effect upon American capitalism. In an era where the 

Roman Catholic church was focused predominantly on parochial and local issues, Ryan 

challenges the Catholic comrnunity to a national consciousness and a critical perspective 

towards the Arnencan ethos. The ecclesiology of the day still fell shon of promoting the 

social mission of the church by its concem on individual salvation, yet Ryan stands within 

the Arnerican Catholic tradition as an important manifestation of the public church. 

While acknowledging the importance of Ryan for the American Church. especially 

his collaboration with non-Catholics in the work of social reforrn, Curran cites a lack of 

integration in Ryan's rnethod. Ryan's exclusive use of natural law emphasized the 

compatibility of the Catholic church with other non-Catholic Americans working towards 

social reform. "By seeing political and economic life prîmarily in tems of natural law and 

distinguished fiom the supematural or faith aspect, Ryan could logically stress the 

compatibility between his Catholic faith on the supematural level and his daily life as an 

American on the natural level." What C m  is quick to point out is that this led to a ?wo- 

tiered" view of human existence: the bottom tier was the rational and the natural and the top 

tier was the supernahuai and faith level. This failure to integrate these two spheres is evident 

in the lack of any discussion or integration of the theological categories of grace. redernption. 

eschatology and their implication for the social. political, and economic aspects of life. 

Curran tvrites: 

Theological themes such as the presence of grace. the cd1 to conversion. and the 
recognition of the power of sin lead to a recognition of the importance of a change of 
heart on the part of the individual if social justice is to be achieved. Sin or selfishness 
must be overcome before human beings can live together in justice and peace. Yes, 

'' Curran, Social ElhiCs, 85. 



change of structures is absolutely essential for social justice, but likewise a change of 
heari is necessary? 

Ryan's failure to integrate theological categories has ecclesid implications. The 

church is seen as the beacon for correct conduct so that Catholics will be able to do the right 

thing and Save their souk and go to heaven. Ryan leaves the economic and political spheres 

of human life too isolated fiom theological categories. While this allows dialogue with non- 

Catholics and movernent towards social refonn. it is also a manifestation of the dynamic of 

accommodation within Catholicism in the face of the Amencan culture. As Curran points 

out, "there exist more integrated approaches to the question of social justice. Virgil Michel. 

the founder of the liturgical movement in the United States. takes a much more integrai 

approach to social justice."j3 

Virgil Michel, O.S.B. (1890-1938) 

Virgil Michel. iike Es contemporary John Ryan, cnticized the rampant individualism 

of the American ethos yet their means toward social reconstruction differed. Born in 1890. in 

St. Paul. Minnesota. Virgil Michel was educated at the preparatoly school of St. John's 

Abbey, Collegeville, and entered the novitiate of the Benedictine abbey comrnunity in 1909. 

Ordained in 191 6, Michel taught philosophy and literature at Collegeville until his abbot, 

Alcuin Deutsch. sent him to Europe in 1924 to study at both Louvain and Rome. According 

to Joseph Chinnici. 

The tirne was a decisive one. Michel was especially inspired by Dom Lambert 
Beauduin (1 873-1960) and the liturgical revival being promoted by the Benedictines 
at Maria Laach in Germany. Solesmes in France. and Maredsous in Belgiurn. During 
this perîod he began to integrate Leo XIII's social vision and Pius X's cal1 for a 

'' Ibid. 
33 Ibid., 86. 



spiritual reform with contemporary ecclesiological theories on the church as the 
mystical body of ~hrist." 

Virgil Michel's time in Europe, his Benedictine tradition, and his acute awareness of his 

Amencan context combined to provide the Amencan Catholic church with one of "'the few 

twentieth century Arnerican Catholics to identi@ the problems of contemporary Christianity 

as identical with the problems of contemporary secular ~ociety.'"~ Michel identifies the roots 

of the social problem as the pervasive individualism in the American ethos that, Yosters a 

ruthless pursuit of self-interest, egoism, and rnakes out of human life a bitter. cunhroat 

cornpetition for existence and for improvement of one's own condition over against d l  

others.'""irgil Michel. however, did not limit his critique of individualism to irs impact 

oniy on economic and political life. Michel was emphatic that "it is an inconsistency to decry 

individualism in economic and politicai life but of never even adverting to selfish 

individualism in the spiritual life, where it pervades. vitiates and dis~ons man's [sic] whole 

outl~ok."'~ He was quite aware of individualisrn's diffusion into religion itself the very 

means of true social regeneration. He draws upon the wealth of the Catholic community's 

liturgical tradition as the resource for effective social regeneration. 

Th eological Fo un dations 

Like al1 Catholic social refonners of the twentieth century, Viqil Michel stood in the 

tradition of the papal encyclicals of the Roman Catholic Church. Michel seeks the middle 

ground between the exaggerated individualism of his times and the unacceptability of 

34 Joseph P .  Chinnici, O.F.M., Living Stones: The History and Structure of Catholic Spiritual Lfe in the h i t e d  
States (New York: MacmiIIian Publishing Company, 1989), 178. 
" R. W. Franklin and Ro ben L. S paeth, Virgil Michel: American Catholic (Collegevil le. M inn. : The Liturgical 
Press, 1988), 32. 
j0 ~biid., I 1. 
" Ibid, 206. 



collectivism reflected in socialist or fascist regimes. The middle ground is the Christian 

principle, 'Ws double character, the harmonious fusion of the two elements of hurnan nature, 

the individual and the social that we must not only keep in mind, but that must again become 

dominant in al1 life.'''' In an important article, "The Liturgy: ï h e  Basis of Social 

Regeneration," 39 Michel cites Pius X's exhortation to derive this Christian principle fiom 

'3ts primary and indispensable source, which is the active participation in the sacred 

mysteries and the public and solemn prayers of the ~hurch. ' '~ Virgil Michel maintains that 

the proper understanding of. and an active participation of d l ,  in the liturgical life of the 

Church is the true means of social regeneration. Unlike John A. Ryan whose methodology 

was steeped in the philosophical tradition of natural law without an emphasis on theological 

categories. Michel's starting point of social reform in the Christian liturgical tradition 

provides an integrated articulation of. among other things the supematural/ natural 

dichotomy? that Ryan's methodology fostered. 

Paul Marx, Virgil Michel's offcial biographer. remarks, 

some. .. thought of the social problem as a purely economic one and of its solution. 
therefore. as a purely economic solution. They tended to identify the social question 
with the wage question or blamed the money system, while Dom Virgil went to the 
roots of the problem and laid bare the underlying causes--godless individudism, 

Virgil Michel. "The Liturgy: The Bais of Social Regeneration,' Orare Frcztres 9 (1934/35): 53645. quoted 
in Carey, American Thought, 277. 
39 Ibid. 

Ibid,, 278. 
41 See Chinnici. Living Stones, 14245. Chinnici cites Ryan's acceptarice of the classic Roman CathoIic position 
of church and state, which uitimateiy implies the union of church and state; however, writes Chimici, in the 
practical situation of the United States, Ryan argues that the "church and state exist in two different spheres. 
They were, if not separate, at least independent. This interpretation paralleled on a social and institutional level 
the separation in his thought between faith and reason, grace and nature, sou1 and body. Where the two spheres 
of smte and church might overlap, the laws of the supemamI Society took precedence. In either case the 
primary virtue to be cultivated in the Iife of the individual was obedience to the divinely constituted authorities. 
This dualistic structure of his thinking indicated that John A. Ryan participated in the fundamental hcturing of 
the Arnerican and Catholic identity." 



hidden paganism, a subtle bourgeois spirit. rank materialism, and their supporting 
ideologies."' 

Virgil Michel saw the solution to the social question as a religious solution since it was the 

very absence of the social implications of religion that had created the contemporary crisis. 

There could be neither social regeneration nor a just society unless there was a conversion of 

the individual's hem: social programs and legislation were only a part of the solution. 

Virgil Michel dedicated much of his life to the liturgical reforrn in order to accentuate 

the social implications of the Christian liturgy. He insisted upon the active participation of al1 

Christians in the liturgy. His efforts to promote. educate. and challenge al1 ro active liturgical 

participation affirmed the belief that the liturgy was meant to teach al1 Christians "that 

spintual inactivity. in church as in the apostolate, is a veritable abomination before God and a 

contradiction of the Christian vocation, personally responsible as every Christian is for the 

welfare of the wh~le. '~"j  The liturgy is the means of individual Christians sharing in the 

redemptive action of Christ. allowing personal conversion to tme charity and justice. At the 

sarne time. the lirurgy calls al1 persons to solidarity with the larger social order promoting 

this same Chnstian charity and justice. Virgil Michel ?vas one of few Arnerican Christians 

who could bridge the religious and secular spheres in such a way that he could join the cal1 

for community in social action to a cail for cornmunity in the ~ h u r c h . ' ~  

Virgil Michel is often remembered as bringing the liturgical renewal from Europe to 

the Amencan context."* This is certainly mie; however, his unique contribution was his 

" Paul B. Marx, O.S.B.. Virgil Michel und the Liturgicd Movemenr (Collegeville, Mim.: The Litqical Press, 
1957), 179. 

Ibid.. 2 10. 
44 Franklin and Spaeth, firgil Michel, 32. 
'' Chinnici remarks, "Michel returned to the United States. started Orure Fratres [subsequently this periodical 
was renamed Worship] during Advent of 1926 and 6om then until his death in 1938, labored to make Saint 
John's Abbey, ColIegeville, the center of the revival of Catholicism." Living Stones, 178. 



emphasis on the social implications of the liturgical renewal, often neglected in the European 

contest. Grounded in Pius X's understanding of the liturgy as the means to regenerate the 

Christian principle for social regeneration, Virgil Michel realized that if the liturgy was to 

guide the Catholic laity, they must become aware of its theological ~nde r~ inn in~s . ' ' ~  If in fact 

it was active participation in the liturgy that was called for, both the liturgical renewal and 

the education of the laity were necessarily mutual. The "lay apostolate and the liturgical spirit 

went hand in hand; passivity in the liturgy unfortunately went well with passivity in the 

worldly duties of the Christian and with deplorable result~; '~ '  Michel was acutely aware that 

the spirit of individualism which precipitated the social question likewise had permeated the 

world of religion. In Michel's perception the passivity of the Catholic laity in the liturgy 

diminished the social effectiveness of the Gospel in the American ethos. consequently. 

Catholics must be educated in the theology of the liturgy that calls for their active 

participation. The liturgical renewal was both a means for social reform and a means of 

correcting the pnvatizing dynamic inherent in liturgical practice. Virgil Michel recognized 

that the crisis in the "Church and state were in his eyes the result of a widespread 

individualism which had permeated the world of worship as well as the world of w ~ r k . ' ~ ~  If 

the liturgy is in fact the means of social regeneration. what led Virgil Michel to this position 

and in what way c m  the liturgy be a means of social regeneration? 

Michel retrieves, not invents? the long forgotten early church notion of the liturgy. 

specifically the Eucharist. as rooted in the theology of the Mysticai Body of Christ. The early 

46 Michel was able to disseminate the wealth of the liturgicd renewal in both Orate Fra~res and The Liturgical 
Press. Lkewise, his concern for education was evident "beginning in 1929 [when] a central pan of the mission 
of Virgif Michel began to be the creation of educacional program designed to form articulate laity thoroughIy 
grounded in the wisdom of the church . . . . His lay education programs, however, were diainguished from ail 
revious American catechises in that they flowed fiom the liturgy." Franklin and Spaeth, Firgil Michel, 34, ' lbid.. 18. 
Ibid., 32. 



Christians found this image of the body of Christ as a primary inspiration for their conduct 

and ~ife. ' '~ Lost, "especially since the growing dominance of an un-Christian 

indi~idualisrn,"~~ Virgil Michel appropnates the Pauline organic image as both a sociological 

and ecclesioiogical hermeneutic: 

The doctrine of the Mystical Body of Christ frarned al1 of Michel's socio-liturgical 
thought. ... a11 won hi^ and work. al1 human and Christian life in the world, should be 
thought of in tems o i  the Christian's organic union with Christ, and with one another 
in Christ, the divine Mediator and Exemplar. In the supernanual community of the 
Mystical Christ. therefore, Father Michel found the pattern and inspiration for al1 
natural and supematural social living, for the solution of the knotty and ageless 
problem of relation between the individual and the community, for the lay apostolate 
and Catholic Action. in short for al1 Christian activity? 

As a sociological hermeneutic, the social order. like the mutual relationships of the Body of 

Christ. is meant to reflect the cooperation and solidarity of individuais working together for 

the common good. As an ecclesial hermeneutic, the Myaical Body of Christ is best 

expressed in the liturgy by the active participation of the entire assembly. Michel's use of the 

Mystical Body of Christ as the mode1 of the social natural order and the supematural order as 

well bridges the void between a false dichotomy between the supematural and natural 

spheres that Fractures Christian life. "Since gace supposes nature and since the supernatural 

!ife of grace is built on the naturd life of man on earth, the supematural organism of the 

Mystical Body must find its counterpart in the organic life and foms of natural ~ o c i e t y ' ' ~ ~  

The Mystical Body as a sociological hermeneutic allows Michel to see the social 

order as intended by God to be the community of both individual dignity and social 

responsibility. The individual parts of the body are united as a whole, for the good of the 

J9 Carey. American Thoughr, 378. 
'O Ibid. 
" Man, Firgil Michel, 1 8 1. 
P- Ibid, 



whole. and so too, the social order must reflect the dignity of the individual while cdling for 

a concern for the well being of the entire community. Virgil Michel did not see the social 

order as simply an aggregate of individual persons, rather the social order was a reflection of 

the social nature of the individual, calling for each person to contribute to the larger society 

in accord with one's needs and in response to the needs of others: 

M e n  we ask ourselves what should the right structure of any human society be. or 
how should the individual be related to any society of men (sic). we c m  always point 
to the Mystical Body and Say: Tnere is the mode1 we should try to follow in al1 our 
hurnan relations: for God constructed it on the basis of what is best in and for our 
natures. 53 

Virgil Michel is aware that the hmonious  balance of the individual and the larger society. 

characterized by charity and justice. is not possible without Pace and on going conversion: 

The middle way cm only be achieved with the help of the supemaniral. without 
which either the individual bursts al1 bounds of restraint. or society crushes out his 
individuality. ... the lirurgv h i s h e s  both the inspiration, the guiding idea and at the 
same time the necessary grace for its realization in life.'" 

It is not enough to apply to economic life ethics and moral theology. even if this results in 

legislative action. but there must be a change in the person. in other words there must be an 

acknowledgrnent of God's grace and the sharing of this grace in the liturgy that renews the 

Christian spirit. If there is not attitudinal change of heart in the individual the social ordcr 

will fdl short of providing the "middle ground" recognizing both individuai dignity and 

social justice and responsibility. "In the liturgy of the Mystical Body the individual and 

social elements of man's [sic] nature find their hamonious solution ... between an unsocial 

individuaiism and an anti-individual or anti-persona1 ~ollectivism.''~~ 

Virgil Michel affirms the liturgical life of the Church as the locus of where Christ 's 

53 Ibid., 182. 
54 Ibid., 187, italics mine. 
'' Ibid., 186. 



redemptive power embraces al1 human concems. It is at the liturgy that Christ's Life and 

Christ's redemptive action in the world becomes our life and our cal1 to action. As the 

expression par excellence of the Mystical Body of Christ. the liturgy exemplifies and effects 

the solidarity of al1 under God as a body characterized by charity not selfishness. by justice 

not exploitation. Not only for Virgil Michel is the Iiturgy the mode1 of human society, but the 

Eucharist generates a social and corporate mentality and a piety rooted in Christ and enables 

and reflects the necessity of human life supematuralized in Christ. "Christian life then 

becomes life lived every moment of the day in and for Christ, who incorporates mankind 

[sic] into Himself. active through his living members and supematuralizing al! their life and 

activities-social and economic life incl~ded."~%e Iiturgy is the means of the individual 

Christian sharing in the redemptive action of Christ, allowing persona1 conversion to tme 

charity and justice while at the sarne time calling the person to solidarity with the larger 

social order promoting this same Christian charity and justice. 

The insistence upon active participation in the Iiturgy and the efforts Virgil Michel 

used to promote. educate, and challenge this active participation was fundamentally to 

reafErm the belief that the liturgy was rneant to teach al1 Chnstians. 'rhat spiritual inactivity. 

in church as in the apostolate. is a veritable abomination before God and a contradiction of 

the Christian vocation, personally responsible as every Christian is for the welfare of the 

 hol le."^' It is at the liturgy that the individual shares in the life of Christ and l e m s  the true 

rneaning of Christian living. The lessons of selfless love rather than selfishness, the lessons 

of mutuality rather than aiienation and the lessons of true comrnunity as opposed to 

exaggerated individualism are learned in the liturgy so as to be practiced in ail aspects of 

' 6  Ibid.. 208. 
" Ibid.. 2 10. 



Christian life. It is these lessons of the true social name of the individual and the solidarity 

with others because we are the Body of Christ, that the liturgy inculcates. The fullness of the 

Christian response to the social question is nothing less than "Io renew al1 things in Christ", 

the mono of the liturgical renewai. There are no spheres of human life exempt fiom the 

redemptive work of Ch&, nor the locus of Chnstian action. It is this full embrace of Christ's 

redemptive act and the manifestation of this in the liturgy that allows al1 of life to be an act of 

worship. The Mystical Body of Christ is the ecclesiological hermeneutic of Michel's 

litugical renewal and it is only in and through active and thought filled participation of the 

laity in the liturgy that social regeneration will evolve. 

Ecclesial Implications 

Joseph Chinnici attributes Virgil Michel's theological center and his concem for the 

active participation of the laity to a correct understanding of the eucharist as a sacrifice. 

Catholics have emphasized the juridical nature of the church. the church as a perfect society. 

stressing the "extemal social constitution. as if she were rnainly a corporate person with 

power to exact certain dues From her rnembers and to punish non-payment of them."" Virgil 

Michel recovers the tnie meaning of the early church's understanding of sacrifice: "'the 

purpose of sacrifice was not simply the destruction of the victim but also the remission of sin. 

the conservation of grace, and the perfect union between God and The church is 

the embodiment of the Spirit of Christ and the collective ofTering of the people at the 

Eucharkt dlows the people to be united with the redemptive work of Christ in the world. The 

'' Ibid., 180. 
" Ibid., 18 1. 



active participation of the laity in the l i h q y  reflects the Church as the Mystical Body and the 

Iaity. united with al1 humanity in the redemptive Spirit of Christ. allows the social order to be 

fashioned with the justice and love befitting the Mystical Body. 

The liturgical renewal was not only a rneans of social regemration but also a 

corrective of a devotionalism and eucharistic practice that contributed to the privatization and 

compartmentalization of the Catholic cornmunity. Joseph Chinnici, in his work, Living 

Stones: The Hisrory and Structure of Catholic Spiritual Life in rhe LTnifed Stares . places the 

contribution of Michel's liturgical movernent in tandem with the eucharistic practices of the 

late nineteenth cenniry and early half of the twentieth century. The eucharistic movement. 

"which evolved fiom devotional renewals of the second half of the nineteenth century, was 

the most vital spiritual movement in the first fi@ years of the twentieth century Amencan 

~athol ic ism."~~ Chinnici contends that the understanding of the Eucharist reflected by the 

eucharistic movernents 

may be taken as indicative of the structures that dominated Catholic spiritual life in 
the twentieth century. The whole phenornenon [the eucharistic devotional 
movements] was a symbol of the church, its self-perception and struggle for identity 
in American society. The overall significance can be seen by examining the 
movement's understanding of the priesthood and the relationship between the 
spintual life and social r e fond '  

The eucharistic movement reflects and fosters a church that was generally parochial, clerical 

and heavily derotional. This clencaiism and devotionalism6' had an impact on the self- 

understanding of the laity and their role in the liturgical life of the church: 

M; Chinnici, Living Sfones, 146. 
O' Ibid., 143. " The eucharistic rnovements reaffirmed the role and separate nature of the priat. The priest's proximity to the 
BIessed Sacrament and his devotional life surrounding the reserved sacrament fostered a correlative reiationship 
benveen the role and identity of the priest and the reserved sacrament. The image of the aiter Christus has 
implications for the role of the iaity. The laity's participation in the devotional life reflected their loyalty to 
both the institutional church and to the culture of Catholicism that existed within a larger non-Catholic world. 
See Chinnici, Ibid., 148-53. 



There can be no doubt they [the laity] were often pictured as passive recipients of the 
ecciesia docens. consumers not producers, in the economy of the Eucharist. Exposed 
as they were to the prevailing Protestant culture and necessarily preoccupied with 
business interests, the laity's cornmitment to monthly holy hou,  to periodic visits to 
the Blessed Sacrament, and to noctumal adoration represented their allegiance to a 
parochial community and obedience to its leaders.63 

The euchaistic movernents in the United States differed fiom their counterparts in the 

Europe. Unable to express the political and social meaning of the eucharistic devotion dong 

the lines used by Leo XII, the American movements and the periodicals associated with 

them were heavily individualistic. The American eucharistic movernents suessed '-the 

persona1 sanctification of the priest and the encouragement of individual pie. among the 

people. ... concentrating almost exclusively on the relationship between Jesus and the 

b e l i e ~ e r . " ~  At best the social implications stressed that frequent communion coupled with 

eucharistic devotional practices nourished the presence of Christ in the individual's soul. The 

reforrn of the individual couid therefore lead to refom of the world, yet the overly 

individuaiistic emphasis hindered a tnie social consciousness. 

Chimici holds that it was inevitable that the Iiturgical movement directly conflicted 

with the aim and presuppositions of the eucharistic ~ounterpart.~' The airn of both 

movements was to sanctie souk, yet the approaches were very difierent. The eucharistic 

movement focused on priests and an increase in their devotion to the Blessed 

Sacrament. The hope was that this increase in the priests' devotion would draw dl people to 

this same faith and devotion. The euchaistic movement recaptured the emphasis of the 

" Ibid., 150. 
a Ibid., 153. 
65 For an expanded cornparison of these two movements see ibid., 148-53. 



Middle Ages on the real presence in the host and its reservation? The practice of resemation 

was only a church response to allow the eucharist to be available for those unable to attend 

eucharist. and a practice relatively Iate in the life of the church. "For centuries there was no 

attempt to surround the consecrated species outside of Mass with the splendor and trappings 

rr67 which we love to surround them in modem times ... The eucharistic movement unlike the 

liturgical movement was focused prirnarily on the private sanctification of the individual, and 

most ofien the priest, who through devotion to the Blessed Sacrament could grow in personal 

holiness and in allegiance to the Church. 

The liturgical movement dso airned to sanctify souls but it strived to do this through 

the active participation of the faithfùl in the public prayer of the church. A theological basis 

for the active participation of the laity in the linirgy was the tme sacri ficial nature of the 

Eucharist and the Mystical Body of Christ theology both found in the early church. One of 

the basic goals of Virgil Michel's liturgical movement was an attempt to "make the Mass the 

center around which our daily life revolves, and Christ's spirit of self-immolation for the 

dory of his Father and the salvation of his brethren the mode1 which shapes its course.'T68 
C 

The liturgical movement, stressing the eucharist as the cornmunity's action and social 

implications of this experience of the Mystical Body, called for the active participation of the 

participants as they continued the redemptive spirit of Christ in their daily lives. The daily 

life of the Christian and the celebration of the eucharist were not two separate spheres of 

66 "The limgical pioneers addressed another challenging issue early in the American movement-a problem 
which has continued to exist fiom the Middle Ages..- namely, the tension between eucharisric celebration and 
the cult of eucharistic presence outside of Mass." Keith F. Peckiers, SJ., The Unreud Vision: The Lilutgicai 
fivernent in the United States of Arnerica: 1926-1955 (Collegeville, Minn.: The Liturgical Press, 1 W8), 53. 
67 Ch innici. Living Stones, 1 8 I . 

Ibid., 18 1. 



reaiity but rather both rooted in the reality of the Mystical Body of Christ. 69 "When viewed 

fiom Michel's perspective, the Mass as the central religious and cultural symbol of the 

community thus stood for an integration of the different dimensions of life that had eluded 

Arnericar, Catiolics since the tum of the centuV."" This unity challenged the often prevalent 

compartmentalization between the believer's daily life and his or her practice and experience 

of one's ecclesial life. 

In conclusion. Virgil Michel exernpiified the public church not only in his 

contri biition towards social regeneration but also in his cetique of the privatizing dynamics 

within his own Church. His contribution had 2 profound impact on American Catholicism. 

Pis integration of the theological categories of sin and grace. the supematural order and the 

naturai order Sased on the sociological and ecclesial hermeneutic of the Body of Christ 

fostered a deeper integration of Catholic life arid thought in the Amencan church. Michel 

rcshaped nliicLi. o f  the legacy of Cathoticism. His emphasis on the pricsthciod of the faithfid 

challenged the current understanding of the relationship between clergy and laity; in a 

pred~liiinmtly clerical and parochial chwch this challenged u!e very identity of the church. 

lJnlike the cucharistic movements of the day which reaffirmed an individual devotiond life 

and hindered a t n e  social consciousness, his liturgical movement attempted to correct the 

aberration of Iimiting the presence of Christ to the tabernacle. The minds and hearts of the 

believers share in the active presence of the redemptive Christ in the world. As Chinnici 

69 
[ri a reveat to Iay peopl: Virgil Michel offers the opposing notions of these two movements in a reflection on 

the "right" and 'w;-ong" notions of the thadsgiving prayer Catholics said after receiving communion. The 
wrong notions inchie: "Nûw Christ is in us. 15 Precious minutes . . . . We are now tabernacies." The right 
notinns hchdc: "Tme dianksgiving take cue Corn whole sacrificial acticn, We in Christ and Christ in us, 
speciai sharen in Cod-pcmianent, as long as not chased out by us . . . Received gift to [ive out Christ, Not for 
t 5 miniries, bii: für a..Lio!e: Jay, week." The contrast between these two attitudes is a fining contrast of these hvo 
movenients. See ;b id., ! 32-83, 
70 Ibid., 185- 



emphasizes, &-the sacramental correlative of this was an emphasis on baptism and 

confirmation. the rites ahereby individual was permanently rebom in Christ and grafted ont0 

the mystic body.?"' The ernphasis on belonging to the mystical body was a departure from 

the preoccupation with individual salvation and persona1 moralism at the expense of the 

social implications of the faith. The concept that the laity participated in the life of Christ in 

their daily lives fosters a broader understanding of the role of the laity; the role of the hith 

was not limited to hierarchically sanctioned Catholic Action or limited to Catholic 

organizations. Michel was quite aware of the privatizing dynamics with his own ecclesial 

community; Christianity in general, and Roman Catholicism specifically. cannot exempt 

itself from the modem individualism that so influenced the economic and political spheres. 

Virgil Michel, writes Chinnici. 

severel y criticized the laissez-faire individual ism that had grown in society and 
church since the sixteenth century. The Benedictine argued that Catholics had been 
affected in their everyday life in such a way that separated relieion and business and 
isolated their spiritual obligations fiom their ordinary affa i r~ . '~  

Chinnici summarizes Michel's contribution as reacting very strongly to a fractured state of 

Catholic life. providing a stronger integration between the spiritual life and sociai reform. 

between individual and community. behveen objective piety of the liturgy and the more 

subjective dimensions of persona1 participation. Finally, his ernphasis on baptism and the 

ecclesiology of the Body of Christ pushed toward the democratization of the priesthood of 

Christ and creation of an active and free lay Catholic cornrn~ni t~ . '~  Virgil Michel's legacy of 

an active and free lay community was embraced by one of the founders of the most 

influentid lay movements of the American Church, Dorothy Day. and the Catholic Worker 

" Ibid., 184. 
Ibid. 
Ibid. 



Movement, 

Peter Maurin (18774949) and Dorothy Day (18974980): 
The Catholic Worker Movement 

In 1933 George Schuster, the editor of Commonweal, introduced the French 

immigrant Peter Maurin to Dorothy Day. This introduction set in place the founding of the 

Catholic Worker Movement which "from the begiming has chalienged the chenshed beliefs 

of Amencan citizens, many of whorn have been more than willing to accommodate religious 

faith and social concems to the economic imperalives of Amencan capitalist ~ o c i e t ~ . " ~ "  The 

Catholic Worker Movement is exactly what the name implies: a movement. Neither the 

founders nor those associated with the movement perceive the Catholic Worker as an 

organization with a systematic formulation of their beliefs? The diversity of belief within 

the movement and the diversity of views expressed through the movement's newspaper, The 

Catholic Worker, however. should not be interpreted as a lack of vision or mission on the 

part of the movement. The movement. although present in several countnes outside the 

United States, is essentially an Amencan phenomenon. "rejecting the tendency of Amencan 

religiosity to confine religion to private. intimate, or leisured spheres of life. while leaving 

the serious business of economics, politics. and international relations to secu~arisrn."~~ The 

impetus behind the movement and its ideas are largely Peter Maurin's, the task of 

disseminating these ideas largely the legacy of Dorothy ~ a ~ . "  

'' Mary C. Segen, "Equality and Christian Anarchism: The Polirical and Social Ideas of the Catholic Worker 
Movemen&ll The Review ofP0litic.s 40 (1978): 196. 
" Charles Curran provides an overview of radical Catholicism in chapter four of Social Ethics, "The Catholic 
Worker and Paul Hanly Furfey," 130- 17 1. 

Mel Piehl, "The Catholic Worker and Arnerican Religious Tradition.- Cross Currents 34. no. 3 (Fall 1984): 
265. 
" For a concise matment of Peter Matuin's contribution to rhe Catholic Worker, se+ Marc Ellis, "The Legacy 
of Peter MaUrin," Cross Currents 34, no. 3 (Fall 1984): 294-308. 



Peter Maurin was born in France in 1877 and was involved with the movement Le 

Sillon. Le Sillon was one of the first modem Catholic movements to contend that the Catholic 

church had a central role to play in the social issues stemming from the rise of 

industrialization. "In terms of program and organization it [Le Sillon] was decentralist. one 

entered and left freely; there were no salaried positions. Above al1 Le Siilon was hostile to the 
-,. 

bourgeois spirit and especially to its presence in the Catholic church."'" Maurin's great 

concem was secularism, the separation of the spiritual from the material and the divorce of 

Christianity from society, business, and politics. 

In 1933 when Dorothy Day met Peter Maurin she was a thirty-five year old journalist 

and Cathofic convert. Day was bom in Brooklyn in 1897, the daughter of a joumaiist who 

moved the fmily  to San Francisco in 1904. The family moved to Chicago two years later in 

the aftenath of the San Francisco fire and earthquake. Dorothy Day was an avid reader and 

decided early in her youth to be a miter. Her writing reflected her awareness of the realities 

of urban living, issues of social justice, and the anti-bourgeois sentiment so reflective of 

many early twentieth century Amencan radical reformers. Maurin urged Day to start a 

Catholic newspaper for the unemployed and the first edition was released on May Day of 

1933. Me1 Piehi in his work, Breaking Bread: The Catholic Worker and the Origin of 

Cutholic Radidism Ni America, writes of this time in Day 's life: 

Dorothy Day had spent her youth explonng the seemingly conflicting demands of 
family, religion. social concem, and vocation. Now at age thirty-five, she believed 
she had found her life's work in the public anempt to bnng together Catholic faith 
and social concem in a paper for the poor. ... She now entered a unique branch of 
Catholicism, one quite unlike anything that had ever existed in the Church's histo y.... 

78 Segers, "Equality," 205. 



Dorothy Day's personal search was over. The arena of her struggie was now no 
longer heeelf, but her Church and her ~ o c i e t y . ~ ~  

The Catholic Worker Movement, in the spirit of Peter Maurin and Dorothy Day. 

continues to make a lasting contribution, not o d y  to the Roman Catholic church in the 

United States. but to the role of religion in Arnerican life. What ideas shaped and motivated 

these two reformen and left such a iegacy for the Arnerican Catholic cornrnunity? 

Tlleologicai Foundotions 

Peter Maurin identifies the ills of society and suggests the solution that will transform 

his contemporary social order into a true and just society. Prter Maurin "rejected [capitalism] 

because of what he saw as the extreme individualism underlying bourgeois society and 

because it encouraged the expression of selfish, acquisitive and cornpetitive instincts in 

human beings."'O It was not sirnply capitalisrn as an economic system that Maurin rejects. but 

the modem social order's disregard for the human penon, especially the spiritual dimension 

of the person. Grounded in Christian theology and personalist philosophy. MaUrin' position 

holds as primary the absolute value of the human person as imago dei. This unconditional 

and unqualified acceptance of each and every human person characterizes the Catholic 

Worker Movement. The social order is to protect and numire each person's joumey toward 

the mystery of God, thus promoting the possibility of salvation. The social order does not 

exist for itself but to mirror and express the spiritual dimension of the human person. "The 

changing of a social order that hindered the spiritual developrnent of the person became a 

necessity; at the same time, the worth of the person rendered violence unacceptable even in 

79 Me1 Piehl, Breaking Bread: The Carholic Worker and the Origin of Catholic Radicalkm in rirnerica 
(PhiIadelphia: Temple University Press. 1982). 24. 
90 Segers. "Equaliîy," 207. 



the movernent toward reform."" In order to change the social order the founders and 

followers of the movement espoused a radical imitation of the evangelical life and a 

predilection for voluntary poverty. Choosing to be poor was an act of solidarity with the 

marginalized, weak. and the poor. 

In siding with the poor, therefore, the Catholic Worker insisted that they were not 
performing acts of charity or social service, but engaging in a "personalist revolution" 
by giving proper treatrnent to people who were, in the eyes of God. hilly the equds of 
those who served them." 

The movement's houses of hospitality provided not only food and clothing but the 

experience of cornrnunity which n ~ e d  the human spirit. These houses and the communal 

farm communities were models of what the society should be. The weekly roundtable 

discussions. a vital component of the Catholic Worker Movement. provided the education 

and consciousness raising needed for disseminating the Christian principles necessary to 

shape the new social order. Economics. politics and other social institutions were often 

rnoneously perceived as "givens" in Arnerican life. The roundtable discussions accentuate 

the effects of these supposed 'bneutral" institutions on the lives of Amencans. and challenge 

those participating in these discussions to reflect on how their behavior, often perceived as 

simply pnvate, actually affect the larger society. ïhe  weekly discussions challenge the 

individuals to be aware of the consequences of the economic and political order on the lives 

of the Arnerican people and the international community. At a time when Arnerican culture 

was more and more compartmentalized the "movernent's singular approach to the problem of 

relating religion, culture. and politi~s"s3 was a critical challenge to the Amencan culture in 

general. and a specific critique of the tendency to relegate religion to the private sphere. 

8 1 Ellis. "The Legacy of Peter Maurin," 297. 
'' Piehl, Breaking Bread, 103. 
" Ibid., t 34. 



The movement espoused a gentle personalism, "a Catholic radicalism based on the 

literal interpretation of the Beatitudes and of the Christian realities of sin, the fa11 and the 

need for redemption, reconciliation and c o m m ~ n i t ~ . ' ' ~ ~  In the spirit of the linirgical 

movement of Virgil Michel, the movement incorporated a radical Catholicism wiîh a strong 

liturgical life. Michel's hermeneutic of the Mystical Body of Christ. both its ecclesiological 

and sociological dimensions, was reflected in the Catholic Worker Movement's 

understanding of al1 humanity as the body of Christ. Each person welcomed into the houses 

of hospitality was ernbraced as the person of Christ. "Underlying d l  of Maurin's ideas was a 

strong emphasis on the importance and value of the human being, persona1 action. and 

personal r e ~ ~ o n s i b i l i t ~ . " ~ ~  This "gentle personalisrn" was the legacy of Peter Maurin and the 

motivation for Dorothy Day and the movement. 

The conviction of each and every person as imago dei led the Catholic Worker 

Movement to call for political and social change m-d also spawned the movement's pacifism. 

While the image of the movement may call to mind bread lines and hospitality houses, to 

relegate Day's pacifism to a second. position would be an error. In October of 1933, six 

months after the fiat appearance of the tirst issue of The CathoZic Worker, the Catholic 

Worker sent delegates to the United States Congress Against War as representatives of 

Catholic pacifism.86 Day consistently espoused pacifisrn in the face of misunderstanding, 

ridicule and accusations of disloyalty fiom church and state. 

Day. aware of the destruction of churches and the persecution of religious and priests 

Ronald G .  Musto. ed.. Catholic Peacemakers: A Documentav History. Vofume II: From the Renaissance to 
the Twenrieth Century, Part II (New York: Garland Publishing Inc., 1996), 706. 
8s Segers, "Equality," 208. 
#6 William D. MiHer, A Harsh and Dreadjil Love: Dorothy Duy and the Catholic Worker Movemeni (New 
York: Liveright, 1973). 159. 



during the Spanish Civil War, did not compromise her pacifist stance: 

It is folly-- it seems madness- to Say as we do. 'we are opposed to the use of force as 
a means of settiing personal. national, or international disputes." As a newspaper 
trying to affect public opinion. we take this stand. We feel that if the press and the 
public throughout the world do not speak in terms of the counsels of perfection. who 
else W ~ I I ? ~ '  

Day's cornmitment to pacifism is present fiom the beginning of the movement and is 

manifest most dramatically through her criticism of American policy sunounding the Second 

World War. As the United States gradually moved fiom its position of neutrality in the years 

before World War II. and began to prepare. mobilize and finally formally declare war. Day 

was ofien a "voice crying out in the wilderness" against Amencan policies. Her pacifist 

position drew criticism fiom those outside of the movement. fiom those within. and from the 

hierarchy of the Roman Catholic Church. in 1938. Day and others appeared before the U.S. 

Congress to testim against conscription "on the basis of individual freedom of conscience 

and vocation. Day was personally chastised by the New York Chancery for her call for non- 

registration.''88 

The movernent was not directly under the auspices of the church's hierarchy yet Day 

remained faithful to the church and its tradition. Day's pacifist position was grounded in the 

tradition of the church and the radical gospel call for love of neighbor. The Catholic Worker 

was the channel for much of the movement's pacifist thought during the war years. 

Consistently through the pre-war and war years the paper reafErmed that "no matter how 

many priests had blessed tanks and battleships, the true mind of the church was peace."89 

Papal statements, articles accentuating the pacifism of the Church Fathers. and the consistent 

'' Musto. Catholic Peacernakers, 709. 
88 Ibid.. 71 1. 
89 Miller, Harsh and Dreadfirl Love, 164. 



message of the Catholic Worker, is a cal1 to ail people to be faithful to the gospel, and to 

reaf3rm that %ere is a better way- the way of the Saints- the way of love,"g0 that is to be 

followed over the way of war. 

Ecclesial Implications 

Dorothy Day's pacifisrn i s  one manifestation of the public church reflected by the 

Catholic Worker Movement. Perhaps there is no better way to illustrate this nascent public 

church than by highlighting Day's response to two events during the war years. These two 

events. the first, the bombing of Pearl Harbor and .4mericaTs formal envance into the war, 

and second, the use of the atomic bomb by the United States. elicited a response fiom Day 

and the Catholic Worker movement that was clearly counter-cultural. Grounded in the 

Catholic tradition and the evangelical spirit, Day's response to these two events reflect her 

consistent cal1 for "a bener way" than the way mainstream America promoted. 

niere are several events in modem Unites States history that hold a g i p  on the 

Amencan imagination. For Amencans of a certain age the bombing of Pearl Harbor is one 

such event. Not only was it the catalyst for the forma1 entrance of the United States in the 

Second World War. but it spawneci a popular battle cry: "Remember Pearl Harbor". This 

incident fueled much of the justification for the American entrance into the war and would 

later serve in the Amencan imagination as a way to justie the use of the Atomic bomb. One 

year after the December 194 1 bombing, The Catholic Worker carried an article, "Forget 

Pearl Harbor Or. -4 South Pacifc Charter". 9' written by Louis Lee Lock. The title of the 

article reflects the Christian challenge to forgive and to love one's enemies. The author of 

90 Dorothy Day, Carholie Wurker 6 (September 1938): 4. 
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this article offers an eight step program which includes a cal! for the American govemment 

to apologize to Japan for Amenca's earlier mistreatment of the Japanese. This program 

ranges fiom asking the Arnencan government to request Japanese forgiveness for teaching 

the Japanese militarianism and the imposition of unjust trade baniers, to the call for 

Amencas to: "forpet Pearl Harbor! Christians forgive and f ~ r ~ e t . " ~ '  The call to forgive and 

forget stands in stark contrast to the American nation's mobilization for, and declaration of 

war. It offen a better way than the war time confinement of Japanese American citizens and 

the confiscation of their material possessions. 

America's use of atomic weapons in August of 1945 was met with strong criticism by 

Day. In the September 1945 edition of the Catholic Worker, Day's article. "We Ga On 

Record."93 responds to the bombing and the reports of a 'jubilant" Mr. Truman. Her response 

is to remind the readrrs of the human solidxity rooted in the Body of Christ; a solidarity 

even with those our govemment labels as enemies and even with those who manufactured the 

potential for atomic warfare. Rejecting the perception that the atornic era has ushered in 

potential for progress. Day States, "this new great force will be used for good, the scientists 

assured us. And then they wipe out a city of 3 18.000. This was good? The President was 

jubi~ant ."~ Day reminds the readers that there is no justification for killing because we are al1 

members of the body of Christ. "We are held in God's hands. al1 of us. and President Truman 

too. and these scientists who have created death, ... our lives are in his [sic] hands." But with 

no uncertain terms she refuses any justification for the bombing and the build up of 

armaments, "... Our lord has already pronounced judgment on the atomic bomb. When James 

'' Ibid, 
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and John wished to cal1 d o m  fire from heaven on their enemies, Jesus said, You know not of 

what spirit you are. The Son of man came not to destroy souls but to Save. He also said, what 

you do to the least of rny brethren. you do unto me.'"' Day calls the American people to their 

tme dignity as children of God and rerninds the Amencan people of the solidarity of the 

whole human family as the Body of Christ. What we have done to the least. we have done to 

the Lord, ofien a reality forgotten in the experience of war. 

Day continually reaffirmed her cornmitment to the Roman Catholic church yet was a 

voice speaking of "a better way" than the officiai position of the hierarchy. "Even though the 

conscientious objector was ignored by the institutional church. by 1939 he had become 

central to the efforîs of Dorothy Day and the Catholic Worker rn~vernent."~% the letter of 

the US. Catholic Conference, "The Crisis of Christianity" issued on November 14. 194 1. the 

hierarchy calls for the need to obey and respect civil authority based on Leo XII's 

justification of the two divinely initiated civil and ecclesiastical powers. The bishops cal1 on 

the Catholic population to support the defense of the nation justifjmg their position on the 

just-war theory. After the bombing of Pearl Harbor, "Catholics, like most Arnericans, became 

fervent supporters of the war, both out of patriotic duty and from a sense of the justness of 

the s t r ~ ~ ~ l e . " ~ '  Day, however, continued to stress pacifism. Day met with opposition, a 

manifestation that the challenge of the public church to political and governent policy will 

not necessarily be the popular position. Insisting on the basic pacifist position of the 

movement as Arnericans prepared for war in 1940, Day's position practically split the 

Catholic Worker movement. "Dissidents who believed in the pnmacy of the social mission of 

" Ibid. 
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the movement or the just-war tradition began abandoning the Worker. By 1945 twenty of the 

thirty-two Catholic Worker Houses had closed down and the Catholic Worker lost over 

The movement's lay organization and non-hierarchical affiliation provided the 

Roman Catholic church in Amenca with a broader self-identity than one limited to the 

hierarchy. The movement countered "American religious individualism by engaging in 

Christian action in the public ~ o r l d ; " ~ ~  Day's uncornpromising pacifism in the face of much 

opposition reflects her desire to "break the cycle of violence which e ~ c h e s  the wealthy and 

destroys the innocent and the poor."'oo The Catholic Worker Movement stands as a visible 

manifestation of the public church that at times is a lone voice in the wildemess. the 

wildemess of little public recognition for what is right. 

John Courtney Murray, S.J. (19054967) 

John Courtney Murray's creative genius has "made him the most outstanding 

Catholic theologian in the United States in this century."lO' Although his legacy extends well 

beyond his role in the intercredal debates of the 1940s. these debates are important in 

discovering the antecedents of the public church within American ~atholicism.'~' Murray's 

response to the question of intercredal cooperation challenges an existing self-understanding 

of the Roman Catholic Church that hindered the expression of the church as a 'public 

church." What follows is a lirnited examination of the ecclesial aspects of the intercredal 

98 Ibid., 71 1 .  
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debates and their implications for the public church. It is neither an attempt to andyze the 

chronological development of the debates, nor to provide an exhaustive account of each 

participant's position. Rather, it grapples with the basic conclusions of the divergent 

positions and seeks to uncover their ecclesial implications. 

There are eIements of agreement between the opposing sides in the intercredal 

debates. Ail agree on the need for social reform in light of the papal in cent ive^'^' to respond 

to the cnsis of hurnanity as a result of the Second World War. Murray and his 

contemporaries agree with the traditional Christian principle held by Leo XIII, that .'the 

refom of society is not purely a secular matter but is religious as we11."'~ The recognition of 

the need for a spiritual remedy to the crisis and the papal calls for cooperation among "people 

of good will" raises the question at the heart of the debate. The question: the possibility and 

nature of Catholic participation in creating a new world order without risking 

indifferentismIo5 or compromising the uni. of the church. Several prominent American 

theologians grappled with this question in a senes of articles begiming in the eady 1940's. 

John Courtney Murray, writing in Theological Studies. supports a form of intercooperation 

that Paul Hanly Furfey. Joseph Fenton and Francis J. Connell, writing in Americun 

Ecclesiastical Review, judge as compromising the unity of the church and the self- 

'O3 John Courtney Munay, "The Pattern for Peace and The Papal Peace Program," in Bridging the Sacred and 
the Secular, ed. J. Leon Hooper, S.S. (Washington, D.C.: Georgetown University Press, 1994), 7-27. Murray 
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understanding of the Roman Catholic church as "the one and only tnie church of Jesus 

Christ." Murray's adversaries argue that Murray's position sets the church on a course that 

cannot but lead to indifferentism and jeopardize true social reform. Murray's opponents 

contend if the social crisis is essentially a spiritual one, as Leo MI1 maintained, 

consequently. the remedy is spiritual. If the Catholic church is the one true church it espooses 

the o d y  tme solution to the cnsis at hand, CO-operation with non-Catholics would both 

diffise the potential of the Catholic solution. which is the tnie solution to the crisis, and risk 

indifferentism. Mumy contends that the dangers of not cooperating in the process of social 

reform outweigh the dangers of selective and thought filled intercooperation arnong the 

churches for the common good. The constituents of these two sides formulate their positions 

in light of similar papal pronouncements but a utilize a different theological method. .411 of 

these men are aware of their contemporary context but each sidr incorporates the challenge 

of the current context to different degrees resulting in difierent conclusions. These debates 

are important as a locus of contrasting ecclesiologies or self-understandings of the Roman 

Catholic church and as a resource to consider their impact on the appropriation of the Roman 

Catholic church as a public church in the United States. 

Th eologica l Foun dations 

Murray's task in these debates is clear: how can cooperation among Catholics and 

non-Catholics not fa11 into indifferentism, yet provide concrete and tangible social 

transformation and improvement? He writes that 

the answer will depend upon the nature of the unity so constituted, and in tmn will 
depend on the purposes of the CO-operation. ... We are concemed with a particular 



type of CO-operation with non-Catholics recently urged by the Holy See. It is a unique 
type ... . 1 O6 

Neither Murray nor the Holy See is promoting a doctrinal or ecclesiastical unity reflected in 

interconfessional worship. The nanire of this new unity is not simply the acceptable union of 

Catholics and non-Catholics participating in political parties or civic groups that foster civic 

unity but do not impinge on the unity of the church. The uniqueness of the times calls for a 

unique type of unity, one Murray calls "religio-civic" or "religio-social" unity: 

It partakes of the nature of a civic unity because it is formed for the pursuit of the 
cornmon good in the socio-econornic order. But it transcends a mere civic unity 
because its bond is religious-faith in God and love of His [sic] law. Moreover. though 
its purposes remain within the temporal order. it concerns itself with the spiritual 
dynamic of the entire order. as well as with techniques for its management in 
particular spheres. Consequently, it partalces also of the nature of a religious ~nity."'~' 

This new type of unity is "0 effect a spiritual renewal of the social life of humanity, and to 

direct a structural refom of the social order, national and intemati~nal ." '~~ For Murray the 

task at hand involves both the spiritual and the temporal. What he fosters is a means of 

respecting both. yet allowing for social transformation as a part of the Church's mission. 

He identifies three main components for the task of cooperation in light of the unique 

historical situation. First of al1 it is a spiritual cnsis. The unity of al1 those who believe in 

God. in God's love and in God as the source of the ordering of life are called to a cornmon 

task. Secondly, the spintual crisis is evident in the temporal order requiring the 

transformation of human institutions as part of the work of c o ~ ~ e r a t i o n . ' ~  Finally. the 

spirinial and temporal aspects of the current situation are not easily distinguished. What is 

'" John Coumey Murray, "Cmnt Theology: Intercredal Cwperation: lts Theory and Its Organization," 
Theologicuf Srudies 4 (June 1943): 257. 
'O7 Ibid., 259. 
los Ibid., 258. 
109 For a brief treatment of Murray's insistence on the institutional transformation needed and the juridical role 
in this transformation, see John C o m e y  Murray, "The Juridical Organization of the International 
Cornmunitv," in Hooper, Bridging the Sacred und rhe Seculm, 2 8 4  1. 



clear is that more than mere civic unity is needed since the impetus for this common ground 

is divine love and law. At the same time this cooperation must transform the temporal order. 

Murray posits the term "religio-social" or "religio-civic" in order to respect both the spiritual 

and temporal order. and to recognize the uniqueness of the Church and the needs of the 

worId. 

Murray sees the initial step towards cooperation as, "... not a winning of recognition 

for the spiritual authority of the Church, but simply a universal reinforcement of the primai 

law of human nature, the moral law of justice between men [sic] sanctioned by the 

sovereignty of ~ o d . " '  'O  Murray posits the common ground of cooperation not in creed but in 

the "law of human nature." The urgency of the world situation indicated clearly the efforts of 

the individual will not be enough to bring about the necessary change; organized cooperation 

is necessary. He foresaw the solution to the debate surrounding intercredal cooperation as a 

larger issue: 

1 am inclined to think that the purpose and significance of Christian CO-operation will 
not be pasped. nor the danger of indifferentism obviated, unless the movement is 
seen by the people against a larger doctrinal background. and in light of a genuine 
appreciation of the realities of the present world crisis.' ' ' 
Murray knew that what was required was a larger doctrinal framework than the 

narrowness of the "intercredal common ground" of Chnstianity that would only entangle his 

enterprise in the charges of indifferentism. Murray's own theological background and the 

resurgence of Thomistic thought during his era becomes the resource for this doctrinal 

' I o  Murray. "Intercredal Cwperation." 258. 
i i 1 John Courtney Murray, "Curent Theology: Christian Cwperation," Theologicaf Studies 3 (September 
1942): 4 17. 



thinking. l n  Murray posits that 'zhe Catholic solution [to intercredal cooperation] rests 

ultimately on a hard intellectualist position- the distinction between the natural and the 

supematural order, and the enduring value of the order of nature within the order of 

g-ra~e."''~ Murray takes his theological context as seriously as his social context. A 

renaissance in ~homism"" both in Europe and North Amenca was undeway. Murray 

appropriates Jacques Maritain and others and shifts the foundation of the common ground for 

cooperation frorn the narrowness of a common ground of beliefs to the more embracing 

common ground of believers; the supematural order and the natural order are respected by 

their distinct ends. but they unite in the human person. 

Murray was heavily influenced by Jacques Maritain's Ransoming the Tirne. 

specifically chapter five. "Who 1s My Neighbor?". Maritain shares a similar quest with 

Murray. Maritain3 objective is to "determine whether the diversity o r  religious creeds. an 

evident historical fact. is an insurmountable obstacle to human ~ o s ~ e r a t i o n . " " ~  In Thomistic 

categones Maritain distinguishes between the temporal and the supematural order by their 

respective ends. In the spiritual order, "cooperation between believers of diverse religious 

denominations can be accomplished only by and in friendship and charity and in ... the 

fieedom of l o ~ e . ' ' ~ ' ~  This love is rooted in our divine gifi of faith and it requires an 

'" Murray's doctrinal dissertation at the Gregorim in Rome was entitled. "Manhias Scheeben's Doctrine on 
Supernaturat Divine Faith." A Thomistic topic, this becomes a foundation for his project of seeking a Iarger 
doctrinal arena for the discussion of interueda1 cooperation. 
' I 3  Murray' 3ntercredal Co-operation." 274. 
"' This '~enaissance" of Thomisn: was a European and North Amencan phenomenon. OAen called the 
"Catholic Renaissance" especially in Iiterature associated with the Roman CathoIic Church in the United States, 
a succinct consideration of this phenomenon can be found in chapter six, "The Beginnings of the Catholic 
Renaissance," and chapter seven, "The Catholic Revival Reaches Full Flood," in Philip Gleason, Contending 
with Modern@, Cathufic Higher Edttcation in the Twentieth Century (New York: Oxford University Press, 
1995). 125-66. 
I l J  Jacques Maritain. Ransoming the Time trans. H m y  Lorin Binsse (New York: Charles Scribner's Sons. 
1941). 115. 
Il6 Ibid.. 124. 



expression of o u  faith in love of others. At the temporal level, "the effort toward union 

should express itself in common activities; [it] should be signed by a more or less close 

cooperation for concrete and defmite purposes. whether it be a question of the common good 

of the polirical community to which we al1 respectively belong, or of the cornmon good of 

the temporal civilization as a who~e.""~ 

A "cornmon ground" exists not in belief but in the believers themselves: in the very 

nature of the human penon. "We are all b o n d  together by a more primitive and fundamental 

unity than any uni' of thought and doctrine."' l 8  Our cornrnon human nature is our comrnon 

ground. The human person is able to appropriate the divine truth and God's universal gifi of 

tnrth within the individuai's nature and not solely within the confines of the church. This 

reality cdls al1 persons of good will who brlieve in God. to respond in faithfulness to the 

divine  th. The principle of analogy.'19 Maritain maintains. allows a shared understanding 

of a social order grounded on principles and values. which are known to the hurnan person by 

one's reason regardless of creed. Cornmon principles based on the human ability to reason 

posit hurnan dignity, fieedom, respect as the enfleshment of the love of God. As Murray 

States. "every affirmation of nature- in the concrete, of the religio-ethical basis of society- 

so long as it is simply an affirmation. is entirely Catholic ... nor can it cease to be Catholic 

1 l? Ibid., 137. 
I l8  Ibid., 132. 
i l9  Maritain explains the principle of ana l03  at length in chapter five of Runsoming the Time, 13 1-10. He 
maintains religious pturalism is the reality of the contemporas, world, and to seek common ground through 
agreement on a common list of identical doctrine is not possible. Comrnon principles are necessary. however. 
for comrnon action for the good of society. Maritain contends the common rational nature of hurnanity is the 
foundation of our principles of action. however diverse these may be in other respects. To pursue the same goals 
in the temporal order there must be a certain community of principles and doctrine. It is not necessary, although 
desirable, '20 have a pure and simpIe identity of doctrine. It is suficient that the various principles and doctrines 
benveen themselves shouId have some unity and community of similarity or proportion or in the technical sense 
of the word, of analogy. with regard to the practica1 end proposed.". Based on the shared rational nature of the 
human person. Maritain would see cooperation with those who believe in the existence of God, the sanctity of 
mth and the value and necessity of good will as able to share comrnon motivation to smve for the common 
good in the temporal order. 



simply because it is made in cornrnon with those who are non-Catholics." " O  These values 

are the cornmon ground for intercredal cooperation. No longer attempting a unity of beliefs. 

with its problematic of indifferentism, Maritain posits a unity of believers, which allows 

Murray to support a new expression of intercredal cooperation, one that differs fiom the 

cartel model"' and is composed of non-Catholics and Catholics: 

This organized cooperation will be headed by lay people and will not involve 
Catholic groups directiy under the jurisdiction and pastoral authority of the bishop. 
The individual members as Catholics are under the hierarchy, and the expedience of 
such cooperation in general is left to the j udpen t  of the bishops, but the movements 
themselves and the organizations are interconfessional. "' 

This appeal to naturd law for a common ground provides a means to avoid charges of 

indifferentism. This framework allows Murray to see the individud as the locus of the 

spirituai and temporal orders. each maintaining its respective ends. The church's ends are not 

compromised since the church has the task of informing the conscience of the believer in the 

task of transfoming the temporal order. Allowing "Truth" to be found in the human person 

and not only within the confines of church provides a possibility for a broader and more 

effective ecclesioloey. 

Paul Hanly Furfey and Joseph Fenton's ecclesiological presuppositions differ h m  

''O Murray. *'Intercredal Co-operation." 274. 
"' Furfey and Murray differ on modes of intercooperation organization based on their respective ecclesiologies. 
Murray and Furfey both cite Singulari quadam (Pius X September 24, 19 12) written in response to the German 
Trade Union Controversy of the late nineteenth century. In Cologne the union was made up of both Catholics 
and non-Catholics who united to ensure effective social change. In Berlin the unions were separated by 
denomination and worked on specific issues on a temporary basis. This laner form of organization, the "cartel" 
mode[. Furfey favored and argued was the only type with legitimate papal sanction. Murray reads the papa1 
document with more historical mindedness and with a predilection toward the CathoIic responsibility to 
contribute to the dialogue for the comrnon good. He espouses the mixed organization. Furfèy's hermenuetic of 
the Roman Catholic Church as the "one and only tme Church of Jesus Christ," limits the options for intercredal 
cooperation. For additional information on Murray's theologica1 method and historicaI mindedness see Curran. 
Social E~hics, 185-87; and the chapter "ln the Americanist Tradition," in Donald E. Pelotte, John Cowiney 
M q :  Theologian in Conflict, 14 1-85, The latter inchdes a discussion of the contrast benveen Muray's and 
Fenton's theological rnethods in Iight of the Americanist controversy, specifically Longinque oceuni (January 6 ,  
1985) and Testem benevolentae (January 22, 1899) and the implications of this for the intercredal debates. 
'= C m ,  Social Ethics, 188. 



those of Murray: 

Furfey's ecclesiology reflects the triumphalistic and self-confident understanding of 
his day. The Catholic Church is the one true church of Jesus Christ. For Furfey, grace 
and the supernatuml are for al1 practicd purposes. identified with the Catholic church. 
Heretics (Christians who do not profess the Catholic faith) and infidels can be saved 
only on the basis of the fact that their ignorance of the tme faith is invincible. The 
Kingdom of God is identified with the Catholic Church but not quite coterminous 
with it.'" 

Furfey and Fenton's interpretation of the Church's teacting on inierçrcclal cooperarion &es 

preference to ecclesiological presuppositions which allow the danger of indifferentism to 

supenede the question of the common good of society and its transformation. Their 

ecclesiological starting point is the Church as the bearer of Truth. and any intercredal 

cooperation becomes suspect of granting rîghts to error and compromising the "unity" of the 

Church. Fenton and Furfey see the divinely instituted nature of the church and its uniqueness 

compromised by intercredal cooperation. Even cooperation on "civic" levels could provide 

an atmosphere that would place Catholics in the position of "compromising" their faith. 

Furfey and Fenton are mindful of the challenges of their contemporary context but their 

insistence on the Catholic church as the one me church of Jesus Christ is their primary 

hermeneutic for considering papal statements. Unlike Murray whose primary hermeneutic is 

boCathoiic concem for the cornmon good must bulk large in any discussion of intercredal 

~oo~e ra t i on , "~~"  his opponents seem intent on "winning the spintual authonty of the church" 

at the expense of effective intercredal cooperation. 

Fenton and Furfey espouse a specific ecclesiology, and a classicist view of papal 

pronouncernents. From these statements one can deduce a n o m  of unifonn behavior for any 

given context regardless of its historical particularities. In Furfey's article, "Why Does Rome 

1 3  Ibid., 137. 
'" Murray, "Intercredal Cooperation," 272. 



Discourage ~ntercredalism?""~ his ecclesiologicd presuppositions are evident. Furfey 

presents in this article the Holy See's preference for the practical implementation of 

intercredal organizations. This graded series of attitudes towards intercredal cooperation 

admit the danger of socio-religious intercreddism in varying rnea~ure."~ In his schema the 

n o m  or priority is awarded a situation that reflects an ecclesial self-understanding as ' ~ e  

bearer of Truth", and those outside of it in error. Furfey's understanding of  Rome's response 

to efforts of social transformation is, "purely Catholic organizations for social reconstruction 

are praised unreservedly ... . Society cm be formed only on a religious basis. Only the 

Catholic Church has the tme faith. Only a Catholic organization is in a position to apply the 

complete remedy." 'Y Although his scale moves from this optimal situation through 

instances of some cooperation for social change. the ideal of purely Catholic organizations 

for social reconstruction is Furfey's openting henneneutic. Granted. Furfey's interpretation 

of past church teaching and practice admits to cooperation, but the cooperation is always 

limited, specific in its object, never promoted and merely tolerated. As he concludes, "no the 

popes do not discourage the collaboration of Catholics and non-Catholics in general: but they 

definitely do discourage sorne specific forms of such collaboration. What is the underlying 

principle .... cooperation with heretics." For Furfey, "cooperation should mean that non- 

Catholics and others should cooperate with us and not the other way a r ~ u n d . " ' ~ ~  

Ecclesial Imp licutions 

Furfey's eccIesiological presupposition and primary hermeneutic is the Roman 

Furfey, " M y  Does Rome Discourage Intereredalisrn?" 364-74. 
lZ6 ibid., 3 70-7 1. 
'" Ibid., 37 1. 
'" ibid. 

C m ,  Social Ethics, 190. 



Catholic church as the one and only tme church of Jesus Christ. He offee some s p p a t h y  for 

Murray's position but concludes that Murray is in error as he offers "inter-confessional 

organization precisely to work for the reform of civilization (which is) primarily a religious 

task."l3' Furfey's ecclesiology prevents the Catholic church fiom actively engaging in and 

promoting intercredal cooperation for social transformation. He sees the reaim of the 

religious limited to *'tnie" religion, limited to the ecclesiastical boundaries of Roman 

Catholicism and occupying a guarded position in "worldly affairs". Social transformation 

does not enter into prominence in the ecclesiology of Furfey or his colleagues. Rather 

safiguarding the Truth. in the possession of the Roman Catholic church, has priority. 

In conclusion, Murray's contribution c m  be seen as an ecclesiological one. With the 

spiritual and temporal ordering, the church has a mission in the work of social 

transformation. The church can indirectly shape and fashion a social transformation through 

its responsibility of educating and forming the conscience of its members. In tum. the church 

membership is a leaven within the larger society working to promote the shared values which 

are evident to human reason and shared by dl society. The church has a responsibility for 

social transformation and involvement in the public domain. 

Murray's concem is ultimately with the role of the church in a world of religious 

pluralism. In other words, how does the Church respond to the larger culture and how does 

the church organize itself in light of a larger diverse milieu without compromising its own 

uniqueness? The context presents the challenge of social reconstruction and Murray's 

contribution marks a different path fiorn the existing ecclesiology of the Roman Catholic 

church. In the categones of Martin Marty's public church, Murray challenges the "tribai" 

" Furfey, "Why Does Rome Discourage Intercredalism?" 374. 



mode that Fenton and Furfey's ecclesiology reflects. Murray values dialogue and interaction 

with those of other denorninations, while Fenton and Furfey's ecclesiology is more akin to 

'rhe bastion of tnith" arnidst the world of error outside the church. The intercredal debates 

were the precursor for Murray to p p p l e  wlth the existing official Roman Catholic 

interpretation of h e r i c a ' s  freedom of religious expression as "granting rights to error." In 

the religiously pluralistic United States context, the totalist mode of ecclesial organization is 

unthinkable. Murray's concem for social reconstruction and the social implications of 

Catholicism. his cal1 to the church to interact with other denominations and the larger world. 

without compromising the uniqueness of the Cadiolic cornmunity. and his insistence on 

dialogue for the common good are traits of Marty's public church. In the intercredal debates 

Murray is bringing to the forefiont the need for the Roman Catholic church to question and 

rearticulate its very self-understanding in the face of the challenges of its contemporary 

context. The context is one of religious pluralism and international relationships. It is a 

context that cannot be ignored or legitimized by a '-private faith." The context cails not 

merely for the Roman Catholic church to express the social implications of the Christian 

faith. it calls for a new self understanding of the Roman Catholic church that fosters and 

legitimates the public church that Murray's contribution illustrates so well. This 

legitimization and shifi of ecclesial self-understandings would corne in Vatican II. 

Conclusion 

The present chapter's consideration of John A. Ryan. Virgil Michel. Dorothy Day and 

John Courtney Murray is vital because it accentuates a significant element instrumental in 

fostering a self-understanding of the Roman Catholic church as a public church. The work of 

the public church is not o d y  to engage critically and critique the culture's tendency to 



marginalize the faith, but its work includes the task of self-correction. The work of the public 

church must include the critique of the ecclesid community's own tendencies to minimize 

the social implications of the faith. Each of these individuals drew upon the resources of the 

Roman Catholic community in response to the privatizing tendencies of the Arnerican 

culture. The pervasive individualism and its effects on the larger culture were often the mot 

causes of the social ills these fou. people addressed. At the same t h e ,  these four individuals 

Iived and ministered within an existing ecclesiology, a self-understanding of the church. 

which they often challenged directly or indirectly. These individuals were antecedents of the 

public church and manifestations of its work because they critically engaged the Amencan 

culture with the resources of the Rornan CathoIic tradition. It cannot be overlooked, however, 

that they are manifestations of the public church and its work because they also challenged 

and illuminated the privatizing tendencies within the Roman Catholic church. 

John A. Ryan was a cntical voice in a time of rapid industrialization reminding al1 

Amencans that the economic and political spheres are not exempt fiom moral scrutiny. At 

the s m e  time, Ryan mentions that the demands of the "brick and monai' immigrant church 

often relegates the broader social mission of the church to its rnargins as the Amencan clergy 

was preoccupied with parochial demands. The liturgical renewal promoted by Virgil Michel 

was not only a means of social regeeneeration for the ills of American society but also a 

corrective of the devotionalism and eucharistic practice that contributed to the privatization 

and cornpartmentakation of the Roman Catholic church in the United States. The Catholic 

Worker Movement, whose magna cartu were the Semon on the Mount and the social 

encyclicais, was an expression of "radical Catholicism." It is radical, not sirnply because of 

its whole hearted appropriation of the evangelical life, but also because the movement was 



not content with espousing an attitude of accommodation to the Arnerican culture. The 

accommodation of Amencan culture seerned to pervade much of the action of the episcopal 

hierarchy in the United States. The movement countered Arnerican religious individualism 

by engaging in social works of mercy and criticizing government policy ofien justified in the 

language of civil religion. When Dorothy Day and others steadfastly promoted the rights of 

conscientious objecton in the advent of World War II, the movement was criticized by both 

those outside the rnovement and the hierarchy of the Roman Catholic church. The initial 

surge of devotees soon plumrneted as the movement reiterated its radical pacifism. Unlike 

Catholic Action. the movement's non-hierarchical affiliation provided a broader 

understanding of "the church" than simply limiting or equating "church" to the hierarchy. 

John Courtney Murray's efforts towards ecumenical cooperation in the face of the 

devastation of the Second World War was largely hampered by the then existing ecclesioiogy 

of the Roman Catholic Church. Commined to social transformation and promotion of the 

common good. Murray was grappling with the church's constant fear that even limited 

cooperation would lead to a compromise of the church's religious identity. 

These four individu& are examples of the public church not simply because they 

cntically engage the Amencan culture's tendency to relegate religion to the private sphere. 

Just as importantly they manifest the public church's task of identivng and confronting the 

tendencies and dynamics within the ecclesial comrnunity itself that also minimizes the social 

consequences of the Christian faith. Chapter one explored the factors uithin the Amencan 

culture that foster the privatization of the faith and cdls for the Roman Catholic church in the 

United States ro be a public church. The following chapter will provide a limited 

consideration of the pre-conciliar church in order to illuminate more fully the dominant 



ecclesiology in the context of John A. Ryan, Virgil Michel, Dorothy Day, and John Courtney 

Murray. The consideration of the pre-concilia church will not only enhance an appreciation 

of these four individuals but will provide a point of reference to understand why the Second 

Vatican Council has been called the "most significant religious event in the twentieth 

cent~uy.~'~ ' 

'' ' Richard McBrien, Report on ~ h e  Church: Carhoticicm A f e r  Vatican II (San Francisco: HarperCollins, l992), 
1. 



Chapter Three 

Foundations of the Public Church from Vatican II 

Introduction 

The previous chapter examined several important antecedents and manifestations of 

the public church in the pre-conciliar Roman Catholic church in the United States. Chapter 

two was a response to Martin Marty's challenge to discover not invent the public church 

within each ecclesid cornmunity. Marty's challenge. however, is not merely to discover the 

public church but to "make its form and understanding and work explicit." Whereas the 

previous chapter focused explicitly on the manifestaiions of the public church. this present 

chapter strives towards a deeper understanding of the Roman Catholic church as a public 

church. Chapter three considers the Second Vatican Council's theological foundations for the 

public church. The following consideration of the Second Vatican Council is selective and 

limited, focusing on two specific conciliar documents that contribute to an implicit 

ecclesiology of the public church. The term "public church" does not appear in the conciliar 

texts; consequently. what is needed is a lens. a method and means of examining the tacit 

characteristics of the public church in the selected conciliar documents. The lens used to 

examine and analyze the particular conciliar documents is necessarily selective and focuses 

specificaliy on the generai characteristics of the public church.' This chapter demonstrates 

that the Second Vatican Council provides the theological foundations and legitimization for 

the Roman Catholic church as a public church. 

' Selective use of council documents and limiting the consideration of the public chuch to its general traits is 
required both by the voluminous nature of the conciliar documents and the conciliar commentaries, and the 
weaith of quaIities, characteristics, and implications of the public church. 



Martin Marty's sociological categories of totalist, tribalist, and privatist provide a 

beneficial fiamework for the structure of this chapter. The Second Vatican Council ushered 

in a new mode of ecclesial presence, one that is decidedly different fiom previous ways of 

relating to the worid. Medieval Christendom reflects the totalist mode of ecclesial life that 

blurs the distinction among religion, society and the state. The highly centralized, juridical 

and monolithic pre-conciliar church of the late nineteenth and first half of the twentieth 

century in the United States is an apt reflection of the tnbalist mode of organization. The 

tendency in the Modem E n  to relegate religion to the pnvate sphere with linle social 

consequence illustrates well the privatist mode. The consideration of Vatican II is conducted 

w i t h h  the larger framework of Martin Marty's categories because these categories set the 

context for understanding the public church as the optimal ecclesial option for the United 

States. 

The following chapter is divided into two main parts. Part one paints a portrait of the 

pre-conciliar Roman Catholic church's self-understanding on the eve of the Second Vatican 

Council. The focus of this section is on how the church was shaped by the rnovernent 

rowards centralization in the late nineteenth century. This rnovement contributed to 

promoting, sustaining, and reinforcing the church as a sub-culture somewhat parallel to the 

larger culture. Part one is not an exhaustive treatment of Roman Catholic church in the late 

nineteenth cenniry and early twentieth century, or an extensive treatment of the church in the 

United States. Part one allows the accomplishrnents of the Second Vatican Council to be 

more fully appreciated when seen in contrast to the pre-conciliar church. 

Part two is a selective examination of Gaudium et spes and Dignitutis humanae to see 

the contribution of these documents to the self-understanding of the Roman Catholic church 



as a public church. The redefinition of the church-state relationship in Digniiatis humanae, 

the result of the distinction among the church, the state and the larger society, establishes the 

fundamental fieedom of the church to fulfill its ministry without compromising either the 

church's autonomy or that of the civil community. Gaudium et spes' "provides a theological 

rationale for the entire social ministry of the church"' situating the social ministry at the 

center of the church's life and work. Following the consideration of the conciliar documents 

is a limited examination of the implementation of the Second Vatican Council in the 

American context. A bnef consideration of the American bishops' pastoral letters, The 

Challenge of Peace: God's Promise and Our Response and Economic Justice For Afl:  

Pastoral Letter on Catholic Social Teaching and the United States Economy, illustrates the 

appropriation of conciliar themes in the Unites States context. These episcopal documents 

reflect a dramatically new way of exercising Catholic episcopal leadership in the Amencan 

context. The focus is not on the contents of these leners but rather how they illustrate the 

post-conciliar relationship between faith and culture. The episcopal letters are manifestations 

of the Roman Catholic church critically engaged with the Amencan culture. 

Setting the Stage: From Totalist to Tribalist 

The critique of the pervasive individualism of the American culture is a prirnary task 

of the public church. If the Second Vatican Council is to provide a theological foundation for 

the public church. the council must confiont and respond to individualism. The Second 

Vatican CornciYs encounter with individualism, however, must be seen within the broader 

' 1. Bryan Hehir, "From Church-State to Religion and Politics: The Case of The U.S. Catholic Bishops," in 
Joseph F. Kelly, ed., American Cafholics (Wilrnington, Del.: Michael Glazier Inc., 1989), 54, 



context of the Roman Catholic church's response to ~ i b e r d i s m . ~  Joseph Komonchak 

contends that in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries the Roman Catholic church 

constnicted a "new sociological form in which to give expression to its ancient 

~hnstianit~.'' This sociological form was a distinct response to the loss of the Roman 

Catholic church's previous social and cultural role. The central spheres of public life, such as 

economics and politics, gradually became unfettered from the influence of religion, and fiom 

Catholicism in particular. 

The church consistently resisted and rejected the notion that religion was a matter of 
indifference to the character and coherenre of society. This, in a large part. was what 
it understood by Liberalism: the relegation of religion to a private rnatter on the 
assumption that such areas as the economy, politics, social conflict. education and the 
farnily could quite adequately be handled without appeals to religious noms and 
legitimizations. ' 

The Roman Catholic church found itself in conflict with these daims of Liberahm and the 

church's response initiated a change in the church-world relationship. 

Komonchak cites the genesis of Liberalisrn in the "individualistic repudiation of the 

authonty of tradition and cornrn~nit~.'" He associates Protestant private judgrnent, 

Enlightenment intel lecd autonomy, capitalist possessive individudism, popular 

sovereignty in politics, in addition to socialism and comrnunism's banishment of religion 

From society as contributing factors to the modem liberal tradition. The legacy of the 

' Two articles by Joseph Komonchak shape this discussion. My intention is not to provide an exhaustive 
consideration of the Iiberal movernent nor of the church's response to Liberalism. I focus specificaliy on 
Komonchak's assessrnent of the pre-Vatican II creation of a Catholic sub-culture. 1 rely specificaily on "The 
EcciesiaI and C u I w l  Roles of Theology," Carholie TheologicalSocie~ ofAmerica Proceedings (1985): JO, 
15-32, and "Vatican II and The Encounter benveen Catholicisrn and Liberalism," in R Bruce Douglass and 
David Hollenbach. eds., Ccztholtcism and Liberalism, (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, I994), 77-99. 
A more expansive treatment of the encounter between the Roman Catbolic Church and Liberalism can be found 
in this second work. 

Kornonchak, "Roles of Theologq.," 16. 
Ibid.. 17. 
Ibid. 



fieedoms of press. education, speech, association, and religion grounded Liberalism in an 

exaltation of the individual and defined freedom as the exemption h m  extemal constraint.' 

in response to the modem era the church organized itself and defined itself around the 

rejection of the liberal principles of modem culture and society. This rejection was not "a 

classic withdrawal" fiom the world, or a secrarian relationship vis-à-vis the world. The 

church maintained its rejection of Liberalism with the traditional church conviction that, 

"religion makes integral claims on people, affects al1 areas of their [ives. and so cannot be 

relegated to the rnargins of social and political life."* The church's strategy in its response to 

Liberalism and to the advances in the social sciences, however, requires consideration. 

The church's social and cultural role had weakened considerably in light of the rise of 

Liberalism. lessening the ability of the church to influence and shape its cultural et ho^.^ The 

church's response to its shifting role. in Komonchak's analysis. was the formation of a 

Catholic sub-culture, "constituted by its anti-modem interpretation of Christianity and by 

cenaal feanues of its intemal ~r~anization."'~ The diminishment of the church's authonty 

and influence necessitated both a means of safeguarding and sustaining its influence with its 

own membenhip as well as strategies for resisting the errors of the day. in order to sustain 

Catholic identity among the church's own constituency, a proliferation of Catholic 

organizations designed to protect the rights of Catholics, resist the spread of Liberalism and 

provide opportunities for association and solidarity were implemented. In the face of a world 

largely characterized by the errors of Liberalism, %ese popular forms of association were 

-, 
Komonchak, "Vatican II," 76. 

8 Komonchak, "Roles of Theology," 17. 
9 Komonchak contrasts the Catholicism of the Middle Ages with the Church's formation o f  a subcuiture in the 
modem era. He notes chat "to describe it as a subculture is already to note the changed circurnstances o f  a 
Church which, it recalled in ofien romantic evocations o f  the Middle Ages, had once enjoyed a cultural 
monopoly." Ibid., 17. 
tO Ibid., 19. 



designed to supply for the absence of the political support the church had once been able to 

count on."" 

It  va the movement towards the centralization of authority in Rome. however. that 

provided the church with a universal and united fiont to confiont the errors of the modem 

world and strengthen the Catholic sub-culture. 

The church undertook a massive effort to centralize its authority. This would provide 
the church with an international center of authonty against movements that were 
international in their intentions and effects. The gradua! discrediting of national and 
cultural expressions of Catholicism and the increased liturgical. theological, and 
canonical noms  in strict adherence with Rome solidified the uniformity and 
centralization of Roman Catholicism in the face of ~iberalism." 

The church's move towards centralization was a strategy to present a united and universal 

resistance to the liberal modern era, an era that not only undermined and diminished the 

previous social and cultural authonty of the Roman Catholic church but called into question 

the "very truth it knows". The cornplexity of the movement towards centralization in the late 

nineteenth and early twentieth century requires a selective approach. What follows is a 

limited consideration of Leo XII's Aeferniparris (1 879) and the Vatican's response to the 

Modemist Crisis. to the extent they contributed to the creation of a universai Catholic sub- 

culture. Also. several factors within the experience of the Roman Catholic church in the 

United States that defined and sustained the sub-culture in the Amencan context are 

considered. The Americanist controversy, the immigrant church. and the Catholic 

Renaissance will be considered in light of their contribution to the creation of this sub- 

culture. 

" Komonchak, "Vatican II," 77. 
" Komonchak, "Roles of Theology," 18. 



Assembling th e Tribe 

The death of Pius IX and the election of his successor Leo XII1 in 1878 was a catalyst 

for a growing atmosphere of openness in what had been a previously restrictive and 

defensive pontificate. Leo XII's pontificate was "one long and somewhat successful effort to 

place the church on a new footing in regard to modem secular c~lture."'~ Leo XIII attempted 

to renegotiate the strained relationships between the Vatican and the growing number of 

secularized state govements. He encouraged the opening of the Vatican archives and 

instituted a biblical commission to foster and oversee biblical and histoncal research being 

conducted in France, Belgiurn and Germany in order to update the church intellecnidly.'" 

in 1879, Leo XIII issued the encyclical Aeterni palris urging a restoration of 

Thomism as die intellectual tradition for Catholic philosophy and theology. Writing to the 

Patriarchs. Primates. Archbishops and Bishops of the Catholic world. Leo exhorts them "in 

ail earnestness to restore the golden wisdom of St. Thomas. and to spread it far and wide for 

the defense and beauty of the Catholic faith, for the good of society. and for the advantages 

of ail the sciences."" This encyclical did not initiate the first restoration of Thomas' thought 

in the nineteenth century. As early as the 1840s, there was "a revival of neo-scholastic 

philosophy and theology ... [that] lasted for over a centuiy up to the 1960s and Vatican II."16 

Leo Xm's selection of Thomas Aquinas' thought as normative for the church was an attempt 

to adopt a uniQing theological method in order to crystallize the identity of the Catholic 

13 T. Howland Sa&, Salt Leaven and Light: The Community CaIIed Church (New York: Crossroad, 1992), 
1 IO. 
14 See ibid., 1 10- 13. 
'' Claudia Carlen. I.H.M., The Papal EncyclicaIs 1878- 1903 (A Consortium Book McGrath Publishing 
Company) rieferni Patris: EncycIicui of Pope Leo XIII on the Restorarion of Chrisrian Philosophy A ugust 4, 
18?9. Paragraph 3 1-26. 
l6 Thomas F. O'Meara. O.P, Thomas Aquinas: 7'heoiogian (Nom Dame. Ind.: University of Nom Dame Press, 
1997), 168. 



community in the face of the theological and philosophical challenges of the modem era. The 

selection of Aquinas' thought as the only cnterion for Catholic theology. however. ofien 

negated the pluraiism of the medieval age and entrusted the whole task of Catholic theology 

to one school of theological thought. 

Thomas O'Meara contends that the late nineteenth cent. and early twentieth 

century appropriation of Aquinas' thought was flawed." As early as the year 1890, Aquinas' 

original contribution had been disconnected fiom the rich and dynamic context that gave rise 

to his genius. A lack of awareness of Aquinas' historical context and of the development 

within his writings stunted the wealth and potential of the appropriation of Aquinas' 

contribution.18 Aquinas' thought was extracted From the original context of the late medieval 

university and transmitted into an abridped manual format in a seminary context. This was 

detrimental to the appropriation of Thomistic thought because it overshadowed Aquinas' 

critical and dynamic theological method. Aquinas had provided a critical spthesis of 

multiple contemporary sources, including Aristotelian philosophy, in a cntical dialogue with 

the Christian tradition. His original critical methodology gave way to clerics teaching fùture 

clencs in a manual- based pedagogy. By the end of the nineteenth century the theological 

context was often confmed and restricted to a seminary context utilizing manuais with little 

exposure to the actuai works of Aquinas. This seminary context was often in a rural or 

isolated setting m e r  contributing to the image of the Roman Catholic church as a church 

"which cpapared isolated or a ~ l e e ~ . " ' ~  Neo-scholasticism and specifically neo-Thomisrn 

17 Ibid., 172. 
'"erald McCool elaborates on the effects of the deficiency of this historical awareness, citing several 
consequences for the theologicai enterprise. See Gerald McCool, Carholie Theology in the Nineteenth Cemuty: 
The @est for A Djlitive Method (New York: Seabury Press, 1 977), 242-44, 
19 O ' Meara, Thomas A pinar: Theologian, 1 72. 



became the system by which new sources and new questions were judged as either 

compatible or incompatible with hue Catholic teaching: 

Because it insisted that scholasticism alone could do justice to the authentic doctrine 
on revelation and grace, ... neo-Thomism reinforced by papal documents did not just 
apply specific philosophical words to central Christian beliefs but to some extent 
altered the theological content. Neo-scholasticism identified tmth and life with 
immutability and rationality; it opposed bein to history and ignored concreteness in 

7% human life and in the economy of sa1vation.- 

While neo-scholasticism served to prevent a reduction of Catholic thought to the ideologies 

of the modern e r a  it also played a ui@ing role in the universal Catholic sub-culture by 

depicting a united opposition to the perceived errors of the day. Gradually. the neo-Thornist 

unified system was what supported the magistenum and the Roman schools. After 1870 the 

neo-Thomist revival becarne in Thomas O'Meara's words, "a reaction to al1 that was modem 

and contemporarv.?'" 

Theology's role becarne more apologetic as it focused primarily on supponing 

ecclesial polity and identity. The flawed appropriation of Thomas not only shified the role of 

theology but also. it had an impact on theology itself. "An outdated physics and a shallow 

metaphysics forced theology to be static, verbal. and timeless, and to be an exercise 

beginning with definitions and ending in  conclusion^."^ The rise of the historicai 

methodologies of other disciplines were soon to clash with the timeless and ahistoric 

perspective that colored the church's understanding of d o p a ,  church structures and 

tradition. The open atrnosphere of biblical research and historical approaches to theology in 

the early years of Leo Xm's papacy proved to be short-lived. The expectation of sckolars to 

'O Ibid.. 171. The alteration of the theological content is comrnented upon by Geraid McCool. McCool 
maintains that themes From baroque scholasticism had a significant influence on the theology of the Iate 
nineteenth cenrury. McCool offers a more extensive comrnentary than is possibIe here in Catholic Theoiogy in 
the Nineteenth Centur)t; see especially pages 22 1-33. 
" ibid., 169. 
n - O'Meara, Thomas Aquinas: Theologian, 172. 



incorporate their advances in biblical and historical studies into Catholic theology was met 

with strong ecclesial resistance. 

The ecclesial resistance to the innovative methodology of a group of theologians. 

philosophers and othea in the social sciences spawned the "Modemist crisis." The Modemist 

crisis was a significant challenge to the church as it struggled with theories of development 

and historical awareness in the social sciences. Modemism can be defined as ''the general 

term for the manifold cnsis in the doctrine and discipline of the Church at the end of the 

nineteenth and twenrieth cent~ry."'~ In its extreme form it was the occasion of the 

condemnation pronounced by Pius X in 1907, in the decree Lamentubili and the encyclical 

Pascendi dominici gregis. Modemism, even in its strict theological usage. is difficult to 

define and is best understood as a "rnovement" rather than a set of definite doctrines. It was a 

diverse movement both geographically and thematically. yet in its diversity it coalesced 

around one core component. The Modernists were trying to corne to terms with nineteenth 

century developments in historical-critical methodologies and modem experience as a whole, 

and to provide a service for Roman Catholic theology2" The Modemists incorporated into 

their theological method the positive sciences as a means of determining the meaning of 

sacred texts, appraising the role of dogrna and examining continuity and change within the 

history of the Christian church. The Modemists' emphasis on historical awareness, 

Karl Rahner. ed., Encyclopedia of Theology: The Concise Sucrmenrum Mundi (New York: Seabuy Press. 
19751, s.v. "Modemism." by Roger Auben. 
" Roger Haight rernarks. %eneath the shifiing social and political movements of the 1 9h century. science and 
historical research gradually opened up new vistas for hurnan understanding." This growing historical 
consciousness conflicted with the ahistorical self-understanding of the church and of theology. Two 
characteristics help explain the crisis religiously: First, the church's theology was completely devoid of 
historical consciousness, of being "in the." The ideological structure of the church's self-understanding simply 
did not take historical change and movement hto account. Second, historical consciousness clashed with an 
absolute institutional authority. Historical consciousness threatened to relavatize ideas and institutions An 
appeal to hurnan experience as a medium for truth also challenged the absolute institutional authority. See 
Roger Haight, S.J., "The Crisis of Modemism," Compass: A Jesuit Journal (March 1990): 33. 



heightened by the popular theories of development and evolution. seemed to impact theology 

in such a way as to relavitize church dogma, question church polity and undermine authority. 

The Vatican reacted strongly and restricted the use of modem scientific methods in 

determining the authorship of the Scriptural texts and the use of histoncal, cultural and 

textual biblical criticism. 

What had been intended as a contribution to the Roman Catholic church's response to 

a liberal Protestant critique had itself become a challenge to the ecclesial identity of the 

Roman Catholic church? Underlying the clash benveen the Modemists and the 

representative Roman School was an ahistorical mode1 of truth and of human knowledge. 

This clash between the non-historical epistemology, rnetaphysics. and theology of 
the Roman School and the historical consciousness and historical-critical methods 
of the 19" & 20" centuries perdured right up to and including the Second Vatican 
Councii. '' 

This inability to account for change "prevented the Roman theologians and the Roman 

congregations from solving. or even appreciating, the genuine questions with which 

historical science and modem philosophy confronted the Church at the time of the modemist 

crisis.'.?7 

In 1907 Pius X condemned Modemism in both the decree LanientaMi, a decree 

containing the errors purponedly held by the Modernists, and in the encyclical Pascendi 

dominici gregir. In Pascendi dominici gregis, Pius X devotes considerabie attention, forty- 

four paragraphs out of the encyclical's total of fi@-seven, to the grave situation the 

Y The Roman School's Ieading theoiogian Cardinal Louis Billot (1846-193 1) wrote a treatise. De 
lmmutabilirate Tradirionis conrra modernam hoereisnr evolurionisrni (1904). directed against Altked Loisy 
(1857-1940). BiIlot's condernnation of Modemism can be found here. Billot was very interested in defending 
the immutability of tradition, which he identified with the magistenum. because it was very closely connected 
to infailibiiity. See Sanks, Sd, Lemen and Light, 113. 
I6 Ibid., I 13. " McCool, Cathofic Theology in the Nineteenth Ce-, 2440, quoted in Sanks, Salt, Leaven and light, 1 1 3. 



Modernist crisis created for the Catholic church. The remaining thirteen paragraphs consider 

the remedies and the necessary practical applications for an adequate ecclesial response to 

the crisis. The gravity of the situation is mirrored in encyclical's langage: 

We therefore, Venerable Brothers. have determined to adopt at once the most 
efficacious measures in Our power, and We beg and conjure you to see to it that in 
this most grave matter nobody will ever be able to Say that you have been in the 
slightest degree wanting in vigilance. zeal or f i m e s s .  And what We ask of you and 
expect of you. We ask and expect also of other pastors of souk. of al1 educaton and 
professors of clerics. and in a very special way the superiors of religiom 
institutions .18 

The practical applications of the Vatican's response to Modemism included episcopal 

vigilance over publication of books. articles. and newspapers. and restrictions on both the 

clergy and othen for participation in public gatherings and congresses. In addition. in order 

to prevent the spread of error. the encyclical directed the establishment of "Councils of 

Vigilance", diocesan watch committees, entrusted with the "duty of overlooking assiduously 

and diligently social institutions as well as writings on social questions so that they may 

harbour no trace of Modemism, but obey the prescriptions of the Roman ~ o n t i f f s . " ~  In 

addition. the papal condemnation was enforced through the "Oath Against Modemism" 

(Sacrorum antistium. 1910) requiring intemal assent on the part of al1 clergy and teachers of 

theology and philosophy to Lamentabili and ~ascendi?' The response of the Vatican to the 

Modernist crisis fueled the centrakation of the Roman Catholic church by irnplementing 

clear expectations for theological education. "The only signs of theological life that were to 

be found within the Church after the defeat of modemism, then. tvere those within neo- 

" parcendi dominici gregis, 44. 
29 Ibid., 55. 

The "Oath Againn Modemism" was established by Pius X in Sacrorum ontlstin<m in 19 10.1t was rescinded 
by Paui IV in 1967. 



scholasticisrn it~elf."~' A unified theological system and a system of centralized 

accountability to the Vatican promoted and sustained the Catholic sub-culture. 

The encyclical's condernnation of Modemism created an atrnosphere of suspicion and 

fear among scholars and hindered the development of the theological enterprise. As a result 

of Pius X's response to the Modernist crisis a vigilance against perceived doctrinal deviations 

fostered "integraiism", the "tendency among some Catholics who feared that the employment 

of new scientific methods might endanger the faith and who reacted by casting suspicions of 

heterodoxy on those who differed with their outlook even in matters that did not involve the 

faith."32 In the aftermath of Pius X's condernnation of Modemism, the "integralism that had 

appeared on occasion as a tendency gained a permanent ~ r ~ a n i z a t i o n . " ~ ~  The diocesan 

cornmittees of vigilance, the use of censors and other attempts to safeguard the Catholic faith 

created a ?ribal" mode of ecclesial understanding and expression. Integraiists "attempted to 

safeguard Catholics by enclosing them in a ghetto inaccessible to the outside world. where 

few would rnake al1 decisions and the mass of the faithfùl would do no more than c ~ m ~ l ~ . ' " ~  

The implementation of the Vatican's response to Modemism "caused unnecessarily 

bitter polemics among Catholics. injured the reputation of orthodox Catholic scholars, and 

hampered the progress of Catholic s c h o ~ a r s h i ~ . " ~ ~  Those who supported Catholic liberdism. 

social Catholicism and ecumenism were often the targets of the intergralist movement. 

What \vas really orninous, however, was not only that neo-scholasticism was 
confirmed in theory as the theology of the Church, but also that merely to suggest an 

'' Mark Schoof, O.P., A Survey of Catholic Theology 1800-1970. tram. by N.D. Smith (Mahwah. N.J.: Pauiist 
Press. 1970). 68. 
'' Nor. ~orh&c Encyclopedia, 1 975 ed.. S.". "lntegralism." 
33 Ibid. 

Ibid.. 
3s Ibid. 



alternative theology or to question neo-scholasticism bccame subject to ecclesiastical 
sanctions.36 

The withdrawal of theology from the social sciences eventually solidified the primary role of 

theology as "supporting" the Catholic sub-culture. As theology retreated from being in 

conversation with the social sciences, it focused less on issues "outside" the ecclesial sub- 

cdture, and was more intent on its defense. 

In the aftenath of the Modeniist crisis integralism solidified and bolstered the 

Catholic sub-culture for decades. tt was the ecclesiology of the Roman School that 

dominated the theological textbooks reproduced with minimal modifications during the first 

half of the twentieth century3' Although the Vatican's response to the Modemist crisis and 

the retneval of Thomism fostered and solidified the Catholic sub-culture. the church did not 

simply %5thdrawV from the world in a sectarian manner. Rather. "Leo XII1 was determined 

to defend the right and the duty of the church to enter and engage the public order of 

so~ie ty ."~~ The papal encyclical Renrm Novarum (1 89 1 ) both reflects a church committed to 

its right to engage the world and the issues at hand. and a distinct mode of expression that 

reflects the subculture created by the Vatican's response to the rise of Liberalism. 

In Rerum Novarum. Leo XII1 "initiateci modem Catholic discussion of human rights 

" Mark Schoof. A Survqv of Cutholic Theology. 68.  
57 Pius XII's 1943 encyclical. h[vstici Corporis, renewed an interest in the concept of the Church as the 
"Mystical Body of Christ-" The encyclical recognizes the m e  church of Jesus Christ with the holy. catholic, 
apostolic Roman Church and calls this the mystical body of Jesus Christ. Stressing the visibility of the church, it 
ais0 recognizes the ptesence of the charismatic gifts in the cornmunity, yet the emphasis of this encyclical 
canies through the cenualization and juridical understanding of the Roman Catholic church emphasized in the 
fatter part of the nineteenth century. "There can, then, be no teal opposition or conflict between the invisible 
mission of the Holy Spirit and the juridical commission of ruler and teacher received from Christ. Like body 
and sou1 in us, they complement and pei-fect one another, and have their source in Our one Redeemer" (quoted 
in Sanks, Safi. Leuven and Light, 1 15). Whiie not denying the organic, living, developing, and changing 
elements of the body image, the encyclical reinforces the juridical and somewhat static ecclesio[ogy of the post 
Modernist church. 
38 J. Bryan Hehir, "The Right and Cornpetence of the Church in the American Case," in John A. Coleman, SA., 
ed., One Hundred Years of Catholic Social Thought: Celebrution and Challenge (Maryknoll, N.Y .: Orbis 
Books, 199 l), 56. 



in the economic ~ r d e r . " ~ ~  The legacy of this encyclical for the Roman Catholic church is the 

subject of much important study and analysis. The present consideration of Renrm Novarum, 

however, is limited to the encyclical as a manifestation of the Catholic subculture at the end 

of the nineteenth century. An appreciation of Rerum Novarum as an expression of the 

Catholic subculture requires consideration of three points. First is the style and language of 

the encyclical. An ecclesial document's style and language ofien reflects the operating 

ecclesiology underpinning the document. Second. the role the church claims for itself in the 

solution to the problems it is addressing is indicative of an understanding of the church-world 

relationship. Finally, how is the church-world relationship in Rerum ~Vovarum indicative of 

the Catholic subculture? These three points shape the following consideration of Renrrn 

Novarum as a manifestation of the Catholic sub-culture at the end of the nineteenth century. 

The pattern of address in Rerum Abvanim, "To Our Venerable Brethren. ALI 

Patrîarchs. Primates, Archbishops and Bishops of the Catholic World, In Grace and 

Communion with the Apostolic See." describes. if not defines, the "Catholic world." It is a 

worid composed within a system identified by positions and roies of authority, and described 

as a "world" of its own. This style of address reflects a specific image of the church found in 

the e n ~ ~ c l i c a l ~ ~  almost as a world separate fiom the larger world: "there is nothing more 

useful than to look at the world as it really is-and at the same time look elsewhere for a 

remedy to its troubles." (RN 14) The encyclical's language reiterates its role as a teaching 

church. '-the church uses its efforts not only to enlighten the mind, but to direct by its 

precepts the life and conduct of men [sic]." (RN 13) At the same time, the encyclical portrays 

I9 David O'Brien and Thomas A. Shannon* eds.. Cotholic Social Thoughr: The Doeumentory Heriruge 
(Maryknoll, N.Y.: Orbis, 1 WZ), 13. 
" See Gordon Z&, "Social Movements and Catholic Social Thought,'' in Coleman. ed., One Huncbed Yews of 
Catholic Social Thoughr. 45. 



the Roman Catholic church as the only teacher and the vital resource for the solution to the 

problems at hand. The language and style of the encyclical reveal the Roman Catholic 

church's operating ecclesiology. It is the church that is the bearer of "the truth" possessing 

the solution to the errors of the day. It characterizes the church as '-standing apart" £kom other 

institutions yet holding the solution to the social ills. LeoXIII's claim of the churchTs right 

and duty to engage in the public order is concomitant with the understanding that the 

solutions to the problems of the social order are to be found only in the Catholic churc h. 

The second point for consideration is how the church's understanding of its role in the 

solution of the social ills is an expression or manifestation of its understanding of the church- 

world relationship. In Rerum Novarum the church did not confine its role to merely 

identifying the problems at hand: "the church. [is] not content with pointing out the remedy. 

[it] also appiies it." (RN 22) The church claims a prominent role in combating the errors of 

the day: "if society is to be cured now. in no other way can it be cured but by a return to the 

Christian life and the Christian institutions." (RN 22) In defining the church's role in the 

solution to the social issues, there is an implicit understanding of the church-world 

relationship. 

J. Bryan Hehir contends that the pnnciple of the church as a societas perfecta 

illuminates an operating church-world relationship at the time of Rerum iVovonrm.'" Hehir 

reiterates that "perfect" does not mean morally impeccable, but rather the church "possessed 

al1 the power and capabilities needed for it to achieve its specific objectives as a religious 

community."" Hehir contends the formula socierer perficta allowed the church to 

distinguished itself fiom the civil power and the state. This ailowed and acknowledged the 

'' Hehir, 'The Right and Cornpetence of the Church:' 56-57. 
" Ibid., 56. 



independence of the state and granted a sphere of competence for the civil and temporal 

authonties. The principal goal of the formula of the church as a societas perfecta Hehir 

asserts, was to "support the independence-hence the right and competence-of the church, 

then secondarily to seek an arena of collaborative activity for the church and civil authority, 

both of which were obligated to serve the person.'43 In Rerum Novarm the church's 

acknowledgement of the state is evident. "By the State we here understand, not the particular 

form of government which prevails in this or that nation. but the State as rightly understood; 

that is to Say, any government conformable in its institutions to ri& reason and naturai 

law.. . ."(RN 23) Also. the encyclical recognizes the States' role in the implementation o f  the 

solution to the social ills: "the rulers of the State should be to make sure that the laws and 

institutions, the generai character and administration of the cornmonwealth. shall be such as 

to produce of themselves public well-being and private prosperity." (RN 76) In Rerztm 

Novumm the church distinguished itself From the state and acknowledges the independence 

and competence of authorities in the civil and temporal spheres. However, HehirTs 

understanding of the church as a societas perfecta as primarily establishing W e  

independence-hence the right and competence-of the church9* is important for an 

understanding of the church-world relationship. Hehir connects the church as a "perfect 

society" with the church-world relationship by his use of the metaphor of "line-drawing." 

Hehir contends that, 

Leo XII1 was pushed and pdled into a posture of %ne-drawingt with the civil society 
of his tirne. He sought to establish constructive relationships with temporal powen 
(concordia was his often-stated goal), but the objective margin for positive action was 
very lirnited. Leo Xm's line-drawing metaphor began with a conception of the 
"church and world"; it defmed this relationship cautiously and defensively, conscious 

43 Ibid., 57. 
Ibid, 



of the philosophical, political, and religious differences which set Catholicism apart 
from dominant nineteenth century ideas? 

Hehir's assertion that the operating ecclesiology of Rerum Novarum was that of the church as 

a societas perfecta posits a distinct church-world relationship that is reflective of the Catholic 

sub-cul ture. 

Rerum Novarum represents the Roman Catholic church's desire to engage in the 

public order but the church-world relationship underpinning the encyclical tends to promote 

an understanding of the church as a Catholic sub-culture. Rerum Novanim portrays the 

church's understanding of itself as the "bearer of truth" amidst the larger world of "error." At 

times this position was expressed either in a tnumphalism or a defensiveness that stymied 

cooperation in the social order and envisioned the role of political and social institutions as 

implementing the Catholic solution. The encyclical's image of the church as bearing the 

solution for the social ills, yet somehow "standing apart" refiects an understanding of the 

church as a parallel world. a sub-culture amidst the larger world. While not a "withdrawal" 

frorn the world, the church expresses a separation From, or a resistance to. what is perceived 

as a threat to the church's tnith. The movements towards centralization in light of the 

challenges of the Modemist cnsis, coupled with the church's contention that it tmly has the 

5 g h t  and competence to speak and act in the public order" resulted in the church's "public- 

face" that is best descnbed, in the words of Joseph Komonchak, as a Catholic sub-culture. 

Tite American Catlzolic Sub-Culture 

The Roman Catholic church in the United States was not only affected by the 

universal movements towards centraiization but also by several factors unique to the 



Arnerican experience? Three situations in particula. - the Amencanist controversy. the 

immigrant church. and the "Catholic Renaissance" in the United States - al1 drrimatically 

reinforced the Catholic sub-culture in the United !States.." 

The Americanist controversy is described as, "the first genuine attempt to corne to 

gips with the whole garnut of important American values: democracy, pluralism, 

CO-operation between religions, state neutraiity toward the churches, and the probiem of 

religion and cu l t~re . "~  Pope Leo XII's response to the Amencanist Movement reflects the 

operating ecclesiology at the close of the nineteenth century. In Longinque oceani. Leo XII1 

recognizes the vibrant Amencan Church and acknowledges the contribution of the American 

system to the church's growth. 

For the Church amongst you. unoppressed by the Constitution and government of 
o u r  nation fettered by no hostile legislation. protected against violence by the 
common laws and the impartiality of the nibunals, is free to live and act without 
hindran~e."~ 

At the same time, his letter contains a dual waming. First of d l ,  Leo XII1 reiterates the 

classical church desire for govenunent sponsorship of the Catholic community. "but she [the 

Church] would brhg forth more abundant h i t s  if in addition to liberty, she enjoys favor of 

" The unique Arnerican context must not be minimized. John Tracy Ellis's succinct reminder is notewonhy. 
"But as Catholics we may not, perhaps be as aware as we should be chat the Church Iikewise inaugurated 
sornething altogethet new to its own experience when at the same tirne it erected here the first diocese in 1789 
and chose a native-born Arnerican to govern it as the fmt bishop. Never before in its nearly 1800 years of 
history had the Church of Rome been confionted with the task of estabiishing itself in a democratic republic 
over 3,000 miles away, the overwheiming majority of whose nearly 4,000,000 inhabitants were committed to 
the Protestant fiith. and whose govemment was based on a constitution and biIl of rights that, while providing 
for a separation of Church and State, at the same time gave complete freedom of worship and liberty of action 
to the roughly 30,000 adherents of Rome's ancient Cathofic faith." John Tracy Ellis, "Perspectives in American 
Catholicism," in Benedictine Srudies, vol. 5 (Baltimore: Helicon Press, 1963), 54, 
17 Each of these three topics is the subject of much schoiarly attention. These themes are mcntioned here and 
briefly described only to illusuate the unique factors that supported the Cathoiic sub-culture in the United 
States. There is no intent to presenr a detailed account of these topics, 
18 Donald E. Pelotte, John Courtney Murray: Theologian in Conjlict (New York: Paulist Press, 1975). 146. 
" John 1. Wynne, The Great Encyciicds Letters of Pope Leo NU, Longinque Oceuni Paragraph 5,: 323. 



the laws and patronage of the public a u t h ~ r i t ~ . " ~ ~  This reflects the church's self- 

understanding as the ibearer of the Truth," and this is the basis for the church's position that 

Catholicism is to be sanctioned officially by the government while similar rights to those in 

enor would be denied. 

Second, Leo XII cautions against setting the Amencan experience as normative for 

the universal Church. 

it would be very erroneous to draw the conclusion that in Arnerica is to be sought the 
most desirable statu of the Church, or that it would be universdly lawful or 
expedient for State and Church to be. as in Amerka. dissevered and divorced." 

In addition to the Constitutional issues of the American context, Leo XIII also addresses the 

role of Catholics in the larger society. Reflecting the suspicion and danger of 

indifferenti~m,~' Leo XIII is less than nuanced: '-now with regard to entering societies. 

extreme care should be taken not to be ensnared by error."j3 Pope Leo leaves Iittle doubt 

about Catholic cooperation with non-Catholics in various organizations: "Catholics ought to 

prefer to associate with Catholics. a course which will be very conducive to the safeguarding 

of their faith." '' This fear of indifferentism reflects a church required to safeguard its 

divinely given tmth from those in e r r~r . '~  The church attempted to separate itself fiom the 

world, fiom culture, and from other churches by creating a parallel world in the Catholic sub- 

culture. It seems the only options at the church's disposai were to seek either unilaterai 

Ibid.. Parapph 6,:324. 
Ibid., Pmgraph 6.: 323. 

" Indif3erentism is the belief that al1 philosophical opinions, al1 religions. ali ethical doctrines concerning life 
are equally m e  and valuable. It is the precursor to syncretism. New Catholic Encyclopedia, 1975 e., s.v. 
"Indifferentism." 

Wynne, The Great Encyclicak Letters of Pope Leo XIII. 332. 
Ibid., 332. " In the debate concerning intercredal cooperation among John Courtney Murray and othen, those in 

opposition to Murray justified their position in these papal interventions of  the "Americanist" era. Murray's 
contribution to the nascent pubIic church in the pre-conciliar era stand out against the background of the 
operating ecclesiology of the later nineteenth century, 



sanction or quasi-separation from the less than tnith-filled world. 

Leo XII's of the growth of the Church within the Amencan experience is 

tempered with warnings of any attempt to universalize the mode1 of Amerka's church-state 

relationship. It is just this threat of universalizing t!!e Amencan experience that leads to 

Testem benevolentiae. In 1897 in Europe, a careless French translation of Walter Elliot's Life 

of Father Hecker, containing an overly enthusiastic neatment of Amencanism in its 

preface,56 propelled the "internationalization" of the Americanist movement. 

The introduction to the English edition had been written by Archbishop John ireland 
who by now had become very popular in France. ... Abbe Felix Klein's translation into 
French included an enthusiastic preface in which he praised Hecker as the priest of 
the future, and extolled the American way of life." 

Pope Leo XII's fears of the Amencan experience becoming "normative" are realized. 

Attempting to cairn conservative European bishops already upset over Catholic 

participation in Chicago's World Parliament of Religions (1 897), Leo XII1 prohibited 

Catholic participation in the Paris Congress of Religion, to be held in 1900, and issued 

another letter to the American bishops. In the letter. Testem benevolentiae. addressed to 

Bishop ~ibbons'* and issued on January 22, 1899, Leo again questions the Arnencanist 

movement. Pope Leo takes a decidedly different tone fkom the previous Longinqua oceani. 

He states. "the object of this letter is not to repeat the praise so ofien accorded, but rather to 

point out certain things which are to be avoided and c~nected."'~ Condemning the adaptation 

" Isaac Hecker was the founder of the Paulist Fathers, an Amencan congregation of priests. A former 
Redemptorist, Hecker and his communiry gained international renown for his cornmunity's rejection of 
traditional religious vows and its cornmitment to an American apostoiate. 
" Pelotte. John Courtney Murray, 149. 
" Jay Dolan states in The Antericm Cathoiic Erperience: A Histowfrom Colonial Times to the Present (Notre 
Dame, Ind.: University of  Notre Dame Press, lggî), 3 15: "...the threat of îheoIogical modernism, the temporal 
power of the Papacy, the French controversy between republicans and monarchists, and the Spanish-Amencan 
War-came together to influence European debate over Amencanism." 
J9 Wynne, Tsrtem Benevolentiue, 44 1. 



of the Church to the modem age, he also wamed against the idea that the church in America 

could be "different from the rest of the world." Other issues under scnitiny were: rejection of 

extemal guidance in spiritual direction, natural virtues placed over supemaniral virtues, a 

rejection of religious vows as contrary to human freedom, and the desire to make the 

Catholic faith more appealing to new converts or those who have lapsed. Although the 

"Americanist bishops" countered that these beliefs were not present within America, and 

were only the resuit of mistaken foreign perceptions of the Americanist movement, this letter 

seemed to put an end to the movement. 

The Arnerican church retreated from a rather open embrace of Amencan culture to 

adopt the decidedly "Roman" quaiity characteristic of the pre-conciliar church. The afiermath 

of the controversy created ambiguity and imer conflict for Catholics in the United States. 

especially in regards to the question of church and culture. On the one hand, there was a need 

for the Amencan church to express and convince Rome of its loyalty. On the other hand at 

various times and for various reasons. Catholics had been victirns of Amencan anti- 

Catholicism. This dynarnic leads to the conflict for Catholics to be "good loyal Catholics" in 

the eyes of Rome and, the necessity of expressing loyalty to the nation. In the advent of the 

waves of Catholic immigrants, Catholics were ofien in a position of convincing the larger 

non-Catholic population that being a Catholic was not mutually exclusive to being a "good 

American" and, being an American did not exclude being a faithful Catholic. 

The immigrant church refen to the era in which "American Catholics for the most 

part lived in a ghetto now known to listonans as the immigrant c h ~ r c h . " ~ ~  The immigrant 

church fostered a Catholicism that was distinct fiom the larger Amencan society. 

Demis P. McCann, New Erperience in Dernocracy: The Challengefor Americun Catholickm (Kansas City: 
Sheed and Ward, l987), 64. 



This styie of Catholic religious praxis, characterized by "integralism" in theology and 
"devotionalism" in spirituality, accentuated the differences separating Arnerican 
Catholics fiom their fellow citizens: unquestioning loyalty to Rome. a veneration of 
the Blessed Vugin Mary and the saints that at least bordered on the supentitious, 
clerical authoritarianism, and a consciousness of sin that made al1 these other 
differences serm not just plausible but indi~~ensable.~'  

It was through the protection of this immigrant church that the waves of Catholic immigrants 

were welcomed. supported. and in the post-World War II years, eventually assirnilated into 

the mainstream of Arnerican society. Although quite successful in facilitating the 

assimilation of Roman Catholics into Amencan culture, the immigrant church "represented a 

defensive or... militant way of life that was, ... tight, intellectually narrow. and wrapped in an 

invisible and largely impermeable membrane that resisted social osmosis with the rest of the 

~ountry."~' The experience of the immigrant c h ~ r c h ~ ~ ,  shaped the identity of American 

Catholics dong the lines of ethnicity, tirne. and place. 

American Catholic people possess a multitude of identities. derived not only from 
their varying ethnic and religious backgrounds but also fiom the particular 
circumstances of their settlements in the United States. ... Differences [exist] between 
an ethnic parish in Philadelphia and its counterpart in San Francisco. regional 
specificity is a distinctive feature of immigrant Catholic communities. ... Time is as 
important a determinant as place. Whether settlement in the United States came 
during a period of impassioned nativism and anti-Catholicism, or during an economic 
depression. certainly had an impact upon the development of a particular group's 
sense of belongingU 

The immigrant church was dynamic, multicultural and richly diverse. In the midst of its 

vitality, however, it fostered a Catholic separatism that contributed to the Catholic sub- 

culture in the United States. The perception of the Catholic immigrant as "foreign" and loyal 

'' Ibid. !t is the pervasive devotionalism of the immigrant church that supponed and fostered the Eueharistic 
movements that often undermined the liturgical renewai aaempted by Virgil Michel. 

Ibid.. 65. 
" Jay ~ o l a n  cites the historian Philip Taylor. who deseribed the United States as a "distant rnagnet" that 
between 1820 and 1920 attracted 33.6 miIIion immigrants to its shores. See The Arnerican Cazhoiic 
Experrènce, 128. 
61 Dolores Liptak, RSM. immigrants and Their Church (New York: Macmillian, 1989), xiv. 



to a foreign head of state continued to fuel anti-Catholic bigotry. The church becarne a refuge 

fiom the hostile larger society as it continued to offer a familiarity of language. culture and 

the faith. al1 of which was unavailable in the larger context. Its ethnic and geographical 

diversity sparked the "growth of separate ethnic enclaves within the Catholic community 

which added the reality that this 'Catholic ghetto' was composed of many ethnic 

Not only was the Roman Catholic church as an immigrant church a sub-culture within the 

larger Amencan culture. but within the church itself. smaller sub-cultures existed which 

accentuated the insular nature of the immibpnt church. 

The Catholic Renaissance or the Catholic Revival was a post-World War 1 

phenornenon in the United States that indirectly conûibuted to separatist tendencies in the 

relationship behveen the Roman CathoIic church and Amencan culture. Among some 

Amencan Catholic intellectuals, including the nationally prominent Msg. John A. Ryan. this 

movement was characterized by a strong emphasis on what was perceived as the obvious: 

linkage with Americanism. especially in the context of World War 1. ... the daim that 
the roots of democracy and constitutionalism were to be found in rnedieval 
Scholasticism. This argument. which became a distinguishing feature of Catholic 
Arnericanisrn in the 1920s. can be looked upon as the earliest clear-cut manifestation 
of the Catholic Renaissance in the United 

Attempts to explore the compatibility of Catholic and Amencan principles had been 

attempted before in the Americanist Movement of the 1890s, but what is striking about the 

post World War 1 era is the "emphasis on the vimai identity of Scholastic and American 

political principles.'"7 This vimial identification of scholasticism with Amencan political 

pnnciples led some to draw suiking parallels between the post-World War 1 Arnerican era 

'' Ibid,, xv. 
66 Philip GIeason. Contending with Modemir): Carholic Higher Educufion in the Twentierh Cenruiy (New 
York: Oxford University Press, f 999,  125. 
'' Ibid, 



and the age of Medieval ~cholast icism.~~ The result of this was the belief that as "an idea, a 

type of culture, Catholicism had shaped the whole of Western civilization so deeply that 

every institution and ideal of true Americanism had its embryo and antetype ... in Catholic 

theory and practice.''69 The contribution of the social sciences in the 1930s designating 

culture as "the way of life of a people," Chnstopher Dawson's scholarship conceming 

religion as a dynamic element in every great world culture, and the popuiarity of the Mystical 

Body of Christ theology, al1 contributed to the idea that a resurgence of the Catholic culture 

was the best remedy for the ills of secularized American society. Philip Gleason observes. 

The intellectual key was Scholasticism rethought and restated in modem terrns; the 
institutional key was the Catholic univenity from which might flow influences 
capable of changing the direction of our culture so that some day it may be said that 
tnily we have achieved a Christian Amencan c ivi l i~at ion.~~ 

This intellectual movement was supponed by professional organizations and 

associations. penodicals and books, al1 of which allowed "neo-scholasticism. the central 

element of the revival. to continue to gather strength among Catholics in the 1930s' while at 

the same time attracting more attention fiom the broader Amencan intellectual 

comunity."" Catholic Action. onginally a European movement. spread to the United States 

in the early 1930s and dong with the phenomenai growth of sodalities and various Catholic 

service organizations offered the pragrnatic basis for a "systematic effort to overcome 

68 Philip Gleason's insight is noteworthy. "Against this background, it is understandabIe that American 
Catholics sometimes linked the point about harmony of theu religious and political commitments to broader 
daims about historical continuity between the Middle Ages and the present day." Gleason cites Carlton J.H. 
Hayes. a respected CoIumbia University historian and convert to Catholicism and an active layman in the 1920s 
who impiored his feflow Catholics to meet their obIigations, ''ihey must grasp the significant mth that America 
is the daughter of the Catholic Church. Not only was this continent discovered and opened to the whole world 
by Catholics. but our country could not possibly be what it is now had it not been for Cathoiic Chnstianity." In 
the origins of this Catholic Renaissance the association with the Medieval era sowed the seeds of a nascent 
m'umphalism. See ibid, 125-28. 
" Ibid., 128. 

Ibid., 149. 
" Ibid-, 163. 



çecularism and create a tmly Catholic culture in its place."7' By 1940, on the eve of the 

Second World War, the Catholic revival had taken on a decidedly counter-cultural outlook. 

Although counter-cultural in its intent, the revival actuaily fostered a sub-culture with the 

goal of becoming the one dominant culture despite the pluralism of the American context." 

The Catholic institutions of higher learning became a locus of the revival, shaping curriculum 

around the 'Thomistic Synthesis" and bringing "everything together in a harmonious 

unity."'' The morde of Catholic educators was "hi& indeed their outlook could be called 

triumphal, for they believed that a mighty Catholic intellectual and cultural revival was under 

way and that it was being carried forward on the tide of h i s t ~ r ~ . " ' ~  The blend of ïhomistic 

philosophy and theology, as an all-inclusive system, was the Catholic revival's solution for 

the ills of Society. The title of the National Catholic Alumni Federation's symposium in 

1939, "Man and Modem Secularism- The Conflict of the Two Cultures Considered 

Especially in Relation to Education" illustrates the relationship between the Roman Catholic 

church and the larger Arnerican culture at the end of the 1930s: two cultures in confiict. the 

secular and the ~ a t h o l i c . ~ ~  

The Roman Catholic cornrnunity, fiom the end of the nineteenth cenniry until the eve 

of the Second Vatican Council, created a parailel world with centraiized structures and a 

defined monolithic system of belief that would identiQ itself as a clear and identifiable 

" Philip Gleason, "American Catholic Higher Education. 1940-1990: The Ideological Context." in George M. 
Marsden and Bradley I. Longfield, eds., The Secularization of the Academy (New York: Oxford Universin, 
Press, 1 W), 235. 
73 Of special note is a review of Philip Gleason's Contending with Modernis, by David O'Brien. O'Brien 
recognizes GIeason's position that creating a Catholic culture was the positive alternative to surrender to 
modemity. O'Brien, however, moves beyond "counterculture" and posits the term "sub-culture." See. David 
O'Brien, review of Contending with Moderniry-- Caiholic Higher Education in The Twentieth Century, by Philip 
GIeason, US. Catholic Historian 13, no. 4 (Fall 1995): 153. 
" G leason, Contending with Modernity, 165. 
'' Gleason, "Amencan Catholic Higher Education," 235. 
" Gleason, Conrendhg wirh Modernty, 164. 



community of faith for its own membership and to those outside. On the eve of the Second 

Vatican Council, the Roman Catholic church's self-understanding was that of a sociefas 

perficta, a society as "autonomous, sovereign and free as is the modem  tat te."" The church 

understood and expressed itself as the community of truth within a larger hostile world 

permeated by the erron of Liberdism. The church perceived the world as a threat not only to 

the role of the church in society but to the very tmth it knows. The church, however. did not 

'%thdraw9' fiom the world as much as create a sub-culture that existed as a parallel world. '*a 

perfect society" which related to the larger world with defençiveness and suspicion. The 

church adopted a way of organizing itself and a means of transmitting the ' W t h  it knows" 

that mirrors the tribalist mode Martin Marty describes. As Joseph Komonchak contends. 

throughout the nineteenth century and the first half of the twentieth. the church 
constnicted itself as a conter-society legitimated by the counter-culture of its basic 
faith. Central dogmas and devotions were articulated in such a way as to stress their 
anti-modem, anti-liberal meanings and implications. This counter-ideology was 
embodied in the structures of an alternative s~ciety. '~ 

Similar to the tribal mode Martin Marty describes, the Catholic-sub-culture meets the outside 

world in a posture of suspicion and defensiveness. The tribalist mode requires a united front, 

a unity of thought and practice instilling in the membership a strong sense of an identifiable 

community. The Catholic sub-culture's neo-schoiastic interpretations and appropriations of 

the faith led to a common philosophy and theological discourse presenting a united Front in 

its attempts to respond to the liberalist ideology of the modem era. At the same time, 

however. it eventuaily restncted the parameters of Catholic theology. "Theology became a 

discipline primarily designed to serve the self-realization of the Catholic sub-culture: it was. 

that is. almost exclusively ecclesial in nature and subject to the constant and immediate 

n Komonchak, "Roles of Theology," 18. 
78 Komonchak, "Vatican II," 77. 



oversight of the rnagisterium."7g On the eve of the Second Vatican Council. the Roman 

Catholic church had numerous parallels with the tribal mode of organizing religion and 

ecclesial communions. 

The shift in the church's relationship with the modem world ushered in at the Second 

Vatican Council can be more hlly appreciated in light of the Catholic sub-culture. The 

construction of this "new sociologicai entity of the Catholic sub-culture" as Joseph 

Komonchak maintains, was an expression of the church's strategy to contend with the 

modem world in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. This Catholic sub-culture sets 

the stage to grasp the significance of the tremendous shift of the church and worid 

relationship at the Second Vatican Council. 

The Second Vatican Council: Discovering the Public Church 

Martin Marty offers the public church as the best ecclesial response to the factors that 

privatize the faith and hinder its social implications. In the Arnencan context it is the 

pervasive individualism that shapes the configuration of the private and public spheres and 

relegates religion to the private sphere. The public church is ultimately concemed with a 

classic tension in Christianity: the relationship between faith and culture. This tension gives 

rise to the question of how the church and its relationship with the world around it remain 

faithfuf to r h e  truth it knows.* An uncritical relationship between the church and the world 

could lead to a loss of the unique identity of the community of faith. On the other hand, the 

refusal to be in relationship promotes either the irrelevance of the church in the lives of its 

" Komonchak. "Roles of Theology," 20. Komonchak cites several contributing factors to the role theology 
plays in the Catholic subcuiture. The uncritical and eclectic theology of the eighteenth century. coupled with the 
Ioss of church-sponsored universities to the modern state, Ied m the establishment of Roman colleges and 
universities with standard implementation of Trent's guidelines for training pnests. Theology was Iargely 
limited to these institutions where clerics taught other soon-to-be clerics. 



members or contributes to the compartrnentalization of the faith as a "pnvate choice." in the 

church's desire and attempt to be a relevant ecclesial cornrnunity it must retain its unique 

religious identity while consistently articulating and promoting the social implications of the 

faith. In the Amencan culture the church's mission is carried out in a context that minimizes 

these social implications. It is not enough that the council documents givc evidence of the 

church's ability to be in relationship with the world; to provide a legitimization of the Roman 

Catholic church as a public church. the documents must illustrate a critical engagement with 

the world. 

The public church has the obligation, to provide the public with alternative visions of 
what is desirable and possible, to stimulate deliberation about hem,  provoke a 
reexamination of premises and values, and thus broaden the range of potential 
responses and deepen society's understanding of itself." 

If the public church is to provide alternatives to those factors that pnvatize the faith and 

diminish its social implications. the conciliar documents must offer an alternative 

anthropology to Amencan individudism. This dominant individualism contributes to a 

fractured relationship between the individual and the larger society generating several 

commonly held misconceptions. Fira is an erroneous understanding of the human person as 

pnor to, or in conflicr with, the larger social order. Either misunderstanding contributes to the 

belief that the political and socio-economic orders are "givens", morally neutral and beyond 

possible transformation. Second, designating the political and economic orden as a part of a 

morally neutrai public sphere limits religion. faith and ecclesial communions to the confines 

of the private sphere. 

The conciliar documents must support an understanding of a church in dialogue, 

Mic hae1 J. Himes and Kenneth R Himes, O .F.M., Fullness of Faîth: The Public Signijcunce of TheoIogy 
(New York: Paulist Press, 1983), 20. 



critically engaged with the host culture and committed to the sociai implications of its own 

tradition. n i e  church's retrieval of the social significance of its own theological tradition is 

important for public discourse. The task of the public church is the "articulation of the 

Roman Catholic tradition's worldview or background theory which informs a social ethic and 

consequent public choices.'"' The public church is called to participate as a constituent in the 

public cornmunity of communities to 

help propose an epochai shift in human sensibilities. In this shift, people would leam 
to combine religious cornmitment with civility, spiritual passion with a public sense. 
To help produce a culture in which such combinations might emerge." 

The public church acts as an agent of transformation in the public spherr. and "if it 

undertakes considerable self-criticism and self-appraisal, [the public church] can become an 

instrument in coalition with others to work for a different concept of the republic."83 The 

conciliar documents must explicate the role of the church that promotes civility not 

belligerence, that persuades rather than coerces, for the sake of fostering dialogue in a 

pluralistic society. 

The conciliar documents selected will be examined in light of several essential 

characteristics of the public church. The essential characteristics are: a critical anthropology; 

a critical and dialogical mode of ecclesial presence in the world; a strong emphasis on the 

sociai consequences of the community's theology and the church's transfomative mission 

and role in society. The use of these general characteristics as a framework for the documents 

allows for the coherent organization of a large amount of conciliar matenal without loosing 

the overall focus of the chapter. 

" [bid.. 23. " Martin Marry, The Public Chiirch: M~infine-EvangeiicaI-CathaIic (New York: Crossmads. 198 1). 8. 
Lbid., 144. 



Dismantling tlt e Tribe 

The Second Vatican Council has been descnbed as "the most significant religious 

event of the twentieth century, and certainly the most significant event of the century for the 

Catholic church.''' Whether one attempts to explain the contribution of the Second Vatican 

Council as "the end of neo-scholasticism" as Walter Kasper posits:5 or "the end of the 

Catholic church's sub-culture,"86 as Joseph Komonchak contends. its effect on Catholicism is 

perduring. In the Second Vatican Council's Pastoral Constitution on the Church in the 

Modern World. Gaudium et spes. and in the Declaration on Religious Liberty, Dignitatis 

humame. the church both relinquishes the nostdgic daim of retneving the church of 

Medieval Christendom and breaks down the ecclesial sub-culture. The pluralism of the 

modem age and the secularization of modem political structures necessitate a dismantling of 

the Catholic sub-culture and mark the end of the totalist and tribalist modes as effective 

options of ecclesial Iife for the modem era. The Second Vatican Council establishes the 

foundations for the shift fiom these ineffective modes of ecclesial self-expression and self- 

understanding to a new undestanding of the church's presence in the worid and its 

subsequent relationship with cuiture. 

Crifical Engagement In fhe World 

Walter Kapser maintains Gaudium et spes is an attempt of the church to enter into 

dialogue with the world in a way other thaq the pst efforts of the Iate nineteenth and first 

haif of the twentieth century. The church's new effort at dialogue with the world necessitates 

tu Richard McBnen. Report on the Cmuch: Curholicism Afler Fatican II (San Francisco: HarperCoIlins. 
1992), 1. 
ss Walter Kasper, Theology and Church (New York: Crossroads, 1989). 1. 
Komonchak, "Vatican II," 78. 



a conciliar text for which there is no ~~recedent.~' In Gaudium el spes, the church desires to 

speak with a relevant voice to a univenal audience. The document addresses the whole 

human community seeking to describe how the church understands "its presence and 

fünction in the world of today." (GS, 2)88 Unlike the sub-culture of the late nineteenth and 

the first half of the twentieth cenniry, the church does not anempt to construct a parallel 

world "dong side" of the larger world in order to sustain its identity or define its mission. 

Rather, the church acknowledges its place in the world and it defines and retains its unique 

role and function within and not apart Frorn the world c o m r n ~ n i t ~ . ~ ~  The term "world" in 

Gaudium er spes is rich in significance and meaning. "The term ivorld designates primady 

not the totality of God's creative work, not those earthly values and those tasks, but the 

human farnily with its whole en~ironment."~~ The church understands the world as enslaved 

by sin yet as created and sustained by God. Through the death and resurrection of Jesus it is 

redeemed and liberated as it anticipates in hope its eschatological fùlfillment 

The church's solidarity with the world is not a theoretical or abstract concept. It 

embraces the "anthropologicd, cosmological. and histoncal dimensions of the wor~d"~'  and 

most importantly, proposes the Christian interpretation of this total reality. The 

87 This chapter's consideration of Gaudium et spes' critical anthropology is shaped Iargely by Walter Kasper's 
artide, "The Theoiogical Anthropology of Gaudium et spes," in Gaudium et spes: Thiry Years Later (Vatican 
City: Laity Today, 1996), 44. 

All references to conciliar documents are fiom Amin Flannery. O.P., ed.. Vatican Council II: Constitutions, 
Decrees. Declarations: The Basic Sirteen Documents. ri CompIete[v Revised Tramlarion in Inclusive Language 
(Northport, NY: CostelIo Publishing Company, 1996). Conciliar references in any secondary sources are in the 
exact sryle of the original author with the Üse of [sic] to acknowledge the lack of inclusive language. 
89 "The expression 'in' was retained from the first version onwards. It makes clear that it has never been a 
question of the Church standing opposite to and facing the world. but of presence in it. ... The Council never in 
Fdct used the words which are so often repeated todaydbthe world is present in the Church, the Church is present 
in the wor1d'-but rïght From the start it was never a matter of two opposed realities." Charles MoeIler, 
"Pastoral Constitution on the Church in the Modem World: Preface and Introductory Statement," in Herbert 
Vorgrimler, ed., Commentmy on the Documents of Vatican II, vol. 5 (New York: Herder and Herder, I969), 8 1. 

Anthony Nirappel, "Towards the Definition of the Term 'world' in Goudium et spes." E~hemerides 
Theoloaicae Lovaniemes 4 8,  no. I ( t 973): 1 1 2. 
'' Ibid.. 1 10. 



anthropological dimension is reflected in the church's desire to be in solidarity with al1 of 

humanity; the cosmological aspect is its desire to see the totality and unity of d l  things; and 

the hist~ncai dimension is the church in %die theater of human history.'"' The Council's 

analysis of the contemporary condition is not a naive optimism, or an attitude of disdain. The 

council recognizes the efforts and progress of the hurnan community. both the advances of 

technology and the sciences, and the cultural contributions of the hurnan farnily. At the same 

t h e ,  it reminds the human community that these advances have aiso had detrimental effects. 

These advancements have often generated war and conflict. dienation. the Iack of 

cornmunity. isolation. and a growing disparity between the quality of life of the various 

segments of society. The centrality of the hurnan person and hurnan experience are at heart of 

the church's diagnosis of the contemporary world. 

In this diagnosis of modem man [sic]. one of the rnost remarkable aspects is that. the 
more wonderhl his [sic] achievements in the field of nature and of work. the less 
cleariy does he [sic] see himself [sic], his [sic] vocation and the meaning of his [sic] 
life. That is his [sic] greatest problem. That. according to the council. is the point 
from which the dialogue should begin.93 

The church acknowledges that contemporary human expenence is marked by anviety and 

questions about the ûue meaning of life. The church's engagement with the modem world is 

not simply a capitulation to the values of the contemporary world. "The church carries the 

responsibility of reading the signs of the times and of interpreting them in light of the gospel, 

if it is to carry out its task."(GS. 4) The Church proclaims its specific understanding of the 

world and defines its mission in the world in light of this understanding. 

" Nirappel notes that the word, "theatei' holds special meaning: "it plays the role of the theatmm mundi of the 
Middle Ages. It shows immediately the aspect of comedy, of caricature, deception and delusion which the 
scenes of the world provide. Together with it, it shows also that the wortd must aiways be seen in relation to 
man [sic] which is impIied in the expression 'theater,' 'actor,' 'marked with man's [sic] industry, his [sic] 
triumphs and disasters."' Ibid., 1 1 1.  
93 Kasper, b'Theological Anthropology," 48. 



Because the church desires to speak not only about the world, but also with the world, 

what is necessary, is a language of dialogue that could foster universal understanding without 

bltirring the Christian message. Christian identity must not be sacrificed by atternpts to be 

relevant, however, relevance cannot be minirnized rendering the Christian message abstract, 

theoretical and hollow. 

What was needed was a theological argumentation based on salvation history but that 
would not refrain fiom descnbing the current situation: a language that would express 
what was specifically Catholic, but that non-Catholics and non-Christians could still 
accept as their own; an approach that would take into account the changed self- 
understanding of hurnankind, but would not be confined to a mere description of the 
deficit side. What had to be found was the Archimedean point that would make it 
possible to reconcile as far as possible both the divergent aspirations and the themes 
proposed for s t ~ d ~ . ~ ~  

The Council members acknowledge the pivotal role of the human penon in the modern era; 

Gaudium ei spes places its emphasis "not on the world of things but on the world of men 

[sic] or the hurnan f a ~ n i l ~ . " ~ ~  The memben of the C o u d  identi. the contemporary 

anthropological crisis of meaning: 

For the Council, the anthropological tuming-point and the problems it raised were not 
only the appropriate starting-point for a dialogue with the modem world; they proved 
to be, at the same time and even more, the crucial point for the Council's own 
approach?6 

In the final text of Gaudilrm et spes, the anthropological crisis is the document's starting- 

point.g7 This groundbreaking anthropological approach is explicated in the opening article of 

94 Ibid., 47. 
9s lbid. 
% Ibid., 50. 
97 Charles Moeller elaborates on the ecclesial implications of this inîroductory article. "Emphasis is placed on 
the followers of Christ in order to stress their intrinsic connection with the world and the fact they are a 
community of men [sic] united in Christ and ted by the Holy Spirit, on pilgrimage to the kingdom of the 
Father." Moeller draws parallels between GS and Lumen Genriurn's T~itar ian and eschatoiogical themes. 
Moeller makes reference to the reference of Lumen Gentium Chapter II regarding the rnessianic people sent to 
the world, a community of faithful who have received a message of salvation in order to announce it. "Ail of 
this shows the ciose link of this community with mankind [sic] and its history. The very words indicate that 
historical aspect of man [sic] which contemporary thought denotes by the category of temporatity or 



the document, 

the joy and hope, the grief and anguish of the people of our time, especially of those 
who are poor or afnicted in any way, are the joy and hope, the grief and anguish of 
the followers of Christ as well. Nothing that is genuineiy human fails to find an echo 
in their hearts. (GS, 1) 

This anthropological starting point fosters a common ground for dialogue among the 

members of the church and with Christians of other confessions, and non-Chnstians. As 

Kasper notes, 

an anthropological starting point provides a two-fold objective: for those outside. this 
approach put before people's eyes their supematural vocation, [the true dignity and 
meaning of the human person], and for those within the Catholic church it encouraged 
believers in an active cornmitment for the transformation of the world to promote and 
sustain the human dignity of 

In Gaadium er spes, "anthropology is the Archimedean point for ... the ba i s  of a dialogue for 

the world of todayWg9 Gairdium et spes' anthropology is the bridge, the avenue as it were. for 

the church's solidarity with the modem world. In Gaudiirm et spes. "the Council was eager to 

comrnunicate a vision of hurnanity and of the place of the church within hurnan history and 

society."'" The council met the anthropological crisis with an anthropological response. 

The Council recognizes the dire need to re-examine and correct the pervasive 

misunderstandings of the human person that have shaped the modem era. These skewed 

understandings of the hurnan penon are contributing factors in the origin of the 

individualism permeating the American context relegating religion to the periphery of 

'historicity'. And that aIso includes another aspect, even though the text does not actuaIly express it or even 
allude to it in the slightest, that of the 'history of salvation."' Moeller notes the anthropological starting point 
has ecclesiai impiications. The church is the universal sacrament of salvation charged with a redemprive role in 
the present wortd as al1 things await their eschatological fulfiHment, Charles Moeller, "Pastoral Constitution on 
the Church in the Modem World: Preface and Introductory Statement," in Vorgrimler, ed., Commentas, on the 
documents of F'orican II. 87. 
W Kasper, "Theological Anthropology," 48. 
99 Ibid., 49. 
lm John Langan, S.I. "Political Hopes and Political Tasks: A Reading of Gmrdium erspes afier Twenty Years," 
in Judith Dwyer, ed-, Questions of Special Clrgens): The Church in the Modern World Two Decades Aftet 
Vatican II (Washington. D.C.: Georgetown University Press, 1986), 108. 



modem life. The anthropological thrust of this document provides the foundations for a new 

strategy for the church's presence in the world. "one which emphasized neither withdrawal. 

triumphalism, nor assimilation, but critical conversation (listening and speaking) dong with 

principled cooperation with other social institutions and communities of people."10' 

Gaudium et spes is situated within the contemporary human experience marked by 

the "anthropological turning-point with which the problem of Man [sic] was detached fiom 

the context of theology and metaphysics of r n ~ d e r n i t ~ . " ~ ~ '  In Gaudium er spes, the church 

presents an understanding of the human person that reaffïrms the church's age old stand that 

religion has an impact on al1 aspects of the life of the human person. The Pastoral 

Constitution was addressed to a world attempting to "justiQ morality independently of 

beliefs about human nature."lo3 Yet. the question remains: how c m  a n t h r o p o l o ~  be a critical 

s w i n g  point for the church's dialogue? At the sarne time. how can it allow the church to 

approach the world in a spirit of critical dialogue. al1 the while retaining the uniqueness of 

the church's Christian identity? 

A Crirical .4 nrhropology 

Walter Kasper maintains that it is the development of the relationship between 

anthropology and Christology in the text of Gaudium er spes that allows a common gmund 

'O' Kenneth R. Himes, T h e  Church in the Modem World: A 30 Year Prospective." 2. 
'O' Kasper maintains that anduopology has been made an autonomous scientific discipline in the modem era. 
Citing Geman scholastic works of the 16th and 17th centuries, the infi uence of Descartes's "thinking 
substance" and the gradua1 use of the nature sciences to analyze the human person, Kasper paints the 
contemporary context of Gaudium et spes as a crisis of anthropology. There is not simply an increasing 
autonomy on the part of the human subject, but also a growing insecurity of the human penon in relation to 
what is specificaliy human. See, Kasper, "Theological Anthropology," 45. What is important to note is that a 
crisis of a an anthropological nature requires an anthropological response on the part of the church. 
1 O3 Langan "Political Hopes and Political Tasks," 103. 



for dialogue without the loss of the church's unique identity.lM The starting point may be 

anthropology, but Chnstology, "Jesus Christ as the origin and goal of authentic human 

existence"105 is the criterion and the constant perspective for an understanding of the 

council's anthropological affirmations. In a world searching for meaning and fulfillment, the 

church offers to the world a vision of the hurnan penon and explicates the ecclesial role in 

the world today. The document responds to the fundamental question: What is humanity? 

What is the meaning of suffering, evil, death. which have not been eliminated by al1 this 

progress? ... What can people contribute to society? M a t  can they expect fiom it?" (GS, 10) 

The church sees the ambiguities of the modem world as the larger manifestation of the 

ambiguity conceming the understanding of the hurnan person. "The dichotomy affecting the 

modem world is in fact, a symptom of the deeper dichotomy that is rooted in humanity 

itself." (GS, 10) To a worid grappling with the meaning cf the human penon the church 

proclaims not a theory, not one among many ideas about the human person. but in fact it  

proclaims the tme nature of the human person as imago dei 

Eniightened by divine revelation she cm offer a solution ... by which the tnie state 
humanity may be descrîbed. its weakness explained, in such a way that at the same 
time its dignity and vocation may be perceived in their tnie light. For sacred Scnpture 
teaches that men and women were created "in the image of God." (GS. 12) 

In his cornrnentary on the initial chapter of Gaudium et spes, Joseph Ratzinger asserts 

that the Council minimizes the language of a neo-scholastic static philosop hical doctrine of 

Io4 Kasper traces the history of Goudîum et spes, highlighting the tensions present in the church's attempt to 
speak to "al1 hurnanity" in a language that both is relevant to the larger hman comrnunity and at the sarne time 
faithful to the uniqueness of the Christian tradition. It is beyond the limits of this present discussion to elaborate 
on the deveiopments Ieading to the fuiai text of Gaudium et spes. The final text of Gaudium et spes and the 
conclusions Kasper reaches conceming its Chnstological and anthropological themes are the bases for the 
present considerations. 
'OS Kasper, bbïheoIogical Anthropology," 5 1 .  



the human person in favor of the biblical theme of the image of ~od."' The biblical 

emphasis lends itself to correcting a pervasive dualistic misconception of the human person 

and presents a dynamic account of the human person in a salvific relationship with the God 

of history. Fully appreciated only in light of the New Testament's Chnstological image of the 

"New   dam,"'^' imago dei "is concerned less with the origin than with the future of man 

Imago dei is not a static human quality rather it has an eschatoIogicai perspective. 

The Council eschews the static concept of the traditional neo-scholastic manuals and draws 

on resources fiom patnstic writers to illustrate the constitutive attributes of the human 

person. 

With Augustine (De Trinifate, XIV, 8, 1 1) the image of God is interpreted as capacity 
for God, qualification to know and love God. That is what for Augustine gives the 
idea of man [sic] as the image of God its dynamic aspect; man [sic] is the image of 
God to the extent in which he [sic] directs himself [sic] to God; man [sic] disfigures 
his [sic] likeness to God by turning away fmm ~ 0 d . l ' ~  

As imago dei each penon is endowed with God-given attributes that are constitutive of 

human nature. These attributes are not given or revoked at the discretion of any state or civil 

entity but are inviolable. 

The human penon as imago dei is a proclamation of lesus Christ and his saving 

mission. Three fundamental mysteries of Chnstology- the incarnation, the cross, and the 

resurrection- are united in the imago dei in light of the New Testament "New Adam." 

106 Joseph Ratzinger, "The Dignity of the Human Person," in Vorgrimler. ed., Commentary on the Documents of 
Vaficon II, 1 15-63. 
'O7 "He who is 'the image of the invisible God' (Col. 1 : 15), is himself the perfect man who restored in the 
children of Adam that likeness to God which has been disfigured ever since the first sin. Human nature by the 
very fact it was assumed, not absorbed, in hirn, has been raised in us also to a dignity beyond compare. For, by 
his incarnation, he, the son of God, has in a certain way united himself with each man [sic]. He worked with 
human hands, he thougIit with a human mind. He acted with a hurnan wiII and with a human heart he loved. 
Born of the Virgin Mary, he has mly been made one of us, like to us in al1 things except sin." Gaudium et spes, 
22. 
108 Ratzinger, "The Dignity of the Human Person," 12 1. 
'O9 Ibid. 



"Behind Guudium et spes there is, therefore, a theological conception based on the unity in 

salvation history of the order of creation and the order of redernption."l'o 

The idea of the assumprio hominis is ... touched upon in its full ontological depth. The 
human nature of d l  men [sic] is one; Christ's taking to himself the one hurnan nature 
is an event which affects every human being; consequently, human nature in every 
hurnan being is henceforth Christologically characterized. This idea then is extended 
to the real plane of acnial concrete human existence. Human action, thought, willing 
and loving have become the instrument of the Logos; what is first present on the 
plane of being, aiso gives new significance to the plane of action. to the actual 
accomplishment of human personal li fe. ' ' ' 

The Chnstological foundations of Gaudium et spes' anthropology are not extrinsic to the mie 

nature of the human person. *The human person has the promise of eternity with God; the 

promise of a new human comrnunity in Christ and finaily the promise of Christ's community 

with us in death."' l 2  In developing the relationship between anthropology and Christology 

the council afirms that "hurnan dignity rests above al1 on the fact that humanity is called to 

communion with God." (GS. 19) and this communion does not eliminate or minimize the 

communion we are cailed to with one another. 

There are implications for the human person as imago dei and the structure and 

contents of Gaudium et spes embellish these.' l 3  

The four chapters of Part I of Gaudirrm et spes address four interrelated concems: 
chapter one the dignity of the person; chapter two. the person as cornmunitarian: 
chapter three, the human person's right to fkeedom and self-expression; and chapter 
four. the Church and the world in dialogue."" 

''O Kasper. "Theoiogical Anthmpology," 50. 
1 1 1  Ratzinger, "The Dignity of the Human Person," 160. 
"' Ibid., 140. 
I l 3  The Council's desire to address the present reality of the contemporary world required a broader description 
of the church-world relationship than merely a theological ûeatise. This inherent tension between a theological 
and pragmatic approach initially was addressed by the bipartite structure of Gaitdium et spes. Part One of 
Gaudium et spes is intentionally theological in its emphasis teflecting a theoiogicai anthropology and Christian 
principles intended to provide a basis for the consideration of the issues of the church's special concem treated 
in Part Two. Kasper, "Theological Anthropo logy," 47. 
Il4 Himes, "The Church in the Modern WorId," 2. 



The fust four chapten of Gaudium et spes reflects the Christological anthropology in 

incarnational themes which explicates both the meaning of the incarnation for the history of 

the world and for the center of human history: the human person as imago dei.(GS, 12) 

Having established the human person as imago dei in chapter one, the second chapter focuses 

on the social implications of the Christian doctrine of the human person. 

Place was aiso found here for a more serious treatment of sin and its effects on human 
social life and, in conjunction with it, the significance of Christ's cross for the healing 
of society. A wish had also been expressed for the social character of human life to be 
based on the biblical account of creation. A cautious linking up of hurnan social life 
with the comuni ty  of the three persons in the Trinity was also inserted ... .Finally, 
the connection with the structure of socien; with the well-being of human persons 
themselves is more clearly brought out. ' '' 

Gaudium et spes establishes the intnnsic and mutual connection between the individual and 

the social order in the Christian understanding of the human person. Ideologies which 

attempt to rninimize or even deny the comection between the understanding of the hurnan 

peson and the larger social order. including Amencan individualism. are challenged both 

directly in the content and by the stnicture of Gaudiltm et spes. It is only in community that 

the penon can fully realize his or her own personhood. "God did not create people to live as 

individuals but to corne together in the formation of social unity." (GS, 32) It is Jesus himself 

who shows humanity this because "the cornmunitarian character [of the human person] is 

perfected and fulfilled in the work of Jesus Christ, for the Word made flesh willed to share in 

hurnan fellowship."(GS, 32) The peeon is by nature relational, created for communion with 

others and with God. 

Human community and solidarity are held to be manifestations of the person's 

divinely created social nature. Therefore, it is a human nght for "persons to express 

"' Otto Semmelroth, 'The Community of Mankind." in Vorgrimler, ed., Cornmentory on Fatican 11, 164. 



themselves fieely in social existence so as to becorne more tmly human. Authentic fieedom 

is at the heart of hurnan personhood. Freedom is. however. a fieedom for community, a 

fieedom to participate in the social fabric of human life. (GS, 17)' l6 The council's 

articulation of fieedom challenges the pervasive understanding of fieedom as "non- 

interference" so prevalent in contemporary American culture. The council articulates the 

conditions that promote true comrnunity, those that allow and foster a consciousness of true 

human dignity, provide opportunities for penons to be of service to the larger community 

and situations where a mie mutual relationship between the individual and the community 

are fostered. 

The fact that human beings are social by nature indicates that the bettement of the 
person and the improvement of society depend on each other. Insofar as humanity by 
its very nature stands cornpletely in need of society. it is and ought to be the 
begiming, the subject and the object of'every social organization. Life in society is 
not something accessory to humanity: through their dealings with others. through 
mutual service. and through hternai and sororal dialogue, men and women develop 
al1 their talents and becorne able to nse to their destiny. (GS, 25) 

The Council establishes that it is only in community that the human person can strive for his  

or her own tme destiny and true dignity as created in God's image. Although as imago dei 

the human penon is intrhsicaily social, 

man's [sic] likeness to God does not found a community solely because al1 
individuals are created in God's image, but because mankind [sic], multitude in unity, 
is an image, even if an imperfect one, of the one God in three persons. The fact that 
the hurnan person, although or because he [sic] is a self-contained creature loved by 

116 Goudiurn et spes, 17, acknowledges the value that people place on fieedom. It is quick to point out, however, 
that "they often chensh it improperly, as if it gave hem leave to do anything they Iike, even when it is evil. But 
that which is truly fieedom is an exceptional sign of the image of God in man [sic]. For God willed that man 
[sic] should 'be left in the hand of his own counsel so that he might of his own accord seek his creator and 
fkeely attain his [sic] fiil1 and blessed perfection by deaving to him. Man's dignity therefore requires him [sic] 
to act out of consciou and free choice, as moved and drawn in a personal way from within and not by blind 
impuIses in hirnself or be mere extemal comtraint." The article's understanding of freedom as the fieedom to 
participate in that which tnily enhances one's God given fieedorn is in stark contrast to the individualistic 
undemanding of freedom as '%eedom fiom any constraint. "Also, freedom "to seek our creator" as an intrinsic 
element of our human dignity is foundational to the conciliar document Dignitatis humanae. 



God for his [sic] own sake, can only tnily find himself [sic] by meeting and giving 
himself to others, has its deepest ground in the fact that his [sic] Creator himself [sic] 
subsists in three penons who are constituted by their mutual relati~nshi~s."~ 

The image of the comrnunity of divine persons subsisting in mutual love, equality and self- 

giving, is the ideal the imperfect hurnan community must strive to reflect. "There is a certain 

similarity between the union existing among the divine persons and the union of God's 

children in tmth and love."(GS. 24) The Trinitarian image challenges the human community 

to enflesh the equality, love, fieedom and solidarity of the Trinitarian comrnunity. 

The council maintains its cornpetence to comment upon the economic and political 

spheres precisely because of the church's fundamental concem for the promotion and 

safeguarding of human dignity. "The social order and its development must constantly yield 

to the good of the person, since the order of things m u t  be subordinate to the order of 

penons and not the other way around." (GS. 76) Cognizant that the human person is ofien 

perceived as a mere comrnodity or as secondary to profit. the council adrnits the need for 

conversion, "the renewai of attitudes and far-reaching sociai change,"(GS, 26) and admits the 

dependence upon the work of the Spirit "Who with wondrous providence. directs the course 

of time and renews the face of the earth." (GS, 26) The equality of al1 people. despite 

differences, is grounded in the cornmon origin and destiny of al1 human persons that 

"demands we strive for fairer and more human conditions. Excessive economic and sociai 

disparity between individuals and peoples of the one human race is a source of scanda1 and 

mitigates against social justice. equity, human dignity7 as wel1 as social and international 

peace." (GS. 29) 

The church's promotion of human dignity calls the human comrnunity to seek the 



comrnon good, "'the surn total of social conditions which allow people, either as groups or 

individuals, to reach their own fulfillment more fully and more easily."(GS, 26) This cal1 for 

human activity is integrally comected to the understanding of hurnanity's destiny because 

Yhey can fully discover their m e  selves only in sincere self-giving." (GS, 24) Gairdium er 

spes calls each person to the sacred duty of contnbuting to the common good that often 

involves "fostering and helping public and pnvate organizations devoted to bettenng the 

conditions of life." (GS, 30) 

Church and World in Critical Dialogue 

The theological principles dcu la ted  in the first three chapters of Part One of 

Gaudium er spes establish the ecclesial implications of the human person as imago dei. 

Al1 we have said up to now about the dignity of the human person. the comrnunity of 
men and women, and the deep significance of human activity, provides a basis for 
discussing the relationshi between the Church and the world and the dialogue 
between them. (GS. 40) 1 ,P 

Gaudium et spes creates a bndge between the moral vision of the human person and the self- 

understanding and self-expression of the church. The church is "the sign and safeguard of the 

transcendental dimensions of the human person."(GS, 76) As Rembert Weakland observes, 

...p erhaps one of the greatest contributions of Vatican II to the dialogue of the church 
with the world was its emphasis on the value of the human person. Here it was seen 

"~ommenting on the placement of this article afier the principles established in the three chapten pnor to it, 
Yves Congar notes, "What the Council has said about the dignity of the human person, the Iife of men [sic] in 
society and their significance of their earthly activity, represents the immediate reasons for the relation between 
the Church and worId and provides the basis of their mutual dialogue. Because the Church has sornething to say 
on these three themes of a comprehensive doctrine of man [sic] it has a function in relation to the world. It is 
there fore possible throughout the Pastoral Constitution to consider the Church, not in itself (as in Lumen 
Gentium) but in its life and action in the world." Yves Congar, "The Role of the Church in the Modem World," 
in Vorgrirnler. ed., Cummentaty on Fatican 11, 203. 



that what the church cm contribute to the world is indeed an insistence on the 
intrinsic worth of each person regardless of gender, race or persona1 a~hievements."~ 

The cornmitment to the dignity of the hurnan peson is now at the center of its ecclesial 

identity. The social rninistry of the church. rather than compromising the religious nature of 

the church, actually is necessary for the church to fülfill its own mission. Whether it aids the 

world or whether it benefits fiom it, 

the Church has but one sole purpose--that the kingdom of God may corne and the 
salvation of the human race may be accomplished. Every benefit the people of God 
can confer on hurnanity during its earthl pilgrimage is rooted in the Church's being 
"the universal sacrament of sa1vation'''''at once rnanifesting and actuaiizing the 
mystery of God's love for hurnanity. (GS, 45) 

As an instrument of the Kingdom of God. the church is not relegated to the rnargins of 

society or world, but rather the church "travels the sarne journey as ail of hurnanity and 

shares the same earthly lot with the world(GS. 40). It is called to be concemed with al1 that 

concems the human family, "it is to be a leaven and. as it were, the sou1 of the human society 

in its renewal by Christ and transformation into the farnily of God." (GS. 40) 

Part Two of Gaudium et spes reflects the church's concem for al1 aspects of the 

hurnan fmily. "Having set forth the dignity of the human person and his and her individual 

and social role in the universe, the Council now draws people's attention, in light of the 

Gospel and of hurnan experience, to some more urgent problems deeply afTecting the human 

race." (GS. 16) The church draws attention to several areas of concem including economic 

and social life, the political community and culture. The church's cornitment to the dignity 

of the human penon allows dl areas of human concem to warrant the church's attention and 

Il9 Remben G. Weakland, The Church in The Nineties: Ifs Legacy. Ifs Future. ed. Pierre Hegy, (Collepville, 
Minn.: The Liturgical Press, 1993), mi. 
120 In article 45 of Gaudium et spes, "the universal sacrament of salvation" is a reference to the Dogmatic 
Constitution on The Church. Lumen Gentium, ch. 7, n. 48. 



energy. What the council acknowledges in its recognition of the areas of special urgency is 

that "there are histoncal conditions which promote and protect hurnan dignity and there are 

conditions which violate human dignity."I2' The misconception that the economy and 

political orders belong to a morally neutral public sphere is challenged by the Council's 

cornmitment to human dignity. Gaudium et spes has provided the ecclesiological link 

between the social mission of the church and its very imer nature: the church has placed the 

hurnan person at the center of its earthly mission and the church is to be the universal 

sacrament of God's love for al1 people. 

The Christologicai anthropology of Gaudium et spes is the foundation f ~ r  the 

church's proclamation of human dignity and becomes the consistent cnterion for the church's 

evaluation of the economic and political orders. The church affirms the progress and 

potentiai of the economic and political spheres. yet challenges existing structures to conform 

to the values that foster the realization of one's true human dignity: solidarity. equality, 

freedom to participate, and a mutual interdependence between the individuai and the larger 

society. 

In the sphere of economics and social life, too, the dignity and entire vocation of the 
hurnan person as well as the welfare of society as a whole have to be respected and 
fostered; for people are the source, the focus and the aim of al1 economic and social 
iife. (GS. 63) 

The council encourages economic progress and production but it is not an uncritical or an 

unconditional support. The council indicates the "economic mentality" pervading modem life 

is in large part responsible for the disproportionate wealth that allows "luxury and rnisery to 

exist side by side." (GS, 63) The council calls it a sacred obligation on the part of individuals 

and groups to rectify this scandal: '70 fulfill the requirements of justice and equity, every 

"' Himes, "The C h m h  in the Modem World," 2. 



effort must be made to put an end as soon as possible to the immense economic inequalities 

which exist in the world and increase From day to day." (GS. 66) Al1 economic activity is to 

be conducted "in accordance with techniques and methods belonging to the moral order so 

that God's decision for humanity may be fulfilled." (GS, 64) The economic sphere is to be at 

the service *'of humanity in its totality, taking into account people's matenal needs and 

requirements of their intellechial, moral, spirinial. and religious life" (GS. 64) The increase 

of goods produced, profit, or prestige are not the ultimate purpose of economic activity and 

development but rather the well being of t!x human person and of the entire human 

community. 

The econornic order is not the domain of a "group of individuals. a politicai 

community alone. nor of a few strong nations."(GS. 65) nor should its development be left to 

the "almost mechanical evolution of economic activity." (GS. 65) The economic sphere is 

not the arena of unfettered selfish energies in the punuit of private gain. Rather. because 

"God destined earth and al1 it contains for al1 people and nations so that al1 created things 

would be shared fairly by al1 humanity," (GS, 69) The economic sphere is to support a 

national and global context where the universal distribution of earthly goods are shared in 

order to promote the cornmon good. Neither the church. nor the disciple, is allowed to 

circumvent the sacred obligation towards the social and economic orders, because. "al1 who 

in obedience to Christ seek f~ the kingdom of God will denve from it a stronger and purer 

motivation for helping al1 their brothers and sisters and for accomplishing the task of justice 

under the inspiration of charity." (GS, 72) 

The council's understanding of the nature and purpose of the political cornmunity is 

based on its cornmitment to saf'eguard the true nature and dignity of the human penon. The 



council highlights the "rights and duties of the individual in the exercise of civil liberty and 

in the achievement of the cornmon good." (GS, 73) The council recognizes that of al1 the 

transformations ushered in by the modem era, "the keener awareness of human dignity has 

given rise in various parts of the world to an eagemess to establish a politico-juridical order 

in which the rights of the human person in public life will be bener protected." (GS, 73) The 

council holds to the belief that political structures and institutions must safeguard and 

guarantee the rights of the person. It is only in a context cornrnitted to human rights that 

citizens, both individually and collectively. have the freedom to participate in public life. 

Situations which exclude participation in public life. based on ethnic. religious, or other 

factors are contrary to human nghts and fa11 far short of establishing the political sphere as a 

tnie catalyst for authentic human community. 

There is no better way to establish political life on a truly hurnan basis han by 
encouraging an inward sense ofjustice. of good will, and of service to the cornmon 
good, and by consolidating people's basic convictions as to the uue nature of the 
political community and the aim. proper exercise, and the lirnits of public authority. 
(GS, 73) 

The political comrnunity is necessary not simply to keep order, or to protect the nghts of 

private interests, but rather to foster and assist in creating the possibility for a truly human 

life for the constituents of the civil community. 

The dignity of the hurnan person calls each and every person in their own capacity to 

participate in the processes of civil govemrnent in order to promote the common good. The 

very recognition of one's own human dignity calls each person to work for a context that 

heightens diis same awareness for al1 persons. Tme freedom is not a fkeedorn '%om" the 

larger community but rather true freedom is in tandem with responsibility and duty. Freedom 

implies the responsibility to participate in the larger comrnunity to acrualize one's tnie 

human dignity and safeguard this same possibility for others. 



The political community exists for the comrnon good: this is its full justification and 
meaning and the source of its specific and basic nght to exist. The common good 
embraces the sum total of al1 those conditions of social life which enable individuals, 
families, and organizations to achieve complete and efficacious fulfillment. (GS, 74) 

Authority in the political cornmunity "guides and directs differing points of view toward the 

common good." (GS, 74) It best fulfills this role by acting "above al1 as a moral force based 

on fieedom and a sense of responsibility." (GS, 74)) The aim of al1 political structures and 

fonns of authority, despite their evident diversity, should "always be the formation of hurnan 

persons who are cultured, peace-loving, and well disposed towards d l ,  to the benefit the 

whole human race." (GS. 74) Human dignity is the lens by which the church defines the 

nature, the purpose and the role of authority in the political community. 

The council saw it as necessary for the church to define its understanding of its 

presence vis-à-vis the political comrnunity. 

The political community and the Church are autonomous and independent of each 
other in their own fields. They are at the service of the persona1 and social vocation of 
the same individuals. though under different titles. This service will be more efficient 
and beneficial to al1 if both institutions develop better cooperation according to the 
circumstances of place and time. For humanity's horizons are not confined to the 
temporal order; living in human history they retain the fullness of their etemal cailing. 
(GS. 76) 

The church explicitly recognizes the autonomy of the church and political spheres. yet both 

church and the political community share the cornmitment to the persona1 vocation of the 

hurnan person. It is not an autonomy characterized by the church and the political comrnunity 

as ~o parallel worlds. Rather, the council respects the distinction of the unique d e s  of the 

church and the political cornmunity in the promotion of the persona1 vocation of each person, 

and calls for their mutual cooperation in the service of the human comm~nity.~" 

'" The church's understanding of the penon is implied in this distinction. The human penon cannot be divided 
somehow Uito hvo spheres. There is not a public sphere or even the temporal order which is devoid of moral 



Eliminating the Totalist Option 

In Gaudiurn et spes, the church shifts dramatically fiom its pre-conciliar position on 

its relationship with the state. The church "never places its hopes in any privileges accorded 

to it by civil authority; indeed it will give up the exercise of certain legitimate nghts 

whenever it becomes clear that their use will compromise the sincerity of its witness. or 

whenever new circumstances cal1 for a revised approach." (GS, 76) What exactly is the 

ecclesial witness the council speaks of? Not bound to any political system or identified with 

any political community, the church claims its freedom to "preach the faith, to proclaim its 

teaching about society, to c a q  out its task among people without hindrance, and to pass 

moral judgment even in matters relating to politics, whenever the fundamental human nghts 

or the salvation of souk requires it." (GS. 76) In the church's free exercise of its mission it 

"respects and encourages the political freedom and responsibility of the citizen," (GS, 76) 

and thereby exhibits its own legitimate participation in the civil arena. At the same time. it 

ventures forth in the political arena using only the means which are "in accord with the 

Gospel and the welfare of humanity" (GS. 76) respecting the diversity of times and 

circumstances. The Declaration on Religious Liberty, Dignitatis humanae, is the 

foundational document reflecting the church's respect for, and acceptance of, the variety and 

divers@ of political cornmunities in the global cornmunit.. The shifi From the pre-conciliar 

to the post-conciliar understanding of the church-state relationship is an essential 

contribution of Dignitatis hummae. 

J. Bryan Hehir offers a clear and concise treatment of the major facets of the shift in 

implications somehow separate from the demands of human dignity. Human history is the locus and the arena 
for the promotion of human dignity, and the church claims its cornpetence to be involved in the political order 
in the manner that reflects the ecclesial mission as "sign and safeguard of the transcendental dimension of the 
human penon." Gaudium et spes, 76. 



the church's undentanding of its relationship with the political cornrnunity. Comparing the 

post-conciliar undentanding of the church-state relationship with the pre-conciliar 

understanding, he states, 

In the period between the Reformation and Vatican II, the church affirmed the moral 
desirability of a "Catholic state" in cases where the majority of the population was 
Catholic. In the nineteenth century, the First Vatican Council(1870) modified this 
~eaching Iry distinguishing between "The Thesis" or normative case of a Catholic 
state and "The Hypothesis"-the exceptional case which is tolerated because seeking to 
achieve a "Catholic state" would cause more h m  than good.Iz3 

In the pre-conciliar era, the Roman church only tolerated arrangements not reflecting "The 

Thesis" arrangement. Therefore, the Vatican considered the non-establishment clause of the 

United States Constitution and the religious pluralism of the Amencan context as Iess than 

Hehir cites three principles fiom Dignitutis hurnanae that have allowed the 

redefinition of the church-state relationship. First is the acceptance of religious pluralism as 

the context for the church's ministry. "What the Vatican council has to Say about the 

individual's right to religious freedom is based on the dignity of the person." (DH 9) In 

article four of Dignitatis hurnanae the council asserts the freedom of individuals and 

religious communities to be immune fiom coercion in religious matters. The council states 

that al1 people must be allowed to teach and bear witness to their religious beliefs without 

opposition by legislation or civil actions. Even in those situations where speciai recognition 

may be granted to "one religious community . . . the rîght of al1 citizens and religious 

communities to religious Freedom mua be recognized and respected as well." (DH 6) 

Religious pluralism is not merely tolerated by the church it is the manifestation of the hurnan 

person's religious fieedom and the context of the church0s ministry. 

l3  Hehir, "Fmm Church-State to Religion and Politics," 54. 



The second principle in Dignitatis humanue is the church's recognition of the 

legitimate authority of the state to protect religious freedom and to promote the "common 

good of society." (DH 6) The common good is '+the common responsibility of individual 

citizens, social groups, civil authorities, the church. and other religious communities." (DH 

6) The document's understanding of the state '7s not the Catholic state of the post- 

reformation era but the constitutional state whose powers are limited by law."'" Finally, 

although the state provides a limited and much needed role in society, society is a larger 

entity than the state. Throughout Digniiaiis humanae is the recognition of the social nature of 

the human person and his or her fulfillment in the relational life in a given society. 

The distinction among church. state, and society is foundational to the church's public 

role. In Dignitatis humanae. the church abandons any possibility of a theocracy. or a totalist 

mode of organizing religion. The church's acknowiedgment of the secularity of the state 

allows the freedom necessq to fulfill its own mission within the larger society. It does not 

seek a direct alliance with the state or a politicization of its mission and beliefs. Rather. the 

freedom to function and fulfill its mission is the only objective the church seeks for itself 

from the state in the post-conciliar age. "' The question that calls for M e r  elaboration is 

not, "does the church have the nght to function in the public realm?" but radier, "how does 

the church function in the public arena especially in the diversity of modem cultures and 

political systems?" 

The church's respect of the diversity of circurnstances and times is a reflection of the 

"' I. Biyan Hehir, "The Catholic Bishops and the Nuclear Debate: A Case Study of the lndependent Sector." in 
Religion, The Independent Secror and Arnerican Culture, no. 63, Amencan Academy of Religion Studies in 
Religion (Atlanta: Scholars Press, t W), 100. 
'" In the United States. the church's public role is compatible with the constitutional non-establishment 
amendment. The church is fiee to h c t i o n  without, however, expecting the fàvoritism of governmental 
establishment; at the same time, the legitimate fiinction o f  the church cannot be curtailed by expressions o f  
discrimination. 



conciliar position regarding the relationship between church and culture. As one of its areas 

of special urgency, the Council considers culture in the widest sense of the word it is "dl 

those things which go to the refining and developing of hurnanity's diverse mental and 

physical endowments."(GS, 53) In the mind of the council, culture encompasses the entire 

4chumaniYng activity of man [sic] in this world." l x  The church recognizes. affiirms and 

embraces the cultural pluralism of the contemporary world."' This diversity is not the result 

of a hierarchical framework designating certain cultures as "civilized and others as 

"uncivilized." Rather. the council posits the human person as the craflsperson and architect 

of hurnan culture. therefore. cultural diversity is a reflection of the fact that 

aithough man [sic] is fimdamentally identical in nature, his [sic] action is conditioned 
by innumerable extemal factors which deeply affect him [sic] even in the emotional 
and intellectual spheres. He [sic] is conditioned in particular by history and 
geography: it is not a matter of indifference for man [sic] or a goup to [ive at this or 
that moment of history or at this or that place on earth. That means that time and 
space determine the rhythm of hurnan civilizations and give them different feanires 
and forms."* 

As in al1 areas of special urgency, the council's insistence on safeguarding the human dignity 

of each person plays a significant role in its discussion of culture. To the extent that a culture 

upholds and safeguards the tme dignity of the human person tme cultural development is 

present fostering a tme humanizing context. 

Culture m u s  be subordinated to the integral development of the human person. to the 
good of the cornmunity and of the whole of humanity. Therefore one must aim at 
encouraging the human spirit to develop its faculties of wonder. of understanding of 
contemplation. of forming personai judgrnents, and cultivating a religious, moral and 
social sense. (GS, 59) 

To the extent that a culture's myriad of beliefs, institutions, customs, and polity neglects the 

126 Roberto Tucci, "The Proper Development of Culture," in VorgrimIer. ed., Commenrary on Vatican 11, 262. 
"' Robeno Tucci States that the desire to "face the problem of how Chnstianity can be embodied in non- 
Western cultures prompted the favorable attitude towards cultural pIuraIism and an openness to the advances of 
cultural anthropology and ethnology." Ibid., 257 

Ibid., 256. 



human dignity of the person and the human c o r n ~ n u n i t ~ , ' ~ ~  the church is called to critique and 

work for the culture's transformation in light of the gospel. "Human culture must evolve ... in 

such a way that it will develop the whole hurnan person hamoniously and integrally. and 

will help everyone to fulfill the tasks to which they are called." (GS, 56) 

Gaudiurn et spes envisions a church in a critical yet rnutual relationship with the host 

culture; this relationship is but one facet of the critical engagement of the "church in the 

modem ~ o r l d . " ' ~ ~  Not tied io any one culture, the church "enters into communion with a 

culture [and] the church is thereby enriched dong with the culture.""' In Article 58. the 

council recognizes that the church has never been a disembodied or an acultural community 

and posits the relationship between culture and church within the larger themes of revelation, 

incarnation, and evangelization. 

There are many links between the message of salvation and culture. In his [sic] self- 
revelation to his [sic] people culminating in the fullness of manifestation in his [sic] 
incarnate Son. God spoke according to the culture proper to each age. Similarly the 
church has existed through the centuries in varying circumstances and has utilized the 
resources of different cultures to spread and explain the message of Christ in its 
preaching. to examine and undentand it more deeply, and to express it more perfectly 
in the linugy and in the life of the multiform community of the fa i t f i l .  (GS. 58) 

Central to the mission of the church is the evangelization of the host culture announcing the 

gospel so that the "good news continually renews the Iife and culture of fdlen humanity; it 

combats and removes the error and evil which flow from the ever-present attraction of sin." 

119 Gcrudium et spes. 56, specifically mentions obstacles of m e  culturai development. Among those obstacles 
mentioned are: industriakation and technology that overshadow the nue hurnan need for wonder and 
contemplation: lack of the abiIity of al1 to share in the benefits of cuiture; the rightfbl daims of autonorny, 
which culture makes for itsetf, yet caution is needed so as not to fa11 into a humanism which is purely 
earthbound and even hostile to religion. 

It is imponant to note, as Aylward Shoner emphasizes, that "There is artificiality in speaking as ifthe church 
was culturaIly disembodied. The c h m h  in alien cultural form enters into communion with an unevangelized 
culture; the Church both in its alien f o m  and in its new cultural form is enriched." Aylward Shorter, Towards a 
Theology of lnculturation (Maryknoll, N.Y .: Orbis, 1 992), 202. 
13' Ibid. 



(GS, 58) At the same time, because it is a mutual relationship behveen the culture and the 

church, culture provides resources for evangelization, "[the church] takes the spiritual 

quaiities and endowments of every age and nation, and with supematural riches it causes 

hem to blossom. as it were, from within; it fortifies. completes and restores them to Christ." 

No more evident is this mutual relationship between culture and Christianity than in 

the theological enterprise. In the Catholic sub-culture. theology's role was primarily 

intemal:'32 boistering and defending the Catholic sub-culture. With the ecclesial and cultural 

shifis in Vatican II, 

theologians are being asked. within the methods and limits of theological science. to 
develop more efficient ways of comrnunicating doctrine to the people of today. for 
the deposit and the truths of faith are one thing, the manner of expressing hem-- 
provided their sense and rneaning are retained-is quite another. (GS. 62)  

The task of theology is to express and articulate the meaning and understanding of the faith 

for the contemporary world. The council cdls for the incorporation of the social sciences. 

including sociology. psychology, literature and art. as part of theological method in 

theology's quest of "faith seeking understanding" in the contemporary world. Culture 

becomes a wellspring of questions, challenges and a resource for theology, as welI as the 

locus for the church's mission of evangelization. 

The principle that theological research must not lose contact with its own age ... added 
another essential principle ... namely that it seeks a deeper knowledge of revealed 
truth. In this way the two potes of theological development are pointed out. for by its 
very nature it involves a constant tension between inquiry in faith into the content of 

"' Joseph Komonchak notes, "Apart h m  some appmaches to apologetics and new additions to the Iist of 
aùversarii, the theological manuals of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries show IittIe trace of the ideological, 
political, cultural combat in which the Church believed itseif to be engaged. In Lonergan's phrase, theologians 
had long since retreated into their dogmatic corner, and not even the appeals of Leo XIII, a Pius IX. or a Pius 
XII to engage the modem ideoIogies and devetopments moved rnost theoiogians to expand their cumculum 
beyond what and earIier tradition handed d o m  .... Far more than the Church itself, the theologians resided in 
their own docmatic ghetto." Komonchak, "Roles of TheoIogy," 2 1. 



revelation and a constant renewal of its questions and language, if it is really to fulfill 
its f i c t i on  in the church, i.e. service of the Word in the community of the People of 
God which feels its close solidarity with the human race and its history, and which 
has the permanent duty of scrutinizing the signs of the times and of interpreting them 
in the light of the 

In the post-conciliar era, theology is in a critical relationship with culture articulating the 

meaning of Christianity in a specific time and place. Theology is at the service of the church 

and of the world "giving an account of its hope" and espousing a transfomative role in the 

world. Post-concilia. theology, 

involves a critical correlation between a text and a situation. between the claims of a 
tradition and the challenges of modemity. between the criteria of faith and the criteria 
of cntical reason. It mites into a single interpretative moment the two goals which 
had fonnerly been kept separate: the self-constitution of the Church and the Church's 
engagement with society."'l 

The Church's role is to encourage, remind, and to challenge ail that "culture must aim at the 

integral perfection of the human person. and the good of the community and of the whole 

~ociety.'"~* Theology, critically engaged with culture, must aiso bear this tmsfotmative task. 

The American Bishops ' Pasrorals 

The term "public church" ofien appears in tandem with two episcopal pastoral lettea 

of the United States bishops: The Challenge of Peace: God S Promise and Our 

~es~onse'~'and Economic Jusrice For A ZZ: Pasrural Le fier on Cathok Social Teaching and 

the United Srares ~conorn~?' Among the many issues facing the American hierarchy in 

recent years. the economy and peace warranted senous attention. As ecclesial documents 

13' Tucci. "The Propcr Development of Culture." 283. 
134 Ibid., 27. 
135 Ibid., 269. 

The Challenge of Peace: God's Promke and Our Responre (Washington, D.C.: United States Catholic 
Conference (1983). In m e r  references numerals refer to the document's paragraphs. 
"' Economic Justice For All: Pastoral Letter on CathoIic Social Teaching and the United Srates Economy 
(Washington, D.C-: United States Catholic Conference (1986). In tiirther references numerais refer to the 
document's paragraphs. 



they illustrate a relationship with the American culture that embody characteristics that 

define the fonn and work of the public ~ h u r c h . ' ~ ~  

The United States bishops' involvement and participation in the Amencan political 

process is not a recent development. The cornparison between the pre-conciliar and post- 

conciliar roles of episcopal participation in the American context is important for the 

discussion of the Roman Catholic church in the United States as a public church. The 

bishops' pre-concilia activity c m  be characterized in a three-fold manner. First. 'rhe 

immigrant church looked to its bishops for leadership. protection, and help in assimilating 

into a hostile Arnerican cult~re.""~ Episcopal leadership was an advocate for the interests of 

this sub-culture; "the bishops were involved in politics insofar as they led. spoke for. or 

represented identifiable constituencies.'"JO Second. despite efforts both at centralization of 

episcopal involvement and a national agenda, the bishops' politicai action was 

ovenvhelmingly local in the traditional era.14' In part. this was because the Amencan 

political scene was also local. The issues that appealed to the Catholic agenda, such as 

education and public rnorality. were ofien the domain of state and local politics. Third. the 

immigrant Catholic desired assimilation into mainstream American culture but was often met 

with the ever-present anti-Catholic bigotry and a suspicion regarding one's true national 

"' The consideration ofthe pastoral letten is limited. These documents are treated as ecclesial documents. 
refiecting the general characteristics of the pubIic church as established in Martin Marty's typology and 
validated and identified in the conciliar documents Gaudiurn et spes and DignitatU humanae. The intent is more 
iitustritive of the church and cuIture relationship, which the public church manifests, rather than of an 
e-xhaustive analysis of content, process, or even reception. 

Timothy A. Byrnes, Catholic Bishops in .4merican Pufitics (Princeton, NJ.: Princeton University Press, 
1993), 1 1. 
IJO Ibid. 
"' Monsignor John A. Ryan, as an antecedent of the public church. was a man ahead of his times. Although he 
consistentiy pushed for the national agenda and national work of the Arnerican episcopacy, the potitical 
situation and the ecclesial structure favored local and relatively autonornous episcopal participation in the 
politicai arena. 



loyaity. More often than not, the episcopal hierarchy asserted the patriotism of the American 

church by offering enthusiastic support of United States foreign policy and Arnencan war 

efforts. "" 

Several factors significantly redefined this h c t i o n  and role of the bishops in the 

United States, "The assimilation of Catholics into the Amencan socio-economic mainstream 

and the expansion of the federal governrnent's role in the lives of Arnencan citizens brought 

the traditional era of the bishops' political activities to a close in the 1960's.""" The concilia 

stress on episcopal collegiality and nationai episcopal conferences soon overshadowed the 

traditional paradigm of the autonomous local bishop as the defender of Catholics in a 

besieged sub-culture. These factors precipitated a dramatic shift in the episcopal engagement 

with h e r i c a n  culture- First. 

the church can no longer shape ecclesiastical policy in response to outside challenges. 
Catholics would be forced to define their role in American society on the basis of 
something other than survival. the goal that a sense of being a besieged, threatened 
minority had always dictated.Iu 

Once mainstreamed. Arnerican Catholics were more difficult to differentiate frorn the general 

population and therefore. episcopal assertions of patriotism were no longer needed. The end 

of the immigrant church occurred simultaneously as Amencan Catholics were assimilated 

into the American mainstrearn culture. This was a catalyst for the dissipation of the Catholic 

sub-culture and redefined both the role of the United States bishops and the relationship of 

the Roman Catholic church and the larger Arnencan culture. The histoncal proximity of the 

end of the immigrant church and the Second Vatican Council's theological and ecclesial 

'" Timothy Bymes devotes the fiat chapter of Catholic BLFhops in American Politics to an extensive 
consideration of the 'Ltraditionai" roIe of the Arnerican bishops in the political sphere, He follows with an 
e ually cornprehensive consideration of  the 'hiodern role" of the bishops in his second chapter. 
lQ Bymes, Caholic Bishops, 35. 
ler Ibid., 36. 



disrnantling of the universal and centralized sub-culture of the Roman Catholic church 

propelled the episcopal hierarchy into a new mode of critical engagement with Amencan 

culture. The bishops continued to advance Catholic interests but adopted a "much broader. 

but less authoritative, scope of political activity that allowed them to reshape and expand 

their participation in the Arnencan political process."1"5 in the pastoral letters, the United 

States episcopacy reflects this new activity in its "attempt to shape a public ~hurch.""'~ 

Pivotal to the work of the public church is a critique of the individualism of the 

Arnencan culture. The pervasive American individualism creates the perception of a morally 

neutral public sphere fostenng the misconception of the economic and political systems as 

"givens" and beyond moral analysis. h the pastoral Economic Justice For Ail. the bishops 

challenge this perception of the public sphere, and maintain. "every economic decision and 

institution must be judged in light of whether it protects or undemines the dignity of the 

human person.""' The church at once the sign and the safeguard of the uanscendentai 

dimension of the human person," (GS, 76) and the ecclesial role of promoting human dignity 

is a primary hermeneutic for the analysis of the Arnencan economic system. The economic 

order is the fhir of hman agency, and "how we organize our society- in economics and 

politics, in law and policy-- directly affects hurnan dignity and the capacity of individuals to 

grow in c o m m ~ n i t ~ . " ~ ~ ~  The human person Ys not only sacred but also social. Hurnan dignity 

can be realized and protected oniy in cornm~nity.'"'~ 

David Hollenbach highlights the economic pastoral's embrace of Gaudiurn et spes' 

'" Ibid.. 37. 
'" J. Bryan Hehir, "Church-Suite and Church-World: The Ecclesiological Implications," Cathoiic Thedogicol 
Society of America Proceedings 4 1 ( 1986): 63. 
'47 Economic Jusrice For A Il, 1 3. "' Ibid., 14. 

Ibid. 



critical anthropology in his consideration of rights langage in Econornic Jzistice For Al[. 

The definition of human rights contained in the pastoral letter is key. ... Human rights 
are called ''the minimum conditions for life in community." Here human rights have a 
social or relational meaning from the very start. ... The bishops spell out what this 
means this way: Basic justice demands the establishment of minimum levels of 
participation in the life ofthe hurnan communip for allpersonr. The ultimate 
injustice is for a person or group to be treated actively or abandoned passively as if 
thry were nonmernbers of the human race."'jO 

The pastoral is in continuity with the Second Vatican Council's anthropology positing that 

the human person is social by nature and has the rîght and the duty to participate in the larger 

society. The individual is not over against, nor pnor to, the larger society. Participation. not 

exemption, is the tme human freedom: a freedom to participate that allows the person to 

fulfill his or her own human dignity and des~iny. Human rights reflect true human dignity 

therefore rights have a social and relational meaning. Hollenbach reiterates both Gaudium et 

spes and the economic pastoral's challenge to Amencan individualism. stating, "an 

individualistic conception of human rights is inadequate.'''S' 

The bishops' traditionai need to accommodate to the ..\merican culture as an ecclesial 

besieged sub-culture now gives way to their ability to challenge the United States in the very 

area once the locus of Catholic patriotism: war and peace.'22 In The Challenge of Peace, the 

bishops are writing as bishops of the only nation to have used nuclear weapons in warfare, 

and as residents of one of the major players in the building up and stockpiling of the nuclear 

arsenal. In the pastoral The Challenge of Peace they state: 

'" David Hollenbach, "A Cornmunitarian Reconstruction of Hwnan Rights: A Contribution fiom Catholic 
Tradition," in Douglass and Hollenbach, eds.. Catholicism and Liberalisrn, 139. 
'" Ibid. 
'" Dorothy Day's pacifism in the World War 11 era as an antecedent of  the public church is al1 the more evident 
in li@t of  the tendency of the Catholic community to defend and express its patriotism in accommodating the 
war efforts of the United States. 



As Amencan citizens of the nation which was fint to produce atomic weapons. which 
has been the oniy one to use them and which today is one of the handful of nations 
capable of decisively intluencing the course of the nuclear age ... . 153 

Although the bishops are in solidarity with the culture, "as bishops and pastors ministenng in 

one of the major nuclear nations. we have encountered this terror in the minds and hearts of 

our people-indeed we çhare it."ls4 This solidarity is not capitulation to the culture. The 

bishops emphatically state, 'We speak as bishops of the Church in the United States. who 

have both the obligation and the oppomuiity to share and interpret the moral and religious 

wisdom of the Catholic tradition by applying it to the problem of war and peace t ~ d a ~ . " ' ~ ~  

Recognizing both the complexities of the modem world and the "moment of supreme crisis 

identified by Vatican 11'''~~ the bishops echo the 

words of the Holy Father, we need a "moral about face." The whole world must 
summon the moral courage and technical means to say no to nuclear conflict: no to 
weapons of mass destruction; no to an arms race which robs the poor and the 
vulnerable; and no to the moral danger of a nuclear age which places before 
humankind indefensible c hoices of constant terror or surrender. Peacemaking is not 
an optional cornmitment. It is a requirement of ou faith. 'j7 

The United States bishops' pastoral The Challenge of Peace is a signpost of the church's 

attempt to fùlfill the cal1 of the %e Pastoral Constitution [of ihe Church in the Modern 

World] . . . to bring the light of the gospel to bear upon the signs of the tir ne^.'''^^ The peace 

pastoral offers an effective teaching document that reflects the standards of a rationai 

argument, retains the puticularity of the Catholic tradition, and provides moral insight into 

the complex and contemporary issue of nuclear warfare. 

The issues of nuclear war and armaments are not simply items on the Catholic agenda 

153 The Challenge of Peace, 4. 
'" Ibid.. 1. 
IJ5 ~biid., 5. 
'" Ibid., vi. 
Is7 Ibid., vii. 
'" Ibid., 13. 



but issues for al1 hurnanity. The bishops' audience is both the Roman Catholic community 

and the larger society. The pastoral letter is the bishops' attempt to stimulate public 

discoune; W e  want it to make a contribution to the wider public debate in our country on the 

dangers and dilernmas of the nuclear age."15' Unlike the traditional episcopal role of 

advocacy for the Catholic sub-culture, the peace pastoral is a manifestation of the public 

church as the advocate for d l  hurnanity. The peace pastoral's process of dialogue and 

consultation. and its cal1 for collaboration with other institutions to foster a new sense of the 

public order illustrates well the public church. The Challenge of Peace is a public document; 

it reflects a process of dialogue with experts in fields both within and outside the theologicd 

arena?' Less an atternpt to offer a blueprint for the solution to the nuclear issue. the pastoral 

attempts to ensure that the moral and ethical foundations and assumptions of the wide range 

of positions surrounding the nuclear issue were voiced in the public fonim. In listening to a 

wide range of experts with conflicting positions, the church began a "process of theological 

analysis with a concrete examination of the nature of the questions to be addressed, rhen 

moving to a theological reflection on their major characteristics of the problem.*'161 The 

Challenge of Peuce as an ecclesial text of the public church raises the consciousness of al1 

people as to the moral implications for one of the most urgent issues facing the hurnan 

Is9 Ibid., ii. 
'" During the tint year of the pastoral cornmittee's existence under Cardinal Bernadin as chair. a series of 
hearings were conducted involving experts representing a wide range of positions on issues pertinent to the 
nuciear discussion. Including biblicaf scholars, a variety of ethicisu representing a spectrum of positions, retired 
military personnel, representatives of pacifîst organizations, and two former secretaries of defense, the 
cornmittee attempted to grasp the multitude of issues connected with the question of nuclear warfare. These 
hearings were not held sirnply to provide much needed data; ultimateiy, they required that each contributor 
articulate in a persuasive and competent mannet his or her own position. Not solely informational, these 
hearings were an example of the pastoral's intent: to provide a catalyst for public discourse. 
16' Hehir, "The Peace Pastoral and Global Mission," in Joseph Gremillion, ed., The Church and Culture Since 
Vatican II: The Erperience ofNorth and Latin America (Notre Dame, Ind.: Universiq of Notre Dame, 1985), 
103. 



community: nuclear arms. ïhe  bishops relied on the larger wisdom of the universal Church 

in their pastoral role as bishops of the United States. investigating the issues of the nuclear 

debate through a method of serious dialogue they responded to what Gaudium et spes hoped 

the church would be: "to be present in the midst of history of the drama of history, to be 

visible and vocal at al1 the key places where decision are made which shape the fabnc of 

human life."16' The pastoral is an example of one local hierarchy to be present in the midst of 

the nuclear debate. 

The church is not the only institution involved in the public discome but it does have 

a unique function. The church's specific contribution in the public discussion is its ability to 

bring a systernatic capability to mise and address the moral dimensions of public 
issues and it also brings the capabili to engage the members of its constituency in 

%3 public discussion about these issues. 

The church's competency is to provide a moral voice in the discussion of matters of public 

policy and social issues. Through the church's social ethics. often the mediation of its public 

theology. the church attempts through persuasive moral argument to influence its o m  

constituency and those within the larger society. Uitimately this public discourse will shape 

public opinion that can influence and shape public policy. The church is convinced that 

beneath the public conversation there are operating assumptions and premises about human 

nature. the value of the penon, and a specific world-view. The church hopes to surface these 

operating asnimptions and to add to the public conversation its own persuasive voice. In 

carrying out the church's mission it hopes to shape public opinion in order to shape public 

life so the true value of the hurnan penon is recognized, safeguarded, and promoted. Without 

necessarily espousing specific policies' the church fulfills a fundamentai aspect of its 

'" Ibid., 1 1 1. 
'" Hehir, "Fmm Chioch-Stare to Religion and Politics," 56. 



mission: its obligation to communicate to al1 its understanding of the human person, its 

worldview, and the answer to al1 of hurnan history, Jesus Christ. 

The conciliar document Dignitaris hzrmmae establishes the freedom of the church to 

Mfill its mission within a pluralistic world, and Gaudium et spes' provides the theological 

justification for this ecclesial mission to be concerned specifically with the res publica. 

Gaudium et spes 

shifts our self-understanding as Church away fiom such images like the water-tight 
barque of Peter sailing majestically through the roiling waters of history. occasionally 
tossed by the waves of human existence but essentially distinct from. and unchanged 
by, the sea of temporal life. Rather, this is a church which will focus its mission on 
human persons and not just on souls. A Church which is in the modem world. not 
above the world or set at odds with it. For it is in the world that the God of history 
will be encountered. 

The public church is a response to the American culture that tends to minimize the role of 

religion and ecclesial communities. The public church is not only an ecclesial response to the 

Arnencan culture but also a manifestation of the new relationship between the church and 

culture found in the Second Vatican Council. 

Conclusion 

The public church is the ecclesial manifestation of the mutual yet critical relationship 

between culture and Christianity; it reflects the dismantling of the Catholic sub-culture in the 

post-concilia church. In the aftermath of the Second Vatican Council. the Roman Catholic 

church is called to scrutinize the signs of the times in light of the gospel and cm now be 

counter-cultural without creating, sustaining and defending itself as a sub-culture. The 

ecclesial presence ushered in at the Second Vatican Council ailows for a new mode of 

presence best described in Martin Marty's typology as a "public church." In the council 

'@ Himes, "The Church in the Modern World," 1. 



documents there is littie to support the totalist and triurnphalism of Medieval Christendom, or 

a tribal sub-culture. Rather, the documents of the Second Vatican Council are consistent in 

their rejection of the privatist tendencies both of the Modem era and fiom within the church 

itself. The Second Vatican Council provides the theological foundation for the Roman 

Catholic church as a public church. 



Chapter Four 

Bernard Lonergan: A Resource for the Public Church 

introduction 

Martin Marty's assertion that the public church is the optimal ecclesiology for the 

Amencan context contains an explicit challenge. He challenges each ecclesial community to 

"discover not invent the public church and to make its fonn and understanding and work 

explicit."' In conjunction with the preceding chapters. chapter four continues. but does not 

exhaust, the response to Marty's challenge. In this chapter. the public church's form. 

understanding. and work is further illuminated by appropriating several categories from the 

work of Bernard Lonergan and considenng hem in tandem with characteristics of the public 

church identified in the conciliar documents. 

Applying the work of Bernard Lonergan to the topic of the public church may seem 

surprising. Afier dl. Lonergan's opus does not include direct references to the public church. 

Although Lonergan. a Roman Catholic philosopher and theologian, rnakes reference to the 

church, it is not a prirnary focus of his work. It wodd seem that another author would 

provide a more valuable resource for the task at hand. At the same time, Bernard Lonergan, 

in the words of Frederick Crowe, is a generaiist who "belongs to that class of thidcers (not 

very numerous) who have aimed at fundamental ideas, ideas of a type that should have wide- 

ranging implications, ramifications, applications, [and] adaptations."2 As a generalist, the 

foundational character of Lonergan's enterprise dlows him to be an optimal resource for the 

' Martin Martv, The Public Church: Mainline-Evongeficaf-Cathofic (New York: Cmsmads, 1 98 1), 22. 
' F~derick E. Crowe. "The Genus 'Lonergan and ...' and Feminism," in Cynthia Crysdale, ed.. Lonergan and 
Feminism (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1994), 14. 



particular topic of the public church. Crowe cites the increase of the application of 

Lonergan's ideas to topics he did not specifically consider and asserts that "what is involved 

in applying the ideas of a generaiist thinker like Lonergan to a particular topic S... focuses on 

the need for intelligent (filler and more determinate understanding) rather than merely 

logical rnediation.'"' In other words. the present chapter's consideration of Lonergan and the 

public church is not %e easy path of sirnply adding a conclusion to premises.'i Rather, the 

application of Lonergan to the public church both promotes and facilitates a deeper 

understanding of the public church, and provides the means to respond successfully to 

Marty's challenge of making the understanding of the public church more explicit. 

The public church is an ecclesial expression of the faith and culture relationship and it 

espouses a critical engagement with the host culture. This critical engagement does not 

necessitate a totaiist, ûibalist or privatist position in order to safeguard "the tnith it knows." 

Chapter three identified several implicit characteristics of the public church in the concilia 

documents Gaudium et spes and Dignitatis humanae. The characteristics of the public church 

identified in the previous chapter provide a necessary component of the Lonergan and public 

church discussion. The council's anthropology is an alternative to the misconceptions of the 

human person prevaient in contemporary American culture. In stark contrast to the 

anthropology underpinning the individualism of the Amencan ethos. the council proclall-ns 

the human person is transcendent. The person is by nature social and intimately comected to 

the larger social order. nie  transcendence of the human person, grounded in a salvific and 

dynamic relationship with God, bestows upon each person his or her divinely initiated 

dignity. The promotion of the dignity of the human peaon is at the heart of the church's 

Ibid. 
4 ibid., 15. 



mission in the world. The church and world relationship is described best as a critical and 

didogical mode of ecclesial presence. The church is vigilant in its promotion of human 

dignity and steadfast in its transformative mission of creating situations that advocate. 

promote and refiect the m e  dignity of the human peson. A FNitful conversation between 

Lonergan and the public church m u t  include the following charactenstics: a critical 

anthropology, an ecclesial presence marked by cntical engagement and dialogue, and the 

transformative mission of the church f m l y  established in the classic faith and culture 

relationship. These characteristics of the public church constitute the "particulai' component 

in the "Lonergan and public church " genre. 

h light of these aforementioned characteristics, what ideas and foundational 

categories of Lonergan are best utilized to realize a fuller and more determinate 

understanding of the public church? In considering the foundational categones Lonergan can 

provide, it is important to reiterate the contribution Frederick Crowe attributes to a 

"generdist". Lonergank contribution to a fuller understanding of the public church is not a 

process of logical mediation. a method of adding conclusions to stated premises. It is not to 

proceed with the intention or expectation of finding a direct correlation between Bernard 

Lonergan and the attributes of the public c h ~ r c h . ~  Rather, the %ansition from general to 

particular, from Lonergan's categories to the characteristics of the public church, if it is to 

advance our knowledge and understanding, requires M e r  insights that will themselves be 

creative and hard won.'16 This chapter's "conversation" between Lonergan and the public 

church builds upon the contribution of the previous chapters and moves fonvard in a more 

5 Crowe makes the distinction between "Lonrrgan on,.." and "Lonergan and..." Crowe posits, "the difference 
i1Iustrates the difference between rnediating and mediated hctions; in the f i t  we are much more Lirnited by 
what we find in research, in the second we can be more creative." See note 12 in ibid., 29. 

Ibid., 14. 



explicit understanding of the public church. 

The previous chapter established the anthropological focus in Gaudiurn et spes and 

Dignitatis humanae as vital for the self-understanding of the Roman Catholic church as a 

public church. Anthropology is fundamentai to Lonergan's work. and his understanding of 

the authentic human subject offers a corrective to the anthropological foundations and 

assumptions underpinning contemporary Amencan culture. Lonergan's anthropology of the 

"authentic human subject" strongly critiques 'lthe manager" and "the therapist", which fa11 

short of grasping the true nature of the human person, and promote the polemic configuration 

of the public and pnvate spheres. 

Lonergan's anthropology offers a corrective to the common misperception of a 

hctured relationship between the individual and the larger social order. Lonergan maintains 

that the human person is radically social; the person is in a relationship of self-mediation 

with the larger world. the "human" world. The individual's self-constitution occm,  "against 

the backdrop of an enormous comrnunity of meaning and value of which he [sic] himself 

[sic] is not the author."' The human world is the world of rneaning and value and this maüix 

of communities is where each penon authentically or unauthentically "decides for himself 

[sic] what Fe ]  is to rnake of himself   si^]."^ The human person is who he or she is because of 

the communities, societies and cultures encountered by the human subject. The larger human 

world of meaning and value not only "set the conditions for an individual's self- 

responsibility. [the human world] is itself the product of the self-responsibility of earlier 

7 Joseph Komonchak, "Foundations in Ecclesiology," Supplernentary issue of the Lonergan Workshop journal 
11 (1995): 11 1. 
" Bernard J.F. Lonergan, Merhod in Theology (Minneapolis: Seabury Press, 1972), 240. 



individuals and g ~ o u ~ s . " ~  The hurnan world we live in is the product of the human operations 

of those who have gone before us and of our contemporaries. Consequently, the matrix of 

communities of meaning and value, this human world, is authentic to the extent human 

subjects and communities are authentic. To the extent the human world is constituted by 

unauthentic hurnan operations progress is stymied and there is bias and decline. The church. 

as a community of meaning and value, is not exempt from unauthenticity or bias. 

Nonetheless. the church finds its true mission not over and against. separate fiorn, and not 

peripheral to the human world. but as an agent of transformation bringing an end to 

unauthenticity and decline and promoting authentic community within the human world. 

Lonergan's foundational categories of (1) anthropology. (3)  communities of meaning and 

value, (3) progress' decline and recovery. and (4) the redemptive role of the church in the 

worid will be explored in order to corne to a more determinate understanding of the public 

church. 

The scope of this chapter neither pemits an exhaustive consideration of Bernard 

Lonergan's opus. nor atternpts an exhaustive illustration of Lonergan's contribution to the 

public church. As a foundational thinker, Lonergan extensively considered the categories 

introduced in this chapter. in this chapter, however, each will be considered only to the extent 

that they illustrate and illuminate the understanding, form. and work of the public church. 

Critical Anthropology 

There are four points at which Lowrgan's cntical anthropology can help our 

understanding of the public church be made more explicit. First, the public church is a 

response to the cultural factors present in the American ethos that d m i z e  the social 

Komonchak, "Foundatiow in Ecclesiology," 121. 



implications of the Christian faith. The anthropolog). of the public church achially 

counteracts the legacy of a pervasive individualism with its proclivity to envision ~ W O  distinct 

spheres. a "private sphere" where religion is often understood as one among many pnvate 

choices and, a '*public sphere", where religion is generally perceived as inaisive. At the 

heart of the public church's mission is the transformation of culture. or more accurately. the 

franmahing of culture. The public church acts as an agent of cultural transformation by 

indentifying the social implications of the Christian faith and actively penuading its 

constituency to be agents of authentic cultural developmcct. The public church seeks to 

create an alternative situation where religion .and the church can take their rightful place in 

the social order. This nghtful place is in contrast to the role often assigned to religion and the 

church in the existing configuration of the public and private spheres. 

The tmisfarmîtion of culture through human ayency, and the transformation of 

ecclesial self-understandings in relation to cultural factors a e  manifestations of a decidedly 

modem change of horizons. The public churcli's attempt to effect cultural transformation 

through an analysis and critique of the operating values of the host culture, is not possible 

when culture is perceived as static, univenal and normative, as if there is just one culture. 

Rather, what is required is the realization that there are many cultures and these cultures can 

develop or stagnate; they c m  regress or flourish. In other words, culture is not a monolithic 

entity composed of fued institutions and immutable laus that one is "educated into," as in 

the image of the "cultured person." Most certainly. to understand both cultural pluralism, the 

inherent differences existing among cultures, and cultural devdoprnent and decline, the 

living testimony of a culture's achievements and the legacy of its erron, necessitates a shift 

of horizons. 



How c m  Lonergan's thought deepen our understanding of the social and cultural 

characteristics of human pesons? Bernard Lonergan identifies this shift of horizons as the 

shifi from a classicist world-view to histoncal mindedness. In the transition from classicist to 

historical mindedness, culture as normative and static is rejected in favor of an empirical 

understanding of culture as '.the set of meanings and values that inform a way of life."" 

Meaning is intrinsic to culture, and meanings are felt, intuited and manifest in the behavior of 

human subjects in rites, symbols, and language.ll To ernbrace an empirical understanding of 

culture, however, one must grapple with the question of oneness and differentiation, with 

unity and multiplicity. In other words, is there a universal base from which to understand 

cultural pluralism and the ebb and flow of a culture's history? 1s there a foundation for 

attempts at a general critique of culture, such as the public church espouses as fundamental to 

its mission? Bernard Lonergan's answer to these ageless questions is found in his historical 

apprehension of the human subject. The transition fiom a classicist to historical mindedness, 

the shift from a static and fixed world view to a changing and developing world, necessitates 

an apprehension of the human subject as dynamic and historical. 

A second characteristic in the anthropology of the public church is the moral nature 

intrinsic to the hurnan subject and the hurnan world. Bernard Lonergan rejects the static and 

abstract understanding of the human subject reflective of the classicist world view. In 

opposition to apprehending "man [sic] abstractly through a definition that applies omni et soli 

and through properties verifiable in every man [sic], Lonergan's anthropology reflects the 

10 Lonergan, hlethod in Theoiogy, xi. 
" Bernard J.F. Lonergan, "The Absence of God in Modem Culture." in William F.J. Ryan, S.J., and Bernard J. 
Tyrrell, S.J., eds., A Second Collection (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1996), 102. Lonergan describes 
culturai pluralism in the descriptive phrase, "cultures rnay be divided according to marner in which ihat 
meaning is apprehended and communicated." 



transition to historical mindedness which demands another way of apprehending the human 

subject. This transition effects a shifi from starting from static first principles about an 

abstract human subject to the transition to a dynamic me~hod that has corne to be named 

'bmscendental"." This latter understanding of the human subject ascribes the qualities of 

developing, emerging, dynamic and historical to the human person. The former classicist 

view of the human subject leads to a static, unchanging and fixed notion of the human person 

and of his or her world. Lonergan's historical apprehension of the human subject leads him to 

perceive the human subject as a knowing. and choosing, and deciding subject. l 3  Lonergan 

contends the human subject can know the real. and the true and the good, and is responsible 

to decide and to act accordingly, for one's self and for others. 

The transcendentai method's dynamic structure lends itself to the image of the hurnan 

person as a "living question," or in Lonergan's own words, the image of *.the eros of the 

human spirit."'4 The transcendentd notions. which "are contained in the questions prior to 

answers. are the radical intending that moves us From ignorance to knowledge. They are a 

priori because they go beyond what we know to seek what we do not h o w  yet.'"' They are 

unrestricted as compared to our answers that continuously give tise to more questions. The 

transcendental notions, "that is our questions for intelligence, for reflection, and for 

deliberation, constitute our capacity for self-transcendence, ... and [that capacity] becomes an 

l2 Bernard J.F. Lonergan, 'The Transition From a Classicin Worid-View to Historicai-Mindedness," in ibid., 6. 
l 3  Robert M. Doran, Theology and the Dialecrics ofHisroty (Tomnto: University of Tomnto Press, 1990). 19. 
The "notion of subject" in Lonergan, D o m  rerninds the reader, "constitutes both central and the foundational 
position for Lonergan's work and achievement. From the position on the subject al1 eIse derives ... ." The 
consideration of Lonergan's understanding of the human subject is not meant to be exhaustive. Rather the 
present consideration is lirnited to the human subject as a knowing, deciding, and choosing subject. This limited 
focus clarifies the contribution Lonergan's anthropology provides for the anthropology of the public church, 
'' Lonergan, Merhod in Theology, 13. 
'* ~bid., 1 1. 



actuality when one falls in 10ve."'~ Lonergan contends in the questions for intelligence and 

reflection, the human subject is in dynarnic anticipation of the real and the true. in questions 

for deliberation the subject is in anticipation of the good. 

So intelligence takes us beyond experiencing to ask what and why and how and what 
for. Reasonableness takes us beyond the answers of intelligence to ask whether the 
answen are true and whether what they mean really is so. Responsibility goes beyond 
fact and desire and oossibility to discem between what truly is good and what only 
apparently is good. 17 

Lonergan maintains that within each and every human person is the longing and desire to 

know, within each and every person is the desire for authenticity: the desire of responsible 

and worthwhile action. and within each person is the desire for transcendence. 

The transcendental method, '3vhich one IS is no mere technique or procedure, rather 

it is ourselves creating al1 other procedures, processes, techniques and methods. It is 

ourselves open to the whole range of reality."" Lonergan defines rnethod as, "a normative 

pattern of recurrent and related operations yielding cumulative and progressive results." l 9  

What are these operations Lonergan speaks of in relation to method? They include among 

othea: seeing, hearing, inquiring, understanding, formulating, reflecting, judging. 

deliberating, deciding, and speaking. Lonergan States that these operations follow a basic 

pattern. are spontaneous and familiar. and are intentional and conscious. They are conscious 

because the human subject is capable of being present to his or her operations. 

Lonergan distinguishes four Ievels of consciousness and intentionality, which are 

16 fbid., 105. 
17 Ibid., 1 1. 
18 Vernon Gregson, ''The Desire to Know: InteIIecnraI Conversion," Vernon Gregson, ed., The Desires of the 
Human Heart: An Introduction to the Theology of Bernard Lonergan (Mahwah, N J . :  Paulist Press, 1988), 25, 
italics mine. 
19 Bernard J. Lonergan, Method in Theologv, 5. 



successive, related and qualitatively different?' There is the enpirical level on which the 

subject senses, perceives, imagines, feels, moves, speaks and experiences. There is the 

intellectual level when one inquires, organizes. understands and articulates our 

understanding. On this level the subject raises the question "what is i f?  " and grapples with 

the presuppositions and implications of our expression. On the rational level the subject, 

having questioned his or her own understanding asks the M e r  question, "is ir so? " At this 

level, the *'rational subject sublates the intelligent and experiential subject.'%s the subject 

questions his or her own understanding, asking whether he or she has things right by 

marshalling the evidence pro and con, and judging this to be so or nor to be so. After 

reflecting critically and weighing the evidence the subject passes judgment on the vuth or 

fdsity, probability or certitude of a statement. One c m  make a judgrnent to the effect that 

one's insight is correct or incorrect once d l  further relevant questions have been answered. 

Once one cornes to judgrnent, however. one's integrity is at stake. In other words. in the 

process of coming to judgment it is the authentic subject who has not eliminated relevant 

data in order to protect one's own interests. Finally, having made a judgment of fact, the 

subject asks and then decides, what one should do in response to that judgment? This is the 

responsible level on which we are concemed for ourseives and others, our own activities and 

goals and so we deliberate and evaluate and decide our course of action, which we carry out. 

It is the authenric subject, Lonergan contends, who acts not merely fiom satisfaction but fiom 

true value. 

'O Ibid., 9. 
Bernard J.F. Lonergan, "The Subject," in Ryan and Tyrrell, eds.. A Second ColIecrion 80. Lonergan qualifies 

Hegelian use of the term "sublation." Lonergan understands the four levels as distinct and related, and lower 
levels being retained and preserved, yet transcended and completed by the higher leve1. He does not espouse 
Hegel's view that the higher reconciles a contradiction in the lower. See note 12 on page 80. 



Lonergan asserts that to know what should be done, however, is not the same as 

doing it. One can know what should be done and still not do it; therefore, "morality may be 

thought of, ... as the extension of knowing into doing."" It is not enough simply to determine 

the responsible course of action, one must cany out this decision. What is at stake at the 

fourth level is the existentid choice, ''the discovery of oneself as a moral being, the 

realization that one not ody  chooses between courses of action but also thereby rnakes 

oneself an authentic human being or unauthentic one."u Lonergan's anthropology envisions 

the human subject as a moral subject. he corrects an anthropology detached from '-the context 

of theology and rnetaphysics of rn~dernit~."~'  Human agency is neither morally neutral, nor 

are the products of human agency, the human subject's societies, cultures. and cornmunities 

morally neutral. The existing misconception of a "morally neutral public zone" is conected 

by Lonergan's anthropological foundations. Lonergan reminds us that human living is a 

moral enterprise; restricting and compartmentalizing the moral dimension of life to the 

"private" sphere and eliminating it fiom the public sphere is an aberration based on a flawed 

anthropology. Lonergan's anthropology illustrates both an alternative to the 

compartmentaiized human subject of American individualism and a viable anthropology for 

the public church. 

A third characteristic of the public church is its rejection of a morally neutral public 

sphere and its criticism of religion's marginalization to the private sphere. On this point, too, 

Lonergan's discussion of anthropology can deepen the understanding of the public church. 

Although self-transcendence occurs on the second and third levels of consciousness, on the 

n - Terry J. Tekippe, What is Lonergan Up to in Insîght? (CoIlegeviile, Minn.: Liturgical Press, 1996), 133. 
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fourth level, with the hurnan subject's openness to love and its transfomative and healing 

power, self-transcendence reaches a fuller realization. Self-transcendence is possible because 

of love. Lonergan maintains that "self-transcendence reaches its term not in righteousness but 

in love and, when we fa11 in love, then we are lifted above ourselves and carried dong as 

parts within an ever more intimate yet ever more Iiberating dynarnic wh01e."~~ It is the love 

of one's family, love of husband and wife; it is the love of parents and children. manifested 

in parental self-sacrifice, or even in tremendous persona1 risk to ensure the safety of a child. 

It is the love of the civil community manifested in the individual's choice to yield one's 

interest of personal safety, profit, or gain, in regards to the greater needs and good of the 

iarger group. It is God's love. the free gift given in the depths of each person's heart. To Say 

the authentic human subject is transcendent is to clairn our i ~ a t e  orientation to the divine. 

The question of God arises out of the very experience of the basic and primordial 
human drive towards meaning. wth and value. . . . It implies that the religious 
question is not some late addition to an already constituted and functioning human 
consciousness. but the unstated implication of the meaning, tmth, and value of the 
very pursuit of meaning, tnith and value that distinguishes human existence. If that 
pursuit defines the existential project of each individual quest for authenticity, then 
the religious question is part of the very stuffof that existential moment in which we 
ask not merely about the world we inhabit but about the self we shall become and the 
world we shall create? 

While it is tme the capacity for sel'transcendence becomes an actuaiity when one fdls in 

love and is in a state of being in love, "being in love with God as experienced, is being in 

love in an unrestricted fa~hion."~' This unrestricted fashion reflects God's love as the basic 

fulfillment of our capacity for self-transcendeme. God's love is not the product of our 

knowledge or even our choice, being in love with God is God's gift to us, given to us first 

Bernard J.  F. Lonergan. "Healing and Creating in Wistory," in Frcderick 8. Crowe. S.J., ed., A Third 
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and freely. It is the experience of mystery, and i t is conscious on the fourth level of 

intentional consciousness, a "consciousness that deliberates, makes judgments of value. 

decides, acts responsibly and f?eely."28 God's love occupies the gound and root of the fourth 

level of consciousness, moving the human subject to conversion, to act responsibly and 

freely in promoting the human good of dl .  God's love is a healing love which affirms each 

person, empowers him or her to lovingly serve othen, bringing into the midst of the human 

world God's reign. 

Lonergan understands the human orientation to the divine as the foundation of the 

human person's authentic self-transcendence. Religion. faith and religious belief are 

understood in light of the very cal1 to human authenticity. not merely as optional private 

choices as in conternporary American culture. Lonergan's understanding of religion and faith 

are intnnsically grounded in his anthropology and concomitant with human authenticity. 

Religion and the question of God are at the h e m  of the self-transcendent subject, one's 

authenticity is firmly grounded in the relationship with the God who reveals God's self as 

love outpoured into the person's heart. The importance of faith, the question of God, and the 

role of religion cannot be limited or marginalized to the private sphere without detriment to 

authentic living, rather each is a necessary element of the comrnon world we create and 

share. 

Lonergan's anthropology challenges the pewasive understanding of self-hlfillment, 

whether as economic success or an exalted sense of self, espoused by the representative 

characten of the manager and the therapist. For Lonergan the human penongs self- 

fùlfillment is union with God. 

Ibid.. 107. 



Man's [sic] transcendental subjectivity is mutilated or abolished unless he [sic] is 
stretching forth towards the intelligible, the unconditioned, the good of value. The 
reach, not of its attainment. but of his intending is unrestricted. There lies within his 
[sic] horizon a region for the divine, a shrine for ultimate holiness ... [it is] our native 
orientation to the divine." 

Lonergan's anthropology provides a corrective to the operating anthropology underpinning 

the current configuration of the private and public spheres in the Amencan ethos. If a 

primary task of the public church is to work toward an alternative situation in which the 

authentic role of religion and the Church operate. an alternative anthropology is necessary. 

The anthropology of the manager and therapist place the question of God at the periphery of 

human living. Thcse reprcsenrative characters are grounded in a faulty anthropology, which 

must be corrected. Lonergan's understanding of the authentic human subject posits God as 

the ground of our conscious. intentional operations of human attention, intelligence, 

reasonableness and responsibility constituting our capacity for self-transcendence. The 

question of God is not a peripheral question for the hurnan subject, it is of paramount 

importance for one's authenticity and self-transcendence. 

A fourth characteristic of the public church is its criticism of Amencan culture for 

splitting the world of the person into the public and private spheres. Lonergan's anthropology 

offers a corrective to the operating anthropology reflected in the representative types of the 

'therapist" and the "manager". both of which dominate the Amencan ethos and shape the 

configuration of the private and public spheres in contemporary Amencan culture. Lonergan 

explains that hurnan self-transcendence and the achievement of full authenticity cannot 

happen in isolation as an internal process of maturation aione. The human person is 

intrinsically social, and authenticity is attained only through the hurnan person's 

Ibid., 103. 



appropriation of, and contribution to his or her social, cultural, and religious hentage. The 

human subject is not only bom into a nanual world, but aiso into the world of families. 

communities. religions. societies, and cultures constituted by human meanings. Unlike the 

natural world that is not a human product, the "human world" is rnediated by meanings and 

values. It is the world that is constituted by others' understandings and judgrnents and 

mediated through language. beliefs. symbols. roles. customs and other carriers of meaning. 

The human subject inherits the world mediated by meaning and value through the mediation 

of one's contemporaries and the people who have gone before us. 

The intrinsic connection between the human subject and the larger human world 

Lonergan calls rnediation. Mediation is how the human subject spontaneously informs his or 

her concrete experiences with meaning and value. 

Operations are said to be immediate when their objects are present. So seeing is 
immediate to what is being seen, hearing to what is being heard, touch to what is 
being touched. But by imagination, language, symbols, we operate in a compound 
marner; imrnediately with respect to the image, word, symbol: mediately with respect 
to what is represented or signified. In this fashion we corne to operate not only with 
respect to the present and actual but also with respect to the absent. the past, the 
future and the merely possible or ideal or normative or fantastic?' 

The human person engages in the task of self-constitution as one's conscious operations are 

informed by the various meanings and values of the larger world mediated by meaning and 

value. The established roles and beliefs of this "human world" provide the human person 

with the "currency" for his or her own self-constitution and self-definition. The world 

mediated by meaning and value, is a "far larger world31 where the individual shares in *'the 

public fund" of human knowledge, and the possibiiity of the emergence of a creative 

existentid self is mediated by the achievements of earlier generations. In this larger w o r u  

Ibid., 28, italics mine. 
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... we emerge as persons, meet one another in a cornmon concem for values, seek to 
abolish the organization of hurnan living on the basis of competing egoisms and to 
replace it by an organization on the b a i s  of man's [sic] perceptiveness and 
intelligence, his reasonableness, and his responsible exercise of f i e e d ~ r n . ~ ~  

This meeting of one another in a concem for common values and meaning, Lonergan 

understands as community, which he contends is indispensable for human living. Lonergan 

maintains that cornmunity is foundational to the larger social order and the human world. 

Comrnunity forms spontaneously among those individuals who share interests and skills. 

Individuals create comrnunity and cornrnunity creates individuals in a process of mutual self- 

mediation and self-constitution. As an instance in the world mediated by meaning and value, 

community is not simply an aggregate of individuals. because 'lthat overlooks its forrnal 

constituent. which is cornmon rneanir~g"'~ Cornrnunity is only made possible by some degree 

of cornmon experience, manifested in a comrnon history people share. It is given shape and 

substance through common understandings and common judgments, and agreement as to 

tmths of facts and vaiues and the meaning of experience. Community becomes effective 

through decisions and common cornmitment for the sake of common goals and values. 

Lonergan asserts that "community unites or divides, begins or ends. where a 

community of experience, understanding, judgrnent. and decision begin and ends."3" 

Lonergan's understanding of the human person and the larger social order in a relationship of 

mutuality and mediation challenges the Amencan concept of the 'zinencumbered self' as the 

mark of the fiee person. The individual neither stands pnor to the larger world, nor in a state 

of peremiai confiict with the larger world, both attributes of Arnerican individudism. Rather, 

individuals exist in a matrix of communities, where each person authenticaily or 

'' Ibid., 10 
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unauthentically "decides for hirnself [sic] what he [sic] is to make of himself [sic]? 

Freedom, for the authentic human subject, is not unlimited emancipation from traditions and 

cornmunities advocating the misconception of the person as an "unencumbered self." Tme 

fieedom, Lonergan maintains, is the person striving towards authenticity in the midst of the 

larger network of cornrnunities, the very context of his or her existential project. 

Lonergan invites each person to attend to the spontaneous yet free method of our 

understanding and our deciding. It is an invitation to the "highest form of self-knowledge. the 

knowledge which encourages and facilitates our responsibly and lovingly fulling our 

de~ires."~~umman authenticity is self-transcendence and one strives towards authenticity by 

the self-appropriation of the transcendentai method through the transcendental precepts: Be 

Attentive, Be Intelligent, Be Reasonable. Be Responsible. Be in Love. "By 'precepts' 

Lonergan does not mean extemal directives: he means the spontaneous urges in us to pay 

attention, to understand. to settle uue from false, to settle right fiom wrong, and to love."37 

Lonergan shows us that human living is a matter of performing intentional operations 

informed by meaning, "meaning is constitutive of human living; human living without 

meaning is infantile."38 Meaning, as constitutive of human living, develops in human 

collaboration and is subject to change as is evident in the change in structures, forms, and the 

pluraiity of cultures. 

The public church seeks to transfom the meanings and values that shape the current 

Amencan culture in order to create an alternative situation. The alternative situation, 

however, depends upon human agency as the catalyst for the transformation of culture. The 
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public church's work and mission within the American culture is dependent upon 

anthropological foundations. Lonergan' s anthropology of the "authentic human subj ect" 

proves a solid resource for the public church. Not only does his anthropology illuminate the 

deficiencies of the operating anthropology underpinning Amencan culture, his anthropology 

makes explicit the challenge to the public church's constituency to greater authenticity as the 

means to true cultural transformation. 

To summarize, Lonergan's thought helps us to make more explicit the critical 

anthropology ernployed by the public church. First. the transition fiom a classicist world 

view to historicai mindedness allows an understanding of culture as empirical. There is no 

one fked culture. rather, there is a diversity of cultures and, they develop and regress, they 

are transformed and transvalued. as the result of human agency. Second. the shift to historical 

mindedness is concomitant with a shifi to method in the apprehension of the human subject. 

Lonergan's understanding of the transcendental method establishes the human subject as 

dparnic and the creative force underpinning culture. Lonergan rerninds us that human 

agency, which shapes and fashions the world we live in, is inherently moral. Third, both the 

question of God and the role of religion in Lonergan's anthropology are intrinsically 

c o ~ e c t e d  to the authenticity of each and every human subject. Human living, the intentional 

operations of the human subject's understanding, knowing, deciding and choosing, is a moral 

endeavor. Consequentiy, the world shaped by human agency is inherently moral. To 

compartmentalize the world into opposing spheres of public and private, designating the 

former as morally neuaal and the latter as morally optional, is the social manifestation of a 

skewed anthropology. Lonergan provides the public church with a solid anthropological 

foundation for understanding the question of God and the role of religion, not as being 



peripheral to life, but are in fact pivotal for the human and cultural authenticity. Fourth, 

Lonergan contends that self-transcendence, the achievement of full human authenticity? is 

attained only in the appropriation and development of the human subject's social nature. Ln 

contrast to the skewed anthropoiogy reflected in the representative characters of "the 

manager" and 'Vie therapist", Lonergan maintains the human subject is sociai by nature. The 

larger social order. the vast array of communities the human subject participates in and 

contributes to. is the arena for his or her self-authenticity. Authentic human living calls for 

social involvement and social responsibility, two attributes the public church calls its 

constituency to embrace. 

Communities of Meaning and Value 

The Second Vatican Council provides a foundation for the self-understanding of the 

Roman Catholic church as a public church, in large part because of the council's articulation 

of the church and world relationship. The concilia document. Gaudium el spes. envisions a 

church not only in the world, but situates the church in a relationship of critical engagement 

with its host culture. The public church differs significantly from both the totalist mode of 

ecclesial presence, which leads to the elimination of the tension between faith and culture, 

and the tribalist mode that meets the larger world with defensiveness and intolerance. The 

public church seeks to engage the host culture in a spirit of rnutual understanding and 

dialogue in order to promote a situation conducive of mie human dignity. Although the 

public church understands itself as a unique voice shaping the host culture through public 

discome, it does not see itself as the only voice. Open to dialogue and stnving towards 

mutual understanding, the public church collaborates with other constituencies in the larger 

sociai order to promote the comrnon good. 



Underpinning the defining characteristics of the public church is a specific 

understanding of the church-world relationship. The public church's commitment to 

partnenhip and dialogue and, its mission of the transformation of culture are grounded in a 

specific understanding of the church and world. The public church's critical engagement with 

the values informing the lives of individuals and institutions, in essence its understanding of 

its own '~vorldly" mission, also presuppose an understanding of the relationship between the 

church and the world. Therefore. any attempt to develop a fuller understanding of the public 

church necessitates a consideration of the relationship between the church and the world and, 

second, an articulation of a viable paradigm situating the church within the public discourse. 

There are four points of convergence in Lonergan's thought that provide a valuable resource 

for an understanding of the church-world relationship that illuminates the self- 

understanding of the public church and. its critical engagement and dialogue with the host 

culture. 

One characteristic of the public church is that it situates itself within the larger 

cultural context assuming a valid role in the public discourse that shapes the meanings and 

values of the host culture. The first theme frorn Lonergan's work that contributes to the 

public church's understanding of the church-world relationship, is his distinction between the 

world of immediacy and the human world, the world mediated by meaning and value. 

Lonergan contends that the world of immediacy is the world of the child. 'The world of what 

is felt, touched, grasped. sucked, seen, heard. It is a world of immediate experience, ... , of 

image and affect without any perceptible intrusion fiom insight of concept, reflection or 

judgment. deliberation or c h ~ i c e ? ~  The hurnan world is a larger world and it is the product of 
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hurnan operations. Lonergan asserts the human world is the world mediated by meaning and 

value which, "is what is intended in questioning and is determined not only by experience but 

also by understanding and, commonly, by judgment as well. This addition of understanding 

and judgment is what makes possible the world mediated by meaning''."O This larger world of 

meaning and value is not simply the result of the individual subject's operations; it is actually 

the product of human cooperation. 

Each person lives in the midst of this larger world and the reality is such that each 

person's operating is acnially "CO-operating" with others in a pattern within the larger social 

framework. Gradually and continuously the individual leams by trial and error how to co- 

operate in the multiple situations of one's life as he or she is presented with the challenges of 

new situations. 

-4s adaptation to ever more objects and situations occurs. there goes fonvard a 
twofold process. There is an increasing differentiation of operations so that more and 
more different operations are in one's repertory. There is also a greater multiplication 
of different combinations of differentiated operations." 

The social institutions of the human world. as expressions of hurnan cooperation. are the 

product and manifestation of human subjects meeting their particular good.J2 These patterns 

of cooperation reflect cornmon acceptance and comrnon understanding on the part of human 

subjects and, in fact. are the genesis of the social institutions of our contemporary world. 

Lonergan challenges the misconception that the social institutions that make up the 

larger social order can be likened to machines which run automaticaily. 

40 Ibid., 77. 
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This attitude of reification confuses institutions with material products of human 
agency ... [rather] institutions are made up of hurnan beings who cooperate in their 
building. Social institutions are more like languages than they are material objects, 
they are not fixed and irnrnutable entities, but change as the ways in which human 
cooperation constnicting them change." 

The cooperation among various comrnunities of meaning and value constitutes the larger 

social order, the surn total of various social institutions. Lonergan assens that human 

cooperation is not an abstraction. Rather, human cooperation is manifested in such 

institutions as, 

the family and manners (mores). society and education, the state and the law, the 
economy and technology, the church or the sect. They constitute the cornmonly 
understood and already accepted ba i s  and mode of ~oo~eration. ' '~ 

Cooperation is far from being an abstraction; cooperation is manifested in the world in which 

we live. both individually and with each other. as we pursue the challenge of authenticity. 

The public church is one community of meaning and value, among many such 

comrnunities. in the larger human world. To recognize the public church as a community of 

meaning and value is to acknowledge that it is a human cornrnunity. Lonergan maintains 

community is not simply an aggregate of individuals. rather it is an instance in the world of 

meaning and value. present when there is common experience, understanding, common 

judgrnent and cornrnon values. The comrnunities of meaning and value that comprise the 

larger social order are in fact patterns of cooperation that respond to specific human needs of 

social living. The unique identity and function of each community of meaning and value is 

the result of human operations and its resultant common meaning: its cornmon 

understanding, judgments, and values. The complexity of human needs and the myriad of 
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communities responding to these needs m u t  eliminate any understanding of the church as 

the only community of meaning and value in the social order. The public church maintains its 

identity and its own unique self-understanding without succumbing to a totalist mode of 

relating to the larger social order. In other words, the public church can embrace the 

legitimate role of multiple communities of meaning without necessarily withdrawing into a 

position of defensiveness, suspicion or inevitable resignation. The public church c m  retain its 

own uniqueness and openly acknowledge the uniqueness of the other communities 

comprising the larger social order. At the same time. the public church. as a legitimate 

community of meaning and value, does not acquiesce to factors that may attempt to minimize 

its own distinctive comrnon meaning and value in the larger world. The human world 

Lonergan reminds us, is compnsed of communities of rneaning and value. and the public 

church is one among such communities; it neither espouses a totdist or tribalist position in 

the world. nor acquiesces to cultural factors promoting a privatist position. 

A second characteristic of the public church is its cornmitment to dialogue and 

cooperation with other communities of meaning and value. Dialogue and cooperation are 

constitutive to the self-understanding of the public church as ir fulfills its mission of creating 

a situation promoting human digrity. Lonergan is a resource for this characteristic of the 

public church. too. Lonergan's theme of human authenticity is the second point Lonergan 

contributes to the understanding of the public church's presence in the larger social order. 

Lonergan not only focuses on the authenticity of the human subject but also on the 

authenticity of a community, the authenticity of the network of communities comprising the 

Iarger social orde- and the authenticity of the meaning and values informing the institutions 

in the social order. Whether on the part of an individuai subject, or on the part of 



communities, authenticity moves beyond questions for intelligence and reflection, the 

anticipation of the real and the me ,  to questions for deliberation and discernrnent for action, 

the anticipation of the good. Lonergan insists that the human good is concrete: it is neither an 

abstraction, nor is ir a mechanistic entiv divorced from human agency. Rather it is a process, 

"not merely the service of man [sic], it is the making of man [sic] his [sic] advance in 

authenticity, the fulfillment of his affectivity and the direction of his [sic] work to the 

particular goods and a good of order that are worth while. "' Lonergan's understanding of 

"the good of order" accentuates what Lonergan means by the human good as concrete. 

The good of order is not "merely a sustained succession of recurring instances of the 

types of the particular good. Besides that recurrent manifold there is the order that sustains it. 

This consists basically in (1) the ordering of operations so that they are cooperations and 

ensure the recunence of a11 effectively desired instances of the particular good, and (2) the 

interdependence of effective desires or decisions with the appropriate performance by 

cooperating individuals? in other words, the good of order does not refer only to the 

individual procuring instances of the particular good, for example one's own education. it 

focuses on the levels of cooperation that constitute an order for these to recur for more than 

the individual. In this case an education for al1 of those who wouid desire it refl ects an 

effective p o d  of order. Neither abstract nor mechanistic, the good of order is the concrete 

manner in which cooperation is actually working. An effective good of order requires 

cooperation between the necessary institutions in the larger social order and "skillfid people 

workùig together to meet one another3 needs against dl obstacles within constantly 

'' Ibid., 52. 
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changing circumstances.'" The effective functioning of the good of order requires and 

depends upon authentic performance on the part of individuals, and cooperation within and 

among various comrnunities within the larger social order. An effective functioning of the 

good of order moves towards the realization of the human good, which Lonergan descnbes 

as a situation where, "individuals do not just operate to meet their needs but cooperate to 

meet one another's needs. As the community develops its institutions to facilitate 

cooperation. so individuals develop skills to fulfill roles and perform tasks set by the 

institutional f r a m e ~ o r k . ' ~ ~  An exaggerated exaltation of the individual. as is manifested in 

Amencan individudism. hinders the necessary cooperation needed for an effective good of 

order and stymies the realization of the human good. 

Authentic performance on the part of individuals, and cooperation within and among 

various comrnunities within the larger social order, promotes the functioning of the good of 

order and contributes to the realization of the hurnan good. The social institutions that 

comprise the larger social order provide a distinct and legitimate function as they meet 

specific hurnan social needs. Lonergan. however. reminds us they are also instrumental to the 

functioning of the good of order. In other words, the economic and the political communities 

are in fact social institutions meeting economic and political needs respectively. The 

challenge of authenticity, however. demands they collaborate with other comrnunities of 

meaning and value, including religious institutions, to foster the cornmon good. 

Consequently, the public church. to be an authentic hurnan community, is bound to this same 

collaboration expressed in its practice of cooperation and its promotion of community. the 

47 Walter Conn, "The Desire for Authenticity: Conscience and Moral Conversion," in Gregson, ed., The Desires 
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ideal bais  of society. But as Lonergan reminds us. comrnunity is not simply an aggregate of 

individuals. rather it is an instance in the world of meaning and value, present when there is 

common experience, understanding, comrnon judgment and cornrnon values. Common 

meaning constitutes community and "the genesis of cornmon meaning is an ongoing process 

of communication. 49 Community is reached only through the painstaking process of 

dialogue within and arnong the various communities that make up the larger human world. 

The cooperation necessary to advance the common good in society is concomitant with 

diaiogue among the cornrnunities of meaning and value. This diaiogue m u t  begin with a 

spirit of openness, continue ~vith the attitude of seeking rnutuai understanding and judgment 

and. be effective through a willingness to combine efforts to realize the common good. 

Public discoune and dialogue, among and within the various constituencies in the 

larger social order. are ofien hindered by the individualism of the American ethos. Public 

discourse becomes saturated with the .'language" of individualism and the social institutions 

infonned by the tenets of individualism jettison tme cooperation. In this milieu the public 

church attempts its mission of promoting the common good. through dialogue and 

cooperation within its constituency, and with other communities of meaning and value. The 

public church promotes and witnesses to the realization of cornrnunity, as the means of 

fostering the human good so often compromised by individualisrn. 

Lonergan is a resource for situating the public church in a church-world relationship 

that challenges misconceptions about the authentic role of religion and church in the 

American ethos. The public church does not accept a marginal role in the Amencan ethos. 

Rather. it claims a legitimate role within the larger social order. Having established the public 

49 Ibid., 357. 



church within the larger social order, Lonergan is a resource both for situating the public 

church as a legitimate cornmunity of meaning and value among othen in the human world, 

and estabiishing cornmunity, cooperation and dialogue as constitutive to the public church. 

A third characteristic of the public church is implied by its rejection of the idea of a 

morally neutral public sphere. Despite the widespread acceptance in the American culture of 

the idea of a morally neutral public square. the public church rejects this notion. The world. 

Lonergan reminds us. is the result of human operations that are inherently moral, as are the 

social institutions they produce. n i e  present configuration of the public and private spheres 

in the contempcrary Americcn culture crrates the illusion of a demarcation between a mord 

realm and a neutral public sphere. Consequently, the institutions comprising the public 

sphere are often perceived as morally neutral entities. The political and economic, and even 

the educational institutions and systems, are frequentiy perceived in a mechanistic marner 

rather than as the products of human moral agency. The public church. in its critical 

engagement of culture, not only rejects the idea of these social institutions as "value-fiee" but 

it also seeks to identib exactly what values inform and sustain these institutions. An 

instnimental component of the public churc h' s mission to tramvalue culture requires the 

ability to clanfi and disclose the values underpiming social institutions and to analyze how 

these same institutions hcnction in the good of order. At the heart of the mission of the public 

church is the promotion of an effective good of order, one that promotes the human good. 

The public church seeks to identi. and correct whatever hinders the realization of the hurnan 

good. Therefore. cultural analysis is a necessity for the mission of the public church, and it is 

the genesis of a third characteristic of the public church: the public church unmasks and 

identifies the values underpinning society's economic and political subsystems. The third 



contribution Lonergan bnngs to the discussion of the public church. specifically to its task of 

critical engagement with the host culture, is his understanding of an authentic scale of values. 

The scale of values is the key to understanding any given society. and it is instrumental to the 

integrity of the church's mission, specifically the mission of the public church. 

Lonergan reminds us the human world is the world mediated by meaning and the 

world ~f value. 

Knowing a world mediated by meaning is only a prelude to man's [sic] dealing with 
nature. to his [sic] interpersonal living and working with others. to his [sic] existential 
becoming what he [sic] is to make of himself [sic] by his [sic] choices and deeds. So 
there emerge questions for deliberation. Gradually they reveal their scope in their 
practical, interpersonal. and existential dimensions.'* 

While the first three levels of intentional consciousness ailow the human person to corne to 

judgments of fact. "intermediate between judgments of fact and judgements of value lie 

apprehensions of value. Such apprehensions are given in feelings."" Lonergan granis 

feelings a pivotal role, '2here are in Full consciousness feelings so deep and strong, especially 

when deliberately reinforced. that they channel attention, shape one's horizon. direct one's 

life.'"' Feelings move our consciousness as well as the operations. The question of "is it 

worthwhile?" is the question of value, and values are revealed in the ambiguity of human 

feelings demanding discemment . 

Feelings. when authentic, not only respond to value. but they "do so in accord with 

some scaie of preference."53 and this scale of values is '%~e key to the structure of ~ o c i e t y " ~ ~  

In Lonergan's scale of values. values are positioned in an ascending order. they rnutuaily 
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condition each other and, they are constituted by authenticity and unauthenticity. The scale of 

values includes: vital, social, cultural, personal, and religious values. 

Vital values are the values conducive to health and strength, grace and vigor. Social 
values consist of a social order whose schemes of recurrence guarantee vital values to 
the whole community. Cultural values are the meanings, values, and orientations 
informing the living and operating of the cornrnunity. Persona1 value is the authentic 
subject as onginating value in the community. And religious value is the grace that 
enaD!es the c~bject, the culture. the community. to be authentic. At each successive 
level we are carried to a greater degree of self-transcendence in our affective and 
effective r e ~ ~ o n s e . ' ~  

The scale of values is a minor of the authenticity or unauthenticity of a society. Under- 

pinning an authentic society is a good of order in which cooperating subjects and 

cornmunities ensure a situation of m e  value. 

The scale of values operates in an ascending order leading Lonergan to maintain that. 

the "more basic levels are required for the emergence of higher levels. [and] they also set 

problems that only proponionate developments at higher leveis cm ~olve."'~ In other words. 

it would be doubtful that people who have not suf'ficiently met their basic vital needs could 

initiate or sustain an appropriate and effective social order. At the same tirne, problems 

occumng at the lower levels of the scale, the lack of meeting vital values of food. shelter, and 

heaith? are solved oniy by the higher social values. Only in the social order, at the level of 

social values. can social institutions initiate and sustain appropriate schemes of recurrent 

cooperations capable of meeting the needs of these basic levels. If vital values such as food, 

clothing, and other necessities for health are not equitably distributed, this will only be 

addressed by effective changes in the function of the social institutions in the good of order. 

The values of the scale are not only in ascending order and mutually condition each 
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other; they are also constituted by authentic and unauthentic performance. So it is 

conceivable that the recurrent social schemes necessary for an effective distribution of the 

vital goods can function unauthentically and be responsible for an inequitable distribution of 

these goods. When this occurs and there is a breakdown on the level of the social 

inûastrucnüe what is required is proportionate developments at the next level. the level of 

culture. "The theoretical developrnents required to institute alternative technologies, 

economies, polities. and comrnunities, [to address problems at the lower levels] are a 

function of culture, specificdly the ~u~enmicture."" The needed changes in social values 

depend upon new cultural values that will inform new social stmctures. Lonergan envisions 

culture as the "superstructure" and the vast array of social institutions as the "infrastructure." 

He "proposes a distinction between the social and cultural. akin to the old relationship 

between body and soul." The values of a cuiture become visible in the larger social sphere. 

because. "culture nses on the base of social institutions. [and] the integrity of the institutions 

is a function of the meanings and values that inform the~n."'~ Lonergan's scale of values 

provides a resource for a deeper understanding of the American culture and the integrity of 

the mission of the public church within this culture. 

Amencan culture is permeated by an unchecked individualism that informs the 

everyday values that shape the infrastructure and its social institutions. The Ioss of genuine 

cultural values, the transcendent values that arise fIom the "punuit of the beautihl. the 

intelligent and the good, are evacuated fiom the cultural s~ene.*~* As individualism reigns 
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authentic cultura1 values "retreat into the margins of society'"' to the private sphere. Religion 

and rnorality become restricted to the private sphere and are considered merely "private 

con~e rns , "~~  devoid of social implications or obligations. Therefore, the notion of a morally 

neutral public square is fùeled by individualism's triurnph over authentic values promoting 

the hurnan good, and cornmunity as constituent to its attainrnent. The American culture often 

perceives the mord and the religious as obsolete or inconsequential, because "the good. 

which is the objective that guides and orders the pursuit of the me.  the intelligible, and the 

beautiful is rendered inefficacious in the structuring of the cultural and social ~ r d e r . " ~ ~  

America's rampant individuaiism usurps cornmunity leading to detrimental consequences for 

an effective and integral good of order promoting the human good. This has widespread 

implications for the economic and political institutions in the larger social order. 

In the Amencan ethos the infrastructure rises on individualism rather than the 

authentic value of community, "which is the responsibility of culture to inform and politics to 

implernent."G The values of community, the bond between personal and social rnorality and. 

a necessary sense of self-sacrifice to achieve the coxmnon good are overshadowed by the 

value of individual gain, and the exaltation of individual rights at the expense of social 

obligation. An economic system informed by individualism is ineffectuai in promoting the 

human good as is evident in the disparity of class. economic inequities. and the gap between 

those whose vital needs are met and larger groups of people whose needs are not met. 

Individualisrn's niurnph in the American ethos and the surrender of authentic cultural 

values results in the collapse of an "autonomous determination of the meanings and values 
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that, through political integrity, would otherwise inform the economic and the institutions of 

t echnol~gy.~~ Politics, in an authentic culture, "should be the institution whereby the whole 

community c m  be persuaded by rational argument and syrnbolic e ~ a r n ~ l e " ~ ~  to order and 

regulate itself dong the bais  of cornrnunity for the purpose of the human good. in the culture 

of American individualism, politics defaults on its authentic role within the infrastructure of 

the culture and results in its becoming ''the instrument. not of the comrnon good, but of one 

or other of the groups constituted by the economic ~rder."~'  In the present American context, 

politics becomes the advocate of speciai interest groups for economic gain, rather than 

mediating authentic cultural values to the social order. The result is that "legal and political 

institutions slip out of the infrastructure and become the 'lowest rung' as it were, of 

mendacious superstmctural edifice erected for the sake of preserving a distorted economic 

order?' The unauthentic b c t i o n  of the economic and political institutions as well as the 

designated marginal role of morality and religion in the larger social order hinder promoting 

a situation of the human good within contemporary Amencan culture. 

At the heart of the public church's mission are the promotion of tnie human dignity 

and the creation of situations fostenng the cornmon good. Lonergan's scale of values is a key 

to understanding the authenticity or unauthenticity of any given society, and is a resource for 

the public church's work and self-understanding. What is an authentic role for the public 

church in the American culture in light of individualism's defining role in the social order? in 

what ways can authentic culniral values be identified and promoted within the divenity of 

the Amencan context? The public church, as an agent of cultural transformation, is 
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essentidly involved in the process of transvaluing of culture. How c m  the public church 

promote authentic cultural values, "through which the meanings by which our lives are 

infomed. discovered, expressed, [and] validated, cnticized. corrected, developed, and 

improved, are thus the condition of the possibility of a good social ~rder? '"~ What paradigm 

exists for the public church to understand its relationship with the host culture in such a way 

that the public church can analyze and scnitinize cultural values? Lonergan is a resource for 

this needed paradigm that wiIl illuminate how the public church c m  ef6ectively influence 

cultural values as it seeks to create an alternative in a culture of a pervasive individualism. 

Lonergan's notes a distinct dimension within culture itself, identieing the reflexive. 

objectifjmg component of culture. This is a fourth point illuminating the role of the public 

church. The reflexive dimension of culture allows for the necessary analysis and cnticism of 

the immanent meanings of a "way of life" in order to ensure authentic cultural values and 

promote true development. In addition to Lonergan's distinction between culture and the 

social order as infrastructure, he also identifies a distinction within the superstructure itself. 

It lies in a distinct dimension of culture. the reflexive. objectifying component. Here 
[the] immanent meanings [of a way of life] is elaborated, expanded, evaluated, 
justified or rejected in the cnticism of art. of letters, in science. and philosophy, in 
history and t h e o ~ o ~ ~ . ' ~  

This distinct dimension is in fact an '-openness" to analyze, discuss. evaluate. deliberate and 

act upon the very meaning and values themselves that inform the everyday values 

underpinning the social institutions of the social order. This is the task of public discoune 

where various social institutions bring to the common conversation their contribution as to 

how the common life of a nation should be lived. Ideally, public discourse facilitates mutuai 
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understanding arnong the participants, an understanding that cm lead to common values and 

judgments that will shape and inform the infrastnicture of society. These same common 

values and judgments can also evaluate and critique. justify or reject the operation of the 

inficistructure. The reflexive dimension of culture and the public discourse it stimulates are 

important because it creates a "space" within a culture for reflection and dialogue on the very 

meanings themselves that inform the infrastructure. The public church engages in public 

discourse in the "space" within a culture for anaiysis of, reflection on. and dialogue about the 

meanings that inform the infiastmcture of society. 

In addition to drawing on the public church's own unique meanings and values as the 

resource for the public discourse it also employs a specific method of communicating these 

meanings and values. Here, too. Lonergan is a resourcr that illuminates the public church's 

style within the public discourse. Aithough Lonergan makes the distinction between culture 

and the social order. he nevertheless contends they are both comected in the day to day 

experience of the hurnan subject and the communities that make up the social order. It is the 

everyday cultural values that shape the social institutions of life. At the sarne time, the 

distinction Lonergan makes between the social institutions and the cultural values is 

imperative because it allows analysis of the underlying world-views "informing"(cultura1 

values) the more extemal realm of shared life (social institutions). in other words, culture 

involves, '?he interaction of two dimensions: more hidden sets of assumptions (meanings and 

values) and the more manifest field of observable social patterns (common ways of life)."" 

Lonergads distinction between the reflexive, objectifjing cornponent of the superstructure 

and the everyday cultural values that S o m  the social order is likewise important. It is here 



that %ere is a disastrous possibility of a conflict between human living as it can be lived and 

human living as a cultural superstructure dictates it should be lived."'%e public church's 

mission of cntical engagement involves an anaiysis of the actual values inf'oning the 

concrete social order, in other words, how the superstructure dictates we should live. The 

public church, in a variety of ways that includes public discourse, offers its understanding of 

alternatives for the possibility of how life could be lived. 

To sum up Lonergan's understanding of communities of meaning and value is a 

pivotai resource for understanding the public church's critical engagement with the world 

and its dialogical presence within the host culture. First, his distinction between the world of 

immediacy and the world mediated by meaning and value situates the public church within 

the larger world mediated by communities of meaning and value. As one of many such 

communities the public church c m  retain its identity without withdrawing from the larger 

world, meeting the world with a tribal belligerence, or find a need to create its own parallel 

world alongside other legitimate communities in the social order. Second, Lonergan's 

insistence on human authenticity and the authenticity of cornmunities challenges the church 

with the sarne criteria as other authentic communities. The public church is called to establish 

community, which is the ideal basis of society, and to mive through dialogue to strive 

towards common understanding, common j u d p e n t  and comrnon values in order to join 

efforts to create situations promoting the human p o d .  Third. Lonergan's scale of values 

illuminates the public church's mission of transvaiuing culture. The scale of values is key to 

understanding a given society and culture. It provides the public church with a paradigrn for 

its task of cultural analysis in the Arnencan ethos and in tum provides an understanding for 
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both the public church presence and method in the public discourse. Fourth, Lonergan's 

distinction of the reflexive dimension withh culture itself. allows a "space" for the public 

church to analyze and critique the meanings and values of a ''way of life," which is a vital 

role of the public church. Without succwnbing to the pitfalls of the totalist, the tribalist, or 

the privatist modes, the public church attempts ûue dialogue with other cornrnunities of 

meaning and value in the American context. A consideration of Lonergan's broad category of 

comrnunities of meaning and value more fully illuminates the church-world relationship the 

Second Vatican Council promulgated; it also provides a paradigm for the understanding, 

work and mission of the public church in Arnerican culture. 

Progress, Decline, Redemption 

There are three points at which Lonergan's understanding of progress. decline. and 

redemption can M e r  elucidate the understanding of the public church. Fint. the public 

church is a human cornmunity existing within a cultural milieu of rampant individualism; it 

c m  neither claim it is exempt from the unauthenticity of individualism. nor can it relinquish 

its unique role and identity as a catalyst for authentic cultural transformation. In the 

American culture the legacy of individualism has skewed the f i c t i on  of the good of order 

hindering the common good and desensitizing the larger culture to the benefit and necessity 

of social responsibility. In addition, the marginalization of authentic cultural values. 

including the potentiai of religion and faith to contribute to the promotion of the common 

good. creates a void in the public sphere. The public church. as one of many legitimate 

comrnunities within the social order, understands itself as an ecclesial response to this void 

and a cataiyst to create a more authentic culture. Its mission is not simply to critique the host 

culture's failings but to bring about a transformation of the very meanings and values 



currently underpinning the host culture. The transformative role of the public church is 

indicative of its belief that it is possible for culture and social institutions to change, and 

finthemore, of its conviction that the public church plays a vital role in what is required for 

authentic cultural change. 

At fint glance, the public church's mission and self-understanding seem to raise a 

contradiction. As a hurnan cornrnunity subject to unauthenticity, how can the public church 

claim. not only to identzfl what is in need of correction in the host culture, but also maintain 

that it bears a significant sulufion for the creation of an authentic culture? What may seem 

contradictory. however, is clarified through a consideration of Bernard Lonergan's 

understanding of progress, decline and redemption as the three principles of human history. 

Lonergan's understanding of human history provides a means of grasping the public church 

as a human cornrnunity without relinquishing its unique identity as a redemptive community. 

Bernard Lonergan defines history. not as a series of dates and events, rather "human 

affairs are the s m o f  h i ~ t o r ~ . ' " ~  Human &airs, Lonergan reminds us. result either from the 

human subject's move towards authenticity and self-transcendence. or his or her retreat fiom 

self-transcendence into what Lonergan narnes the unauthentic. "Human history is the story of 

progress, decline. and recovery [redemption], and its principles are intelligence. sin, and 

pce.'T7J While it is possible to consider these three principles separately in order to gasp  

Lonergan's understanding of hurnan history, in what we know as human history, these three 

principles coexist. 

Lonergan contends that "progress proceeds tiom originating value. from subjects 

being their tnie selves by observing the transcendentai precepts: Be attentive, Be intelligent. 
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Be reasonable, Be in love.'"' The human subject's existentid project is a life long venture on 

a precarious road to self-transcendence; authenticity is neither a possession to be gained once 

and for ail, nor is authenticity without its demands on the human subject. "Human 

authenticity is never some pure and serene and secure possession. It is ever a withdrawal 

from unauthenticity, and every successful withdrawal only brhgs to light the need for M e r  

withdrawals."'%~uan history is marked by the achievements of human subjects who in fact 

have been faithfùl to the demands of intelligence and responsibility, and to this extent there is 

tnie development. 

Progress illuminates what is required for tme development within the world. If 

authenticity brings about situations of progress and the common good then situations, both 

past and present that s m i e  or resist the cornmon good are the result of a "deflection of 

human consciousness fiom its intnnsic and ideal noms: intelligence. reason. and 

re~~onsibilities."'~ The deflection From the ideal noms of consciousness Lonergan cdls  

decline. Deciine exists as a result of inattentiveness. failures to understand, mistaken 

judgments and evil choices. It is evident that human history is not a straight line of progress 

rather past and present situations bear the mark of decline. Decline "brings about a pesonal 

and socid situation where confusion and disvalue abound, and where it is hard to know 

where to begin to set things moving again in a positive dire~tion."'~ Decline is as rnuch of a 

fact of our human history as is the experience of progress; and Lonergan identifies the root of 

decline as bias. 

Human subjects do not grasp authenticity once and for d l .  Within the subject is a 
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tension created by our natural and spontaneous, physiological and psychological tendency to 

focus on the self, hindering self-transcendence. This tension Lonergan identifies as "bias." 

Lonergan cites four forms of bias: dramatic. individual. group and general b i a ~ ? ~  and each is 

rooted in the tendency for immediate physical and psychological gratification. Dramatic bias 

is the unconscious motivation or conditioning that hinders potential images for insights we 

do not want. Therefore, there are certain experiences Ieft unattended, consequently these 

experiences are not understood, the tmth not discovered and. healing and effective action 

prevented. The unconscious desire to avoid pain resulting from an unresoived trauma is an 

example of dramatic bias. Individual bias. like dramatic bias. is grounded in self-interest, but 

unlike the latter it is conscious. It is the subject's egoistic choice to attend to matters that 

pertain to one's own self-interest and to remain indifferent to the concerns of others. It is a 

refiisal to choose the worid of me value in lieu of a self-centered satisfaction. 

Lonergan identifies the social manifestations of dramatic and individual bias in the 

form of group bias and general bias. Group bias is the correlative to individual bias. It occurs 

when any group eliminates ideas or data that could possibly challenge the group's own self- 

interests and self-advantage. A group's self-interest could be its hold on some aspect of the 

larger society. its expression of power or anything that bolsters a group's egoism at the 

expense of the greater common good. The group rationalizes its own behavior by promoting 

and encouraging a justification for its action, an ideology, and thus blinds itself to the real 

situation. Finally, there exists general bias also referred to as the bias of common sense. 

Generai bias is the disregard for the theoretical questions, the long-range consequences and 

the ultimate issues and, instead the embrace of the short-term solutions that may be more 
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imrnediately gratiwng to one's self or a specific group. General bias is "a violation of the 

deepest orientation of our consciousness to be attentive, intelligent, reasonable, and 

r e ~ ~ o n s i b l e , " ~ ~  and this ultirnately leads to alienation. General bias creates situations devoid 

of the transcendental exigencies and hindering self-transcendence, resulting in decline, 

unauthenticity, and social breakdown. 

Lonergan insists, however, that human history is more than the principles of progress 

and decline; "God has not lefi the human race to its own devices, but that he [sic] has 

intervened to repair the evil we have done. to reverse its momentm. and restore its creative 

powen."81 Human history involves a third principie CO-existing with progress and decline, 

and this is the redemptive principle of human history 

Beyond progress and decline there is redemption. Its principle is self-sacrificing love. 
To fa11 in love is to go beyond attention, intelligence, reasonableness. responsibility. 
It is to set up a new principle that has. indeed, its causes. conditions, occasions. . . . In 
the measure that the community becomes a comrnunity of love and so capable of 
making real and great sacrifices, in that measure it can wipe out the grievances and 
correct the objective absurdities that its unauthenticity has brought about.82 

Self-sacrificing love transvalues not only human subjects but communities. and provides in 

the midst of a world of both progress and decline, a third principle: redemption. 

Lonergan maintains a religion that "promotes self-transcendence to the point of self- 

sacrificing love will have a redemptive role in human society and culture."83 The public 

church is a cornmunity of meaning and value among the larger matrix of communities in the 

human world. As are al1 communities. the public church is historical, subject to the 

ambiguous nature of authenticity and yet graced with a redemptive role in society. The public 
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church retains its redemptive role to the extent it ernbraces and lives the self-sacrificing love 

that is the criterion for the redemptive role of any comrnunity. The public church "Will have a 

redemptive role in human society inasmuch as love can undo the mischief of decline and 

restore the cumulative process of progress."84 The transfomative mission of the public 

church is a redemptive mission as it attempts to undo unauthentic values that hinder mie 

hurnan progress and exacerbate situations marked by decline in the American ethos. 

Second, the public church accentuates the social dimension of the Christian faith, 

counteracting the cultural bias of religion as a personal preference and consequently. socially 

ineffective. On this point, Lonergan's categones of progress. decline and redemption 

continue to be an asset to develop and deepen our understanding of the public church. 

Lonergan situates the particular role and function of religion within the simultaneous 

principles of progress, decline and redemption. "Authenticity can be shown to generate 

progress. unauthenticity to bring about decline. while the problem of overcoming decline 

provides an introduction to religion.'JS Lonergan identifies and defines religion as a social 

reality, a cornmunity in the world mediated by meaning and value. "Religion becomes an 

institution, a distinct and palpable reaiity. It is a region of human culture, an integral part of 

the social order. an explicitly acknowledged part in a tribal or national tradition? Religion 

as an integral part of the social order counteracts the exclusively individualistic conception of 

religion and ecclesial Iife within the Arnencan ethos. Religion, described in terms of its 

ability to overcome decline. accentuates the social aspect of its redemptive role. Self- 

sacrificing love is a redemptive activity underpinning the social mission of the public church 
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as it counteracts the mischief of decline and alienation in the social order. The public church 

emphasizes the social implications of faith and the role of religion in public life. A pruiiary 

focus of its mission is to counteract tendencies fiom both within and outside its own 

community that foster an understanding of faith and religion as limited to the pnvate sphere. 

Lonergads account of progress, decline and redemption as social entities challenges 

American culture's individualistic perception of religion and levies a similar challenge to the 

constituents of the public church. 

Third, Lonergan proves to be a valuable resource for illuminating m e r  the 

understanding of the public church as a redemptive comrnunity and a catalyst for the 

transvaluing of American culture. Situating religion within the principles of progress, decline 

and redemption allows Lonergan to establish characteristics of an authentic religion. 

Lonergan contends authentic religion is social and, to the extent it embraces self-sacrificing 

love it is self-mscending. In its embrace and promotion of this self-sacrificing love religion 

becomes a social force to undo the situations of decline and unauthenticity. The 

transformative role of the public church. its redemptive activity, is grounded in the self- 

sacnficing love that is able to counteract decline and unauthenticity. 

Lonergan defines religion as the capacity of human consciousness to apprehend '-the 

world as mediated by ultimate meaning and motivated by ultimate value. [And] cornmonly 

the religions apprehend ultirnate meaning and ultimate value ~ ~ r n b o l i c a l l ~ . " ~ ~  The fidelity of 

self-sacrificing love that is constitutive of the redemptive role of religion in general is for the 

public chuch specifically "seen to be a fidelity to the just and mysterious law of the cross 
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that has provided the central religious category of the entire Christian spiritual traditi~n."~' 

Lonergan's principles of progress, decline and redemption and the theological description of 

self-sacrificing love as the "law of the cross" converge and elucidate the redemptive role of 

the public church. The public church's redemptive role is social; it moves ever more closely 

to creating situations of the human good and undoing the mischief and evil that prevents and 

hinden such situations. Lonerganos understanding of the law of the cross, 

shows the powerful relevance of the death of Jesus to the power of evil in the world. 
Evil in human f ia i rs  seems to generate more evil. Resentment breeds more 
resentment, killing more killing. Jesus represents an ending of that cycle by his active 
reception of the evil meted out to him and his transformation of it into forgiveness. 
The cycle of decline which we live out and extend through our biases receives a 
powerful initial transformation by Jesuso rehisal to give in to it or to continue it. By 
accepting the love manifested in Jesus' death, we can become active collaborators 
with hirn and the Father in the transformation of evil into good.89 

The acceptance of the self-sacrificing love manifested in the law of the cross is the 

foundation for the church's mission of transformation of the culture. The answer for the 

undoing of the evils of the social order is found in "the experience of the death and 

resurrection of Jesus God's answer, his [sic] personal response, to the problems of human 

evil and his [sic] invitation to us to actively share in the overcoming of e v i ~ ? ~  In the 

acceptance of God's answer to evil, in the iaw of the cross, human subjects are enabled to 

collaborate with others in shaping and creating situations of the human good. It is the 

acceptance of this love that allows communities to be communities of redemptive activity not 

only proclaiming this love but also witnessing to this love in the world. 

Three points allow us to surnrnarize how Lonergan's understanding of progress, 
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decline and redemption help us to grasp more hlly the self-understanding and mission of the 

public church. First, his understanding of hurnan history as the simultaneous pnnciples of 

progress, decline and redemption establishes the public church's redemptive role in the 

human world mediated by meaning and value. The public church, although not exempt from 

the realities of unauthenticity, is graced with a redemptive role in the struggle against bias. In 

other words. to understand the public church both as a human comrnunity and as a 

redemptive c o m u n i t y  are not necessarily mutually exclusive. Second. Lonergan's defines 

the social function of religion in relation to social progress and social decline. Religion is 

social and an integral part of the fabric of cultural life. This contrasts sharply with Arnerican 

culture where religion and ecclesid life are ofien minimized and privatized. Not only does 

Lonergan accentuate the social nature of religion, which is pivotai to understanding the 

public church, he asserts the redemptive role of religion. To the extent a religion embraces 

self-sacrificing love it is redemptive and it has the potential to undo decline and promote 

authenticity. The public church's social mission can be understood as a redemptive activity in 

the Amencan culture as it strives to undo decline and social breakdown. Third, the public 

church appropriates the ultirnate meaning and ultimate value of this self-sacrificing love 

symbolically in the "law of the cross." To the extent the public church can espouse self- 

sacrificing love as an ultimate value, it will be an authentic and transfomative presence 

within the Arnerican culture. 

The Redemptive Role of the Church 

niere are three points at which Lonergan's understanding of the redemptive role of 

the church funhen the undentandhg of the public church. The public church's mission 

involves critical engagement with the host culture; it is an engagement that actively pursues 



dialogue with other communities of meaning and value in order to create a social order more 

conducive to the human good. The public church contributes to the public discourse its own 

meanings and value in the hope of transforming the values of the host culture. Present in the 

larger social fabric of American culture, the public church does not fa11 victim to a manner of 

ecclesial presence that typifies the totalist or tribalist mode. Rather the public church charts a 

different coune in its relationship with culture by its refusal to accept the culturai 

misconception marginalizing it to the periphery of either social or personal life. Through the 

Christian message the public church hopes to create an alternative situation to the existing 

context of pervasive individualism that stymies both the common conversation and the 

common social cornmitment needed to transfonn the social order. 

The tint point at which Lonergan helps us to make our understanding of the public 

church more explicit is his understanding of the church as a comrnunity of meaning and 

value that is the historical and social sign of the redemptive Christ in the world. Lonergan 

defines the Christian church as "the comrnunity that results from the outer communication of 

Christ's message and From the inner gift of God's love."9' The church, as any community. is 

an instance of common meaning. Community "begins or ends, just where the cornmon field 

of experience. common understanding, comrnon judgment, common cornmitrnents begin and 

end."92 The distinctiveness of the church resides not in the imer gift of God's love, which is 

a universal gifi, but rather in the church's understandings. judgments, decisions and 

commitments that builds upon this inner experience of divine love. The uniqueness of the 

church is not rooted in its being exempt from the task of human operations and cooperations 

constitutive of other cornmunities. Rather the distinctiveness lies in its common meaning, the 

'' Lonergan, Method in T h e o l u ~ ,  36 1. 
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"result" of it common expenences, understandings, judgments and decisions. 

For the Christian church, God's inner gift of love is understood through the history of 

Israel and in the saivific event of Jesus' life, death and resurrection. Jesus Christ is the outer 

word of God's revelation and congruent with the gift of love that God works within us. In the 

life, death and resurrection of Jesus Christ is, "God's own entry into man's [sic] world 

mediated by meaning."Y3 The church results from both this inner gift of God's universal love 

and the outward expression of the Christian message. This Christian message, the church's 

unique meaning, 

is cognitive inasmuch as the message tells what is to be believed. It is constitutive 
inasmuch as it crystallizes the hidden gifi of love in overt Christian fellowship. It is 
effective inasmuch as it directs Christian service to human society to bring about the 
Kingdom of ~ o d ?  

In the communication of the message of Christ, the church leads another "70 share in [the 

church's] cognitive. constitutive. [and] effective rneax~in~ ."~~  

The church cornes to be through the sarne human operations as other communities 

and transmits its own unique meanings and values through Ianguage. symbol, ritual and 

beliefs, the same carriers of meaning as other comrnunities. 'The language of theological 

definitions that describe and identify the church as a redemptive cornmunity, for example the 

Mysticai Body, People of God, or the Body of Christ. must neither compromise the church's 

histoncd reality nor permit it to evade its social responsibility. "The transcendental, 

supematural dimensions of the Church do not elevate it out of the range of concrete 

hiaoricity, they declare the real meaning of hurnan historicity and contribute to its 

93 Bernard J.F. Lonergan, S.J., "Origins of Christian Realism," in Ryan and TyrreII, eds., A Second Colfecrion, 
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reali~ation."~~ Redemption, as a principle of human history, is not about escaping history or 

this concrete world. The church's redemptive role is within human history and among other 

commwties of meaning and value. Redernption is a not an escape but a healing, a 

"Iiberation that enables us to be the redeemed subjects of the world's self-realization."" 

Central to Lonergan's thought is the relationship of comuni ty  and the human 

subject. Human subjects who share comrnon meaning and value form cornrnunity and, an 

individual becomes who he or she is within a rnatrk of cornmunities. The constitutive 

meaning of the church is God's meaning for the human world as understood in the life, death 

and resurrection of Jesus Christ. The Christian message, God's meaning incarnate in the 

person of Jesus Christ. is transrnitted to people of al1 times and places through the extensive 

world of language. belief. and values. This transmission of meaning opens up a world for the 

individual to understand his or hrr experience in light of the cornmon understandings. 

judgments. and commitments of the church. The church is not the onginator of the inner gift 

of God's love but throughout the centuries it provides a community of interpretation for 

people in different times and places. 

The l anpge  and symbols a person leams now speak of God as well as man [sic], of 
both sin and forgiveness, of resurrection as well as death, of freedom and not merely 
constraint. Personal examples will be not only of selfishness and alienation but of 
generosity and reconciling love. Roles and institutions will direct people toward 
authentic living?8 

This process of human subjects appropnating the Christian message, a process Lonergan 

refen to as the church's "process of self-consti tut i~n.~ Joseph Komonchak descnbes as two 

inseparable moments: one objective and the other subjective. "The objective moment 

% Komonchak, "The Church," 226. 
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involves reference to the founding and perennially constitutive meanings that center around 

the life. teachings, death and resurrection of   es us."'^^ The Scriptures, creeds, the liturgy. are 

examples of the carriers of this perennial meaning and these meanings "stand over and 

against each generation of Christians as the criterion of their fidelity to Christ's word."lO' 

The subjective moment in the self-constitution of the church, "shifts to the particula. 

situations in which its constitutive meanings and values are cornmunicated and received."lu2 

The inseparable quality of these two moments reflects that although there are perennid 

meanings and values of the Christian church. the 

gospel is always preached to individuals and groups living in specific historical 
moments. in comrnunities and societies shaped by human progress and marred by 
human sin. . . . the gospel only liberates in the concrete. as a word of grace which 
makes people fiee in the ever different here and now.'03 

The public church cornes to play not simply as the body of beliefs but how these beliefs are 

understood in light of the challenges and questions a particular context raises: in the case of 

the public church, the host culture's individualism is a factor in the appropriation and the 

articulation of the authentic meaning of the Christian message in the American context. The 

church is historical as human subjects appropriate its constitutive meanings in a given 

context; the church is in a process of self-constitution and it is actually an event in history. 

The church's process of self-constitution involves the specific context in dialogue with the 

perennial meanings of the Christian tradition. Komonchak reminds us. that these two 

inseparable moments are in fact "the interplay between faith and ~u l tu re . " '~  The public 

church is an ecclesial manifestation of üi is  classic faith-culture tension in Christianitv. It 
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seeks to challenge the values underpinning the American ethos that foster, rationalize and 

promote an individualism that curtails the effectiveness of faith, religion and ecclesial life in 

the social order. 

... The basic process by which the Church constitutes itself in response to Christ's 
word and the Spirit's grace is already a "political" act, that is, an act that decides for 
and/or against specific options about the character of human society and the direction 
of human history. It is the process by which God's redemptive intervention in man's 
[sic] making of man [sic] becomes historically and socially visible and effe~tive. '~'  

In its mission to promote authentic situations more conducive to the human good, the public 

church shares in the redemptive mission of Christ in the world. It is an active instrument and 

visible sign in the realization of the meaning of human history. a meaning that is rooted in 

Christian revelation. It is a sign and witness of the redemptive Christ in the world. liberating 

human subjects in concrete situations in order to create more authentic situations of the 

human good. 

The second point at which Lonergan contributes to our understanding of the public 

church is his understanding that the redemptive mission of the church involves working 

*'systematically to undo the mischief brought about by alienation and ideol~gy."''~ The 

public church. through its witness. public dialogue and public theology. is a historical agent. 

a catdyst, in the reversai of unauthenticity. Lonergan is uncompromising as to how this 

reversal cornes to pas .  "The foundation for social improvements, in Ilonergan's] view, is 

the authentic subject. not some canonized doctrine, policy, authority, or agenda.'"'' If the 

public church is to be a witness of. and an instrument in promoting authenticity for the 

transvaluing of the host culture it must "labor to persuade people to intellectual, moral. and 
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religious  onv version.'"^^ The public church is a catalyst against alienation to the extent it is 

both a witness to, and a persuasive presence of, a converted community. 

Conversion is the process of moving from unauthenticity to authenticity. II is not just 

development. *'it is a change of direction and, indeed. a change for the better."'09 The 

converted subject "apprehends differently, values differently, relates differently because he 

[sic] has become different."' l0 Lonergan speaks of conversion as three-dimensionai. It is 

intellectual inasmuch as it regards Our orientation to the intelligible and the mie. The 

intellectually converted subject is fieed from equating the criteria for knowledge of the world 

of immediacy with the criteria for knowledge of the world mediated by meaning and value. 

An important implication of intellectual conversion is the realization that the world we live in 

is principally constituted not by sense data. but by human undentandings. judgrnents. and 

decisions. The personal, interpersonal and social dimensions of our existence. the very world 

we live in is. constituted by human meanings. Conversion is mord inasmuch as it regards our 

orientation to the good. The mordly converted subject becomes motivated not by satisfaction 

but by values. To think of "'the good as whatever is objectively worthwhile. disregarding 

subjective ~ornforts,"'~' as opposed to the p o d  as %hatever satisfies and cornforts us. and 

nothing else" is not a transition effected by logic or persuasion; conversion is necessary for 

this change of horizons. Conversion is religious inasmuch as it regards our orientation to 

God. The religiously converted human subject cornes to love God with one's whole heart and 
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soul; religious conversion is the " h i t  of God's gift of his [sic] grace."''2 Lonergan maintains 

that although there are different kinds of being in love, and each promotes self- 

transcendence, 

being in love with God, as experienced, is being in love in an unrestricted fashion. Al1 
love is self-surrender, but being in love with God is being in love without limits or 
qualifications or conditions or reservations. Just as unrestricted questioning is Our 
capacity for self-transcendence, so being in love in an unrestricted fashion is the 
proper fidfillment of that capacity.'" 

The human subject finds his or her proper fulfillment in the experience of being in love with 

God. a fulfillment that "sets up a new horizon in which the love of God will transvalue our 

values and the eyes of love will transform our knowing."'14 Love discloses values that logic 

and reason can ofien overlook. Through conversion 

one fiees oneself from the unauthentic. One grows in authenticity. Harmfùl. 
dangerous. misleading satisfactions are dropped. Fean of discornfort. pain. privation 
have less power to deflect one fiom one's course. Values are apprehended where 
before they were overlooked. Scales of preference shifi. Errors. rationalizations. 
ideologies fa11 and shatter to leave one open to things as they are and to man [sic] as 
he [sic] should be."' 

Conversion is a change of horizons, it is a "transformation of the subject and his [sic] 

world. .. [and] it is a prolonged process though its explicit acknowledgment may be 

,r I l 6  concentrated in a few mornentous judgments and decisions. The process of conversion is 

susceptible to relapse, and whether few or many, they may be corrected or leave their traces 

in the form of bias. 

Lonergan understands conversion as an on going process; it is at once "personai, 
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communal, and historical, it coincides with living religion."'" Conversion is persona1 but not 

solitary. it is communal in that conversion can happen to many. and they can form a 

community "IO sustain each other in their self-transformation, and to help one another in 

r* 118 working out the implications and hlfilling the promise of their new life. Conversion is 

historical because these communities can transcend generations, encounter a diversity of 

cultures and can be challenged by different situations as human subjects appropnate the 

meaning of the Christian message. While progress results from obeying the transcendentd 

precepts. and disobedience of these precepts results in decline, it is *e self-sacrificir.p love. 

the redemptive principle of hiaory, which has the power to heal the damage that results From 

the neglect of the transcendental precepts. The redemptive principle of history is the healing 

divine presence in human history. 

The public church daims a redemptive role as it seeks to transform the values of 

Amencan culture that foster a privatization of the role of religion and church. It embraces a 

responsibility for the social order not only seeking to unmask the values that underpin the 

economic and political subsystems of American life, rather also to transfonn the cultural 

values that give rise to these sarne social institutions. Lonergan's three-fold conversion. 

intellectual. moral and religious, challenges the public church to be a cornmunity promoting 

and witnessing the implications of conversion. Lntellectually converted subjects are able to 

reject both the notion of a neutral public square and of an unchangeable social order. These 

common beliefs harnper efforts for social transformation and cornmitment and cloud the 

comection between human subjects and the larger social order. Morally converted persons 

c m  discem value fkom satisfaction and choose to act fiom mie value. They are able to 
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perceive the blindness and unauthenticity of the individualism of the American ethos and 

become agents of value in the larger society. In contemporary American culture, the "good" 

has hecome what's good for me. The prevaience of "what's good for me'' with little if any 

concern about what is "good for us" is an ideology confionting the constituency of the public 

church. The rnorally converted subject can see the illusion of this ideology and commit his or 

her action to promote situations advancing the common good. Lonergan reminds us that true 

redemptive praxis, the solution to hurnan evil, requires hurnan collaboration grounded in self- 

sacrificing love. The religiously converted subject recognizes and strives to live the law of 

the cross, the Christian s p b o l  of God's self-sacrificing love in Jesus. This self-sacnficing 

love of God in the person of Jesus Christ is the solution for human evil within history. It is 

the religiously converted subject who is "the person in his [sic] self-transcendence. as loving 

and being loved. as originator of values in himself [sic] and in his [sic] milieu, as an 

inspiration and invitation to others to do like~ise.""~ who is the potential catalyst for cultural 

transformation; together these converted subjects are the community of the public church. 

The public church's mission is to offset alienation by promoting the implications of 

conversion. becoming a cataiyst in the undoing of decline and counteracting the ideology of 

individualism that permeates and rationalizes the values of Arnerican culture. 

The public church as a redemptive community of self-sacrificing love is a 

manifestation of the Christian church's univend redernptive role within the American 

culture. This community of redemptive love is a persuasive presence calling for the 

conversion of its constituency and othen in the larger social order. The public church's 

mission of transformation of culture will not be possible without hurnan authenticity and a 
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cornmunity of converted subjects. The transformation of unauthentic culture, undoing the 

ever-present bias and ideology of individudisrn in the Amencan ethos, vd l  not be solved by 

human efforts alone. The solution "mut  be a divinely originated solution, a rnatter of human 

collaboration with the divine partner in our search for the direction in the movement of 

~ife.'"*~ As a cornrnunity of self-sacrificing love, the public church becornes a locus for the 

potential transformation of its own constituency in order to transform the American culture. 

Through its communal life of an "intersubjectivity in grace, [together] with its own language 

and symbols, its own roles and institutions. its own interpretive and evaluative culture. "l? '  it 

strives not only to be a visible sign and instrument of a redernptive cornrnunity for itself. but 

for ail people. 

The third point that illuminates the understanding of the public church is Lonergan's 

position that theology "mediates between a cultural matrix and the significance and role of 

religion in that rnatri~."'~ Lonergan's description of theology. albeit brief. is significant for 

the understanding of the public church. The task of theology is one of mediating the 

significance of a religion's ultimate meanings and values in a specific cultural context. As 

Robert Doran notes, the universal significance of Christianity is not achieved by 

determining the essence of Christian faith and then in a second moment 
accommodating that essence to present situations, but of progressively discovenng 
the universai significance of belief precisely as the church humbly and faithfully 
shoulders the difficulties which that belief entails in the current s i n i a t i ~ n . ' ~  

The difficulty for Christian belief in the current situation of the Amencan context is the 

culturai tendency to envision faith and ecclesial life as private entities. What is needed is a 
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retrievd and articulation of the public significance of Christianity and of Christian 

discipleship for both the constituency of the church and the larger society. 

The public church's identity, its self-understanding, is a result of its response to the 

church's mandate to "evoke an alternative [situation] that approximates more closely the rule 

of God in human affairs and human h i s t ~ r ~ . " " ~  The public church's redemptive role involves 

a theological task as the public church, "desires to move religious belief away from a narrow 

concem with persona1 life which effectively has undercut the church's mission to the wider 

realm of social existen~e.""~ As theology reflects on the meaning of Christian religion in a 

context heavily laden with the ideology of individualism, public theology is the effort to 

"discover and communicate the socially significant meanings of Christian symbols and 

 tradition^.""^ Public theology develops the implications of religious beliefs for social life. 

explains and advocates the vision of society the community of faith embraces. and supports 

the public church as it embarks on the path of persuasion in communicating its message for 

the American ethos. 

If 'Theology, as the Christian mediation, or communication, between religion and 

culture must operate as a critical resistance to al1 biases on al1 levels. including re~i~ious.""' 

public theology is also an undoing of the bias within the church's own appropriation of the 

Christian tradition. Public theology seeks to identiQ and correct those elements of bias and 

unauthenticity that contribute to the privatizatïon of the Christian faith. Through the 
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articulation of the social implications of the Christian message, public theology serves the 

church in its own authentic appropriation of the Christian message. I t  provides the 

theological foundations to cal1 the church to understand and accept its larger role in society 

and the transformation of culture. Public theology makes explicit the social implications of 

the church's doctrine, liturgy, symbols and mission, al1 of which contribute to the matrix of 

interpretation available for an individual's own appropriation of the Christian message. 

The task of the public church is not limited to the recovery of a moral analysis, but 

includes the contribution of its own understanding of society and of individual and authentic 

cultural values to the public discourse. The public church has the obligation to 

provide the public with alternative visions of what is desirable and possible. to 
stimulate deliberation about them. provoke a reexamination of premises and values. 
and thus broaden the range of potential responses and deepen society's understanding 
OF it~e1f.I'~ 

The Roman Catholic church as a public church is challenged to "an articulation of the Roman 

Catholic tradition's world-view or background theory which informs a social ethic and 

subsequent public choi~es.""~ Public theology is the articulation of this tradition that 

becomes the foundations for the social ethics necessary for the public discourse. Public 

theology, as a redemptive activity of the public church, attempts to identify and overcome the 

bias of pnvatization in the church's self-understanding, and to contribute to the public 

discourse for the transformation of culture. The public church presents an alternative 

understanding of what cornmon life can be like in the Amencan ethos. Through persuasive 

dialogue and grounded in public theology, the public church seeks to transforms the values of 

American culture. Its presence is persuasive calling and inviting those within its ranks and 
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others in society to embrace one's own human dignity and to create situations promoting 

human dignity for al1 people. 

In summary, how has Lonergan's understanding of the redemptive role of the church 

M e r  illuminated the understanding of the public church? niree points of convergence 

between Lonergan and the public church w m t  mention. First Lonergan's assertion that the 

church is the historical sign of the redemptive Christ in the world reiterates the understanding 

of the church as a comrnunity of meaning and value that defines itself by the life. death, and 

resurrection of Jesus. The church is a community of shared meaning and value, united by the 

Spirit who allows and empowen the believer to accept the implications of the message of 

Jesus. The appropriation of the Christian message by human subjects in particular situations 

is in fact a historical sign of Christ's redemptive message. Redemption is not an escape fiom 

history; rather it is articulating the real meaning of hurnan history. In the American ethos, the 

public church's mission of transvaluing culture is a manifestation of the redemptive role of 

the church. Second, Lonergan's understanding of the redemptive role of the church 

necessitates undoing the bias and alienation present in the church's particular situations. The 

solution to human evil is a divine solution made manifest in the law of the cross. Progress 

and decline, the following of the transcendental precepts or their rejection, is embraced by 

God's redemptive self-sacrificing love. The public church seeks in word and deed to be a 

community of self-sacrificing love, a cornmunity of converted subjects. who are able to 

offset the ideology of individuaiisrn and promote authenticity because they themselves are 

transvalued. The public church despite its emphasis on the social order does not compromise 

its own need for conversion. Grounded in the law of the cross, the good of order of the 

church itself is a visible sign of the self-sacrificing love the church proclaims is needed for 



the American context. Lonergan reminds us, however, the church does not exist for itself, "its 

aim is the realization of the kingdom of God not only within its own organization but in the 

whole of human society and not only in the after life but in this life."'30 Finally. theology in 

Lonergan's thought is decidedly contextual. It mediates the meaning of the Christian religion 

in particular historical and cultural situations. In light of Lonergan's understanding of 

theology, public theology is a redemptive activity in two pivotal ways. First, i t  counieracts 

the tendency to minimize the social implications of the faith within the church's own 

appropriation of the Christian tradition. Second, while it is not the first laquage of public 

discourse, public theology is a resource for much of the church's social ethics. It is through 

this public discourse that the public church attempts to bring about cultural transformation. 

The persuasive mode of ecclesial presence espoused by the public church relies upon public 

theology to articuiate its own social tradition. This cultural transformation would undo the 

bias and correct the ideologies are the result of decline. The public church is the ecclesial 

manifestation of the proper faith-culture relationship: public theology as a work of the public 

church is more clearly appreciated as a redemptive activity within a similar faith-culture 

paradigm. 

Conclusion 

Bernard Lonergan has proved to be an optimal resource for deepening the 

understanding of the public church. ïh is  chapter's consideration of his four themes - a 

cntical anthropology. communities of rneaning and value. progress. decline, and recovery. 

and the redemptive role of the church - shows how they can provide a significant 

contribution to illuminate the work and f o m  of the public church. Lonergan's contribution to 
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the understanding of the public church, however. cannot be fully appreciated by a mere 

review or a restatement of the four themes considered in this chapter. Rather. the depdi of 

Lonergan's contribution is appreciated more fully in light of Lonergan as a --generalist" 

thinker. As Frederick Crowe contends, placing a generalist thinker in "conversation" with a 

particular topic is a specific genus. The genus of "Lonergan and the public church" does not 

result in a process of finding similarities that exist in both and then drawing a senes of 

conclusions. Instead, the genus of "Lonergan and the public church" evokes a deeper 

understanding of the public church. Precisely because Lonergan is a generalist thinker. a 

person who has "aimed at fundamental ideas, ideas of a type that should have wide-ranging 

implications, ramifications, applications, [and] adaptations."13' his thought makes possible a 

deeper understanding of the public church. 

Why is this the case and how do Lonergan's categories contribute to this deeper 

understanding? The four categories considered in this chapter are in fact manifestations of 

several foundational themes Lonergan addresses. This chapter's consideration of Lonergan's 

categories allows the reader to corne to a deeper understanding of the public church in light 

of the foundational themes of anthropology, the world, and the relationship of the church and 

the world. This is the necessary context for an understanding of the public church because the 

genesis of the public church as a type of church cornes to be as a result of reflection on these 

very same foundational themes. Why is this the case? The overt individuaiism shaping the 

Amencan ethos reflects a specific anthropology. Ln tum, the implications of this 

anthropology generate a perception of the larger world as mechanistic, -tic and a "given." 

This perception of the larger social order stymies the challenge for social change. 
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Furthemore, the cornpartmentalization of the role of religion and the churches to the r e a h  

of the pnvate, the legacy of individualism. imparts a minimal role for the church in the social 

order and as an agent of the transformation of culture. 

How do Lonergan's foundational themes of anthropology, the world and the role of 

the church in the world expand our understanding of the public church? First, his 

anthropology offen a corrective to the individuaiism that underpins the existing 

anthropology described by the representative characters of ''the therapist" and '-the manager." 

Sharply contrasting with the understanding of the human subj ect as "an unencurnbered self." 

Lonergan establishes the social nature of the human person. A person becomes who he or she 

is not by extracting oneself From the traditions. cornrnunities and the larger social order, but 

only in the authentic appropriation of these entities. Lonergan's understanding of the 

transcendental method both establishes the intrinsic comection between the human person 

and the larger social order and establishes the moral nature of the human subject and his or 

her world. The human person asks questions not only for understanding and intelligence but 

also for value; the human subject by nature seeks the reai. the tme and the good. There is no 

morally neutral sphere of hurnan life or the human world. Not oniy is the larger social order 

the result of the human operations, but these operations constitute a moral enterprise. 

Lonergan's anthropology not o d y  corrects the representative type of the "therapist'' that 

reflects a hctured relationship between the individual and the social order. but most 

imponandy Lonergan's anthropology establishes an individual's social responsibility. 

Second. Lonergan's understanding of the human world, the distinction between the 

world of immediacy and the world mediated by meaning and value. brings much to bear on 

the discussion of the public church. The human world is not a given; it is not a mechanistic 



construction that continues to "run" as if independent fiom human subjects and their 

decisions. The human world is the result of human agency. It is the world mediated by 

human subjects' meaning and values mediated in successive generations through language, 

institutions, roles and social custom. Lonergan reminds us that to the extent human subjects 

follow the transcendental precepts the cumulative result will be progress. To the extent these 

precepts are not followed, the cumulative effect leads to decline and alienation. The world 

manifests the progress of hurnan subjects and gives evidence of decline in social breakdown. 

class conflict. and other traces of human unauthenticity in the world. The human world 

mediated by meaning and value is not unchangeable; although the social institutions are often 

perceived as such, they are in fact changeable through the very same human agency that 

originally created the institutions. The process of this social transformation. however. 

requires a transformation and transvaluing of the cultural values that give nse to the social 

institutions. To change the world, Lonergan reminds us, requires a change in the human 

subjects who have consmicted the world mediated by meaning and value. Lonergan rejects 

both the anthopology of "the therapist," and "the manager" and maintains that the authentic 

human subject is a transcendent subject. The authentic human subject does not passively 

abdicate responsibility for the larger world, rather he or she is committed to creating a human 

world safeguarding the dignity of the hurnan person and fostering cornrnunity as the ideal 

ba i s  of society. 

Finally, Lonergan's understanding of the redemptive role of the church both situates 

the public church in the larger world mediated by meaning and value, and reiterates its work 

and mission in the host culture. The church's redemptive mission brings to the concrete 

human world God's meaning for human history. Decline and alienation are not the last word; 



God's redemption brhgs about God's intention for human history. Redemption is God's 

solution to the experience of human evil and in the Christian religion the meaning of 

redernption is the symbol of the cross. The law of the cross is the redemptive self-sacrificing 

love of Jesus Christ. Redemptive activity heals sinful situations generated by bias and 

justified by ideology. The public church's redemptive activity involves promoting. fostering 

and living this self-sacrificing love. In the church's own good of order this love tramvalues 

the relational life of the public church providing in the midst of a culture permeated by 

individualism a visible sign of a redemptive community. In cooperation and dialogue with 

other communities of meaning and value. the public church is a persuasive presence calling 

al1 people to create alternative situations that promote and safeguard human dignity. 

Bernard Lonergan provides the depth necessary to respond to Martin Marty's 

challenge to make the understanding of the public church more explicit. As a generalist 

thinker. he has provided a wellspring for deepening the understanding of the work and form 

of the public church. His contribution has neither been exhausted in this chapter. nor was it 

meant to be. What is evident. however, is that even a limited consideration of Lonergan and 

the public church offers the potential and oppomuiity for funher study. 



Conclusion 

In chapter one I argued that the optimal eccles iolo~ for the contemporary Amencan 

culture is Martin Marty's public church. My conclusion is based on three premises. First, 

Robert Bellah asserts that the present situation in contemporary American culture reflects the 

rise of the language of individualism. Chapter one traces this rise through Bellah's use of the 

representative charactes of the independent citizen, the entrepreneur, the therapist and the 

manager. Bellah contends these representative types or characters are images of the dominant 

meanings and values in the American ethos. In other words. the use of a representative type 

"is a way by which we can bring together in one concentrated image the way people in a 

given social environment organize and give meaning and direction to their lives."' Currently, 

the therapist and the manager best descnbe the American ethos. These two types are 

expressions of the pervasive individualism that has eclipsed the republican and biblical 

languages and subsequently dismantled the previously important moral and social context of 

American individualism. Although these alternative languages have not disappeared. the 

dominant language of individualism presents a challenge. If individualism's "what about 

me?" continues to marpinalize the question of 'îvhat about us?" how can the social issues 

evident in American life. not only be resolved but also become the subject of an effective 

public discourse? 

Second. Bellah maintains that individualism is so pervasive in Arnerican culture it 

configures the present understandings of the public and private spheres. In the curent 

' Robert N. Bellah. et al.. Habits of the H m :  Individualism and Commitment in American Life (Berkeley: 
University of California Press, 1985), 39. 



configuration of the public and private spheres faith and ecclesial life have been relegated to 

the private sphere. Currently. the social implications of faith and the v a l i d i ~  of their 

alternative values are often minimized. The understanding of the legitimate roies for religion 

and ecclesial communions in public discourse is not widely embraced. At the same time, 

Bellah challenges communities of memory, including the Christian Church? to be effective 

agents in re-establishing alternative values and assuming a legitimate role in shaping 

contemporary Amencan life. 

Third, the most effective means for the Church to respond to Bellah's challenge is 

Martin Marty's notion of a public church. Marty uses a sociological typology to illustrate 

how religions and churches organize and understand themselves in relationship to the larger 

social order. The public chuch is best understood within this tyology of totalist, tribalist. 

and pnvatist. The public church is a way of being church. a ' .pe",  identified by 

characteristics rather than by denorninational lines. The public church relinquishes any daim 

to totalist expressions reminiscent of the era of Christendom. The diversity of the American 

population and the non-establishment of religion clause of the First Amendment eliminate the 

totalist option as an effective mode of ecclesial understanding and expression. Likewise, the 

public church eschews the belligerence and defensiveness of the tribal mode in order to 

accept its place among the many constituencies that contribute to the public discourse. In the 

American context, the Church cannot hope to bnng about social transformation without the 

cooperation and expertise of many other communities. 

The public church, as its name reflects, rejects the culturally sanctioned privatist 

mode of ecclesial understanding and expression. Contemporary culture may assign religion 

and ecclesial life to the confines of the private sphere thus minimizing its social importance 



and labeling religion as one of many pnvate choices, but the mission of the public church 

actively works against this understanding. The public church espouses dialogue and strives 

towards mutuai understanding with other constituencies in the larger social order as it seeks 

to help create an alternative situation for our common life. Dialogue and cooperation are not 

attributes of the totalist, tribalist or privatist modes. However, dialogue and cooperation are 

necessary for social transformation and therefore, are constitutive of the public church. 

The public church's mission includes an emphasis on the social implications of the 

faith. This requires each ecclesial community to critically reflect on its own articulation and 

appropriation of the Christian tradition. In what ways has a particular ecclesial cornmunity 

acnially promoted privatizing tendencies among its constituents? Are the social meanings of 

ntual and symbol lost or overlooked? The public church's critical engagement is not only 

with its host culture, but also with its own tradition. This critical engagement generates a 

public theology that provides a foundation for the public church's contribution to the wider 

public discourse and a Ianguage for its own members' appropriation of the meaning of 

Christian life in the Amencan ethos. Chapter one establishes individualisrn's challenge to 

ecclesial communities in the Amencan culture and establishes the public church as the most 

effective response of the Roman Catholic church in this cultural context. 

In chapter two T responded to Martin M m ' s  challenge for each ecclesial cornmunity 

to "discover not invent the public church in its own life". in this second chapter I uncovered 

the antecedents of the public church in the Roman Catholic church in the United States. This 

chapter considered four twentieth century American Roman Catholics. The focus was neither 

an exhaustive study of their contribution to the Roman Catholic church as a public church, 

nor a comprehensive anaiysis of their individual work and thought. Rather, the anaiysis of 



Monsignor John A. Ryan, Virgil Michel, O.S.B., Dorothy Day, and John Courtney Murray, 

S.J., showed the nascent public church in the Roman Catholic church during the twentieth 

centwy. I demonstrated in the second chapter that the characteristics and manifestations of 

the nascent public church are multi-faceted. Consequently an effective public church would 

bear these same characteristics today. 

Monsignor Ryan reflects that the work of the public church involves the legislative 

process. Not o d y  does Monsignor Ryan reject the notion that the economic order is exempt 

fi-om moral analysis, he envisions a legislative role in correcting the abuses rendered by this 

economic system. In an era where politics and economic life became more and more a 

national phenornenon. Ryan calls the Roman Catholic church to a social awareness and 

responsibility that is equdly nationai in scope. At the same time, the daily life of the Roman 

Catholic church bore the characteristics of the "immigrant Church". Ecclesial efforts focused 

both on providing a support structure for those new to the United States and safeguarding 

their cultiiral identity by maintaining their understanding and expression of their culture's 

expression of Catholicism. 

Virgil Michel's contribution is a reminder that social transformation cannot be 

relegated solely to legislative actions. The cal1 for social transformation is also a cal1 for 

personal conversion; for Michel persona1 conversion and social transformation are intimately 

tied to the liturgy. Michel's promotion of the liturgical renewal and his understanding of the 

theology of the Body of Christ recaptures the social implications of the Christian liturgy. The 

community gathered in love and mutuaiity for the Eucharist is but a rnicrocosm of what the 

larger social order is called to become. Michel's insistence on the full participation of the 

assembly is an expression of the inclusive social order those assembled for Eucharist are 



commined to create. At the sarne time, Michel's liturgicai renewal often conflicted with the 

more popular eucharistic devotions of the twentieth century. These eucharistic devotions 

tended to emphasize the priest's role and the reservation of the eucharist and, ofien lacked the 

ability to promote a strong social consciousness. Where Michel's liturgical renewal 

emphasized the integration of the liturgical life with the everyday life of the believer in the 

larger world, the devotional life was more confined to the parameters of ecclesial identity and 

life. Michel reminds us in his efforts at liturgical renewal that the Roman Catholic church, as 

a public church. not only criticdly engages the host culture. but it actively recognizes the 

privatizing tendencies within its own appropriation of the Christian tradition. 

Perhaps no greater exarnple of the public church's cntical engagement with twentieth 

century American culture is the legacy of Dorothy Day. In the aftermath of the bombing of 

Pearl Harbor in 1941 and the United States' subsequent mobilization for war, Day's pacifism 

was unwavering. Her uncompromising pacifism is both a manifestation of the public church 

by its social witness and an instance of "radical Catholicism", in its refusa1 to accommodate 

the demands of evangelical life with what the culture deems right. At a time when the 

national loyalty of Amencan Cadiolics was questioned, Dorothy's social witness was a 

challenge to the church. Despite the groundswell of support for the United States' entrance 

into the Second World War. Day risked the rejection of her own supporten and the criticism 

of the Catholic hierarchy as she resisted the war effort. Day's social witness challenges the 

church to be vigilant in the midst of its own host culture as a witness to its own prophetic 

dimension. Dorothy Day's legacy is her cornmitment to live the evangelicai life in the midst 

of a culture that is not an "easy fit" for the gospel. As an antecedent of the public church, Day 

challenges the public church to accommodate to neither a naïve nationalism, nor to an 



unthinking ecclesial loyalty. 

1 concluded the second chapter with a consideration of John Courtney Murray's 

contribution to cooperation between Cathoiics and non-Catholics for the purposes of social 

reconstmction. Dialogue and cooperation are constitutive to the public church, and in the 

ùitercredal debates of the 1 9 4 0 ~ ~  Murray grapples with the question of cooperation in a post- 

WWII context in need of social transformation. Murray and his opponents, Paul Hanly 

Furfey, Joseph Fenton and Francis J. Connell, al1 agree on the need for social reform. The 

dividing issue is ecclesiological. How can the Roman Catholic church cooperate with non- 

Catholics and not risk indifferentism? How can intercredal cooperation not diffuse the 

potentiai of the Catholic solution to the social ills? Underpinning the debates between Murray 

and his opponents are two contrasting ecclesiologies. Furfey and Fenton's ecclesiological 

starting point is the Roman Catholic church as the one uue Church, the "bearer of Truth" and 

consequently, intercredal cooperation becomes highly suspect of both granting rights to error 

and threatening the unity of the true Church. Without dismissing cooperation entirely. Furfey 

maintains, "cooperation should mean that non-Catholics and others should cooperate with us 

[Roman Catholics] and not the other way around.'" Murray's ecclesiological starting point 

contrasts with his opponents' "tribai" mode. Murray posits the comrnon ground of 

cooperation in the "law of human nature." Heavily influenced by the renaissance of Thomism 

in the 1 9 4 0 ~ ~  Murray shifts the foundation of a common ground for cooperation fiom the 

confines of religious belief to the more inclusive cornrnon ground of believes. Murray 

maintains it is our common nature that becomes our common ground; the human penon is 

' Charles Curran, American Social Ethics: Twentieth Centuv Approocher (Notre Dame, Ind.: University of 
Notre Dame Press, 1 982), 190. 



able to appropriate the divine tnith and not soleiy within the confines of the Church. Munay's 

bbanthropologicd shift" allows the individual to be seen as the locus of the spinnial and 

temporal orders each maintaining separate ends. The church's ends are not compromised 

since the task of the church is to inform the conscience of the believer in the task of 

transforrning the temporal order. Allowing truth to be found in the hurnan person and not 

only within the confines of Church respects both the temporal and spiritual ordrrs and 

recognizes the uniqueness of the Church and die needs of the world. 

Monsignor John A. Ryan, Virgil Michel, Dorothy Day and John Courtney Murray 

each manifested qualities of the public church yet they ministered within a church whose 

official self-understanding provided a contrast to their work. In order for the Roman Catholic 

church in the United States to be an effective public church there is a need for a shifi in 

ecclesiology on the part of the Roman Catholic church. 

In the third chapter I focused on the shift in ecclesiology that allows the theological 

and conciliar foundations for the self-understanding of the Roman Catholic church as a 

public church. In part one of the chapter, 1 examined the growing centralization of the Roman 

Catholic church in the late nineteenth century. Although there were other forces and 

movements that contrasted with these centralking forces, the forces of centralization were 

very influential both in the universal church and the Roman Catholic church in the United 

States. This centralization gave rise to a specific mode of ecclesial presence. Joseph 

Komonchak posirs that the Vatican's response to the questions and challenges of modemity 

created a "sub-culture" or a pardlel world. It would be erroneous to maintain the Roman 

Catholic church withdrew fiorn the world; rather, it undentood itself as a societas perfecta, 

expressing itself as the community of the truth amidst a hostile world. This tnbalist mode of 



expression and understanding was an ecclesial strategy to present a united and universal 

resistance to the Liberalisrn of the modem era. As an ecclesial mode of presence and self- 

understanding, the tribalist mode hindered the Vatican's study and incorporation of the social 

sciences into its theological enterprise. Theology's role tended to focus more on supporting 

the Vatican's tendencies towards centralization than engaging issues external to the church. 

On the eve of the Second Vatican Council the officia1 ecclesiology of the Roman Catholic 

church could still be described as a tribalist mode. At the time of the cal1 of the Second 

Vatican Council, the Roman Catholic church saw the "new situation" to which it ministered 

and recognized that its mode of ecclesial presence was not the most effective. 

In part two of the third chapter my focus turned to the irnplicit characteristics of the 

public church contained in two specific conciliar documents. In Gaudium et spes and 

Digniraris humanue there exists a theological foundation for the Roman Catholic church as a 

public church. These implicit characteristics - a critical anthropology. a critical and dialogical 

mode of ecclesial presence in the world. and the social implications of theology - were each a 

lens 1 used to examine the selected council documents. 

The first implicit characteristic of the public church is the critical anthropology of the 

document Gaudium et spes. The emphasis of Gaudium et spes is "not on the world of things 

but on the world of men [sic] or the human family.'"' The council recognites an 

anthropologicai cnsis and its response is a critical anthropology. This anthropology is 

"critical" because it establishes the human penon as transcendent, social by name, and as 

imago dei. As image of God, the human penon has a divinely bestowed human dignity. This 

' Walter Kasper, "The Theological Anthropology of Gmdium et spes." Gaudeum et spes: Thiry Years Luter; 
Laiy Todqy Review of the Pontflcd Council for the Lair): 39 (1996): 47. 



cntical anthropology, grounded in a christological foundation, shapes the vision of humanity 

the church proclaims to the modem world. The dignity of the human person is at the center of 

the church's mission as it seeks to shape a world that safeguards the dignity of ail people. The 

second characteristic, a cntical and diaiogicai mode of ecclesial presence in the world. is 

manifested in Gaudium et spes ' consideration of the church and culture relationship. Central 

to the mission of the church is the evangelization of the host culture. The proclamation of the 

"good news continually renews the life and culture of fallen humanity; it combats and 

removes the error and evil which flow from the ever present attraction of sin." (GS 58) The 

church's cornmitment to the dignity of the human penon allows al1 areas of human concem 

to be the church's concern, justibing no morally neutral spheres. Gaudium et spes does not 

specifically mention the individualism of the Arnerican culture; however. it does provide a 

foundation for the public church's task of cntiquing the common misconception of the 

political and economic subsystems as a neutral public square. These subsystems are now 

understood in light of their contribution to safeguarding human dignity and promoting the 

cornrnunity of life that fosters true huma. fulfillment. 

In Dignifutis humame the church relinquishes any totalist modes of expression or 

self-understanding. Accepting religious plurdism as the context of the church's mission. the 

church no longer seeks civil establishment but rather the freedom to fulfill its mission of 

proclaiming the reign of God in the world. The fieedom to fùlfill its unique mission in the 

world allows and challenges the church to engage critically its host culture. This has 

implications for theology, specifically the social implications of theology. Unlike the function 

of theology of the Catholic sub-culture, post-conciliar theology cntically engages culture for 

the purpose of transformation. Post-conciliar theology, 



involves a critical correlation between a text and a situation, between the claims of a 
tradition and the challenges of modemity ... . It unites into a single interpretive 
moment the two goals which had formerly been kept separate: the self-constitution of 
the Church and the Church's engagement with society." 

The council paves the way for a public theology that articulates the public significance of the 

Christian tradition in the context of the pervasive individualism of the American ethos. In 

chqter hzee the pre-conciliar ecclesioloey of the Roman Catholic church as a sub-culture. a 

parallel world, is contrasted with the ecclesiological developments of the Second Vatican 

Council. In Vatican II. the totalist, tribalist and privatist mode of ecclesial presence and self- 

understanding give way to an ecclesiology of critical engagement and social concem. 

Although there is not specific mention of the term "public church" its ecclesiological 

foundations are found within the legacy of the Second Vatican Council. 

In the fou& and final chapter of this dissertation I demonstrated how Bernard 

Lonergan is a resource for the public church. 1 did not attempt to exhaust Lonergan's 

contribution to the public church. Rather, 1 illuminated the understanding of the public 

church by selecting four of his categories for consideration. These categories - his 

anthropology: communities of meaning and value; history as the story of the simultaneous 

principles of progress, decline and redemption; and the redemptive role of the church in the 

world - provide a iarger frame of reference for a fuller understanding of the public church. 

How do Lonergan's categories successfully lead to a hillet understanding of the 

public church? Four salient points illustrate Lonergan's contribution. First, Lonergan offen a 

corrective to the exaltation of the individual that shapes both the private and public spheres of 

the American ethos. The human subject is a central theme for Lonergan and he contends that 

' Robeno Tucci, "The Roper Development of Culture< in Herben Vorgrimkr, ed., Cornmentory on the 
Documents of Vatican II, vol. S (New York: Herder and Herder, 1 969). 27. 



the authentic human subject is transcendent. The subject is intimately connected to the larger 

social order and his or her existentid project is inherently a moral enterprise lived within a 

manix of communities. The fidfillment of the subject's transcendence is God who has created 

the subject in the divine image. 

Second, Lonergan's distinction between the world of immediacy and the world 

mediated by meaning and value establishes the hurnan world as the product of hurnan agency. 

The human operations and CO-operations are the genesis of communities of meaning and 

value that constitute the larger social order. Through language, symbol and other carriers of 

meaning, hurnan subjects appropriate the values and meanings of the hurnan world they 

inherit. Lonergan's understanding of the human world as the product of human agency is a 

stark contrast to the mechanistic and static notions of the world. These static world-views 

ofien lend thernselves to promoting the misconception of the social order as a "given," 

unchangeable and immutable. Lonergan's understanding of the human world as the product 

of a human agency that is inherently morai. disavows the justification of a morally neutral 

public square. The hurnan world is the product of human agency and transformation of the 

world requires transfonning hurnan subjects. It is authentic human subjects who create 

authentic communities and cultures. There is no transformation of the sociai order without a 

concomitant transformation of human subjects. 

Third, human history is the manifestation of the simultaneous principles of progress, 

decline. and redemption. The human world is the product of hurnan subjects who follow the 

tmscendental precepts and who fail to follow them. To the extent the transcendental 

precepts are followed there is progress; to the extent these precepts are ignored or neglected 

there is decline. The root of decline is bias and in al1 of its four forms it is a manifestation of 



the tendency for immediate physical and psychological gratification. There is, however. a 

third pnnciple of human history. Human history is not without its redemptive principle. 

God's embrace of humanity ailows the redemptive love of God to heal hurnan subjects who 

then can become men and women of originating value. Through the redemptive activity of 

human subjects and human communities, God's desire and meaning for hurnan history enters 

into the human world mediated by meaning and value. 

Fourth, the church, as a redemptive cornmunity of meaning and value, bears a special 

mission in the human world. Through the practice and witness of self-sacrificing love of the 

cross the church is a redemptive community bnnging about authentic circurnstances that in 

tum promote human authenticity. The redemptive activity of the church resists the ideologies 

that promote unauthenticity and stymie tme development and progess. As a redemptive 

comrnunity of  meaning and value, the public church actively resists the individualism that 

has skewed the cultural values of the Amencan ethos and contributed to social decline. 

Chapter four demonstrated that Bernard Lonergan's categones are a resource for a 

deeper understanding of the public church because through them the foundational issues 

underpiming the very notion of the public church are addressed. These foundational issues - 

anthropology, the world. and the role of the church in the world - have surfaced throughout 

this dissertation. Not to consider these foundational issues wouId be to circurnvent the 

challenge of Martin Marty to "make the form, work and understanding of the public church 

more explicit." It is only through a consideration of these core issues that a deeper 

understanding of the public church is possible. 

The primary contribution of this dissertation is to provide an understanding of the 

public church. Martin Marty's cal1 to al1 ecclesial communities to appropriate the public 



church is severely hampered unless there is an illumination and articulation of the 

understanding of the public church. Understanding precedes appropriation; if we do not 

undentand the public church we are Iimited in our ability to appropnate its characteristics 

and its mission in the American ethos. More than a decade after Roben Bellah and his 

associates' landmark work, Habits of the Heart: Individualism und Cornmitment in American 

Lfe, Robert Bellah paints a picture of contemporary Amencan culture that is no less 

permeated by individualism. In an address before the American Academy of Religion in 

1996, Bellah underscores the earlier findings of Habits of the Heart. and issues a stem 

waming about the diminishment of a social fabric in the Amencan ethos. The reason for the 

diminishment, B e h h  States, 

is in part because of the fact that the religious individualism that 1 [Beilah] have been 
describing is linked to an economic individualism which, ironically. knows nothing of 
the sacredness of the individual. Its only standard is money. What economic 
individualism desnoys, and what our kind of religious individualisrn cannot restore. is 
solidarity, a sense of being members of the same bodyW5 

The Roman Catholic church in the United States is not immune to religious individudism. At 

the sarne time, a concerted effort on the part of the Roman Catholic church in the United 

States to p p  an understanding of the public church and to appropriate and express this 

understanding will be an effective ecclesial response in the American culture. 

Robert Bellah reiterates his hope that deveioping a sense of solidarity and social 

responsibility are possibilities, and he calls our attention to "...the churches. and other 

religious and civic organizations. and even nooks and crannies in the univenities, to which 

' Roben N. Bellah, "1s There a Common American Culture?" Journal of the Americon Academy of Religion 
622. 



we rnight look6 for catalysts of social responsibility and cultural transformation. What can 

we hope to see if we look to the Roman Catholic church in the United States? We will see the 

Roman Catholic church, as a public church, as a one of many cornrnunities concemed about 

the cornmon life we share as a nation. In a culture shaped by economic individuaiism and the 

diminishrnent of an awareness of our comrnon life, the Roman Catholic church as a public 

church States in word and witness, "We beg to differ." This is neither an apologetic stance, 

nor a confrontational position. Rather it is the voice of civility; it reflects an attitude of 

openness and mutual respect that characterizes the public church as it enters the public 

discourse. The Roman Catholic church contributes to the public discourse its understanding 

of the sacredness of the human person and its vision of a social order safeguarding this 

human dignity. Finally, we can hope to see the Roman Catholic church as a public church in 

solidarity with al1 people, a church that witnesses to the inclusive and self-sacrificing love 

that has the potential to transform al1 people who can then effect true culturai transformation. 

"But the hour is late and the problems mount."' Bellah contends. The task that remains is for 

the understanding of the public church to be effectively appropriated in the Roman Catholic 

church in the United States. This dissertation takes a step towards this appropriation. 

"bid., 624. 
' Ibid. 
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